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CHAPTER 1.  OVERVIEW 
As an inquiry into the relationships among perception, understanding, and belief, I 
have meditated on the parable of the sower through the process of translating its written 
accounts into a visual medium (a large woodcut print), through the making of an edition varia 
of 170 prints exploring the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, and through written reflections on 
these engagements.  I have also considered a few specific, relevant visual works of other 
artists.  I have come to some conclusions, but believe there remains more to consider, more 
to do, and more to understand.  This is a journey I have been taking, and I invite you to travel 
with me for awhile as our paths of life here intersect. 
 
 1.1  Thesis form  
This thesis—being an unusual hybrid of formal visual analysis, meditative journal, 
theological commentary, and philosophical assertion—warrants formal preparation. 
CHAPTER 1:  OVERVIEW includes the current overview of content followed by a 
general artist statement. 
CHAPTER 2:  ART AS EVOCATION OF UNSEEN THINGS includes analyses, 
interpretations, and comparisons of specific visual works by Katsushika Hokusai, Joseph 
Kosuth, Chuck Close, and Vincent van Gogh.  Their works are chosen because they 
exemplify how visual art can evoke unseen things.  In van Gogh’s case, the parable of the 
sower is shared as a further, more specific thematic connection with my woodcut.  Other 
works by other people are mentioned in brief especially in the subsection on antithetical 
examples (works that do not evoke unseen things). 
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CHAPTER 3:  THROUGH THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER, is a journal in which 
you will find: 
• reflections on the content, meanings, and implications of the parable of the sower 
• rationales for my visual translation decisions 
• observations about the natures of perception, understanding, and belief and their 
interrelationships. 
CHAPTER 4:  PERCEPTION, UNDERSTANDING, AND BELIEF includes some of 
my additional rationales and distilled conclusions about the natures of perception, 
understanding, and belief and their interrelationships. 
CHAPTER 5:  CRUCIFIXION EDITION VARIA is a catalogue of process notes, 
summary remarks, statements about and responses to an edition varia of 170 prints.  The bulk 
of this chapter is 5.2  Process notes, which has the form of an appendix because that form is 
suited to documentation.  Each page of section 5.2  Process notes represents one print and 
contains notes about how I achieved each layer of the given print and a summary statement 
about why that print is complete and what its import is to the whole. 
APPENDIXES for this thesis are rather extensive in order to facilitate (1) clarity and 
readability of the main body (especially of Chapter 3) and (2) scrutiny of relevant references.  
You will find references to appendixes in footnotes throughout the chapters, and, where 
necessary, summaries of their content and relevance to the proximal thesis content.  The 
reference Appendix 276 can be found on page 276, and the reference Appendix 315-321 can 
be found on pages 315-321, which are united topically. 
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1.2  Artist statement 
1.2.1  Why I make visual art through relief printmaking 
Visual art, for me, is a potent mode of inquiry and evocative expression.  The process 
of art making slows my thinking to a critical, methodical, and meditative pace that yields 
discoveries and depth of insight and experience that the service-on-demand, industrial, and 
technological paces and purposes of other disciplines do not afford me. 
 
1.2.1.1  Process 
Relief printmaking, specifically, is a process conducive to probing a subject’s 
manifold nature.  Every phase and aspect—carving, inking, and layering—are means of 
thinking through and expressing meaningful content. 
 
1.2.1.1  Carving 
At the beginning of the process, this thinking through is due to the many, many hours 
it takes to carve an image in a matrix (the surface from which ink is transferred to paper to 
produce a print).  Those hours and the periods of rest between are, for me, contemplative. 
The decisions I make in carving are structural.  One of the greatest advantages of 
printmaking is that the structural elements of composition—line, shape, value, and texture—
are separated from the most ethereal and independently evocative art element—color.  Form 
and space are derivative elements—produced by combinations of the other elements.  Color, 
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of course, is also a determinant of value, but in relief, value is first determined structurally by 
cuts that dictate where color can and cannot reside. 
 
1.2.1.2  Printing 
Once a matrix or matrixes are carved, the second phase—printing—provides very 
different means of probing a subject’s manifold nature.  One aspect of this phase has to do 
with inking, the other has to do with layering. 
 
1.2.1.2.1  Inking 
In relief printing, ink is applied to the raised (relief) surface of the matrix. Ink is tacky 
and adheres easily to most materials, so applying it is a simple matter of bringing it in contact 
with the matrix.  Usually people apply ink with a brayer (a small, handled roller), but ink can 
be applied in several other ways including with ones hands, with brushes (ink thinned with 
Flash oil or solvent), with balloons, putty knives, grocery bags, cloth or anything to which 
ink sticks.  Ink can also be pushed or subtracted with all the same tools it is applied.  Whether 
ink is being added or subtracted this principle applies: whichever surface has more ink will 
relinquish it to the surface that has less until equilibrium results between the two. 
Alternative tools are useful, but the brayer remains the most fundamental and 
versatile.  The brayer is a simple tool.  At first it seems crude and clumsy to handle, not 
plastic like the brush of a painter (though brushes are not so free in my hands).  With 
experience, though, the brayer has become an extension of my body capable of an amazing 
diversity of marks and transitions—both expressive and precise. 
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Ink itself is a very plastic medium.  The hue, value, saturation, and degree of 
transparency are relatively easy to control, but the result of any given mixture of ink (1) 
depends on what it is layered over and (2) is very sensitive to the thickness of the applied ink 
film—especially as transparency increases.  The physical properties of ink are also subject to 
control by the addition of modifiers.  The ink can be made more fluid or more stiff, and the 
tack can be reduced.  A more fluid ink will coat a stiffer ink and stiff ink will not transfer to 
an area occupied by a more fluid ink.  These properties can be very frustrating, and they can 
be used to advantage. 
 
1.2.1.2.2  Layering 
All this relief inking potential may be put to use to produce a fairly complex 
polychromatic print in a single run through the press.  However, the visual complexity 
increases exponentially when multiple runs are layered together.  Layers may come from 
separate matrixes or from one subtractive matrix. 
A subtractive relief print is produced by carving away a portion of a matrix, printing, 
then carving more, and printing again.  Whatever is carved away allows the previous layer of 
print to remain unaltered by subsequent runs.  These matrixes are self destructive; one cannot 
print an earlier layer, so all the prints that will ever be produced by such a matrix must be 
printed before new layers are carved.  This is somewhat confusing and for many it is 
intimidating, but I find the destruction helpful in its requirement of decisiveness.  I also find 
the process cleansing and releasing in counterpoint to my natural tendency to hoard 
possibilities and prolong achievements. 
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Still more complexity and diversity of visual qualities can be produced when layers of 
monotype are integrated with layers of monoprint.  A monotype is a unique layer of print 
transferred from a matrix that has no surface variation and, so, cannot reproduce an edition of 
identical prints (unless it is a minimalist’s shape).  A monoprint is a unique layer of print 
from a matrix that could produce an edition.  I have printed monotypes from unaltered 
aluminum, wood, and various plastics.  Monotypes are markedly different than relief in that 
sharp graphic marks are optional. 
I use and explore this rich process to develop edition varia.  An edition varia is a 
series of unique prints (monoprints) related by theme and formal elements.  Prints in an 
edition varia include layers from common matrixes.  I do this to understand the subjects and 
themes more fully and to produce objects that evoke unseen things—that others may come to 
understand and experience these things also. 
 
1.2.2  Art as inquiry for all 
I believe art (both the making and the viewing) is a means of inquiry.  Therefore, the 
best art (a judgment of kind and quality) clarifies perception, facilitates understanding, and 
encourages belief—all in objects that are true.  I consider such works high art.  I realize that, 
as a definition, this is both exclusionary and overly inclusive.  As for exclusiveness, if 
everything were art and all art were equal, what good would it do to speak of anything as art 
and what would account for appraisal variance?  The word would be meaninglessly 
ubiquitous.  A great deal of work that may be considered art based on physical properties, 
context, and/or viewer regard does not accomplish the higher purposes that set high art apart 
from low art and from what is not art.  As for over-inclusion, many things accomplish the 
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higher purposes without the physical qualities that are elemental to art.  For instance, a CAT 
scan clarifies perception, facilitates understanding, and encourages belief, without being 
regarded as art because the scan is neither set in an artistic context nor are its physical 
properties aesthetic in intent, use, or nature.  Any of these aspects could be altered to change 
the situation and convert the scan to a work of art, but no CAT scan is art by nature, nor 
would its conversion to art qualify it as high art because the things the scan clarifies may be 
incidental to the artistic qualities, which may not accomplish the higher purposes. Now, 
allow me to briefly mention one thing that is not excluded by my definition of high art.  
Clarification of perception does not exclude dense or confusing works, for understanding is 
often achieved through suffering.  Clearer perception facilitates understanding.  If there is 
understanding, there must also be misunderstanding, which betrays the existence of truth.  
Understanding, therefore, results in clearer perception and encourages belief in the truth.  
Misunderstanding results in obfuscated perception and encourages belief in lies and untruths.  
We must believe; it is essential to our being to believe.  Tearing down the deceptive objects 
of false belief is only half of the issue.  Affirming the true objects of right belief is also 
necessary.  A work that merely tears down and provides no counterproposition fails to meet 
human needs; it is not high art. 
Visual art is a medium of inquiry, expression, dialogue, and evocation.  The edition 
varia is a powerful means of exploring the nature of things because it takes what are 
individually two dimensional and expands them like sculpture and time-based media into a 
multi-dimensional representation.  My method for producing an edition varia is to cycle 
through contemplation, production, and reflection.  Contemplation always has subject(s) and 
often has an object(s).  Production involves representation and abstraction of those subject(s) 
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and object(s) and expression of my beliefs, attitudes, and open inquiry about the same.  
Reflection is a metacognitive form of contemplation that takes the objects of production (the 
artworks) as subjects in addition to and in juxtaposition against the primary subjects and 
objects of the initial contemplation.  Strong reflection leads back to direct contemplation of 
the primary subject(s).  Thus I cycle, round and round, until I have a body of unique artworks 
that (1) exhausts my capacity to gain any further understanding without an utterly different 
compositional departure and (2) offers viewers a rich representation of the subject and 
expression of my engagement with it—a new jump point for their own inquiries.   
 
1.2.2.1  Subjects and themes of my art 
I address subjects that belong to universal human experience through visual art.  I do 
so because visual art is a matchless medium for dialoguing with and coming to understand 
the world around me, the spirit within me, and the living God who is above, before, and in all 
(whose artwork is the world—visible and invisible). 
 
1.2.2.1.1  Two fundamental subjects 
One subject that is fundamental to virtually all my work is the natures of and 
relationships among perception, understanding, and belief.  Another subject that is 
fundamental to virtually all my work is the natures of and relationships between God and 
people.  I do not separate the two, but address them simultaneously, in most of my art.  That 
is why you will find conjunctive assertions about these subjects throughout my writing.  It 
must be that way because that is the way of my art. 
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 1.2.2.1.2  Specific themes 
Because the fundamental subjects of my work involve many intangibles, and I am 
attempting to address them through physical material, I necessarily address them through 
more specific themes and through concrete object matter (including the art elements and 
illusions of things such as birds or land).  I choose specific themes and objects that are 
relevant, significant, and challenging to myself and the cultures I find myself in. 
For instance, I have engaged with the crucifixion of Jesus Christ,1 which is specific in 
its singular occurrence and broad in its relevance to myriad other subjects including justice, 
love, wrath, faith, world religions, history, literature, psychology, and medical science.  
Producing an edition varia about the crucifixion has allowed me to explore many conceptual, 
spiritual, and affective viewpoints and associations; for, though Jesus is one, there are at least 
as many ways of regarding him as there are those who regard.  This is true of every subject, 
and I could have picked any, but the universal human relevance of death coupled with the 
charged divergences among beliefs about Jesus and my vested faith in his resurrection 
combines synergistically for me and, I hope, for many diverse viewers. 
My engagement with the parable of the sower through a single-layer woodcut 
emphasizes the significance of the decisions made in the first phase of relief printmaking—
the development of composition and carving.  The specificity and meanings of the parable 
are the focus of chapter 3.  Yet, throughout these pages, you will find assertions about 
perception, understanding, and belief and about God and humanity.  These assertions are 
imbedded in and drawn from the visual translation of the parable of the sower. 
 
                                                 
1 Chapter 5: The Crucifixion 
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CHAPTER 2.  ART AS EVOCATION OF UNSEEN THINGS 
Artists who have addressed the same subjects that my works engage include Joseph 
Kosuth, Chuck Close, and Vincent van Gogh.  Other artists have produced works that I think 
stand as antithetical examples.  In this chapter, I will analyze specific works by other artists 
and artisans as a way of exploring the nature of and relationships among perception, 
understanding, and belief as engaged through visual art.  Specifically, I will focus on how 
material can be organized to evoke unseen things. 
 
2.1  Introduction 
In this chapter, I will consider the ways in which artistic works may succeed or fail in 
allusively evoking experience (or at least conceptual consideration) of unseen things.  First, 
in section 2.2, I will consider what may be unseen and why such things are unseen, with the 
caveat that this section is intended as a starting point not as a definitive philosophical treatise.  
In section 2.3, I will consider how various visual objects have failed to evoke unseen things.  
In section 2.4, we will consider One and three chairs (1965) by Joseph Kosuth as a positive 
example of evocation of unseen things.  In section 2.5, I will consider later works by Chuck 
Close.  In section 2.6, I will consider paintings of The Sower and Crows Over the Wheat 
Field by Vincent van Gogh, which relate to my woodcut of the parable of the sower both in 
their evocation of unseen things and in their specific theme.  In section 2.7, I will assert some 
conclusions. 
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2.2  Unseen things 
I use sight as a stand in for all the senses.  I do not include the wind among unseen 
things, for example, because we can feel wind with touch.  Wind does provide a good 
example, however, of how one sensation can be evoked by another, which is important 
because substitution stands at the heart of visual evocation in the same way that substitution 
stands at the heart of language and mathematics.  An image of a man gripping his hat and 
crouching down while his garments appear to writhe in one direction indicates wind.  Papers, 
leaves, and the hat of another man flying through the air in the same direction could not hurt 
the effect.  Consider Ejiri in Suruga Province by Katsushika Hokusai.  Wind and temperature 
are indicated so successfully that I get a visceral chill—an experience that is not due to the 
material itself.  There is no wind in the paper or the ink; and the real temperature of the print 
is not the cold produced by the color. 
Some things seem unseen (though they are not) merely because they are remote.  It is 
not that they cannot be seen; they are just out of range.  For instance, it is likely that you 
cannot see Mt. Fuji from where you are.  But you can see a representation of it in Figure 1.  If 
you have ever actually seen Mt. Fuji, this representation will do something specific for you 
that it cannot do for me as I have not seen it first-hand.  But the specificity of the mountain is 
unnecessary; otherwise Hokusai would have rendered it more naturalistically.  A 
representation, no matter the degree of abstraction, is always allusive, that is, it alludes to the 
original or ideal object(s). 
Definitively, representations require original external objects, even if they are 
imaginative composites or gross distortions.  The objects may be material, as is the case with 
Mt. Fuji.  But, I believe the object may be immaterial or transcendent as well or instead.  Mt. 
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Fuji stands as an example of this.  The mountain is physical, but it has come to represent 
more than its own material existence; it is a symbol of eternity.2  It is the priest of the earth, 
standing between common ground and the heavens.  It reaches to the skies in praise of God 
and godliness and opens its arms wide to the people all about—inviting them to ascend and 
transcend.  Mt Fuji towers like an ordeal before the pilgrim who would rise above the 
common and corrupt ways below in answer to the heavenly calling.  These metaphors stated 
variously throughout ages and across cultures suggest a common speech of physical things 
deferring to and representing spiritual things. 
Notice in Hokusai’s print the wind is made visible by things whose forms are far 
more fleeting than Mt Fuji and that all the more transient things are set in contrast with the 
mountain.  However, Hokusai rendered the more momentary things naturalistically in 
contrast with the severely abstracted mountain, which is indicated by a mere line and appears 
transparent and, in one sense, insubstantial.  Yet this transparency does not make the 
mountain ephemeral, for the geometry and structure of the line establishes stability and 
impassivity in contrast to the passing force and event below.  Mt Fuji thus stands as symbol 
for eternity, a representation of more everlasting things.  Hokusai has used tertiary material to 
evoke an experiential awareness of eternity (and, in contrast, mortality). 
Eternity is a good example of a thing unseen as I am defining that term: an unseen 
thing is intangible, yet externally real and experientially knowable.  As I said earlier, wind is 
not an unseen thing because it is material and can be felt and measured directly by the senses 
and sensory instruments.  But how can one measure eternity and what is its substance that it 
may be seen, heard, smelt, tasted, or touched?  Perhaps eternity does not exist then; but, if 
                                                 
2 Subsection I believe what God reveals to me under Section 4.3.2  How does one come to believe anything? 
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that is so, how can we understand beginnings, transformations, and existence?  Yet here we 
are living, having had our beginnings and facing our deaths.  Unlike Mt. Fuji, which is 
imperceptible because it is remote, eternity is unseen because it is immaterial yet each of us 
has already entered into eternity just as we have already entered space.  I realize some may 
retort that all our spatial substance was present before it became reorganized into our bodily 
form, but I also believe our spiritual substance existed in the mind of God prior to its formal 
arrival.  That aside, it remains that some things are imperceptible for lack of proximity and 
some things are unseen because their substance is not physical. 
A thing may also be imperceptible because it does not exist outside of 
conceptualization.  These things are not unseen things, as I have defined them.  This seems 
rather obvious, but it is often very difficult to recognize the difference between imperceptible 
things and unseen things.  Some make no distinction believing nothing immaterial exists 
apart from human conceptualization.  In a way, art does not help here, for (by definition) no 
unseen thing is inherent in any particular material element, and art is at least as adept at 
convincingly representing mere concepts as it is at evoking truth.  Indeed, the same devices 
are employed for both ends.  All unseen things can be experienced as conceptualizations; it is 
the more difficult matter to evoke objective unseen things and thereby facilitate awareness 
and experience of them. 
 
2.3  Antithetical examples 
In this section, we will look briefly at a few works with qualities that typically negate 
evocation of unseen things, whether purposefully or not.  From here on, evocation (in all its 
lexical forms) always refers to unseen things not imperceptible things.  Some works suggest 
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intent to evoke but fail to succeed.  Others suggest intents disparate from evocation.  Both 
provide valuable antithetical insight into the means of evocation via visual media. 
 
2.3.1  Sentimentalism and non sequitur from intent to form 
Thomas Kinkade is a commercial painter.3  His paintings exemplify two disparities 
between visual form and evocative intent.  His works depend on (1) adjunct texts and (2) 
visual sentimentality to communicate his intent and affect acquiescent viewers.  The titles 
and scriptures Kinkade selects to accompany many of his paintings evidence his intent to 
frame viewer experience.  However, the specificity of the texts contradicts the style of the 
work, which mimics the visual qualities of romanticist landscape.  Consider a work Kinkade 
titled Wind of the Spirit.  The viewer sees a windmill and a cottage standing prominently in 
the middle-ground with all windows glowing orange.  In the foreground a shallow pond 
reflects the pastel sky with lovely lavender, peach, and tinted blue clouds; a rustic road and 
bridge lead from the base of the picture over the pond and around the cottage.  A traditional 
white country church stands in the distance, its windows also glow of light from within.  
Pleasant trees, flowers and grass nestle the buildings, road, and pond and provide a color 
transition to the sky as they appear to recede into the distance becoming more and more 
lavender.  It is a beautiful scene, but overdone.  All the windows are lit, and I find the glow to 
be disgustingly warm.  I imagine every room has the happy ending to a feel-good movie 
happening inside at this very moment.  All the plants are well; the pond is absolutely still and 
unsullied.  The roofs look like frosting.  But where is the wind?  And where is the Spirit?  
                                                 
3 Kinkade’s works can be considered at his official web site: 
http://www.thomaskinkade.com/magi/servlet/com.asucon.ebiz.catalog.web.tk.CatalogServlet 
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The title suggests that we should experience the Wind of the Spirit.  There is no indication of 
motion in the visual qualities.  There are clouds in the sky, but they seem docile.  The blades 
of the windmill seem frozen.  Though viewers can puzzle together why Kinkade would affix 
the titles and scriptures he chooses, the visual forms themselves do not evoke what the texts 
impose.  That is not to say text precludes evocation of transcendence; nor does transcendence 
entirely preclude understanding.  But proximity of text to an image does not constitute a 
harmonic or synergistic relationship between the two. 
Compare Kinkade’s work to Joshua Commanding the Sun to Stand Still by John 
Martin . A dense, tumultuous sky shrouds and is illuminated by the sun.  The landscape 
below is dynamic with mountains, cliffs, and valleys.  One cliff comes in front of another, so 
that I cannot see what lies between; much remains a mystery.  Fortified cities stand on the 
crests of the mounts; they, too, seem impenetrable.  In the valleys there is battle.  The 
outcome is not represented as a given; I wonder anew at the courage of those coming against 
the fortress.  Martin’s title states the allusion outright, but the image conveys the allusion 
without the title, while also maintaining the dramatic power of the experience.  In other 
words, the image evokes an unseen thing—a thing that is true but bygone.4  It also evokes a 
sense of the God who created such an awesome world and lead his people to victories in 
conquering the Promised Land. 
Both Kinkade’s work and Martin’s work are rendered with great atmospheric light 
and the illusion of spatial depth.  Kinkade’s paintings lean heavily on the visual superficies of 
romanticism, which remains one of the most popular styles for home decoration today 
probably because it is adept at eliciting pleasant feelings and momentary Disneyesque 
                                                 
4 4.3.2.5  I believe what I can conceive to be true 
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escapes from real experience.  But romanticism originally employed its visual qualities for 
evocation of the sublime.  The transcendence and incomprehensibility represented in genuine 
romanticist works like Martin’s is displaced by sentimental, manageable spaces and forms.  
This shows that the superficial style of a work is insufficient to accomplish evocation. 
 
2.3.2  Deceptions 
As I have defined it, evocation requires an object that is both intangible and real—
that is, existent apart from human conception.  The second part of this is the most 
problematic, of course, because of the difficulties of (1) substantiating that which is by its 
nature immaterial or transcendent and (2) refuting such claims.  Nevertheless, it follows from 
the definition that works that conjure or represent things that exist only as conceptions are 
not evocative.  In that case, if God does not exist, art cannot facilitate experiential awareness 
of him—but only an awareness of a concept of God.  Likewise, if love exists only as a 
concept, it cannot be evoked.  Or consider a lie: what is the opposite of a lie?  If it is a truth 
(not a convention), then a representation of a lie could, but does not necessarily, evoke by 
antithesis because truth is an unseen thing.  The cartoon by Francisco de Goya titled “The 
sleep of reason produces monsters” is an excellent example of truth being evoked by 
antithetical representation of things that exist only in the mind. 
Note that the appearances of those things that do not really exist are based on real 
things, which is one reason it can be difficult to discern whether a work is evoking truth or 
telling untruth or lies.  Discrimination of validity involves judgment that cannot rely solely 
on the work, but must be based on consideration of the works referent(s).  Propaganda is 
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often generated sincerely.  But, again, discrimination depends not on the visual qualities but 
on the validity of the surrounding arguments and the veracity of the external referents. 
 
2.3.3  Idiosyncratic or esoteric specificity or complexity 
Substitution is the vehicle of evocation, but for substitution to work, it has to have an 
accessible logic.  Idiosyncratic or esoteric symbols fail to evoke either because (1) the forms 
do not conform relevantly or significantly to common human experience or (2) the referents 
do not actually exist.  Works in the service of extreme positions (mystic, socio-political, 
absolutely private, or otherwise) often succumb to these tangents.  I would guess this is 
respectively due to (1) too many levels of substitutive nesting and (2) a lack of discernment 
between experience and imagination. 
Hokusai’s representation of Mt Fuji works as an evocative symbol because most 
people who experience the print have experienced a mountain (or at least a representation 
that facilitates a reasonably faithful conceptualization of a mountain experience).  The 
abstraction of Mt Fuji also works because it is simple.  By contrast, Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia 
stands impenetrably complex; there are portions that can be understood, but the whole is 
rather inaccessible. 
 
2.3.4  When evocation is against intent 
Following are a few examples of purposes that typically are contrary to evocation of 
unseen things.  I have not included representative images in this subsection because I do not 
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think doing so would add anything that cannot be stated theoretically.  Each of these areas 
warrant further research, but, for the scope of this thesis, I will leave them as starting points. 
 
2.3.4.1  Ubiquity and meaninglessness 
Some works clearly are not made with the intent to evoke unseen things.  Some such 
works are not meant to convey anything particular.  Some works of this kind are intended 
only to facilitate viewer imagination and private meaning-making; they are meant to be 
ubiquitous.  Such works do not include substitutionary representations of unseen things; if a 
person happens to experience an unseen thing while experiencing a vague work the 
proximity of these experiences is likely incidental, and at most the work is a tertiary factor.  
If a work is truly evocative, it will have a similar effect on many people. 
 
2.3.4.2  Formalism 
Purist formalism dismisses external referents (except perhaps of the relationship of 
one’s body to the art object and spatial context).  Physicality is everything.  As a result, 
evocation would contradict the intent.  That said, formalist means and appearances could be 
used for evocation.  For instance, formalist means could be employed to make one aware of 
his body and of his awareness and challenge the perceptions and understanding of each and 
their relationship to one another.  But if that were the intent, the work would no longer be 
strictly formalist. 
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2.3.4.3  Sensationalism and eroticism 
When the point of a work is to elicit a strong visceral response, and it is successful, it 
is unlikely to evoke any unseen thing at the same moment.  When bodily experience is 
extreme, whether that experience is of pain or pleasure, it is quite difficult to notice anything 
but one’s physical sensation.  Perhaps reflection on such an experience can evoke unseen 
things, but the severity of the visceral response is physiologically overwhelming. 
On the other hand, an epiphany may result in a visceral response.  I say this to show 
that the two are not mutually exclusive, nor does one always precede the other.  I do not 
believe that unseen things must be experienced with minimal bodily involvement nor even 
that they can be experienced without bodily involvement. 
 
2.4  Joseph Kosuth 
Joseph Kosuth is best known as a conceptual artist.  His work presses points about 
perception, conventions, and reality.  One of his more famous works (produced in 1965) is 
entitled One and three chairs.  The installation consisted of a wooden chair flanked by a 
photograph of that chair and a dictionary definition of chair. 
What we see now is not the original, but that is part of the point.  We see photographs 
of the installation or similar installations.  In any representation, the work confronts us at 
least imaginatively with a chair we could sit on, an image of a chair that we could imagine 
sitting on, and a definition of the word chair which describes a thing we could imagine sitting 
on.  The assertion is that all these specific things are manifestations of an original thing that 
exists independently.  Each specific manifestation includes extraneous qualities that are not 
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essential to the original.  The dictionary definition gives a synonym and describes the 
functional capacity of any object that comes under the category.  However, though one could 
sit on the photographic enlargement of the definition, no one would call the words and 
materials of the definition “a chair”.  The photograph of the chair illusively describes the 
form and material of a specific chair, and it invites visual imagination of its use.  But, again, 
no one would call the photographic paper a chair and use it as such to sit on.  As for the 
wooden chair, one might use it but find that its material is incidental; the wood could have 
been used to make a box or a window frame, and the metal hardware could have been cast as 
a sculpture or used in machine.  The one who sits on it might also consider that (s)he has also 
sat on many other chairs, whose exact form and materials were not essential for sitting on 
and being a chair. 
One and three chairs demonstrated that the shifting appearance of a thing, its essence, 
and its contextual meanings are not one.  It plainly shows that object and subject are not 
necessarily the same and that the former may even conceal the latter, which speaks of how 
(not why) people can hear but not understand and see but not perceive.  Faced with three 
expressions and/or manifestations of chair, the viewer quickly recognizes the objects 
represent something subjectively elusive—something ideal.  Each is discrete as an object, 
each represents chair, but each lacks something that other forms offer. 
Chairs are not the subject of One and three chairs; they are incidental objects.  The 
subject of the work is the nature of perception, classification, and manipulation of things.  
The same subject could have been addressed through any class of objects.  Kosuth’s work 
pits specific objects against concepts to require a viewer to question (1) whether specific 
objects are real and/or representative of a self-evident truth and (2) whether the concepts are 
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conjectured (merely conventional and convenient) or true to a thing that exists apart from 
human perception and fabrication.  In all this, Kosuth’s work implies that perception of 
outward form is both revealing and disguising.  Any representation of an unseen thing is 
revelatory, but representations always include irrelevant qualities.  A single permutation is 
representative of its source, but insufficient for understanding the whole. 
 
2.5  Chuck Close 
In the Japanese woodcut Emma by Chuck Close, we see a face, a grid, and abstract 
marks of colors.  We see the face through the grid as though we are seeing through a wall of 
cells filled with water.  Then we are jarred again by the fact that we are actually seeing 
marks—simple, individually meaningless marks.  What a wonderful smile (the face 
reasserts).  Blue, pink, peach: the colors sing.  Our perceptions oscillate, and we wonder 
whether we should consider the face or the medium.  Aha!  Perhaps we should consider 
perception itself.  Such contemplation initiates a kind of meta-perception: we perceive 
ourselves perceiving.  We can enjoy the medium without perceiving the face, and we can see 
the face without recognizing the medium.  For this reason we may begin to doubt the fidelity 
of the object (medium and illusion), our perceptions, or both. 
Chuck Close has taken faces as his object matter in the same way that Joseph Kosuth 
took chairs in his 1965 work.  The subjects of Chuck Close’s works are not the faces.  He 
(like Kosuth) could have chosen virtually any class of objects to show that what is seen is not 
the whole truth.  That said, Close’s selection of human faces for object matter is significant in 
that the human face represents what the faces of cats, for instance, cannot.  The human face is 
a form produced not only by genes, but by life experiences and choices.  Lines are formed by 
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countless smiles, laughter, and pleasure; others are impressed by deep grief, anxiety, and 
pain.  Scars and crooked noses tell stories.  The tilt of the head, set of the jaw, space of the 
lips, and the shape and focus of the eyes communicate dispositions. 
Close has attempted to nullify subjective passions by generating aggregate surfaces of 
amoebic shapes of color through intensely analytic and systematic processes.  He starts by 
photographically recording a relatively deadpan face.  Close then places transparencies with 
various grids over the photographs and, “I move them around until I find one that breaks the 
image down in a particularly riveting way for me.”5  He develops his paintings cell-by-cell 
and works his way from left to right in rows from the top row down.  He makes an initial 
pass to block in base colors and values, then he makes a second pass in which he paints a 
variety of shapes in contrasting colors, and he finishes the painting with a third pass to 
resolve tonalities with the photograph and generate an overall visual unity and surface finish.  
The print Emma is a translation of the painting Emma; thus, the print increases the layers of 
process, which ostensibly increases the distance from expressiveness. 
Nevertheless, Close’s works are charged by the illusion of the faces.   Martin 
Friedman has attributed this charge to the inevitable expressiveness of human touch: “Much 
of his painting’s force…is attributable to the tensions between that desire for absolute 
objectivity and the expressive impulses, not so easily controlled, that find their way into his 
work and energize it.”6  I agree, but further assert that the charge is due to the illusionistic 
referent itself.  Had Close selected cats for sitters, the charge would have greatly diminished.  
Perhaps this is just because we are narcissistic, but I think not.  Because we are made in the 
image of God, the illusion of a face is an allusion to its maker.  Here, I am asserting a more 
                                                 
5 Friedman, p75 
6 Friedman, p42 
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specific interpretation about why, not just how, tension is generated in Close’s portraits.  The 
greatest tension in Close’s work is between what may be seen and what is unseen: faces 
(material illusions) represent God who is unseen.7  By first jarring the focus of our perception 
between medium and illusion, the visual qualities prepare the way for our minds and hearts to 
shift attention from the illusion to the allusion.  Logically, this requires that we see not only 
the illusion but the elements of the illusion—colors, shapes, spaces, etc.—as allusions to both 
humanity (not a particular human) and God.  Color is especially significant here, for color is 
a reflection of light, which is another representation of God.8 
Neither Close nor anyone can completely remove subjectivity from decision.  He 
betrays this when he uses charged language to speak of selecting grids that are riveting for 
himself.  Color is the descriptor of all that is visible, and can be analyzed with a significant 
degree of objectivity in one sense; however, color is also an extremely transient and relative 
thing to which memories, emotions, and meanings affix tenaciously, making it impossible to 
employ without affection and affect.  Close cannot help this, and I am glad for that because I 
think his work would fail to engage us so deeply if he could eliminate the unseen things of 
individuality, humanity, and divinity by filtering them through process and logic. 
 
2.6  Vincent van Gogh 
Vincent van Gogh produced work that relates to both the overarching subjects of my 
work9 and the specific theme of the parable of the sower.  In this section, I will provide a 
brief chronology of his relevant works with a few significant biographical transitions.  I will 
                                                 
7 Exodus 33:20; 1 John 4:20 
8 1 John 1:5 
9 Section 1.2.2.1.1  Two fundamental subjects 
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then describe, interpret, and compare five of his paintings of the sower to my woodcut print.  
I will mention his last two paintings of the sower after Millet, to segue into a conclusion 
about van Gogh’s contribution to the artistic evocation of unseen things. 
 
2.6.1  Chronology10 
Van Gogh was focused solely on art production for about the last ten years of his life.  
He looked to the Bible for truth and to Millet and Delacroix for means of visual translation.  
Van Gogh made more drawings after Millet’s 1850 painting The Sower than after any other 
work.  He also made many life drawings of sowers.  Most of these he did in the early 1880s. 
Van Gogh hesitated to produce a painting of the subject, and did not do so until June, 
1888 (in Arles).  That September, he made a second painting of The Sower with an industrial 
complex on the outskirts of Arles in the background.  Van Gogh reprised the first 
composition in October of the same year.  Then, in November, he made two versions of a 
significantly different composition of The Sower. 
Shortly thereafter, van Gogh experienced his first nervous collapse and intensive 
rehabilitation.  He left Arles and entered an institution at St.-Rémy in May, 1889.  That 
September, van Gogh painted two different Reapers after paintings by Millet, and that same 
month he also painted Wheat Fields with Reaper at Sunrise, which he regarded as the 
counterpart to the sower—the completion of the metaphor.  In October-November, 1889, van 
                                                 
10 Information condensed from the following sources: 
1. Judy Sund.  The Sower and the Sheaf:  Biblical Metaphor in the Art of Vincent van Gogh.  The Art 
Bulletin, Vol. 70, No. 4 (Dec., 1988), pp. 660-676.  College Art Association. 
2. http://www.vggallery.com/ (3/09) 
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Gogh twice painted The Sower directly after Millet’s 1850 work (bringing his total number of 
sower paintings to seven). 
Having concluded that the institution could not heal him, van Gogh left and settled in 
Auvers in May, 1890.  In July, 1890, he painted Crows over the Wheat Field.  That same 
month, van Gogh shot himself and died. 
 
2.6.2  The Sower: June, 1888 
2.6.2.1  Description and interpretation 
The sun blazes golden, filling the sky and imbuing the world.  A man treads the earth, 
hovering over its surface as though walking on water.  Indeed, the land is a mottle of earth 
and water; it awaits the commands to separate and bear the fruit of plants according to their 
kinds. 
Peculiarly, in the same image we see the future in a field of standing grain.  Amidst 
this field is a house, a thing with stability like the faithfulness of the sun.  This house is 
balanced by a dark wooded area that defies the penetration of light and the order of the field.  
The deepest color of the wood is the same as that of the birds that follow the sower to steal 
away his seed.  This color also appears in the two trees by the house.  Perhaps these are the 
trees from the Garden of Eden—the Tree of Life and the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and 
Evil.  There is a path in the field, but it is not where the sower treads.  Where it leads is a 
mystery.  It seems to stop in the field; does it lead into the field or out?  It points toward the 
house, but does not connect.  It is a deceptive path.  In the distance, but before the standing 
grain, there is subtle indication that the path may turn toward the woods.  The sower goes 
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boldly away from the house on his mission and faithfully disperses the seed without anxiety 
about the birds. 
In this painting, van Gogh utilized paint to (1) generate the illusion of a figure in a 
landscape and (2) evoke unseen things—good and evil, life and death, past and future.  He 
has accomplished this through the combined forces of illusion, allusion and visual form.  In 
this painting, the visual agents that are most important are color (including value), 
directionality and rhythms of strokes and textures, shapes and lines.  The illusions are 
dependent on these devices, but the visual qualities have a greater affect than merely 
producing the illusions.  The illusions establish the structural basis for initial recognition of 
the allusion to the parable of the sower, but the visual qualities facilitate transport past the 
superficial illusion into the presence of the unseen things—the essence of the parable. 
 
2.6.2.2  Comparison with my print 
In a similar way, my woodcut of the parable of the sower facilitates a shift from 
seeing an agrarian scene with straightforward illusions, to seeing allegory, and potentially to 
experiencing the heart of the allusion—the real, but unseen things. 
As van Gogh’s first painting of The Sower warps time by depicting the sowing of a 
field in the foreground and standing grain in the background field, my work shows the two 
side-by side with the added complexity of showing plants at various stages of development. 
Compositionally, the band along the top border of my print is similar to the standing 
grain in van Gogh’s work.  It is as though the sky, sun, and field in his composition have 
been mirrored vertically in my work.  As with the field in van Gogh’s work, the band in my 
print appears set in from of the sky and sun.  This was not intentional on my part, but the 
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connection is interesting because both his field and my band represent things beyond: his in 
terms of time at least (if not heaven also), and mine in terms of the heavens that are above the 
heavens. 
 
2.6.3  The Sower with the Outskirts of Arles: September, 1888 
2.6.3.1  Description and interpretation 
A man in golden garments wearing a scarlet cap and carrying a verdant satchel walks 
boldly through an indigo field casting invisible seed in his wake.  His colors suggest divinity, 
life, and humanity; he is like “the one who sowed the good seed,”11 Jesus.  The colors of the 
field suggest chaos like the waters before God spoke.12  In the distance the cool yellow sky is 
disturbed by the sickly green and gray fumes of a city (Arles).  The industrial buildings 
below are colored icy blue and sinister red; their smokestacks are silhouetted black against 
the sky.  The natural horizon line of a very distant blue-gray landmass runs from the left edge 
of the picture until it meets an agricultural building that appears above and behind the sower.  
This building bears the golden hues of the sower on its walls and the orange of the wheat 
field in the foreground (in the bottom right corner of the composition) on its roof.  Between 
the sower and the city lies a dark brownish-purple field which a man is plowing from behind 
a horse-drawn implement.  An uneven narrow strip of grass the same color as the sower’s 
bag runs diagonally from the bottom right upward and left between the field being plowed 
and the field being sown.  This strip is shaped something like a sickle.  In addition to the 
buildings, some cypress trees are set among the buildings of the city and rise like incense into 
                                                 
11 Matthew 13:37 
12 Genesis 1:2 
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the sky; as Judy Sund has noted, cypress trees are “a traditional Mediterranean memento mori 
and a tree van Gogh himself called ‘funereal’ (LT541)” (pg 672).13  Thus, van Gogh has 
suggested that the city is a place of death and dying. 
 
2.6.3.2  Comparison with my print 
I did not know of this painting until after I had completed my own work, so I find the 
similarities all-the-more striking. 
The indigo field that the sower is sowing resembles the wilderness in my print.  Both 
are an organic, triangular shape, and both appear bleak.  They even consist of similar 
rhythmic marks.  The column of ten Hebrew words that descend over the wilderness in my 
composition shows that God’s word reaches even the darkest recesses of the world just as 
van Gogh’s golden sower demonstrates by his work in such a field. 
Van Gogh’s city is much more prominent than my own, but both function in the same 
way.  They represent the deadly estrangement from living and working in the kingdom of 
God.  Van Gogh’s city seems like a prison facility compared to the open space of the fields.  
His buildings cut off the sky for they have no windows and are outlined with thick, 
impervious black.  The buildings of my city resemble tombstones.  Thus, the cities in our 
works suggest captivity to the earth—an inability to ascend to Heaven.  Having marked the 
city with morning cypresses, van Gogh suggests the city is pitiable.  I have suggested this by 
contrasting its dull, static appearance with the lush, growing appearance of the field. 
 
                                                 
13 Judy Sund.  The Sower and the Sheaf:  Biblical Metaphor in the Art of Vincent van Gogh.  The Art Bulletin, 
Vol. 70, No. 4 (Dec., 1988), pp. 660-676.  College Art Association. 
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2.6.4  The Sower: October, 1888 
2.6.4.1  Description and interpretation 
A figure in dark clothing walks through the center of a vast, flat field.  The earth is 
golden.  The sky is blue with light gray clouds.  The distant edge of the field is bordered by 
trees.  I think I see a small white house far off and to the right just before the tree line and a 
field of standing wheat (the marks are made vertically) on the left behind the trees.  There are 
birds flying about, but they do not seem so ominous.  The man is casting seed behind him.  
Prominent narrow bands of more compacted matter run through the field horizontally; 
interestingly, the sower is not walking in one of those paths.  Visually, the paths provide a 
structure of linear perspective by starting parallel with the horizon line with each being more 
diagonal than the one above (actually) as they work toward (an illusion) the viewer.  This 
depth perspective is supported by the decrease in size of the shapes and marks and reduction 
of detail in the field from foreground (bottom) to background (top). 
 
2.6.4.2  Comparison to van Gogh’s previous paintings 
The sower is smaller within the composition than in the first or second painting.  But 
this diminution is offset by his emphatic position in the upper center of the picture plane and 
by his value contrast with the field.  The sower bears the darkest values of the composition 
and is surrounded by golden hues.  He appears like an exclamation mark—the sole character 
and title centered on the cover of a book.  Furthermore, his motion, indicated by his posture 
and a series of darker marks in the land behind him, adds to his import.  By contrast, the land 
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is stable, the trees are rooted, the birds are slight and flighty, the clouds are distant and 
dithering.  Nothing else moves with the forward boldness of the sower. 
 
2.6.4.3  Comparison with my print 
Again, compositionally, the band of sky and trees along the top border of van Gogh’s 
painting is much like the graphic band along the top border of my print.  In both cases, the 
rest of the composition seems to hang down from this band, but this seems to me to be a 
merely formal similarity. 
A more meaningful similarity is that van Gogh has emphasized the vastness of the 
world.  He has done so by showing more of it in relation to the figure’s body.  I have done so 
by suggesting a continuity of the field on one side and the wilderness on the other.  Though 
my sower figure is larger relative to the dimensions of the print, she is smaller compared to 
the standing grain than in any of van Gogh’s paintings.  This second comparison conveys the 
same sense of scale between the sower and the world as van Gogh’s approach. 
 
2.6.5  Two paintings of The Sower: October-November, 1888 
2.6.5.1  Interpretive description of the first and smaller painting 
A tree cuts through the cold morning-lit land and acidic sky. The sun looks solid and 
blunt like paste, but there is slight suggestion of depth.   A dense silhouetted figure moves 
like a black flame over the land.  Again, the land has been arranged by a plow, but the inner 
marks are rather chaotic and life has yet to spring to being in it.  As in his previous paintings, 
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the land bears the hues of both earth and sea, and it is the sea that suggests pre-order and pre-
life as it is written, “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.  Now the earth 
was14 formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God 
was hovering over the waters.”15 
Again, there are cypress trees (van Gogh’s symbol of death), but set among them is a 
house or an agricultural building, which van Gogh had used as a symbol for heaven , 
redemption, and laboring for the kingdom of God.  The cypresses marked the city of as a 
place of death in The Sower with the Outskirts of Arles.  To place this good building amidst 
cypresses is a dramatic shift.  The cypresses rise from the earth and tapper off into the sky; it 
seems van Gogh uses this as an analogy for death being a means to transcend the earthly 
things and become a part of the heavenly things.  This fits with Judy Sund’s brief 
interpretation of The Starry Night16 (with which I find no fault) in which the prominent 
foreground cypress is echoed by the middle-ground white church steeple, both of which rise 
from the dark land and cross into the glimmering sky. 
Immediately following this bold study, van Gogh painted a larger, more refined 
painting (Figure 9) of the same composition. 
 
2.6.5.2  Description of the second, larger painting 
On the left, the sun glows in austere power, enthroned in a green-gold sky and 
hovering just above the horizon.  A dark tree cuts diagonally across the picture plane from 
                                                 
14 Or possibly became 
15 Genesis 1:1, 2 
16 Judy Sund.  The Sower and the Sheaf:  Biblical Metaphor in the Art of Vincent van Gogh.  The Art Bulletin, 
Vol. 70, No. 4 (Dec., 1988), pp. 660-676.  College Art Association.  Pg 671-2. 
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the base near the right corner to the center of the top border.  Toward the lower left corner, a 
silhouetted man approaches like an ebony spirit.  We cannot see his feet because the bottom 
border cuts him off.  The crown of his head crosses over the horizon then into the low rim of 
the sun that is centered above him—his halo.  He gestures with his right hand (down toward 
the left border of the painting) like one casting seed.  The land is a series of calico fields, 
whose borders and textural strokes swing from nearly vertical at the left to nearly horizontal 
at the right, pivoting about a vanishing point somewhere past the sun and just off the left 
edge of the painting.  The horizon cuts flat just below the center, making the painting a kind 
of stacked diptych of heaven and earth.  At the far right, cypress trees rise into the sky like 
smoke.  They are distant, but not as far off as the tree on the horizon between the sun and the 
great diagonal tree.  This small tree is a similar size and shape to the little clusters of foliage 
on the foreground tree that appear on the left side of the tree especially along a thin branch 
that casts out to the left above the sun and off the top boarder.  The foreground leaves are 
slightly warmer rust hues than the distant tree.  The tree has a thick trunk, but its young 
shoots are like switches that curve up out of the sides.  The severe diagonal thrust and wispy 
switches give the tree a wild appearance, and it seems out of place in the midst of a cultivated 
field.  However, the trunk splits into branches near the top border, and one of these branches 
has clearly been neatly pruned.  In fact, several have been pruned and some of the new thin 
shoots have grown in their place.  The tree has not only been allowed to stay in the field, it 
has been attended.  The tree is mostly a very dark brown, but near the bottom, it becomes a 
rusty orange, where it seems almost to glow from within like hot iron.  This color is repeated 
in the foliage, in the disk of the pruned branch, and in the hand of the sower.  In the sky are 
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brief horizontal strata of pink and piercingly bright (brighter than the sun) yellow-white.  
Thus, the sky seems cloudy, yet the sun appears set in front as though it is actually in the sky. 
This painting asks, “Who is the sower?  Is he of the earth or of heaven?” 
 
2.6.5.3  Comparison with my print and interpretation 
Twice van Gogh splits the composition in two: first with the tree and second with the 
horizon.  Likewise, I split the composition twice: first by shaping the perimeter to make a 
bilaterally symmetric format and second with a horizon.  Like van Gogh’s tree, my format is 
a bold element of the work; unlike his, mine makes the division implicit and does not 
actually consume space inside the composition.  Van Gogh’s horizon is fairly graphic 
whereas mine is organic and subdued, but both are pretty much centered between the top and 
bottom of their formats. 
Van Gogh’s sun is a dominant element, prominent for its size, location, and color, and 
because it impacts the appearance of all the other elements in terms of color and value.  My 
sun is a dominant element because it is encircled with bold, fiery marks, bears text within it, 
and impacts the appearances of every other element in terms of directionality of marks and 
location of light and dark.  Van Gogh asserts two things by setting the sun above the sower 
like a halo: first, this sower, or at least his work, is both human and divine, and second the 
sun is a good agent though it scorches the plants on the rocky soil.  I accomplished the 
second assertion by branding the sun with the name and title of God that translates LORD of 
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Hosts.17  My representation asserts that humans participate in the divine work by showing a 
girl18 scattering Hebrew letters that represent the seed19, which “is the word of God.”20 
In a way, van Gogh contrasts life represented by the sun, the sower, and the foliage of 
the foreground tree, and the distant tree on the left with death represented by an absence of 
those things and the presence of cypress trees on the right.  In another sense, the trees (all of 
them) represent a ladder, a means of ascent, from the earth to the heavens.  They, like the 
wheat started as a seed, but they reach up from the earth to touch the sky.  Just as seed must 
enter the earth and die in order for plants and more seed to be born,21 so the body and mind 
of a person must fall in order to rise and the spirit must pass through death in order to live 
unbound by decaying things.  Van Gogh said as much in both paint and writing.  He wrote, “I 
feel so strongly that it is the same with people as with wheat.”22  For this same reason, I 
rendered the fruitful plants with forms like abstractions of people.23 
 
2.6.6  Two paintings after Millet: October-November, 1889 
This section includes an interpretation of the chronological appearance of the last two 
paintings van Gogh produced of the sower, which, curiously, are directly after Millet’s 1850 
work.  This section also acts as my conclusion about van Gogh’s contribution to artistic 
evocation of unseen things. 
 
                                                 
17 Section 3.6.1  Symbol of Sovereignty 
18 Section 3.3.1.1  Who is truly the sower? 
19 Section 3.4  Seed 
20 Luke 8:11 
21 John 12:24, 25 
22 LT607 (Bonger, J. van Gogh, ed., The Complete Letters of Vincent van Gogh, Boston, 1978.) 
23 Section 3.10.1.2  Visual allegory 
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2.6.6.1  Interpretation of chronology 
Van Gogh did not paint The Sower after Millet’s 1850 work until after he had painted 
five versions of his own.  This discovery surprised me.  Clearly van Gogh’s 1888 paintings 
were informed by Millet’s work, but he was actually quite free with his use of it, especially 
in the two from November with the bold, diagonal tree.  In all his paintings of the sower, van 
Gogh was more descriptive than Millet in the sense that he showed more of the land in all of 
them, and represented more elements than Millet.  However, in the November, 1888 
paintings, van Gogh significantly abstracted the figure, which seems like an obdurate 
phantom due to its strange shape, silhouetting before the sun, and color relationship to the 
diagonal tree.  The more direct return to Millet’s work almost a year later seems very 
conservative, but we know van Gogh regarded Millet’s work with a kind of reverence, so it 
should not surprise that he waited until he had processed its elements in works that could fail 
without defacing that referent.  To this effect, van Gogh wrote, “I have been longing to do a 
sower for some time, but the things I’ve wanted for a long time never come off.  And so I’m 
almost afraid of it.”24   What is not conservative is the light of death and life with which van 
Gogh imbrues the work.  This light is the basis of my conclusion about van Gogh’s 
significant demonstration of how material can be utilized to evoke unseen things. 
 
2.6.6.2  Van Gogh’s accomplishment of evocation 
The hues in the last two sower paintings directly after Millet represent one-in-the-
same thing.  It is not that the blue painting is about death and the yellow painting is about 
                                                 
24 LT501 (Bonger, J. van Gogh, ed., The Complete Letters of Vincent van Gogh, Boston, 1978.) 
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life.  Rather, both paintings are about life gained through death.25  As Judy Sund has noted, 
van Gogh viewed death optimistically as a means of release from the terrestrial prisons we 
find ourselves in and, as in Wheat Fields and Reaper at Sunrise (September 1889), he often 
painted death in yellows: pale, warm, and cool.26  In the first and smaller of the two paintings 
directly after Millet’s, van Gogh painted our dying vision in blues.  In the second he painted 
the reality that the death of the seed is the triumph of life; he painted death with warmth.  
Van Gogh evokes these truths through color, which he came to realize “expresses something 
in itself”.  Color does that because it is a representation of light, and as scripture (which 
informed van Gogh) says: “God is light,”27 “with you [God] is the fountain of life; in your 
light we see light,”28 and “it is light that makes everything visible.”29  In this way, van Gogh 
employed material to reflect something that represents God perhaps more directly than any 
other thing.  He combined this potential of color with structural and optical illusions of 
natural things that collaborate to allude to the same unseen things.  Van Gogh thus produced 
portents to experiencing God and understanding life (and death). 
 
                                                 
25 Appendix 332 
26 Sund, Judy (673-674) 
27 1 John 1:5  
28 Psalm 36:9 
29 Ephesians 5:14 
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CHAPTER 3.  THROUGH THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER 
 
3.1  Introduction 
A beneficial discussion of any subject requires descriptions of perceptions and 
acknowledgement of beliefs because these cannot be separated from human experience and 
thinking.  Let me, therefore, begin with a few more premises:  We all experience life 
immediately through perception.  We each acquire understanding and develop 
misunderstandings along the way.  Each person tries to reconcile his or her experiences—
used here in the broadest sense to include one’s cumulative perceptions, reflections, 
conceptions, projections, and desires—with one another; this process produces and 
transforms beliefs.  We believe in order to rightly or conveniently30 understand life and, in 
turn, perceive more truly or self-servingly.  Beliefs transform: some are proven and 
strengthened, some are amended or subsidized, and some are shattered and replaced.  This 
shows that not all beliefs are valid, nor can they be when they conflict essentially.  Belief is 
inseparable from being—that is, who you are cannot be divorced from what you believe any 
more than all your blood could be set aside in a jug and life remain in your body.  A change 
in belief constitutes a transformation of self that impacts future perceptions and acquisitions 
of understanding and developments of misunderstandings.  Therefore, again, I invite you to 
consider how you see, understand, and believe without the pretense of objectivity.  What 
would you or I gain by closing our eyes to the heart of the matter? 
 
                                                 
30 4.3.2.5  I believe what I can conceive to be true 
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3.1.1  Why the parable of the sower? 
Jesus often taught eclectic crowds of people through parables.  Parables draw 
analogies between common objects, characters, and narrative situations and metaphysical 
principles.  They substitute the immediate for the transcendent so that the latter becomes 
more accessible—even understandable.  One such parable has become known as the parable 
of the sower (or, less commonly, the parable of the soils).  This parable’s relevance to the 
core subject of this thesis goes beyond its formal existence as a parable: one of its core 
subjects (it has more than one) is the relationships among perception, understanding, and 
belief.  What follows are my written reflections on the subjects of that parable and how I 
have attempted to communicate them through the visual medium of relief printmaking—all 
in an effort to perceive perception, understand understanding, and believe more faithfully.  
By saying believe more faithfully, I betray another premise: true objects exist apart from 
perception of them.  This is significant, and I may here lose some to the seemingly 
convenient notions that perception is reality or that truth does not exist at all. 
 
3.1.2  Who’s inquiry is this? 
This inquiry and dialogue about the nature of perception, understanding, and belief is 
as ancient as humanity.  It does not belong to certain disciplines such as philosophy, 
theology, neuroscience, art, psychology, pedagogy, etc.  Most, if not all, great artists have 
engaged with the relationships among perception, understanding, and belief; I considered 
several examples in the previous chapter.  Several artists have illustrated or alluded to the 
parable of the sower; I considered van Gogh’s engagements with the parable in the previous 
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chapter.  As for me, I enter the discussion chiefly as a Christian visual artist.  This inquiry is 
one I do not come to as though I have solved it or as if there is anything in its nature 
requiring finite solution.  But there is fruit to be born from engaging with it: purer perception, 
truer understanding, and refined belief. 
If you value perception and desire understanding, if you want to know how one 
informs the other, if you do not fear refining your beliefs and would call wisdom your 
sister—come with me, for I desire that too.  We will sharpen one another “as iron sharpens 
iron,” for, even so, “one man sharpens another” (Proverbs 27:17).  But, to avoid offense, 
which never supports dialogue and learning, let me introduce myself, so you may understand 
why I write the way I do.  Know that I believe the only living God speaks through the 
Hebrew prophets and apostles of Jesus Christ, the Son of God and son of man.  I refer to the 
Bible, accordingly, as truth.  In contrast, I do not regard my thoughts as complete or my 
words and understanding as comprehensive and flawless.  Still, I believe there is one who is 
true—even Jesus.  I refer to the word of God to enlighten the inquiry—not end it.  I believe 
we have much to hear and see from our creator, too much to understand, and still more grace 
to believe.  God willing, we will. 
 
3.1.3  A contemplative approach 
To forerun our journey and endeavor for understanding, I encourage you to consider 
what Job said thousands of years ago—that, though wisdom is most real and precious, it 
cannot be mined like rubies from the darkness of the earth.  Yet he found these words amidst 
the situational crucible of darkness, suffering, and lies.  If you are not in a hurry I suggest 
letting his words prepare the way for our journey; they are reproduced in Appendix 262. 
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3.2  The parable of the sower 
Jesus spoke the parable of the sower on one occasion and three of his disciples wrote 
accounts of his message.  The account in Matthew31 is reproduced below because I find it to 
be the fullest account in isolation from the others, but I encourage you to read all three 
accounts in Appendixes 259-261 and consider and compare them for yourself before reading 
my journal. 
 
3.2.1  Matthew 13:1-23 
1 That same day Jesus went out of the house and sat by the lake.  2 
Such large crowds gathered around him that he got into a boat and sat in it, 
while all the people stood on the shore.  3 Then he told them many things in 
parables, saying:  “A farmer went out to sow his seed.  4 As he was scattering 
the seed, some fell along the path, and the birds came and ate it up.  5 Some 
fell on rocky places, where it did not have much soil.  It sprang up quickly, 
because the soil was shallow.  6 But when the sun came up, the plants were 
scorched, and they withered because they had no root.  7 Other seed fell 
among thorns, which grew up and choked the plants.  8 Still other seed fell on 
good soil, where it produced a crop—a hundred, sixty or thirty times what was 
sown.  9 He who has ears, let him hear.”  
10 The disciples came to him and asked, “Why do you speak to the 
people in parables?”  
11 He replied, “The knowledge of the secrets of the kingdom of heaven 
has been given to you, but not to them. 12 Whoever has will be given more, 
and he will have an abundance.  Whoever does not have, even what he has 
will be taken from him.  13 This is why I speak to them in parables:  “Though 
seeing, they do not see; though hearing, they do not hear or understand.  14 In 
them is fulfilled the prophecy of Isaiah:32 
“ ‘You will be ever hearing but never understanding; 
you will be ever seeing but never perceiving.  15 For this 
people’s heart has become calloused; they hardly hear with 
                                                 
31 Appendix 259 
32 Isa 6:9, 10 (Appendixes 303-314) 
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their ears, and they have closed their eyes.  Otherwise they 
might see with their eyes, hear with their ears, understand with 
their hearts and turn, and I would heal them.’ 
 
16 But blessed are your eyes because they see, and your ears because 
they hear.  17 For I tell you the truth, many prophets and righteous men longed 
to see what you see but did not see it, and to hear what you hear but did not 
hear it.  
18 “Listen then to what the parable of the sower means:  19 When 
anyone hears the message about the kingdom and does not understand it, the 
evil one comes and snatches away what was sown in his heart.  This is the 
seed sown along the path.  20 The one who received the seed that fell on rocky 
places is the man who hears the word and at once receives it with joy.  21 But 
since he has no root, he lasts only a short time.  When trouble or persecution 
comes because of the word, he quickly falls away.  22 The one who received 
the seed that fell among the thorns is the man who hears the word, but the 
worries of this life and the deceitfulness of wealth choke it, making it 
unfruitful.  23 But the one who received the seed that fell on good soil is the 
man who hears the word and understands it.  He produces a crop, yielding a 
hundred, sixty or thirty times what was sown.” 
 
3.2.2  Initial impressions of the woodcut print33 
A young woman walks.  It is hot and slow.  A field grows and birds follow.  
Enormous words brand the picture plane, but what do they mean?  There is a flinty path and 
a desolate expanse of land, warped with the clear sky by the intense radiance of a fiery sun.  
The woman walks over sun-bathed boulders.  Some kind of man-made structures stand in the 
distance.  She carries a bag and seems to be throwing seed, but many plants are already 
mature.  The heads of the plants bear letters or words.  There are weeds in the field.  Plants 
are growing between the rocks, but they are withering.  The birds are eating seeds.  Are those 
letters in the sun?  What is the sower sowing? 
                                                 
33 See Image Appendixes pages 559-565 for images of the woodcut matrix and prints. 
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3.3  Sower 
A young woman strides forward with purpose, dignity, and concern for the work she 
renders.  She is modest, but beautiful.  She is diligent, but does not work in haste.  She wears 
a simple dress, dark with broad white contrast bands.  She has set her hair in an order that is 
both lovely and pragmatic.  Her feet are bare.  The bag she carries is large and dark, but it 
does not overburden her.  She is intensely lit by the sun above and behind her. 
 
3.3.1  Visual translation 
I have taken the careful liberty to represent the sower as a young woman as a means 
of communicating relevant biblical principles rather than merely rendering the superficial 
aspects of the parable verbatim.  In telling the parable, Jesus gives no description of the 
sower except to use masculine grammar.  When he explains the parable to his disciples 
privately, Jesus does not define the sower, but straightway speaks of the seeds, their places, 
and their outcomes.  Representing the sower as a young woman provokes critical thinking 
about the nature of the sower.  Doing so also more generally exemplifies how perception can 
facilitate and hinder understanding. 
I have not taken the decision to represent the sower as a young woman lightly; nor do 
I intend any viewer to take the liberty as a mere exercise in artistic license or some trite sort 
of feminism, as if the skill or mind God endows me gives me authority to speak just any 
words in his name.  Rather, I believe there is sound biblical basis for representing the sower 
as a young girl.  This representation invites the viewer to consider the nature of the kingdom 
of heaven. Ultimately, God is the sower.  To use a human being as the sower as I have done, 
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however, reflects the facts that God (1) created us in his image,34 (2) calls and equips humans 
to participate in the work,35 and (3) became human in Jesus Christ.36  Therfore, it is 
reasonable to depict the sower as human. 
God involves mere men in his work; it has been so from the beginning, when God set 
Adam in the garden to work and care for it and see what he would name the creatures—37 
both prior to his sin and curse.38  God empowers people to participate in his good work first 
by creating us in his image.  In explaining a subsequent, related parable,39 Jesus says, “The 
one who sowed the good seed is the Son of Man” (Matthew 13:37).  The phrase Son of Man 
is how Jesus most frequently referred to himself, and, in so doing, Jesus emphasizes his 
humanity and the with-us-ness of being לא נמעו , transliterated Immanuel,40 which literally 
means with-us God.  God also empowers by command, and his commands are not idle, for by 
his command all things exist.41  Finally, beyond the reification of human worth as bearers of 
God’s image with lofty mandates to emulate God’s desires and ways,42 God himself became 
a man: as it is written, “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the 
Word was God…The Word became flesh and dwelt among us…full of grace and truth” 
(John 1:1 & 14, ASV).  In doing so, he provided the pattern of perfect humanity faithfully 
doing the will of God as his ambassador—to which emulating role he also calls and enables 
his people.43 
                                                 
34 Genesis 1:26, 27 (Appendix 274) 
35 Exodus 31:1-6; Isaiah 28:24-29; Mark 1:16, 17; John 4:34-38, 17:18; etc. (Appendixes 287-289 ) 
36 Appendix 276 
37 Genesis 2:15, 19 (Appendix 275) 
38 Genesis 3:6 and 17-19 (Appendix 275) 
39 Matthew 13: 24-30 and 36-43 (Appendix 267) 
40 Isaiah 7:14 
41 Genesis 1:1; Psalm 19:1-4; Ecclesiastes 7:13, 14; Acts 17:24-31; Colossians 1:15-20; etc. (Appendix 273) 
42 Appendixes 281-282 
43 Appendixes 287-289 
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Another reason for depicting the sower as human can be drawn from a comparison 
with printmaking collaboration.  When a suite of prints is produced through collaboration 
between an artist and master printmaker(s), the artist must pay the printmaker(s) for their 
time and often the printmaker(s) are given possession of one or more prints from the body of 
work they helped to produce.  Only the artist signs the prints; any indication of print 
publishers and printmakers are ultimately secondary.  Thus the product of multiple laborers 
belongs and is ascribed to the originating artist, though both the labor and the rewards are 
truly shared.  Jesus uses a vineyard operation in a very similar sense.44  How this metaphor 
fails to accurately account for reality is also enlightening:  Whereas an artist (or vineyard 
owner) employs laborers to more or less process her intentions and whatever elements she 
actually touched out of necessity, convenience, or some combination of the two, God invites 
and involves people in accomplishing his work out of love for them, that they might be in his 
company and share in the blessings of the labor, both of the doing and of the results.45 
Who, then, are God’s collaborative laborers?  Those that willingly labor with Christ, 
in response to his calling are the laborers, not those who labor for themselves and against the 
good work of Jesus.  Collectively, the laborers are “the church, which is his body”,46 which is 
not to be confused with churches that are merely institutions.  What, then, are the essential 
characteristics of the collaborative sower, whether individually or corporately, since ideally 
they are at unity?  To address this, we will consider another question. 
                                                 
44 Mathew 21:33-44 (Appendix 269) 
45 Appendix 268, 14, and 35-36 
46 Ephesians 1:22b-23a (Appendixes 284-286) 
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3.3.1.2  Why is the sower represented as a young woman? 
I have represented the sower as a young woman (1) to illustrate several characteristics 
of (a) God, (b) those who believe and obey God, and (c) the relationship between the two.  I 
have also chosen to represent the sower as a girl (2) to pique critical thought on the part of 
the viewer by diverging from stereotypical representations of the subject. 
 
3.3.1.2.1  Why is the sower represented as female? 
In my work, I have substituted the “Son of Man” with a girl.  The substitution 
employs biblical metaphors47 that communicate the fact that God chooses to accomplish 
much of his work through his body, which is the church, which is his bride (female), who 
becomes one with her husband.48 
Because the bride becomes one with her husband and because it is enough for the 
student to be like her teacher,49 it follows back that representing the sower as a young girl 
allegorically emphasizes certain aspects of God, which he regenerates in his new creations.50  
Thus, simultaneously, we may learn about both God and the godly.  A correlative biblical 
example is in Jesus’ likening of those who serve him to five unmarried women in the parable 
of the ten virgins.51  Representing the sower similarly—as a diligent virgin—conveys the 
wisdom, patience, preparation, cooperation, and unity of desire, purpose, and action with 
                                                 
47 Appendixes 284-286 
48 Genesis 2:24 (Appendixes 284-286) 
49 Matthew 10:25a (Appendixes 281-282) 
50 2 Corinthians 5:17 (Appendixes 287-289) 
51 Matthew 25:1-13 (Appendix 270) 
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God of the faithful in sowing truth and grace.  The only distinction is that these things 
originate with God and are borne in the wisely submissive. 
 
3.3.1.2.2  Why is the sower represented as young? 
I have represented the sower as young because Jesus says, “I tell you the truth, 
anyone who will not receive the kingdom of God like a little child will never enter it”.52  
Again, as the apostle John wrote, “How great is the love the Father has lavished on us, that 
we should be called children of God! …Anyone who does not do what is right is not a child 
of God; nor is anyone who does not love his brother”.53 
But what kind of father sends his young daughter to toil in a field under a scorching 
sun?  (This is a question that arose for me in response to my decision to represent the sower 
as God’s daughter.)  The same father who sent his only begotten son to a cross to free his 
adopted children from their own evil and subsequent condemnation—and the same father 
who raised Jesus from the dead giving him an indestructible life,54 which those adopted also 
inherit as coheirs with Christ,55 so that the rewards of God far outweigh the sufferings of 
perfection.56  As when a seed dies and a flower or a tree is born, so what is born is always 
greater than that which dies;57 therefore hope is in being crucified with Christ58 for when the 
sinful nature dies, Christ is born in its place so that those who believe are regenerated as new 
                                                 
52 Mark 10:15, Luke 18:17 
53 1 John 3:1a, 10b.  The apostle Paul also provides clarity about the dynamic nature of being a child of God in 
Romans 8:12-25 (Appendix 272) 
54 Hebrews 7:16 (Appendix 276) 
55 Romans 8:15-17 (Appendix 272) 
56 Romans 8:18 (Appendix 272) 
57 John 12:24 (Appendix 332) 
58 Galatians 2:20 (Appendixes 277-280) 
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creations.59  By a collaborative association with her reproductive potential,60 the young girl 
toiling under the sun innocently suggests this regenerative power of salvation through 
transformational suffering61—the increasingly abundant life born through dying to sin and 
the resurrection facilitated by the crucifixion.62 
 
3.3.1.3  The sower’s posture and expression 
The sower’s posture and expression are intended to convey a state of thoughtfulness 
and finite understanding of her activity and context, concern for others’ well-being, and yet 
faith in the Lord of the harvest to accomplish his good purpose.  Her body is comfortable 
under the light burden of Christ63 which has displaced the unbearable burdens of sin, guilt, 
and shame.  Furthermore, she anticipates the fruition and reward of her labor, trusting God to 
accomplish his great promises.  She knows the promises are far too vast for her or any 
number to accomplish in human strength, and she does not understand why there are weeds 
and rocks, so her face betrays her concern for the weed-choked and sun-scorched plants.  She 
is perplexed about her context and unsure of her place and impact; nevertheless, she obeys 
the command to sow the seed.  She (like the viewer) does not concern herself with the 
unfathomable immensity of the field in its totality for she has experienced something of the 
power that raised Christ from the dead and trusts like a child in the one “called Faithful and 
True”.64 
                                                 
59 Romans 6:4 (Appendixes 287-289) 
60 The apostle Paul describes the redemptive family and its cycle in 2 Corinthians 5:17-21 (Appendixes 287-
289) 
61 Romans 8:18-23 (Appendix 272) 
62 Philippians 3:10, 11 (Appendixes 281-282) 
63 Matthew 11:28-30 (Appendixes 315-321) 
64 Revelation 19:11 (Appendix 276) 
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3.3.2  Stereotypes, representations, and responsibilities 
By resisting stereotypical representations of the subject, my work provokes 
potentially fruitful consideration of the subject.  Stereotypes usually originate from 
observations of common, actual occurrences and from the behaviors of real individuals.  
Individuals prove by their actions some degree of commonality of nature that goes beyond 
the similarities of their outward appearance.  Take fruit for example: no apple is exactly the 
same as any other apple, but in both structure and in action each apple proves to be of the 
same nature—an apple; whereas no apple either in form or action proves to be an orange.  A 
pear, however, may appear quite like an apple, but its behavior will betray its nature.  
Therefore the nature of a being may be implied but not proved by its form.  No thought 
whatever may be given to the nature of the sower if the sower appeared as the stereotypical 
sower—a man.  But, because the sower is represented as a girl, the viewer must resolve this 
dissonance with his or her expectation.  Though some will come to errant conclusions in an 
attempt to resolve the dissonance, the potential afforded by having to grapple with the 
problem is valuable and, I think, more likely to result in correct interpretations than 
employing a stereotypical form, which may result in no thought. 
Indeed, Jesus employed such dissonant departures from stereotypes in most (if not 
all) of his parables.  Truly, in all cases, it is God “who makes a man dumb or deaf or seeing 
or blind”65 and God too “who endowed the heart with wisdom and gave understanding to the 
mind”.66  Therefore, though I care deeply about the consequences of my work, I am relieved 
of the ultimate responsibility for any viewer’s conclusions.  Nevertheless, I take care to 
                                                 
65 Exodus 4:11b (Appendixes 303-314) 
66 Job 38:36 (Appendixes 303-314) 
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fashion representations based on primary observation and learning that (1) frame subjects no 
more exclusively than necessary and (2) invite viewers to refer back to the primary sources 
for themselves.  Stereotypes mutate based on secondary observations of representations of 
actual, primary behaviors and tertiary observations of representations of those 
representations.  They are a deceptive breed of hyperbolic and essentially disfigured 
representation.  My goal is not to generate stereotypes. 
 
3.3.3  Unaware agents and impostors 
Jesus gives no blatant explanation of who the sower represents:  Mark says, “The 
sower sows the word” (4:14, ESV).  The English Standard Version (ESV) is the most literal 
English translation.67  The Greek word σπείρω, translated sower, is not specific so that it 
cannot be translated, “The hired hands sow,” nor, “The farmer’s sons [or son] sow,” nor, “the 
farm owner sows”.  The NIV translation renders this phrase, “The farmer sows the word.”  
But the word is very general and descriptive only of action, not of status.  It is like saying the 
worker works, and not like saying the CEO works.  Some conclude that the sower represents 
God himself and only God, but I think the full meaning is more complex—that the sower 
represents (1) God in the ultimate sense of source and authority, (2) God’s people who 
willingly labor with him (discussed in section 3.3.1), and (3) agents that accomplish God’s 
will unaware. 
The action of sowing in its broadest sense is represented by the whole ecology that 
God has set in order; it is not represented solely by the figure, though she is very important.  
                                                 
67 Appendix 335-336 
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Agents that sow the seed unwarily come in many forms.  Some cannot be aware, as is the 
case with cosmological bodies.  Among cognizant beings some are ignorant of or apathetic 
about God’s will; others are vehemently opposed to the will and work of God.  Still others 
believe they are serving God zealously, but they are, in fact, deceived and destructive.68  
Others do the work for ungodly purposes, which is (at best) worthless for themselves.  As it 
is written, “It is true that some preach Christ out of envy and rivalry, but others out of 
goodwill…The former preach Christ out of selfish ambition, not sincerely…but what does it 
matter?  The important thing is that in every way, whether from false motives or true, Christ 
is preached.  And because of this I rejoice”.69  Why would an apostle of the truth say that?  
Because the gospel is “the power of God for the salvation of everyone who believes”;70 it 
saves people from condemnation and worthless ways of life whether the agent who presents 
it believes and has good motives or not.71 
My work illustrates the ecology of the sowing, just as the parable does, through the 
actions of the sower, sun, birds, rocks, and weeds in impacting the development of plants 
from the seed.  In keeping with the order of the parable, I will consider the seed and describe 
how I represented it next. 
 
                                                 
68 In John 16:2b, 3 (Appendixes 322-323); Saul (later the Apostle Paul) thought he was serving God by 
zealously persecuting Christians (Philippians 3:6). 
69 Philippians 1:15, 17a, 18a-b 
70 Romans 1:16b 
71 2 Corinthians 11:14; 2 Corinthians 4:1-6 (Appendixes 322-323); See also section 3.5.1 Visual mimicry and 
meaning and section 3.5.2  Plurality and singularity 
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3.4  Seed 
 “This is the meaning of the parable:  The seed is the word of God” 72. 
Upon close inspection, one finds that the young woman is casting letters from her 
hand.  Some letters have fallen and are visible on the path and on the rocks, and, by 
deduction, some have fallen everywhere to the left where plants are growing. 
That the seed is the word of God is, in a sense, very straightforward.  The bible 
claims73 that its contents are breathed out by God, that they are true, flawless, living, potent, 
and eternal.  The bible insists that the written word is trustworthy, and also shows that the 
written word is not the whole, first by describing how God created the world by speaking,74 
and second by describing the incarnation of that living word: “the word became flesh and 
made his dwelling among us”.75  This is marvelous, and shows that what the seed represents 
is both revelatory and veiling to understanding. 
What the seed represents is somehow the most elusive aspect of the parable to attempt 
to explain.  This is ironic, since “the word” is what words (and illustrations) are trying to 
represent.  But that actually highlights one very important truth about “the word”—it is not a 
word, nor is it a tome, a canon, or a concept.  The word of God cannot be fully 
comprehended: if it could, it would not be God himself.76  The word is like wind known by 
its effects, water without substitute, a fire that cannot be quenched, and earth that sustains 
                                                 
72 Luke 8:11 (Appendix 261); Mark 4:15 (Appendix 260) suggests this much more implicitly; in Matthew’s 
account (Appendix 259), Jesus’ explanation does define the seed explicitly or implicitly. 
73 See Appendix 334 to read some of the powerful claims of scripture about the word of God.  Much more is 
written, of course, but that sampling begins to portray what the seed represents in this parable. 
74 Genesis 1:1-2:1 (partially reproduced Appendix 273-19) 
75 John 1:14a (Appendix 276) 
76 Romans 11:33-36 (Appendix 333); John 1:1 (Appendix 276) 
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life.  God, who is his word, is eternal and immutable,77 yet quick (living) and potent.78  
Nevertheless, seemingly at least, the word that created the heavens and the earth can be 
rendered unfruitful by such things as anxiety and deceit.  Trouble and persecution can 
destroy the seed for lack of deep reception, and a mere created being can steal it away.  These 
seeming inconsistencies are addressed in section 3.4.5  Can the word of God fail? and in the 
sections that represent the forces that obstruct the best development of the seed. 
Because the word of God cannot be isolated in any one medium, I have represented it 
in several forms including: 
• simple letters being broadcast as seeds 
• the transcendent column of words on the right 
• flaming words that brand the sun 
• words fused with the living bodies of the mature, healthy plants 
Even the sower figuratively represents the word of God as a messenger.  Indeed, the whole 
work is itself a seed—a messenger of the gospel of Jesus Christ. 
 
3.4.1  Visual-lexical translation 
The living word of God generates and sustains life,79 so seed is an apt illustration.  I 
have tried to embody some of the character and truth of the word of God in visual-textual 
integrations, not only in the representation of seeds the sower scatters, which are actually 
Hebrew letters, but throughout my composition.  I have attempted to produce a work that 
                                                 
77 Hebrews 13:8 (Appendix 276) 
78 Hebrews 4:12 (Appendix 276) 
79 Appendix 273 
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fuses visual and lexical80 qualities and meanings so that each supports and depends on the 
other.  Therefore, I have addressed these things in tandem.  One example of a visual-lexical 
integration is the sun, which is composed of visually fiery text that translates LORD of Hosts 
or LORD Almighty.   Among other things (which we will consider later81) this is visually a 
literal metaphor for such statements as “Is not my word like fire”82 and “For the LORD your 
God is a consuming fire, a jealous God”.83 
 
3.4.2  Why a foreign language? 
By using Hebrew instead of English in my work, I chose to shroud the meaning of the 
words to manifest the fact that perception and understanding are not the same, no matter what 
the medium.  Let us consider an example of how the visual composition represents certain 
characteristics of the word of God.  The ten visually blatant words84 on the right side of the 
composition represent some of the most important components of life.  As such, their 
frequencies of use in the scripture are very high and their meanings are well-developed 
across various contexts both narrative and grammatical.85  Somewhat literally (again), I have 
composed them for visual prominence.  However, the blatancy of their appearance is stark 
counterpoint to the obfuscation of their meaning through what is to most viewers a foreign 
language. 
                                                 
80 “1. Of or pertaining to the vocabulary, words, or morphemes of a language” (Webster’s II New Riverside 
University Dictionary.  Pg 689) 
81 Section 3.6.1  Symbol of sovereignty 
82 Jeremiah 23:29a (Appendix 2596) 
83 Deuteronomy 4:24 
84 Section 3.13  Ten words addresses the specific meanings of each of the Hebrew words.  The discussion of 
their general meaning as a visual element is in the section 3.3  Seed because it has to do with the seed—the 
word of God; it is not its own element. 
85 Appendixes 337-363 
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Furthermore, I have chosen a foreign language to illustrate the fact that perception is 
inevitable, but understanding is not.  As it is written, “There is no speech or language where 
their [cosmological bodies’] voice is not heard.  Their voice goes out into all the earth, their 
words to the ends of the world”,86 and, “Does not wisdom call out?  Does not Understanding 
raise her voice?  On the heights along the way, where the paths meet, she takes her stand; 
beside the gates leading into the city, at the entrances, she cries aloud: ‘To you, O men, I call 
out; I raise my voice to all mankind’ ”.87 
 
3.4.3  Why Hebrew? 
Foremost, Hebrew is the original language of the first written testament of God.  I 
believe that is significant and beautiful.  Yet, I believe the same God has spoken to peoples 
of every time and tongue; so, in that sense, I could have chosen any language.  I also believe 
God has spoken through every medium—sensorial and intangible; in that sense, written 
language is inessential.  But these facts do not make written language any less useful or 
meaningful.  My reasons have to do with the form—visual, lexical, and sequential—88 of the 
Hebrew language. 
A logic by which the whole composition is to be “read” is established by the visually 
prominent column of Hebrew words because Hebrew lines are read right-to-left.  According 
to this logic, the words occupy a kind of first position: top, right.  This produces a metaphor 
for the chronologies of life: God speaks…things become, God acts…people respond. 
                                                 
86 Psalm 19:3-4 (Appendix 273) 
87 Proverbs 8:1-4 
88 Again, these aspects are considered in tandem as, in fact, they exist. 
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Like the word of God, the column of ten Hebrew words on the right side of the 
composition falls like rain permeating the whole world impartially.89  I have composed that 
dominant text in relation to the format—penetrating the boundaries—to give it a transcendent 
appearance.  Because subsequent Hebrew lines are read from top to bottom, and the visual is 
narrative, the column is to be taken as descending—falling (though not as objective forms) 
from heaven to earth like manna to sustain his chosen people.  But in relationship to the 
landscape, the text falls over the wilderness area of the composition, which, in illustrating 
this parable, does not represent the chosen people.  Rather, in relation to the meaning of the 
landscape, the text is more like rain, which God sends on the righteous and the unrighteous 
blessing all (theologians call this common grace).  The large size of text appears as it does to 
emphasize the totality of the word’s impartial permeation of the world.  The question arises, 
then, what are the effects of its permeation of the world? 
 
3.4.4  Words in the fruitful heads 
The fruitful heads are comprised of words like those that generated them; the word of 
God gave them life and is reproduced in them for generating life among the next generation.  
So, the word of God comes down from heaven like rain and is spread like seeds over the 
whole earth.  The seeds become plants where there is enough soil for healthy roots, and they 
bear fruitful heads where weeds do not choke them.  So we see other agents at work against 
the maturation of the plants, agents that apparently succeed.  This raises the following 
question: 
                                                 
89 Matthew 5:45 (Appendixes 281-282) 
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3.4.5  Can the word of God fail? 
How can it be that some things render the word impotent?  Can mere soil, birds, and 
weeds thwart maturation of divine seed?  Is the word of God really made impotent, or do we 
mistake the medium for the message—the form for the essence?  How singular are the two?  
The parable elicits these questions, so I deal with them in my woodcut translation and in this 
journal.  The challenge to understand how the divine word of God can be stolen by created 
beings and destroyed or rendered fruitless by mundane concerns is addressed (at least in part) 
by the fact that God creates all the agents involved.  As the artist, I could have chosen to 
render a utopian scene with a field free of weeds and full of perfectly fruitful plants that grow 
without any labor from a person who, instead of sowing, is enjoying the fruit under a more 
pleasant sun.  The birds wouldn’t need to scavenge for survival and thereby steel away the 
lives of others.  There would be a more magical plenty for all without sacrifice.  God could 
have done that too—but he did not.  One shouldn’t take the way things are for granted. 
Many disparate messages may be said by the same medium, and many disparate 
mediums may say the same thing.  But Jesus does not say some of the seed is genuine and 
some is not.  Rather, similar contextual forces are represented in both the parable of the 
sower and this personification: “Wisdom calls aloud in the street, she raises her voice in the 
public squares; at the head of the noisy streets she cries out, in the gateways of the city she 
makes her speech”.90  Here, the words of life are perceptible to everyone, but there is also 
noise.  The seeds fall on every soil, but not every soil is receptive or conducive to their 
growth.  Where, then, is the sovereignty of God?  Did he not make the soils as well as the 
                                                 
90 Proverbs 1:20-21 
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seeds?91  In a similar way, God made the sun that simultaneously nourishes the fruitful plants 
and scorches the rootless plants, which were both generated by the same seed.  In fact, the 
seed even sustains the life of the birds—which represent Satan.  All this is illustrated 
visually, and clearly.  Therefore, let us press on to consider the birds. 
 
3.5  Birds 
Matthew 
13:4 
As he was scattering the seed, some fell along the path, and the birds came and 
ate it up. 
Matthew 
13:19 
When anyone hears the message about the kingdom and does not understand it, 
the evil one comes and snatches away what was sown in his heart.  This is the 
seed sown along the path. 
Mark 
4:4 
As he was scattering the seed, some fell along the path, and the birds came and 
ate it up. 
Mark 
4:15 
Some people are like seed along the path, where the word is sown. As soon as 
they hear it, Satan comes and takes away the word that was sown in them. 
 
Luke 
8:3 
A farmer went out to sow his seed. As he was scattering the seed, some fell 
along the path; it was trampled on, and the birds of the air ate it up. 
Luke 
8:12 
Those along the path are the ones who hear, and then the devil comes and takes 
away the word from their hearts, so that they may not believe and be saved. 
 
The six birds in my illustration appear dark, but natural and harmless at first.  Over 
time, though, the viewer will increasingly see them as sinister.  They watch and follow.  They 
stay just out of reach.  They swoop down untouchable and devour the seeds, the substance of 
                                                 
91 Section 3.8.3  Fatalism? 
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life.  In flight, their forms mimic the radiance of the sun, and on the earth their forms mimic 
the fruitful heads.  They are a brood of one mind, set against the things they mimic. 
 
3.5.1  Visual mimicry and meaning 
The birds’ bodies mimic the shape of the fruitful heads, and their wings are much like 
the leaves of the healthy plants in the same way Satan masquerades as an angel of light.92  In 
the parable and in my illustration, the birds are part of nature, yet they are evil.  These 
qualities are not antithetical.  That is God’s design, as he has said, “I form the light and create 
darkness, I bring prosperity and create disaster; I, the LORD, do all these things”.93  So, I have 
tried to represent this through a kind of self-contained naturalism94 in which style is 
consistent throughout the composition and representations and proportions conforms to 
familiar perceptions of the world. 
In my work, I have depicted six distinct birds.  The number is a reference to the 
number of the beast, 666.95  Four are on the ground; two are in the air.  The least distinct bird 
is in the air to the left of the sun (in the prints, not on the matrix).  The radiant forms that 
circumvent the sun are intended to be both flame-like and bird-like, so that it appears that the 
birds emanate from the sun.  This is not to be taken as a phoenix reference.  Rather, because 
the sun represents God’s generative activity, it is intended to illustrate that Satan, too, is a 
created being, not another self-existent deity.  Though superhuman in power, Satan and other 
angels are not supernatural; rather, they are endowed by God with abilities that surpass 
                                                 
92 2 Corinthians 11:14; 2 Corinthians 4:1-6 (Appendixes 322-323); see also section 3.3.3 Unaware agents and 
imposters and section 3.5.2  Plurality and singularity 
93 Isaiah 45:7 
94 Section 3.14.2.1 Naturalism 
95 Revelation 13:18 
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human capability, like myriad other creatures.  For instance, a 100-pound chimpanzee can lift 
more weight above her head than the world’s strongest man.  An ant can carry 50 times its 
own weight up an ant hill; if a 160-pound man could do that, he could carry a 4-ton truck up 
a hill.  In every capacity (except, perhaps, in mental faculty) humans are vastly outdone by 
other creatures. 
Because the sun also represents the heavens and because flames represent that which 
is spiritual,96 this visual association between the sun and the birds imparts to the birds a 
metaphysical quality.  This is an example of how tangible material can be utilized to convey 
unseen things—and not on the basis of mere conventions.  Rather, these symbolic 
conventions have developed from recorded and revealed events.  Having considered what 
visual form communicates about the birds and what they represent, let us turn to consider 
what lexical form communicates. 
 
3.5.2  Plurality and singularity 
Birds represent the evil one.  The three accounts of Jesus’ explanation of the parable 
each use a different Greek word to identify and describe the first enemy of the seed: they are 
translated respectively evil one, Satan, and devil.  All three words are in the singular form in 
Greek.  However, the birds97 that represent this one creature appear in plural form in Greek.  
Why would Jesus do this?  How does this make sense? 
                                                 
96 Psalm 104:4 (Appendix 2630) 
97 Luke 8:5 (Appendix 261) also indicates that the seed sown along the path was trampled underfoot.  This too 
implies a plurality, at least of two feet, but—more likely—of the feet of many. 
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The three words98 identifying the devil are used to (1) specifically identify the chief 
evil being—the fallen archangel whose relentless passion is to usurp God (an impossibility) 
and destroy people, and (2) identify any evil participant.  But condemnation of soul is the 
only ultimate means of destruction, and condemnation belongs to God; therefore, Satan 
accuses people of wrongdoing before God.  As the head of a kingdom, his name is affixed to 
the work of all his minions (just as an artist receives the recognition for a print that others 
have processed), which is one concrete way that birds (plural) represent Satan (singular).99 
 
3.5.3  Parabolic and visual prophesy 
Associatively, the birds forerun and foreshadow those of Revelation,100 which are 
invited to devour the flesh of the enemies of God that will be slain at Armageddon.101  
Perhaps these are not the same sorts of birds, but there are striking similarities.  The birds of 
the parable consume the words of life and so, by deprivation, destroy those who for lack of 
faith are the enemies of God.  Their activity in the parable is spiritual; in the end it will be 
completed physically.  The first act, though less overtly gruesome, is the most malicious and 
sinister, and it provides for the second. 
Visually, I have hinted at this prophetic aspect in three ways.  First, the large bird in 
the air appears by its posture to be approaching the foreground in descent.  This suggests a 
near future—one that should not surprise the viewer.  Second, the bird on the ground to the 
                                                 
98 Discussion of the three words is supported by careful study of their appearances in context throughout the 
scriptures and one concise source of definition: Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament Based on 
Semantic Domains 
99 For more information about Satan, see Appendix 328 
100 Revelation 19:17-21 (Appendix 328) 
101 Revelation 16:16 (Appendix 328) 
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right of the sun is facing the field.  Third, the bird on the ground that appears as nearest to the 
viewer is rendered with its mouth open to emphasize the voracious nature of the birds. 
 
3.5.4  Theft and perception, understanding, and belief 
The three accounts emphasize the theft of the seed, but differ as to whether a lack of 
understanding is the cause or the effect of that theft:  Matthew suggests that a lack of 
understanding facilitates the theft,102 Mark implies that understanding (and possibly even 
perception) is made impossible due to the immediacy of the theft,103 and Luke shows that 
theft thwarts belief, but says nothing of perception or understanding.104 
This remains somewhat mysterious.  Perhaps for some theft disallows understanding 
of the gospel and for others not understanding the gospel permits its theft.  In either case, the 
parable and my illustration of it shows that the theft is facilitated by the hardness of the soil, 
which does not allow the seed to penetrate or receive water and nutrients at all, but instead 
allows the birds to easily locate and devour the seed. 
 
3.6  Sun 
Matthew 
13:5, 6 
Some fell on rocky places, where it did not have much soil.  It sprang up quickly, 
because the soil was shallow.  But when the sun came up, the plants were 
scorched, and they withered because they had no root. 
                                                 
102 Matthew 13:19 (Appendix 259) 
103 Mark 4:15 (Appendix 260) 
104 Luke 8:12 (Appendix 261) 
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Matthew 
13:20, 21 
The one who received the seed that fell on rocky places is the man who hears the 
word and at once receives it with joy.  But since he has no root, he lasts only a 
short time.  When trouble or persecution comes because of the word, he quickly 
falls away. 
 
Mark 
4:5, 6 
Some fell on rocky places, where it did not have much soil.  It sprang up quickly, 
because the soil was shallow.  But when the sun came up, the plants were 
scorched, and they withered because they had no root. 
Mark 
4:16, 17 
Others, like seed sown on rocky places, hear the word and at once receive it with 
joy.  But since they have no root, they last only a short time.  When trouble or 
persecution comes because of the word, they quickly fall away. 
 
Luke 
8:6 
Some fell on rock, and when it came up, the plants withered because they had no 
moisture. 
Luke 
8:13 
Those on the rock are the ones who receive the word with joy when they hear it, 
but they have no root.  They believe for a while, but in the time of testing they 
fall away. 
 
The sun is fiery.  It emblazons the world, making all things visible.  Only the sun 
significantly affects the appearances and developments of every other member of the scene.  
All the cast shadows and hard lighting is due and in relationship to the sun.  The lines in the 
rocks pivot about the sun.  Its radiant power warps both sky and land. 
 
3.6.1  Symbol of sovereignty 
I have identified the sun with the sovereignty of God by forming it with the words 
תוֹאָבְצ הוהי.  Why would I do that when Jesus identifies it with trouble and persecution?  As 
mentioned in the seed section, the sun (not including the radiating shapes) is made of flame-
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like text which translates LORD of Hosts or LORD Almighty.   The first word, הוהי, is actually 
the personal name of God, which is reverently translated LORD to guard it from being used 
blasphemously, profanely, or vainly; the small caps distinguish it from the Hebrew word ןדא 
that actually means lord, ruler, or master.  The root of the second word in the sun,  ְצָבאוֹת, is 
אָבָצ, which literally means wage war and army.105  In conjunction with the name of God, this 
is a title akin to Supreme Commander or more literally, God of war.  Also, the word אָבָצ is 
descriptive of both the heavenly bodies (especially the luminous sun, moon, and stars) and 
the military of angelic beings.  Thus, the words in the sun refer to God as absolute sovereign 
over all.  But Jesus identifies the sun with trouble and persecution,106 so, again, how could I 
have audacity to identify the sun with God’s name and sovereignty?  Consider an 
explanation: 
 
3.6.2  Agents of testing 
Trouble and persecution are God’s means of testing and refining faith and 
righteousness—burning away impurities until only his image remains.  That the sun 
represents trouble and persecution might be taken simplistically as contrary to the work and 
will of God in the world—except that Jesus describes their temporal context as “the time of 
testing”.107  Such testing belongs to God: “The crucible for silver and the furnace for gold, 
but the LORD tests the heart”.108  God tested Adam with one prohibition.109  God tested 
                                                 
105 Enhanced Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon, p 838-839. 
106 Matthew 13:6, 21 (Appendix 259); Mark 4:6, 17 (Appendix 260) 
107 Luke 8:13 (Appendix 261) 
108 Proverbs 17:3 
109 Genesis 2-3, especially verse 2:17 (Appendix 275) 
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Abraham, commanding him to sacrifice his promised son.110  God tested the Israelites to see 
whether they would keep his commands: in the wilderness,111 in the conquest of Canaan,112 
and ever since.  Likewise, God tested his son, Jesus Christ113 and perfected him through 
suffering.114  The faithful should anticipate testing because “Both the one who makes men 
holy and those who are made holy are of the same family”,115 and “to this [enduring suffering 
for doing good] you were called, because Christ suffered for you, leaving you an example, 
that you should follow in his steps”.116 
What of the unbelieving, ungodly, and perishing: are they exempt from testing?  “Is 
God the God of Jews only?  Is he not the God of gentiles too?  Yes, of gentiles too, since 
there is only one God”.117  Therefore, all are included—as Jesus says, “He causes his sun to 
rise on the evil and the good”.118  This is why I have rendered the sun as an ambassador of 
God—and, thus, metaphorically identifying its purpose and effects, both negative and 
positive, with God’s will and work in the world.  The sun works this way in the world:  It is 
life-sustaining yet drought-inducing.  It is soothing in this case and scorching in that.  The 
sun makes things visible, but it is also blinding.  These are material echoes of spiritual truths 
about the God who spoke the sun into existence and ordained its relationships with the rest of 
creation.  I have shown this, just as the parable does, by rendering its impacts on the plants of 
various soils, and I have made the connection between the sun and God’s design more 
explicit by branding it with the name of its designer. 
                                                 
110 Genesis 22, especially verse 1a (Appendix 330) 
111 Exodus 15-16 and 20, especially verse 20:20  (Appendix 330) 
112 Joshua 7-8, especially verses 7:1, 10, 12 (Appendix 330) 
113 Matthew 4:1-11, especially verse 1 (Appendix 330); Luke 4:1-13; Mark 1:12, 13 
114 Hebrews 2:10 (Appendix 330) 
115 Hebrews 2:11 
116 1 Peter 2:21 (Appendixes 281-282) 
117 Romans 3:29-30a 
118 Matthew 5:45b 
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3.6.3  An unusually negative metaphor 
Jesus’ emphasis on the negative impact of the sun is unusual, but deeply meaningful.  
Most metaphors involving the sun refer to a positive quality or effect of the sun.  The Bible, 
mentions the sun at least 144 times;119 at least twenty uses are obviously metaphorical,120 but 
no more than five of those metaphors compare negative qualities or effects—two of which 
are among the parallel accounts of the parable of the sower.121  Because these are interpretive 
comments, I have not proposed the numbers as absolute, and I have even given some benefit 
of doubt against my argument.  Nevertheless, clearly Jesus’ explicitly negative use of the sun 
is unusual. 
However, the sun is, in fact, an agent causing both positive and negative 
consequences: it scorches the rootless plants and nourishes the rest of the plants—even the 
weeds.  This implicit fact occurred to me as an epiphany—a response to my visual translation 
of the spoken and written parable.  In seeing the sun blazing above the earth, I realized that it 
was not only scorching the rootless plants, but also providing life to the fruitful plants, the 
weed-choked plants, and even the weeds!  I think Jesus left this implicit because it is so 
obvious (how could I have missed that for so long?), and it would have been very obvious to 
the largely agrarian audience to whom he delivered the parable originally. 
 
                                                 
119 Only direct references to the sun where a word for sun is used are taken into account. 
120 Other instances can be taken literally and metaphorically, and others are clearly literal only. 
121 Matthew 13:6 (Appendix 259); Mark 4:6 (Appendix 260); Luke’s account (Appendix 261) does not mention 
the sun 
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3.6.4  What the sun does not represent 
The sun does not represent God himself.  Rather, the sun is an ambassador of 
sovereign power over all the earth.  The sun is singular (unique), invariable (not changed by 
other agents), and indifferent (applying the same action to all).  Nevertheless, a diversity of 
effects results from complex interactions between the sun’s action and other contextual 
variables: devouring birds, soil conditions, and presence of weeds.  God is like (but not 
exactly like) the sun in that God is one,122 immutable,123 and impartial.124  Unlike the sun, 
God is sovereign;125 God is not created126 and none is his superior.  The sun is God’s agent as 
his subordinate, whereas God is the agent of all as a cause.  That is why I have described my 
representation of the sun as an ambassador.  In the parable and in my illustration of it, God is 
directly unrepresented, thoroughly present, and unfathomably transcendent. 
 
3.7  Path 
Matthew 
13:4 
As he was scattering the seed, some fell along the path, and the birds came and 
ate it up. 
Matthew 
13:19 
When anyone hears the message about the kingdom and does not understand it, 
the evil one comes and snatches away what was sown in his heart.  This is the 
seed sown along the path. 
 
                                                 
122 Deuteronomy 6:4; John 10:30 (Appendix 331) 
123 Malachi 3:6; Hebrews 13:8 (Appendix 331) 
124 Proverbs 15:3; Romans 2:11 (Appendix 331) 
125 Job 12:7-25; Revelation 19:11-16 (Appendix 331) 
126 Genesis 1:1 (Appendix 273) 
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Mark 
4:4 
As he was scattering the seed, some fell along the path, and the birds came and 
ate it up. 
Mark 
4:15 
Some people are like seed along the path, where the word is sown.  As soon as 
they hear it, Satan comes and takes away the word that was sown in them. 
 
Luke 
8:5 
A farmer went out to sow his seed.  As he was scattering the seed, some fell 
along the path; it was trampled on, and the birds of the air ate it up. 
Luke 
8:12 
Those along the path are the ones who hear, and then the devil comes and takes 
away the word from their hearts, so that they may not believe and be saved. 
 
The path is hard and flinty.  It is broad and curves quickly out of sight.  Where it 
comes from and where it leads is shrouded.  It circumvents the field and borders the 
wasteland.  It is both light and dark, but always opaque and impenetrable.  It is strewn with 
pebbles and bears the scarring of erosion and traffic. 
 
3.7.1  Substitution127 
Scripture is replete with metaphoric paths and their descriptions.  Ultimately, 
however, each path is one of two: the one on which God and people walk together in the light 
of life and maturation forever; the other on which people destroy themselves and for which 
God destroys them continually forever.  Jesus represents the actual path of destruction in a 
particular way.  That particular way is a piece in the puzzle128 of fully understanding the 
actual path, but it is one that I thought would not function in my visual representation as 
                                                 
127 See section 2.2  Unseen things and section 3.8.1  What is the problem? 
128 Solomon said much of this path—both directly and by antithesis.  It is a crooked, deceptive, sinful, foolish, 
dangerous, path that people take in haste and perverse desire—believing it to be the right way.  But that path 
ends in death and condemnation.  Several relevant Proverbs are reproduced in Appendix 329. 
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informatively as some other particular biblical representations.  Therefore, as in optimal 
equivalence (written) translation,129 I have here taken a meaning-for-meaning approach in 
order to take what—in the visual medium—would be inordinately understated and make it 
more lucid. 
The kind of path Jesus referred to was (physically) a narrow footpath in the midst of a 
field—between areas that were meant to accept scattered seed.  The implications of this are 
significant; nevertheless, for several reasons, I decided to substitute a wide path that appears 
to circumvent the field.  My primary purpose for this substitution is to clearly illustrate the 
four soils of the parable.  A secondary reason for this substitution is to associate the path with 
the outside of the field to more explicitly show that those represented by that soil are cut off 
from the kingdom of God.  Compositionally, I wanted to arrange the soil zones from right to 
left (rather than centering the path in the field) according to the logic of written Hebrew.130 
 
3.7.1.1  Appearance 
I have substituted the outward forms of particular paths that essentially represent the 
same actual path of destruction as the one represented in a particular way in the parable of 
the sower.  The substitution has been made in order to convey the nature of the path of the 
parable more explicitly than a visual transliteration would have. 
In the parable, the hard-packed path represents the unreceptive hearts and minds of 
those to whom the word of God comes and from whom it is taken.  In that fundamental 
                                                 
129 Appendix 335-336 
130 Section 3.4.3  Why Hebrew? 
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sense, the path is the same as the one Jesus describes earlier, in the Sermon on the Mount: 
“wide is the gate and broad is the road that lead to destruction, and many enter through it”.131 
The path’s hard-packed (implicit to the parable) surface invites easy and fast travel.  
But the path bears a gash in the foreground that betrays its history and nature and warns the 
wise132 that travel by that way is ensnaring.133   The path curves out of sight, reflecting the 
crookedness134 and deceitfulness135 of the actual path of destruction. 
 
3.7.1.2  Location 
The path’s location on the outside of the field is a straightforward metaphor for the 
estrangement from the kingdom of God of those represented by that soil.  This estrangement 
is stated in the parable by the theft of the seeds from the path, a dynamic event that I have 
maintained in my illustration.  I have further emphasized that meaning in the visual by the 
alternative position of the path relative to the field. 
The path is related to the city in the background and the wilderness to its right.  The 
path’s visual kinship with these two elements shows that its proximity to the field is an 
enticement to deviate from (rather than enter into) the kingdom of God that the field 
represents.  Initially, the path seems to follow the field; however, in the distance (the actual 
center of the composition), man-made forms appear, and these could be taken as a village or 
the edge of a city to which the road logically leads.  This city is more fully divulged in a later 
                                                 
131 Matthew 7:13b 
132 Proverbs 27:12 (Appendix 329) 
133 Proverbs 22:5 (Appendix 329) 
134 Proverbs 5:6 (Appendix 329) 
135 Proverbs 14:12 (Appendix 329) 
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section, but it enough here that the city is intended as a metaphor for Sodom, Nineveh, and 
Babylon as established by both its form and its estrangement from the field. 
Also initially, the path seems to belong to the field like a fence hedging out the 
wilderness.  However, it is the path and the wilderness that are akin.  Their visual and 
contextual similarities betray this: the marks in both are horizontal, and both the atmospheric 
obfuscation of the wilderness and the mineral opacity of the path deny visual penetration.  
Both path and wilderness are desolate: the flinty road supports only scavenging birds; the 
parched expanse beyond seems to support no life at all, except what is obstinately built by 
the city-dwellers, but even these resemble grave markers.  The wilderness136 is impenetrable 
to vision in the same way that the path is impenetrable to the seed.  In my illustration (but not 
in the parable137), the sower is not walking on the path.  This fact, coupled with the visual 
kinship of the path and the wilderness, shows that the path is of one nature with the 
wilderness and does not share the nature of the field. 
 
3.7.2  Two guiding principles 
Two general principles that have guided my approach to illustrating this parable are 
manifest in the appearance and location of the path.  One principle is that transliteration is 
seldom the supreme means of conveying the heart or even the particulars of a message from 
one form to another—no matter what medium: linguistic, visual, sonic, or otherwise.  The 
other principle is that scripture as a whole provides a more perfect understanding than 
isolated snippets of scripture. 
                                                 
136 Addressed more fully in section 3.11  Wilderness 
137 Section 3.7.3  Loss in deviation from the parable 
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3.7.2.1  Transliteration’s deficiency 
Transliteration (substitution of alphabetical characters that correspond phonetically) 
does little or nothing to facilitate one’s move from the perception of text or sounds to the 
understanding of their meanings.  This is because, predominantly, the textual forms and 
sounds of most languages (including Hebrew and the words you are now reading) do not bear 
meaning directly.  Rather, text characters function like musical notations, and words function 
like tokens in a token economy and pieces in a puzzle: their parts and their combinations 
substitute for real things, both elemental and complex.  However, such substitutions are by 
convention rather than by formal relationship or embodiment, so that understanding such 
substitutions cannot come from raw perception. 
Likewise, merely illustrating the objects and spaces mentioned in the parable does not 
guarantee understanding for the viewer; in fact, such an illustration may not even offer the 
presence of the parable’s meaning.  If such a work does not bear the parable’s meaning, a 
viewer cannot come to understand that meaning from that work.  If I were to rearrange the 
letters and spaces of the last sentence, or replace them with transliterations from Hebrew, the 
textual characters would no longer bear the former meaning; consequently, no viewer could 
come to understand that meaning—though the appearance (whether visual or phonetic) 
would relate.  Literally illustrating a subtle path in the midst of a field would have (1) 
visually subordinated it (suggesting that it is also subordinate in importance) and (2) 
obliterated the conceptual consistency between the Hebraic right-to-left logic and the 
arrangement of the representation in the pictorial field.  Rather, I have attempted to illustrate 
the meaning of the parable through visual translations, that is, through meaningful 
substitutions. 
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3.7.2.2  Unity of the Bible 
The other principle that has guided my approach to illustrating this parable is that the 
Bible is a synergistic unit.  Like an anthology, the Bible is collection of works that relate: 
they are (to be overly simplistic) all about God and humanity.  Moreover, the books of the 
Bible depend upon one another for full meaning.  An opening remark of the book of Isaiah 
addressing the Israelites says, “Hear the word of the LORD, you rulers of Sodom; listen to the 
law of our God, you people of Gomorrah!” (1:10).  How could one understand this without 
the account of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah in Genesis 19?  Likewise, it is 
necessary to know about the manna in the wilderness138 and the laws about not eating flesh 
with blood in it139 to fully understand Jesus’ claim to be the living bread that came down 
from heaven whose flesh and blood must be consumed in order to have life and the Jews’ 
offense at that.140  Similar examples abound.  I have asserted and relied on this synergistic 
unity by incorporating Hebrew in my illustration of the parable, which was originally 
documented in Greek.  I have also relied on this fact to find substitutions for communicating 
the meaning of the parable and not merely the appearance of it. 
That said, some of my substitutions are made to emphasize certain aspects of the 
parable at the expense of not representing or de-emphasizing other aspects.  One such 
discrepancy is addressed next. 
 
                                                 
138 Exodus 16:13-35 (not reproduced in the Appendixes) 
139 Genesis 9:4; Leviticus 19:24a; Deuteronomy 12:23, 24 (not reproduced in the Appendixes) 
140 John 6:30-58 (not reproduced in the Appendixes) 
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3.7.3  Loss in deviation from the parable 
In Jesus’ parable, the path is that trodden by the sower.  This fact is very meaningful 
and is admittedly absent from my visual translation due to my emphasizing other biblical 
truths.  Yet, by also investigating Jesus’ parable through this second medium (writing a 
journal), I can, happily, consider the original fact and meaning by comparison. 
My representation fails to convey that in the parable the path’s compaction is due, at 
least in part, to the sower’s treading upon it.  It follows that human perception, 
understanding, and belief are directly affected by the choices and actions of the sower—taken 
in both senses as God or as an agent of God.  In the first sense, Jesus’ parabolic 
representation is a metaphor for such blatant statements as, “God has mercy on whom he 
wants to have mercy and he hardens whom he wants to harden”.141  That doesn’t sit too well, 
does it?  Initial repulse from that truth is anticipated, for the passage goes on, “One of you 
will say to me: ‘Then why does God still blame us?  For who resists his will?’ ”.142  That is 
no small question: many books have been written about this.  Romans is one of the best 
places to start, but my purpose is not to write exhaustively about that broad issue.  I bring it 
up only because it directly bears on perception, understanding, and belief. 
Perception, understanding, and belief are affected by the choices of God’s agents 
also.  This warns willing ambassadors against complacency, haste, fear, compromise, 
uncontrolled anger, and many other things whose manifestations hinder the gospel.  It also 
warns all of God’s agents (wary or not143) against arrogance: “Does the ax raise itself above 
                                                 
141 Romans 9:18 
142 Romans 9:19 
143 2 Corinthians 11:14; 2 Corinthians 4:1-6 (Appendixes 322-323); see also section 3.3.1  Unaware agents and 
imposters, section 3.5.1 Visual mimicry and meaning, and section 3.5.2  Plurality and singularity 
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him who swings it, or the saw boast against him who uses it?  As if a rod were to wield him 
who lifts it up, or a club brandish him who is not wood!”144  Any agent that participates in the 
work that accomplishes sowing—whether knowingly or not and whether from pure or impure 
motive—may also be responsible for compacting the path according to the purpose and 
unsearchable wisdom of God.145 
 
3.8  Rocky soil and rootless plants 
Matthew 
13:5, 6 
Some fell on rocky places, where it did not have much soil.  It sprang up quickly, 
because the soil was shallow.  But when the sun came up, the plants were 
scorched, and they withered because they had no root. 
Matthew 
13:20, 21 
The one who received the seed that fell on rocky places is the man who hears the 
word and at once receives it with joy.  But since he has no root, he lasts only a 
short time.  When trouble or persecution comes because of the word, he quickly 
falls away. 
 
Mark 
4:5, 6 
Some fell on rocky places, where it did not have much soil.  It sprang up quickly, 
because the soil was shallow.  But when the sun came up, the plants were 
scorched, and they withered because they had no root. 
Mark 
4:16, 17 
Others, like seed sown on rocky places, hear the word and at once receive it with 
joy.  But since they have no root, they last only a short time.  When trouble or 
persecution comes because of the word, they quickly fall away. 
 
Luke 
8:6 
Some fell on rock, and when it came up, the plants withered because they had no 
moisture. 
                                                 
144 Isaiah 10:15 
145 Romans 11:32-36 (Appendix 333) 
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Luke 
8:13 
Those on the rock are the ones who receive the word with joy when they hear it, 
but they have no root.  They believe for a while, but in the time of testing they 
fall away. 
  
 
The rocky soil is an area packed with small boulders or significant stones.  From 
between these rocks, plants grow, but they are not well.  They mostly lack leaves, none have 
heads, and most are in some stage of wilting under the sun. 
 
3.8.1  What is the problem? 
The problem for the plants on the rocky soil involves the sun, the seed, and the soil.  
Since the first two are constants, the soil must be the ultimate problem: it is the only variable.  
But what does the soil represent?  Each kind of person is represented twice in the parable: the 
soils represent the natures of people; the plants represent the people’s developments and 
conclusions.  Each soil represents what is largely concealed; the plants represent what is or 
increasingly becomes more apparent. 
As with the path, I made a substitution146 in my representation of the rocky soil.  My 
illustration shows an area covered with large stones, whereas Jesus referred to a shallow, 
flinty soil that appears good but cannot sustain plants through times of conditional difficulty.  
I chose to render the rocky area with larger stones on its surface to expose the cause of the 
plants’ demise.  This is a representation of the cause and effect relationship between a 
person’s nature and their outcome.  My representation, like the parable, reveals what is 
                                                 
146 See section 2.2  Unseen things and section 3.7.1  Substitution 
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concealed.  What it fails to do that the parable accomplishes is show that the soil looks, but is 
not really, good.  What kind of nature is represented by the quality of the rocky soil? 
 
3.8.2  Characteristics of the nature represented by the rocky soil 
The kind of person the rocky soil represents accepts favorable news gladly, but never 
matures and cannot take hardship.  A person of this kind is likely to be enticed by pleasures 
and promises of pleasures, but is quickly undone by suffering.  As a plant cannot sustain the 
intensity of the sun because it has no roots, so such a person cannot sustain discipline, though 
discipline is good.  Furthermore, as the plant has no root because the soil is shallow and 
flinty, so the person has no roots because his or her heart disallows tenacious faith. 
 
3.8.3  Fatalism? 
Our problem seems fatalistic.  Did not God make our natures?  Yes and no.  Here we 
must distinguish between two uses of the word nature.  Note significantly how the plants 
represent people, but the seed does not.  If the seeds represented people, then it could be said 
that the plants inherit distinct bodies, and many are destined to perish fruitless.  But all the 
plants born of the seed (not the weeds) share in one body, being made after one kind and 
passing on one nature.147  However, the word of God speaks of another body and another 
nature: the “body of sin”148 which is “our sinful nature”.149  So, God endows us with a 
                                                 
147 Appendixes 292-293 
148 Romans 6:6 (Appendixes 292-293) 
149 Ephesians 2:3 (Appendixes 292-293) 
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spiritual nature “in his image”.150  But we inherit and exercise a second nature,151 which is 
sinful.  I do not understand its origination any more than I understand God fully.  All I know 
is that both the bible and my actions reveal the existence of a sinful nature. 
 
3.8.3.1  Decisions of self and provisions of God 
Our participation in shaping who we are and who we become through decisive action 
excludes fatalism.  We, like Cain and Abel, either make decisions that (1) agree with the 
nature and Spirit of God and defy the sinful nature or (2) agree with the sinful nature and 
defy the nature and Spirit of God.152  These decisions arise from and constitute who we are153 
and who we become, like Gideon who was shaped by his faithful decisions to ask for 
encouragement154 and Judas who “became a traitor”155 following a history of greed and 
theft.156  Two extensions of this argument against a fatalistic interpretation of the parable of 
the sower are (1) God commands people to participate in salvation,157 and (2) God does not 
test beyond provision for passing.158 
 
3.8.3.2  Diametric natures, and a dynamic self 
I think the parabolic representations themselves argue against fatalism:  The seed 
represents the word of life that, like rain, lands generously on every soil.  This is the 
                                                 
150 Genesis 1:26, 27 (Appendix 274) 
151 Appendixes 292-293 
152 Matthew 6:24 and Luke 16:13 are identical (Appendixes 281-282) 
153 Luke 6:43-45 (Appendix 2590-41) 
154 Judges 6-7 (not reproduced in the Appendixes) 
155 Luke 6:16 
156 John 12:6 (not reproduced in the Appendixes) 
157 Appendix 283 
158 1 Corinthians 10:13 (Appendix 330) 
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substance and work of God, whose character we can infer from his action (just as we do any 
person’s).  If the parable were fatalistic, the seed would only be sown on good soil and those 
represented by the poorer soils would never have the opportunity of life provided.  The 
nature of God (displayed in generous, impartial provisions159) and the sinful nature 
(displayed in a gauntlet of active assaults) are diametric.160  I suggest that self, being neither 
“basically good” nor wholly evil, is somehow a dynamic hybrid that vacillates between 
conforming to the image of God and conforming to the father of rebels—whose diametric 
natures war within an individual for mastery. 
The variable soils represent the essences of various people.  The Hebrews called this 
essence שׁפנ; we call it self (and sometimes soul, though I do not think these are necessarily 
synonymous).  Whatever one calls it, the nature of God and the sinful nature are not it, but 
they war for leadership of it—the former to give abundant life and the latter to steal, kill, and 
destroy.161  In a similar way various plants war for the nutrients of the soil.162  If self is 
subject to the sinful nature, that person cannot be subject to the word of life.163  The plant 
forms represent surfaces and behaviors that others can see.  Their developments represent 
temporal developments, and their ends represent eternal consequences.  Therefore, the 
destruction of the plants on the rocky soil is directly due to a propensity to acquiesce to the 
sinful nature, which is represented by the rocky soil.  Inasmuch as acquiescence is a choice, 
those who do so are responsible for their slavery to the sinful nature; they are responsible for 
their own formative decisions—which disallow proper maturation, which ends in dying. 
                                                 
159 This does not exclude what we would consider “bad times” (Ecclesiastes 7:14, Appendix 273) or even 
genuine calamity (Isaiah 45:7), nor does this finite statement conveys the whole of the nature of God 
160 Galatians 5:16-25 (Appendixes 292-293) 
161 John 10:10 (Appendix 283) 
162 Section 3.9 Weeds and unfruitful plants 
163 Romans 6:20 (Appendixes 292-293) 
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3.8.3.3  Conclusion against fatalism 
The central lesson of this section is this: deep fellowship with Jesus Christ is what 
matters, and it is decidedly neglected by those represented by the rocky soil.  Rootedness in 
the parable has to do with genuine connectedness, that is fellowship, with Jesus Christ who 
said, “I am the vine; you are the branches.  If a man remains in me and I in him, he will bear 
much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing.  If anyone does not remain in me, he is like a 
branch that is thrown away and withers; such branches are picked up, thrown into the fire and 
burned”.164  As noted in the section about the sun, the very same agent that nourishes the 
rooted plants kills those plants that have none.  That the sun nourishes some and destroys 
others manifests the implication of Proverbs 15:3, “The eyes of the LORD are everywhere, 
keeping watch on the wicked and the good.”  In this way, God is both gracious to all and just 
in every way.  How is this gracious?  God sends the gospel like rain on the righteous and the 
unrighteous.  How is this just?  God sends refining fire like the intensity of the sun on the 
righteous and the unrighteous.  Someone might argue that the sun was intended only for good 
as goodness is typically understood, and that the destruction it causes is arbitrary, tragic, or 
evil.  However, scripture says clearly, “The LORD works out everything for his own ends—
even the wicked for a day of disaster.”165 
 
                                                 
164 John 15:5-6 
165 Proverbs 16:4 
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3.8.4  Viewpoints of the accounts 
The three accounts of the sower recorded by Matthew, Mark, and Luke establish 
subtly different viewpoints that provide significantly different perceptions.  Together,166 they 
offer a richer base for understanding.  By using singular constructs, Matthew’s account 
invites the reader to consider whether (s)he is the one who receives the word initially but 
perishes under hardship.  The other two accounts use plural constructs, which makes it easier 
for the reader to interpret the description in terms of others rather than him- or herself.  A 
more thorough explanation of viewpoint is in section 3.14.2.2  Viewpoint. 
 
3.9  Weeds and unfruitful plants 
Matthew 
13:7 
Other seed fell among thorns, which grew up and choked the plants. 
Matthew 
13:22 
The one who received the seed that fell among the thorns is the man who hears the 
word, but the worries of this life and deceitfulness of wealth choke it, making it 
unfruitful. 
 
Mark 
4:7 
Other seed fell among thorns, which grew up and choked the plants, so that they 
did not bear grain. 
Mark 
4: 18-19 
Still others, like seed thrown among thorns, hear the word; but the worries of this 
life, the deceitfulness of wealth and the desire for other things come in and choke 
the word, making it unfruitful. 
 
Luke 
8:8 
Other seed fell among thorns, which grew up with it and choked the plants.
                                                 
166 Section 3.7.2.2  Unity of the Bible 
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Luke 
8:14 
The seed that fell among thorns stands for those who hear, but as they go on their 
way they are choked by life’s worries, riches and pleasures, and they do not mature. 
 
 
Weeds of various kinds appear on the path, among the rocks, and in the field among 
both unfruitful and fruitful plants.  The weeds on the path and among the rocks are difficult 
or impossible to distinguish from the plants born of the sower’s seed.  The weeds among the 
unfruitful plants are mostly strong and distinct.  The strong weeds that choke the unfruitful 
plants are marked by a jagged, coiling form.  Other weeds are obvious because of their 
significantly different leaf structure.  The weeds among the fruitful plants are mostly weak, 
but it is difficult to distinguish a few of them from the healthy plants. 
 
3.9.1  Visual advantages 
I decided to depict the plants of the parable in a kind of gradation that blurs and 
extends the boundaries that linguistic media (speech and literature) tend to contrive upon 
cursory hearing or reading.  The static, two-dimensional visual medium allows the viewer to 
(1) perceive the general whole at once and (2) perceive and study the relationships between 
elements organically, rather than linearly.  This is appropriate and advantageous since the 
metaphors are all drawn from nature.  My illustration of the parable shows weeds on all four 
soils.  Some of the plants are obviously weeds, but some are so ambiguous that no one can 
say conclusively whether it is a weed or a plant from the sower’s seed.  Initially, these things 
are for the sake of superficial naturalism.  After all, where but a wasteland can one go and 
find no weeds?  And who can distinguish every plant by sight?  But the parable’s meaning is 
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drawn on comparisons with nature, and, so, naturalism becomes charged with metaphoric 
meaning.167  
 
3.9.1.1  Why are weeds on every soil? 
The unseen things that the weeds represent are actually common to all human 
experience, but it is in relation to the people whom the weeds most adversely affect that we 
come to understand them.  Those whose selves168 are represented by the hard-packed path 
and those scorched by the sun are destroyed well before they could become fruitful, making 
the weeds’ presence unimportant.  The significance of the fact that weeds, in nature, are 
found in virtually all places is acutely shown in the comparison between their impacts on (1) 
those plants that they render unfruitful and (2) those plants that thrive despite them. 
 
3.9.1.2  Why are some plants ambiguous? 
The ambiguity is purposeful.  In one sense, this is a visual counterpart to Jesus’ 
reason for using parables: “so that, ‘though seeing, they may not see; though hearing, they 
may not understand.’ ”169 
In another sense, the ambiguity is a metaphor for people who appear to be what they 
are not.170  That one kind mimics another is common: many deadly creatures feign 
harmlessness to attain striking proximity to their prey, and many destructive and devastating 
pests are camouflaged.  Predators such as praying mantises and pests such as aphids have a 
                                                 
167 Section 3.14.2.1  Naturalism 
168 Section 3.8.3.2  Diametric natures, and a dynamic self 
169 Luke 8:10b (Appendix 261) 
170 2 Corinthians 11:13 (Appendixes 322-323) 
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kind of integrity or harmony among their intents, forms, behaviors, and effects.  But people 
are much more complex and often internally dichotomous.  One peculiar twist with deceitful 
people is that some even deceive themselves about their purposes and effects.171  Such 
convincing involves a capacity that distinguishes humans from all other creatures.  A praying 
mantis does not do and look as it does because it has considered various paradigms and 
selected a predatory intent and means of survival.  An aphid cannot be or become anything 
other than what it is.  But humans are profoundly metamorphic.  No one has the same mind 
(or body) at conception, 6 months gestation, 6 months, 6, 16, 60, 600…  Some change from 
believing God exists to not and then back.  Some change from hateful to compassionate; 
some do the opposite. 
My illustration requires the viewer to deliberately separate out the kinds and 
conditions of the plants and their interrelationships, rather than just handing them foregone 
distinctions.  This representational aspect is true-to-life in that some people appear to be 
healthy or fruitful (in many senses), though, in fact, they are not.  Their appearance may be 
due to their company: they are found among the healthy; or it may be due to their actions: 
they are saying and doing things that healthy people say and do.  But health and salvation is 
not in being among or behaving like healthy, redeemed, or merely ethical or superficially 
religious people; rather, it is in deeply knowing and being like the holy and merciful one—
Jesus Christ.172 
 
                                                 
171 John 16:2 (Appendixes 322-323) 
172 Appendixes 281-282 
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3.9.2  What do the weeds represent? 
Jesus’ explanation of the weeds identifies them with distress over problems, 
deception of possessions, and desire for pleasures.173  In these senses, weeds do not stand for 
kinds of people.  However, because people are usually involved in problems, possessions, 
and pleasures, I think it is appropriate to consider how people function as weeds.  Another 
reason to consider the weeds as people is that Jesus likened weeds to godless people in the 
parable of the weeds,174 which Jesus told immediately after telling and explaining the parable 
of the sower.  In that parable, Jesus likens weeds as impostors of wheat to people who pose 
as good, righteous, or faithful.175 
 
3.9.2.1  Weeds as people 
I think some of the weeds and ambiguous plants could also represent those who 
consider and present their ways and philosophies as viable alternatives to the path of life and 
truth of God that nurture the fruitful plants.  These include ones “whose god is their 
stomach”,176 ones who worship “demons, which are not God”,177 “God-haters”,178 and ones 
who say, “There is no God”.179  All these (represented at least associatively by the weeds) are 
enemies of the kingdom of heaven; yet, amazingly, they owe their being to God who also 
                                                 
173 Thus, the weeds represent all the possible pitfalls of convenient beliefs (4..3.2.4  I believe what seems to be 
in my interest to be true). 
174 Matthew 13:24-30, see (Appendix 259) 
175 The whole account of Job addresses the same subject, and Job walked the earth nearly 4,000 years ago.  See 
also Jeremiah 12, (Appendix 265) and Galatians 2:4 (Appendixes 322-323) 
176 Philippians 3:19 (Appendix 324) 
177 Deuteronomy 32:17; 1 Corinthians 10:20 (not reproduced in the Appendixes) 
178 Romans 1:30 
179 Psalm 14:1; Psalm 53:1 (Appendixes 303-314) 
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graciously, patiently, and impartially provides sun and rain to all.  As Reverend Patrick 
Edouard has noted, “God has given them the breath it takes to say, ‘There is no God.’ ” 
 
3.9.2.2  Weeds as situations, objects, and (ungodly) desires 
In my illustration, some weeds are among the rocks, and they are scorched with the 
plants they choke.  They do not escape destruction.  But the weeds should not be considered 
only as representing people.  We must here return to what Jesus identified them with directly: 
situations, objects, and (ungodly) desires—all of which are temporal and imminently subject 
to extinguishment.  As the Lord says, “Lift up your eyes to the heavens, look at the earth 
beneath; the heavens will vanish like smoke, the earth will wear out like a garment and its 
inhabitants die like flies.  But my salvation will last forever, my righteousness will never 
fail”.180 
 
3.9.2.3  Who is to blame? 
Luke’s account implicitly credit the failure to mature to going one’s own way rather 
than trusting and walking with God.  This is also strongly suggested by the fact that Jesus 
faults a people for inappropriate relationships with situations and objects (possibly including 
people) rather than faulting the situations and objects. 
 
                                                 
180 Isaiah 51:6 
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3.9.3  Time and metamorphic representation and experience 
I have composed my illustration of the parable so that much of the scope of time 
represented is compressed into a single frame:  The sower is sowing, seeds are falling and 
fallen, birds are devouring, roots are forming (or not), the sun is shining, some plants are 
sprouting, some are being scorched and others are growing, some weeds are creeping and 
others are choking, and fruitful heads are already full.  How are these things experienced, and 
how are interpretations of my print made? 
 
3.9.3.1  Experience over time and shares in experience 
I have made a discrete print.  Why do different people take it in different ways? The 
present is always experienced through the build-up of one’s past; experiences and 
understanding of relationships are cumulative.  Furthermore, beliefs and attitudes develop 
from a principle human desire for continuity and harmony among one’s experiences and 
beliefs.  In this sense, it seems obvious why people interpret my (or any) work variously: all 
have specifically unique experiences. 
But there is also commonality.  The wavelength of any specific hue is the same no 
matter what eye it enters.  However, sensory receptors (including the brain) differ so that no 
one sees (or hears, smells, tastes, or feels) exactly as another.  This is biological fact, but it is 
only the surface.  We powerfully filter and conceptually re-present new stimuli based on 
what we have experienced and believed to-date.  I believe this shows that more is at work 
than mere bioorganic reception.  Furthermore, God provides each of us with both the unique 
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experiential body through which we perceive and the contextual elements that enter our 
perception.181 
 
3.9.3.2  Sovereignty and will of metamorphosis 
My work confronts viewers with plants and strongly suggests that the plants be 
considered metaphorically.  Plants (and all creatures) are metamorphic.  Humans are 
profoundly metamorphic, and I believe their metamorphoses are the mysterious results of the 
convergence of the sovereignty of God and willful choices.  I have indicated the former by 
prominently branding the image with the name of the sovereign God and the latter by 
representing the sower as God’s willing human ambassador. 
Plants, butterflies, and humans are created to undergo inevitable metamorphoses: this, 
simplistically, is sovereign election.182  But the choices butterflies and humans make, the 
choices contemporaries make, and the dynamic contexts of those choices, impact the 
metamorphoses.  In this sense human choices seem paramount.  But, God is preeminent183 
for, “In his heart a man plans his course, but the LORD determines his steps.”184  Yet, the 
preeminent, sovereign God says, “I have no pleasure in the death of anyone, declares the 
Lord God; so turn, and live.”185 
Now, tomes have and could be written on God’s sovereignty, human will, and their 
relationship; but, the scope of this thesis cannot support a more thorough discussion of that 
subject.  I bring us merely this far because God’s sovereignty and human will fundamentally 
                                                 
181 Acts17:26b (Appendix 273) 
182 1 Corinthians 15:38 (Appendix 332) 
183 Colossians 1:17 (Appendix 273) 
184 Proverbs 16:9  (Appendix 329) 
185 Ezekiel 18:-32 (ESV) 
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impact our capacity to perceive, understand, and believe.  God is the creator of seeing eyes 
and blind, hearing ears and deaf, speaking mouths and mute, tasting tongues, feeling skin and 
dull, understanding minds and darkened hearts.  If this is true, then Providence inextricably 
pervades seeing, understanding, believing, and the relationships among them.186 
 
3.10  Good soil and fruitful plants 
Matthew 
13:8 
Still other seed fell on good soil, where it produced a crop—a hundred, sixty or 
thirty times what was sown. 
Matthew 
13:23 
But the one who received the seed that fell on good soil is the man who hears the 
word and understands it.  He produces a crop, yielding a hundred, sixty, or thirty 
times what was sown. 
 
Mark 
4:8 
Still other seed fell on good soil. It came up, grew and produced a crop, multiplying 
thirty, sixty, or even a hundred times. 
Mark 
4: 20 
“Others, like seed sown on good soil, hear the word, accept it, and produce a
crop—thirty, sixty or even a hundred times what was sown.” 
 
Luke 
8:8 
“Still other seed fell on good soil. It came up and yielded a crop, a hundred times 
more than was sown.”  When he said this, he called out, “He who has ears to hear, 
let him hear.” 
Luke 
8:15 
“But the seed on good soil stands for those with a noble and good heart, who hear 
the word, retain it, and by persevering produce a crop.” 
 
The good soil appears no different than the soil with strong weeds.  However, the 
fruitful plants give themselves away.  They stand robust and their heads have formed and 
                                                 
186 Appendixes 303-314 
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filled.  Each bears a complex aggregate that developed from the simple letter from which it 
originated.  These plants prove that the soil they develop in is good. 
 
3.10.1  Form, function, and familiarity 
The fruitful plants in my work have forms like a hybrid of corn and wheat for a 
number of reasons.  First, having lived my life in the Midwest, I am familiar with both.  This 
is significant because it echoes the way Jesus drew on specific temporal objects, situations, 
social structures, and other facets of life that were familiar to his contemporaries in order to 
effectively communicate eternal truths. 
Corn and wheat are no more significant than rice, cotton, barley, etc.; but there is 
significance in the forms drawn from them as used in the context of my illustration of the 
parable.  This is another example of what I have called meaningful naturalism.187  
Specifically, the stalks, leaves and heads are like corn in form.   However, like wheat, each 
plant has no more than one head that crowns the stalks, whereas, with corn, several cobs 
shoot up and out at an angle from the sides of each corn stalk, and never straight up from the 
apex.  So, rather than ask Why like corn and wheat, let us consider some questions about the 
meaning of their form in context: 
1. How does the shape of the leaves relate to other elements of the composition? 
2. Why do the plants have just one head each, and why do they appear at the 
apex of the stalks rather than concealing them under leaves? 
3. Why are the stalks and heads whole, yet segmented? 
                                                 
187 Section 3.14.2.1  Naturalism 
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4. Why are the heads made of Hebrew letters, and what do the letters mean? 
 
3.10.1.1  Visual unity 
The first question has a simple, formal answer: the corn-like form of the leaves relates 
excellently to the form of the Hebrew characters, so the ten bold words that appear on the 
right side of the composition are balanced and harmonized by the leaves of the healthy plants 
on the left.  The leaves of many other plants, including wheat, would not have accomplished 
this.  This formal relationship also helps to unify the Hebrew in the plants’ heads to the rest 
of their bodies so they do not seem disparate. 
 
3.10.1.2  Visual allegory 
Each plant has just one head at the apex of its stalk because I wanted the field, which 
represents those who unashamedly bear the word of life in the world, to subtly resemble an 
assembly of people.  Therefore, each plant needed to appear abstractly figurative.  Placing a 
plant’s head at the top and center accomplishes that purpose, and not including any additional 
heads avoids divergence from that purpose.  As for not concealing the heads under leaves (as 
with corn), this is an illustration of Jesus’ command, “You are the light of the world.  A city 
on a hill cannot be hidden.  Neither do people light a lamp and put it under a bowl.  Instead 
they put it on its stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house.  In the same way, let your 
light shine before men, that they may see your good deeds and praise your Father in 
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heaven”.188  But, just as the words that are born into the plants through the seed that belong to 
God, so the light itself is creditable only to Jesus and not to those lamps who bear it, as Jesus 
also says, “I am the light of the world.  Whoever follows me will never live in darkness, but 
will have the light of life”.189 
 
3.10.1.3  Visual simile 
The third question, about the segmentation of the plant bodies, involves a simile 
between plants and people that clarifies the nature of life generally and facilitates 
understanding of human development.  A simile is most beneficial when the principle that is 
difficult to understand in one specific manifestation is far more accessible in the other.  Of 
course, the comparison must be valid.  The nature of life is the subject of this simile.  
Because both plants and people exist as living beings, the comparison is valid.  Specifically, 
the simile could be stated in two parts this way:  First, as the leaf is distinct from the tassel, 
so the eye is distinct from the hand—though, in both cases, every cell contains the same 
DNA.  Second, though the DNA in every cell remains the same, a seed is not a sapling, a 
sapling is not a mature tree, and a mature tree is not a dead tree; in the same way, a fetus is 
not an infant, an infant is not an adolescent, an adolescent is not an adult, and an adult is not 
dead.  The principal of life made clear in the plants’ segmentation and development is this: 
life is simultaneously (1) whole and seamless yet (2) comprised of distinct portions in form 
and time. 
                                                 
188 Matthew 5:14-16 
189 John 8:12 
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Vast are the specifics in each individual’s experience, and they are significant as they 
constitute one’s metamorphosis.  Though each has only one, whole life, each state of that life 
dies as the next is born in its place.  This suggests that when imminent death displaces the 
life we now know a new life will be born in its place.  For the plants that bear fruit, life is 
born as they die.  But woe to the plants that do not bear fruit: their death is only dying. 
   
3.10.1.4  Hebrew heads 
Addressing the fourth question, about the Hebrew heads, necessitates two 
perspectives: holistic and proximal.   
 
3.10.1.4.1  Holistic view of a cycle 
Holistically, the text appears in the fruitful heads as a rebirth of the living word that 
comes down from heaven, is scattered by the sower, and is multiplied in the mature plants to 
be sown and born again.  This is both a culmination of what was sown and a new beginning 
for what will be sown. 
Look again, slower: the word of God comes down from heaven; this is represented by 
the bold column of ten Hebrew words on the right side of the composition.  The sower takes 
the word, which is the seed, and broadcasts it impartially; this is represented by the 
independent Hebrew letters coming from the sower’s hand (and bag) and found on the rocks 
around the sower.  Individual letters representing seeds, fall and mature (or not) according to 
the potential of soil on which they land, which represent the hearts and minds of the people to 
whom the seed comes.  The seed that falls on good soil matures; just as a natural seed 
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becomes something much more complex and reproduces many times more seeds than the one 
sown, so the isolate letter becomes meaningful words—two per head in my illustration. 
 
3.10.1.4.2  Proximal meanings and the meanings of proximity 
When I first composed the work, I intended to simply repeat the ten words from the 
great column in the heads.  But the heads were the last thing I carved, and after nearly two 
hundred hours of carving and many additional hours of contemplation and writing, it 
occurred to me that merely repeating the ten words would squander an opportunity for a 
greater depth of meaning.  Therefore, I repeated only a couple words from the column to 
show direct correlation between what is sown and what is reaped.  Most of the words in the 
heads are different, but nonetheless resultant from what is sown: חמשׂ joy (found in a head) is 
born of righteousness, salvation, and some of the others among the ten; ארי fear is born of 
justice and glory, and it is the beginning of wisdom; ניב understanding requires truth, 
wisdom, and blessing; לחי hope is founded on mercy and love, and participates in peace. 
I selected the locations for the words according to how their meanings would charge 
and be charged by their contexts.  For instance, the Hebrew root word for fear (ארי) is in the 
rightmost text-bearing head.  As such, it is in soil that contains more dominating weeds, so it 
could be taken to stand for the anxieties of such people.  Or, positively, this fearful plant may 
represent a person just starting to mature because, “The fear of the LORD is the beginning of 
knowledge, but fools despise wisdom and discipline”.190  For that reason, a nearby plant 
bears the Hebrew root word for knowledge (עד). 
                                                 
190 Proverbs 1:7 
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Most of the words represented in the heads have multiple meanings.  This is not to 
say that all interpretations are valid, but rather that more than one meaning is intended, and 
all these meanings are harmonious to the whole.  Consider, for example, the Hebrew root 
word for salt (חלמ), which appears amid the plants on good soil.  The word may be associated 
with Lot’s wife who disobeyed the angel of the LORD to look back at Sodom and became a 
pillar of salt.191  Alternately, the word may be associated with Jesus’ admonition: “You are 
the salt of the earth.  But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again?  It is no 
longer good for anything, except to be thrown out and trampled by men”.192 
One other particularly provocative representation is of the Hebrew root word םלצ, 
which appears in a head on the far left side among the healthiest plants.  This is the root word 
translated image in Genesis 1:26a & 27, which says “Then God said, ‘Let us make man in 
our image [וּנֵמְלַצְבּ], in our likeness…so God created man in his own image [וֹמְלַצְבּ], in the 
image [םֶלֶצְבּ] of God he created him; male and female he created them.’ ”  Taken in this 
sense, the word identifies the fruitful plant as being of God.  However, the same word is 
translated images in Ezekiel 16:17, which says, “You have also taken your beautiful jewelry 
from My gold and My silver, which I had given you, and made for yourself male images 
[יֵמְלַצ] and played the harlot with them” (NKJV).  Taken in this sense, the word indicts the 
plant as being an imposter193 whose appearance and location feign righteousness and 
citizenship in the kingdom of God.  The Hebrew root has to do with obscurity and 
darkness.194  So, to say that we are made in the םלצ of God, implies that we barely resemble 
                                                 
191 Genesis 19:17, 26  (Appendix 302) 
192 Matthew 5:13 
193 Appendixes 322-323; see also section 3.3.3  Unaware agents and imposters, section 3.5.1 Visual mimicry 
and meaning, and section 3.5.2  Plurality and singularity 
194 Gesenius, W., & Tregelles, S. P. (2003). Gesenius' Hebrew and Chaldee lexicon to the Old Testament 
Scriptures. Translation of the author's Lexicon manuale Hebraicum et Chaldaicum in Veteris Testamenti libros, 
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him, despite the honor of somehow sharing in his likeness, וּנֵתוּמְדִכּ, which has to do with 
being patterned after an original form. 
Finally, one weed-entangled plant is the visual counterpart to the םלצ plant taken in 
the cynical sense as an imposter.  It has a head, but the characters in the head are 
deformations of Hebrew letters that do not cooperate as a word.  This is a metaphor for 
heresy, which distorts and poses as the truth. 
 
3.10.2  A lexical representation of the greatest growth 
Together,195 these three accounts are complete in a way that none of them are 
independently, and I believe God orchestrated this for that very purpose—that we might 
understand!196  I have tried to make my work and this written journal complete one another in 
a similar way—that viewers might understand.  The three accounts portray a situation in 
which a person hears the gospel, increasingly understands the meaning, deeply accepts the 
truth and life, and willfully, faithfully, and obediently perseveres with Jesus Christ.  In this 
way, a person matures into the likeness of Christ’s character and, so, multiplies the seed of 
the gospel, which goes out among contemporary generations to accomplish God’s eternal 
purposes.  This is illustrated in my print and explained in this section. 
 
                                                                                                                                                       
a Latin version of the work first published in 1810-1812 under title: Hebra ሷisch-deutsches Handwo ሷrterbuch des 
Alten Testaments.; Includes index. (710). Bellingham, WA: Logos Research Systems, Inc. 
195 Section 3.7.2.2  Unity of the Bible 
196 Luke 8:8b (Appendix 261) 
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3.10.1.1  Numeric hyperbole? 
Some have suggested that the figures used to describe the crops (30, 60, and 100) are 
hyperbolic so as to (1) call attention to the abundant fruitfulness that only God could produce 
and (2) fully distinguish these plants from the unfruitful ones.  Others have argued that these 
figures are actual and that in reality grain crops can and do multiply so much and more.  I 
hold with the second group, which in no way diminishes how amazing it is that so much can 
come of a single seed. 
 
3.10.1.2  The numbers’ specific insignificance 
Matthew lists the numbers in descending order, Mark lists them in ascending order, 
and Luke mentions only one number (100), but deemphasizes its specific significance in the 
explanation.  If we did not have Luke’s account we might be tempted to think that the 
numbers mentioned in the other two accounts were mystical and / or literally exact.  If the 
numbers were always ordered in ascent, we might conclude that thirty is an absolute 
minimum criterion for being considered fruitful.  Or, if they were always listed in descending 
order, 100 might be considered an upper limit, like life span.  And what can we make of 60?  
It isn’t neatly half way between the others. 
What the numbers show (without need of numerological interpretation) is simple: 
plants on good soil will mature and multiply the seed of which they were borne. 
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3.10.1.3  Significant grammar 
The specificity of the numbers is unimportant, but the grammar is significant.  The 
first verb in verses 8 of each translation, ἔπεσεν translated fell, is in the second aorist tense 
and indicative mood—suggesting the action is complete;197 whereas, the second verb in both 
Matthew 13:8 and Mark 13:8, ἐδίδου translated produced, is in the imperfect tense—
suggesting the action is in-process and continual.198  In other words, those who bear fruit do 
so continually as they mature—not just as a culmination.  Luke’s account uses aorist verbs 
for grew and yielded, which implies a looking back and an emphasis on the finale (which 
may also account for his only mentioning the figure 100). 
 
3.11  Wilderness 
The wilderness is a vast, desolate expanse depicted in curvilinear marks.  These 
marks are of a form somewhere between the wilted plant bodies and the radiant marks 
around the sun.  They lie flat and horizontal except where the radiance of the sun waves them 
like chaff in the wind. 
I have included this zone not mentioned in the parable as a way of contrasting the 
desolation of godlessness with the hope of God’s grace.  A few years before making the 
woodcut, I composed an illustration of the parable of the sower to be painted on a wall with 
                                                 
197 “In the indicative mood, the aorist usually denotes past time, while an aorist participle usually refers to 
antecedent time with respect to the main verb. Outside the indicative and the participle, the aorist does not 
indicate time.” (Heiser, Michael S.:  Glossary of Morpho-Syntactic Database Terminology.  Logos Bible 
Software, 2005; 2005, second aorist) 
198 The imperfect verb tense “portrays an action in process or a state of being that is occurring in the past with 
no assessment of the action’s completion. (Heiser, Michael S.:  Glossary of Morpho-Syntactic Database 
Terminology.  Logos Bible Software, 2005; 2005, imperfect) 
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other parables represented to its right.  For the mural application, I trailed the landscape out 
of existence to the right of the path like a vignette (the other side started at the corner of the 
room).  That trailing out was meant to imply that desolation and meaninglessness increases 
with distance from the field and the sower.  The new format and medium afforded (1) an 
opportunity to state that in a different, visually explicit way and (2) a new opportunity to 
show that there is no place on earth that God does not show kindness and reveal himself to 
people by contrasting it against the Hebrew words from heaven.  
 
3.11.1  Biblical basis 
A wilderness has biblical associations with this parable.  God speaks to Jeremiah in a 
way remarkably akin to the parable of the sower, and he includes a wilderness.199  In his 
response to Jeremiah’s question, God declares, “Cursed is the one who trusts in man, who 
depends on flesh for his strength and whose heart turns away from the Lord.  He will be like 
a bush in the wastelands; he will not see prosperity when it comes.  He will dwell in the 
parched places of the desert, in a salt land where no one lives”.200  Psalm 1 likens the godly 
to a tree planted by streams of water and the wicked to chaff blown away by the wind; it 
contrasts the lush abundance of life granted the godly against the desolation of the 
unfaithful,201 and a wilderness embodies that kind of desolation. 
Anselm Kiefer’s work comes to mind in this regard.  In his works, the landscape 
becomes a metaphor or even an allegorical entity variously and simultaneously representing 
                                                 
199 Jeremiah 17:5-11 (Appendix 266) 
200 Jeremiah 17: 5b-6 (Appendix 266) 
201 Appendix 263 
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an individual, a nation, a culture, or even humanity.  Likewise, the wilderness of my print 
represents spiritually destitute people who do not recognize the word of God. 
 
3.11.2  Wilderness as Sheol 
A second (separate) association allows for the wilderness to represent לואשׁ, 
transliterated Sheol.  The word refers to a place where the dead rest and wait for the 
judgment.  It is neither Hell nor Heaven (and it certainly is not a place of purging).  Sheol 
receives all before the judgment, but is not a final destination. 
How, visually, does the wilderness represent Sheol?  The area is formed by a texture 
somewhat like fallen plants and somewhat like the rays of the sun.  They may be seen as a 
transitive form between those of the earth and those of the sky (representing the beyond).  All 
kinds of plants, whether they matured and bore fruit in life or not, die alike and look alike in 
death. 
The Sheol interpretation of the wilderness risks mythological dismissal because 
people have a hard enough time acknowledging what may be seen or known from what is 
visible.  But I believe there is sufficient evidence of visible things to trust the revelations 
about Sheol, Hell, and Heaven as well. 
 
3.12  City 
In the actual center of my composition, one perceives rectangular shapes that 
represent of buildings abstracted by distance.  As the detail in the plants diminishes as the 
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plants approach the vanishing point and horizon line, these buildings, being very near that 
line, are small and plain. 
 
3.12.1  What does the city represent? 
The city’s form and placement within the composition support a metaphorical 
association with such biblical cities as Sodom, Nineveh, and Babylon, which represent the 
masses estranged from the kingdom of God.  The city is sprawling yet compact: though 
mostly close together, the buildings are not neatly oriented as on a grid, nor are they evenly 
spaced or sized.  It is a make-shift city created by a succession of convenient decisions rather 
than genuinely progressive forethought and prudent consideration of long-tem consequences.  
With this step-back view one gathers a general nature of this city and what it represents; a 
closer view would provide specific examples of the fruit of such decisions, but those are not 
necessary to accomplish my purpose for introducing this contrast against the elements of the 
parable because the elements of the parable accomplish that and are already represented.  My 
purpose for including the city is to emphasize the fundamental dichotomy and chasm 
between the regenerative life of the Kingdom of God and the living death of the estranged 
and condemned—which is present more or less overtly in every parable of Jesus. 
I interpret my illustration of the city as being like three very different cities, and I also 
claim that the city and wilderness, taken together, represent Egypt,202 but all these specific 
associations are meant to represent what I believe I have suggested in the visual form and 
compositional relationships.  I have said the city is like Sodom, Nineveh, and Babylon.  
                                                 
202 Appendixes 325-326 
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These are very different cities.  Though its destruction was great,203 Sodom was relatively 
small.  Though Nineveh was great,204 God had mercy on them when they repented at Jonah’s 
message (c. 785-775 B.C.); God destroyed a later generation of Ninevites (612 B.C.) that 
refused to repent.  Babylon represents exile from the Promised Land and worldly seduction 
from faithfulness and righteousness; in accord with things written beforehand the city fell 
once in 689 B.C. and again not to rise in 539 B.C., and what it represents will also someday 
fall never to rise.205  Additionally, because the city is within the wilderness, these may be 
taken together as a metaphorical Egypt—land of bondage and false hope.206 
 
3.12.2  Chasm illustrated 
In the parable of the sower, Jesus shows that the core distinctions among people are 
subtle like the soils; but their developments and ends are obviously disparate like the plants 
that grow on those soils.  He makes that point more overt in the subsequent parable of 
weeds207 in which a man sows seed in his field, but his enemy comes in the night and sows 
weeds.  When the plants sprout and form heads, the man’s servants ask why there are weeds 
since he sowed good seed and whether they should uproot the weeds; the man tells them to 
let them mature together to keep from harming the good plants until harvest when the weeds 
will be pulled first and burned and then the good grain will be reaped.  Here, Jesus shows 
                                                 
203 The judgment against Sodom and Gomorrah (a portion from Genesis 18-19 is reproduced in Appendix 302) 
actually engulfed the whole plain of the Jordan—annihilating many cities excepting only Zoar, a small town the 
LORD mercifully spared for Lot’s sake in answer to Abraham’s plea.  Even the vegetation was destroyed, and 
the land at the southern end of the Dead Sea remains desolate and inordinately sulfuric to this day. 
204 Nineveh had 120,000 people when Jonah preached there, and “a visit required three days” (Jonah 3:3b). 
205 Jeremiah 51: 62-64 (Appendix 327) 
206 Appendix 327 
207 Appendix 267 
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how alike the good and bad plants appear initially, how their distinction is evidenced by their 
fruit, and how different their ends will be. 
In the context of my visual representation of the parable of the sower, the city is 
juxtaposed with the field, but their relationship is intentionally both established and obscured 
by the ambiguity of the path’s relationship between them.208  At first glance, they appear 
situated on opposite sides of the road…at least they do at first.  Upon scrutiny, one might 
decide that the road comes from or leads to the city.  Or, one might decide that the road 
passes alongside both.  Maybe there are other ways of seeing it.  The ambiguity of where the 
road comes from and to where it leads is intentional.  Illustration is often intended to clarify 
things, but in this case, where there is mystery or obfuscation, I illustrate it as such; that is, I 
maintain open-endedness rather than plugging in my conclusions.  When I say, “I am 
illustrating”, I am trying to manifest the essential, known qualities of a thing—in this case, a 
thing with both astonishingly absolute and undisclosed meanings—as a way (1) for me to 
come to conclusions that are separate from the object itself and (2) to provide others with an 
object that facilitates contemplations leading to their similarly owned conclusions. 
Whether the road belongs to the city or not, its existence as a means of connection 
proves that the city, despite its promises of real estate, remains dependent on the fruit of the 
field, which is born as a gift from God.  I think of the road as belonging to the city rather than 
the field (as I have indicated in the section on the path).  Taken in this sense, the road is an 
invitation to convenience and immediate gratification rather than maturation and abundant 
fulfillment.  But, no matter whether the road belongs to the field or the city, it is necessary 
for bringing produce to the city.  In this way, the city represents those who want to be as far 
                                                 
208 Section 3.7.1.2  Location 
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from the sower, the labor, and the seed as possible without loss of sustenance.  That is 
significant when we remember that the sower represents God and his people, that God 
created labor as a good thing,209 and that the seed represents the word of God, which creates 
and sustains our being, provides for our good, and warns us against every harm and enemy. 
 
3.13  Ten words 
I selected the ten Hebrew words on the right side of the composition for their 
meaning and import in scripture and in life.  Because “the seed is the word of God”,210 my 
rationale for the overall formal appearance of these ten words is set down in section 2.2  
Seed.  The relationships between these words and other elements of my representation have 
been discussed in relevant sections.  This section deals with the specific meaning of each of 
the ten words and does not address their visual representation.  Therefore, I have chosen to 
set this analysis in Appendixes 337-363. 
 
3.14  Formal visual elements 
The elements of visual media are not identical to the elements of oral or written 
language.  This necessitates a discussion of how I have tried to use the peculiarly visual 
elements to convey the heart of the parable, which is not bound in a medium.  Distinctively 
visual elements of a work like mine that have no exact parallel in a lexical medium include 
                                                 
209 Genesis 2:15 (Appendix 275) Note that this was before sin and the curses. 
210 Luke 8:11 (Appendix 261) 
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the format (shape of the perimeter), borders, optical perspective, visual style, and scale.  This 
section also shows how these elements impact perception, understanding, and possibly belief. 
 
3.14.1  Composition 
I composed the visual elements to be seen much like the parable is heard or read.  The 
viewer perceives a sower, a field, and the sun.  Later he sees a path and notices some birds.  
He sees a rocky area, and eventually distinguishes weeds.  Sooner or later, the viewer notes 
the non-rectangular format and its bilateral symmetry.  He sees the horizontal band along the 
top.  He already noted the massive Hebrew words, but has accepted their presence according 
to visual traditions that had prepared their way.  In this section, I will explain the formal 
elements that do not come directly from the parable, but were either (1) necessary due to the 
nature of the visual medium or (2) possible and advantageous because of the visual medium. 
First, though, allow me a personal reflection:  The composition is like a gentle vortex.  
The linear perspective, value distribution, and relative directionality of marks draw the eye in 
and around, in and around—cyclically and slowly.  That the composition functions that way 
is wonderful and innocent.  My experience of creation, when I enjoy it most attentively, has 
always been like that: there is movement and focus, movement and focus—the living and the 
ancient. 
 
3.14.1.1  Bilateral symmetry 
Through media, form, and style artists grapple to accurately, essentially, and 
truthfully describe reality according to what they perceive, conceive, understand, 
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misunderstand, believe, and disbelieve.  Everyone who manipulates material to produce or 
convey anything (be it spiritual, theological, conceptual, intellectual, emotive, physical, 
psychological, formalistically aesthetic, or otherwise) engages in this great ontological 
dialogue.  Every artist asserts beliefs that cannot be all-inclusive, even those who claim that 
reality is not, or that realities are plural or parallel, or that reality is immaterial or only 
material.  Artistic productions are always reflective and assertive, but, unlike Jesus, artists do 
not originate reality and cause truth by their (visual) proclamations.  I say these things 
because I am thinking about how Jesus gave expression to truth through form and style of 
language—through a medium.  Language could have been used very differently both in form 
and style.  This is the case with art, as well.  In every medium, form and style unavoidably 
impact the relationships among perception, understanding, and belief. 
The bilaterally symmetric format I selected is a visual manifestation of the 
dichotomous nature of reality Jesus spoke into being in the beginning211 and that he 
represented in the parables.  The format and composition is, like reality, seamless yet 
divided, whole yet full of distinctions,212 contained yet implying the beyond, material yet 
spiritually revealing. 
The format of my print is a reflection of the first act of creation in which God caused 
light to be the antithet of darkness.213  Yet, God existed prior to created light, which is only a 
physical shadow of the spiritual reality: as it is written, “God is light and in him there is no 
darkness at all”,214 and “he is before all things”.215  Now, every act of creation generated 
                                                 
211 John 1: 1-3; Luke 5:1 (Appendix 276); Colossians 1:15-17 (Appendix 273) 
212 Section 3.10.1.3  Visual simile 
213 Genesis 1:1-4  (Appendix 273) 
214 1 John 1:5b (Appendix 276) 
215 Colossians 1:17 (Appendix 273) 
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distinctions between one and another, and God saw that it was all very good.216  Because God 
is good,217 physical things are proven more trustworthy than mere shadows of spiritual truths 
or heavenly forms in the Platonic sense. 
The format of my print is a reflection of the fact that the Bible gives no category other 
than righteous and wicked by which any person may be most basically described.  Like the 
parable, the contents of my print reflect the fact that both categories have many subtypes 
ranging in severity of devotion and expression.  Yet, ultimately, only two kingdoms exist: the 
kingdom of God and the kingdom of darkness, whose god is a created being.  As the apostle 
John wrote: “This is the message we have heard from him and declare to you: God is light; in 
him there is no darkness at all.  If we claim to have fellowship with him yet walk in the 
darkness, we lie and do not live by the truth.  But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, 
we have fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus, his Son, purifies us from all 
sin”.218  In every parable Jesus spoke, the reality of these two (and only two) kingdoms is 
present, essential, and true. 
The simplicity ends here.  Most of the longer parables have decidedly troubling 
aspects and / or characters whose citizenship is ambiguous.  Jesus did not paint faux grain or 
draw caricatures; the parables describe reality perfectly so that Jesus’ command will certainly 
be fulfilled: “he who has ears to hear, let him hear”.219  And he will accomplish his word as it 
is written, “Ears that hear and eyes that see, the Lord has made them both”.220 
 
                                                 
216 Genesis 1:31 
217 Mark 10:18 
218 1 John 1:5-7 (Appendix 276) 
219 Luke 8:8 (Appendix 261) 
220 Proverbs 20:12 (Appendixes 303-314) 
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3.14.1.2  Border 
I decided to include a thin horizontal band (or zip221) along the top border of the 
composition.  I did so in order to: 
• facilitate eye movement 
• balance value distribution 
• compress the height-to-width ratio and emphasize the horizontal aspect 
• support the boldly graphic inclusion of text 
• jar the naturalism so that one is confronted with something that asserts 
communicative purpose 
Early on, I decided to produce a work 42" wide and 90" long (width and length refers 
to the printing orientation; these dimension are respectively the height and width of the 
prints).  This was a pragmatic decision.  I really wanted the work to be longer, but because of 
my experience handling my first 4' x 8' woodcut, I thought a longer size would produce 
unwanted problems.  As I sketched and considered the composition, I found the work 
bottom-heavy in value distribution and elements bearing high concentration of meaning.  I 
realized, too, that my eyes would wander purposelessly up and away through the sky.  I 
addressed these problems with a narrow band along the top border.  The bordering band 
literally deflects eye movement back down into the illusionistic scene, counterbalances the 
dark values below, and compresses the height of the composition and emphasizes the 
horizontal orientation so that it appears longer without actually decreasing the height or 
                                                 
221 A partial tip-of-the-hat to Barnet Newmann, clarified in section 3.14.1.2.2  Traditional underpinning 
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increasing the width of the final work.  Like the great Hebrew words, the band breaks with 
the scenic renderings and overtly suggests that the image is intended to convey a message. 
 
3.14.1.2.1  Visual argument 
The band demonstrates that what is seen can be seen differently without having 
changed in essence.  This is significant.  The great Hebrew text and the fruitful plants that 
cross into the band change appearance in two ways.  The text inverts value; this is intended to 
demonstrate the transcendence of the word of God.  The plants do not change, but they seem 
to because their context changes.  Against the sky, the plants appear dark on light, in the 
band, the plants appear light on dark (or at least medium against pitch black).  This is 
intended to demonstrate the integrity of the fruitful plants, and it shows how changes in 
context constitute changes in perception—without changes of essence or being. 
 
3.14.1.2.2  Traditional underpinning 
Finally, as a zip, the band graphically marks the work as ecclesiastic—that is, a work 
of concentrated truth capable of assisting a mysterious conveyance thereof.  The term zip 
stems from Barnet Newmann, who used similar narrow bands, albeit vertical in orientation, 
in his abstract geometric compositions.  He often titled his works with Biblical and poetic 
terms and spoke of the works and especially the zips as timeless embodiments of spiritual 
realities. 
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3.14.2  Form and function 
3.14.2.1  Naturalism 
Visual naturalism is somewhat precluded by the graphic nature of relief printmaking, 
generally.  My specific choices (a) to develop form and space through more line-based and 
shape-based means with less emphasis on textural gradations and (b) to use color for 
symbolic meaning and spiritual, psychological, and emotional effect rather than as a 
superficial description of merely perceptible atmosphere and objects support that preclusion.  
Nevertheless, I suggest that my work is naturalistic.  I do so mostly in the metaphoric and 
metaphysical senses.  Obviously, I am not suggesting that my illustration is naturalistic in the 
typical, literal, superficial senses of chiaroscuro and color. 
 
3.14.2.1.1  Formal unity akin to natural unity 
Formal continuity among the marks that comprise the image establishes a naturalistic 
harmony.   Consider the element that seems most contrary to such a label: the bold column of 
Hebrew.  The text functions according to traditional art-text conventions of hand scroll, 
hanging scroll, banner, poster, and other related formats.  So its presence is, at the least, 
accepted without harm to perception of the landscape.  Beyond mere conventional tolerance, 
though, the Hebrew text participates in the overall naturalism of this work.  This is 
accomplished in three ways: 
• the Hebrew shapes fuse with their immediate context (literally adjacent space) 
through value reversals 
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• similarity of shape pervades other areas of the composition including the 
figure, the sun’s radiance, and the grain-bearing plants 
• the column of Hebrew echoes the verticality and boarder-breaking of the 
plants on the opposing side so that they seem fraternal. 
Because none of the elements seem visually detached or collaged, the whole is 
invitingly rational and imaginatively engaging, like a well-told story. 
 
3.14.2.1.2  Familiarly natural proportions 
Another reason to describe the work as naturalistic is that the parts and proportions 
are familiar: the spaces and forms are faithful to common ocular perception.  The sower 
figure’s body is proportionately true-to-life.  Furthermore, she is set in common proportion to 
the landscape elements.  In fact, it would be fairly easy to stage a photograph that would be 
quite similar to this composition (though I used only drawn references).  The landscape and 
its occupants—sky, sun, birds, land, path, rocks, and plants—are lucid in their appearance 
despite being comprised of boldly graphic, individually abstract marks.  What we see is both 
a plethora of peculiar, hard-edged marks and an intensely sun-lit landscape (note the clear 
cast shadows) with a young woman sowing seed in a kind of grain field, birds scavenging, 
and some sort of bold text (even though we do not necessarily understand them, we recognize 
them as written words). 
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3.14.2.1.3  What do we perceive? 
The collective naturalism of this work is in contrast to the peculiar, graphic marks 
that cooperate to produce the scene.  Significantly, this dichotomy distinguishes formal 
perception from illusive perception, and thereby challenges faith in perception.  In this, I am 
indebted to other printmakers—especially Chuck Close,222 whose graphic works are all about 
distinguishing kinds of perception and understanding, which indirectly calls the perceptual 
bases of belief into question. 
 
3.14.2.2  Viewpoint 
My illustration of the parable imposes a specific viewpoint (especially through 
perspective and scale) for perception.  Such framing is inevitable, and it both facilitates and 
hinders understanding. 
 
3.14.2.2.1  Perspective 
Linear perspective, a monocular means of illusorily representing spatial depth on a 
flat surface, constrains the viewpoint.   In my illustration, linear perspective establishes or is 
established by (1) the visual convergence of the edges of the path, although they are actually 
parallel, toward some vanishing point on the horizon and (2) the diminution of the rocks, 
birds, plants, and textural marks of the wilderness as their distance (an illusion) from the 
viewer increases.  This is why the sun can rightly appear as it does, though it is actually far 
                                                 
222 Section 2.5  Chuck Close 
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larger than the earth.  Significantly, all this is based on how we actually see, and, so, supports 
the overall naturalism.  The viewer’s viewpoint, standing near eye-level with the sower 
figure, is established by the articulation of the figure without severe foreshortening, which 
would only occur if the viewer were very close or seeing from a worm’s-eye or bird’s-eye 
view.  In a worm’s-eye view, the horizon would be about even with the figure’s feet; in a 
bird’s eye view, the horizon would be well above the figure’s head.  As it is, the horizon is 
just above the sower’s waist. 
 
3.14.2.2.2  Scale 
The scale of a work (not merely its size) is a complex relationship among the 
viewer’s body, the internal referents of the work and the real spatial context of their 
encounter.  Scale-establishing variables include the work’s actual elements and internal 
illusions, viewpoints—both optical and conceptual—the work allows the viewer to occupy, 
and the real spatial and social context in which she encounters the work.  Where a figure is 
represented in a work, a viewer will compare the figure to her body.  The representation may 
actually be half life-sized; yet, if the figure’s proportional relationship to other referents in 
the work is common, so that neither the figure nor the other referents seem comparatively 
monumental, and the figure appears to be an appropriate distance from the viewer’s body to 
be that size, the overall scale of the work would still be 1:1, that is life-sized.  Now, if a 
viewer perceives such a work from too far away, its scale may diminish so that the scale of 
the work seems less than life-sized.  What is happening in such a case is disillusionment 
(literally) for a representational work that internally begs for a nearer viewing.  If the viewer 
approaches too near the same work, it may aggrandize in her perception because of the 
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optical distortion of the work’s elements (both actual and illusionistic), somewhat like the 
distortion of a fish-eye lens.  However, an artist may intend that a work be viewed from a 
distance contrary to and outside of that which the composition internally begs, and may 
require such distorted viewing through the control of the real spatial context in which viewers 
must encounter the work.  Much more could be said about scale, but what has been said is 
sufficient to accomplish my purpose for bringing it up regarding my illustration of the 
parable.  This is my purpose: to understand how the parable of the sower illustration asserts 
and constrains a relationship with the viewer—thus, also, asserting and constraining 
perceptions, which facilitate or hinder understanding and belief. 
My illustration of the parable represents a figure that appears believably scaled to the 
path, plants, birds, and other common landscape elements.  She does not seem monumental 
within her context, nor does her context seem fantastic.  The actual size of the work coupled 
with the internal referents suggests a somewhat-less-than life-size scale, but that seems to be 
offset by the fact that most viewers are unaccustomed to encountering prints of that actual 
size.  I counted on this, when I designed the work.  I wanted people’s experience of the work 
to oscillate between an imaginative life size entry into the scene and self-awareness in 
relationship to the material object.  The imaginative way of experiencing the work is 
subsidized by traditional illusions of familiar representational elements and literal size.  The 
viewer can easily imagine walking on the path or the rocks.  Self-awareness is imposed by 
the format, the graphic elements, and the material fact of two-dimensionality. 
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3.15  Conclusion? 
A young woman scatters seed under a blazing sun.  Birds accompany her.  Seeds fall 
on a path, on rocks, and on soil.  Plants and weeds are growing.  A city appears in the 
distance as in a desert land.  Large words brand the scene. 
This work is deceptively simple in its initial appearance.  The elements work together 
with both naturalistic and graphic clarity; the formal elegance is thorough.  Yet all this has 
not been for the sake of form; rather, the form functions: it bears meaning—a lot of meaning.  
The previous 80-plus pages represent the thinking that has gone into this work of art.  I have 
considered the parable of the sower with a kind of thinking that only the arduous making of a 
visual translation can afford.  Through this meditation on Jesus’ parable and effort to 
translate its meaning into a woodcut print, I have come just a little farther into understanding 
God, people (including myself), and visual representation and experience.  This work has 
been my pleasure and my pain for several years.  Still, I am not finished.223  I want to know 
God more; I want to understand people and life.  I want to believe aright.  I want to make 
artworks that help others on their journeys in these regards.  I hope that if you have endured 
this portion of my journey as part of your own, that your reward is clearer perception, fuller 
understanding, and truer belief. 
Perception, understanding, and belief are at the heart of human experience.  I try to 
understand and express their natures and interrelationships more fully by making meaningful 
art.  The following chapter is a formal statement of my current understanding of these things. 
 
                                                 
223 I intend on converting my woodcut into other printmaking media to explore it as a fuller edition varia.  I also 
intend on making an edition varia after van Gogh’s 4th and 5th versions of the sower from October-November 
1888 (section 2.6.5).  Lord willing, I will. 
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CHAPTER 4.  PERCEPTION, UNDERSTANDING, AND BELIEF 
Ultimately, my illustration of the parable of the sower is intended to engage the 
viewer inwardly: in the mind and heart—imaginatively, analytically, and spiritually.  But as 
an artist, I have power only to manipulate material and conventions—the mediums and filters 
of perception—and viewers have bodies through which we each must perceive before our 
minds can understand or our hearts can believe anything.  For perception, understanding, and 
belief always have objects, even if unseen. 
This chapter is a kind of credo of my current beliefs and rationales about perception, 
understanding, and belief.  I believe no human, including myself, has perfect understanding.  
I propose these things merely as a distilled representation of my best thinking to-date about 
the natures of perception, understanding, and belief and how they impact one another.  I 
believe these things as a combined result of the revelation of God, my study of the Bible, 
experience of the world and cultures around me, and my meditations on those things through 
the making of visual art and writing. 
 
4.1  Perception 
Perception requires an object and a receptor, and this fact has many necessary 
implications especially as we consider intangible objects.  For an object to enter one’s 
perception, either (1) it must be of the same nature as its receptor or (2) the receptor must 
somehow be capable of translation.  If the object is physical, then the eyes that see it must be 
physical, but if the object is not physical, how can it be perceived?  So, what of 
understanding: is it merely physical?  Is synaptic connection and electrical activity the 
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essence of understanding?  The existence of what is intangible is asserted in our ability to 
conceive (ideas, not babies), and no one can point to a physical thing and say of it, “This is a 
concept.”  Whatever is pointed to—even the synapses and electrical currents of brain 
activity—are mediums by which concepts are conveyed.  Intangible itself is a concept that 
cannot be physically embodied. 
Definitively, a concept is true if its object exists apart from the temporal medium that 
conveys it.  But how can anything intangible be perceived unless there is an intangible 
receptor?  If a thing is intangible, can it be conceived but not perceived?  In that case, love, 
hope, anxiety, despair, intent, justice, time, friendship, meaning, a true circle, absolute white, 
passion, silence, purity, faith, and more cannot be experienced perceptively.  Perhaps a few 
of those truly do not exist, but would anyone argue that none of them exist?  Many people 
would say they have experienced a few of those well beyond conceptualization.  That kind of 
experience is perception, which requires that the object exist outside of whatever receptor 
perceives it, unless the object is the self (of which the perception is oblique and the interest is 
vested), and no one would say that one’s self is the same as anxiety, time, or faith. 
 
4.2  Understanding 
In a way, understanding stands between perception and belief.  In this section, I will 
try to (1) distinguish understanding from perception and belief and (2) describe the 
relationship understanding has with perception and belief. 
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4.2.1  Understanding and perception 
ליִסְכּ ׃וֹלאֹמְשִׂל בֵלְו וֹניִמיִל םָכָח בֵל 
What does that mean? 
“The heart of the wise inclines to the right, but the heart of the fool to the left”.224 
That is an example of the distinction between perception and understanding.  Most of 
us can perceive the characters, but can only understand the words in English. 
But what does the sentence mean?  Does the Bible represent a republican God and 
pronounce social and political liberals fools?  Though for some this may be a humorous 
notion (even for disparate reasons), no one with sound discernment would argue that that is 
what the scripture means by this statement. Clearly inappropriate associations can lead to 
distorted interpretations, and understanding of elements does not necessarily constitute 
understanding of relationships and intents. 
This holds true for every medium.  My illustration of the parable of the sower stands 
as an example.  Everyone with healthy eyes can see the work.  But some may not understand 
the individual elements.  Of those that do recognize the elements, some may not recognize 
what they allude to and some may not understand their relationships with one another.  Still 
fewer people will experience the unseen things represented in the work.  Many will see only 
the surface of my work.  Some may recognize the allusion to the parable, but will experience 
only conceptualizations as they have before.  A few may not recognize the allusion, but will 
nevertheless experience unseen things because they are represented in the print. 
 
                                                 
224 Ecclesiastes 10:2 
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4.2.2  Understanding and belief 
Consider another example: 
תֵאְו ׃ץֶראָָה םִיַמָשַּׁה תֵא םיִהֹלֱא אָרָבּ תיִשׁאֵרְבּ 
“In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth.”225 
Given the perceptual level of understanding, what this sentence means is obvious; 
that is, everyone who understands the linguistic presentation understands the basic claim of 
this simple sentence (despite variance in belief about how God accomplished the feat).  Here 
it is claimed that God created everything, and it is implied that God had no beginning.  
Virtually everyone can understand the claim, and perhaps no one can understand the 
implication.  Many do not believe the claim, which shows that understanding does not 
necessitate belief.  Many believe the implication, which shows that understanding is not 
requisite for belief.  This is the simple part. 
But where does misunderstanding come in?  The counterpoint of understanding and 
misunderstanding requires an external objectivity—that certain things are so independent of 
human perception, understanding, or belief.  For instance, no one has needed to know that 
DNA exists or understand to any degree how mitosis works for innumerable reproductions of 
life to occur.  Disbelief that DNA exists or mitosis multiplies cells must be based on having 
no perception, misperceiving, and/or misunderstanding.  No matter the basis, disbelief of fact 
is tantamount to not understanding.  Therefore, if it is true that God created everything, then 
belief to the contrary indicates a lack of understanding—not a contrary yet equal 
understanding.  Likewise, if God did not create everything, believing he did is a 
misunderstanding not an alternate understanding. 
                                                 
225 Genesis 1:1  (Appendix 273) 
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So understanding a claim and understanding it to be true or false are not the same.  
The first is superficial, but objective; and the second (understanding to be) is a phrase 
synonymous with believing, which may or may not be based on objective understandings. 
 
4.3  Belief 
What is belief?  How does one come to believe anything?  How does belief impact 
perception and understanding?  And how do perception and understanding impact belief? 
 
4.3.1  What is belief? 
Belief, essentially, is trust.  Trust requires an object or objects.  I believe all objects 
fall into three categories: 
1) God: the only eternal self-existent, self-sustaining, transcendent, immanent, 
living, loving, hating, judging, saving being who reveals himself through the 
creation, the revelation of the Bible, and the incarnation of Jesus Christ 
2) Creation: things God has created and the natural relationships among them 
including time, space, material, energy, life, people, knowledge, spirits, and 
languages. 
3) Manipulated things: 
a. created things that have been rearranged by human intervention 
including such things as farms, houses, tools, and languages. 
b. concepts of the natural relations among created things including 
philosophies, theories, dogma, and delusions. 
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4.3.2  How does one come to believe anything? 
One believes what he or she (1) perceives, (2) is told, (3) can test, (4) finds 
convenient and self-justifying, (5) can conceive, and (6) hears God reveal. 
 
4.3.2.1  I believe what my senses tell me: 
I will believe it if I see it. 
At first, we believe what we see, that is, what we perceive through our senses.  We 
believe the ground is firm—a secure place to stand.  We believe the ceiling is stable—it will 
not collapse.  We believe the car will run—it ran yesterday.  We believe certain people love 
us—they have been kind and have helped us. 
 
4.3.2.2  I believe what people I trust tell me: 
Because I said so, young man. 
Second, we believe what we are told.  We believe the lime is green.  The color may 
be different to every viewer, but every viewer believes it is green (or verde, or whatever it is 
called given the language).  We believe strangers can be dangerous.  Even though most of us 
have not experienced dangerous strangers, we have been told that some are.  Initially, we 
believe the world (or universe) is eternal, 972 billion years old, 7,054 years old, or whatever, 
because trustworthy people (perhaps the ones who told us that some strangers are dangerous) 
told us so. 
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4.3.2.3  I believe what I can test: 
The scientific method. 
Third, we believe what we can test.  If I flip that switch, will the light go on for me, 
too?  If I mix white and orange, what will I get?  My pancakes are lumpy.  Hmmm…this 
time, I added butter before I mixed in the milk.  Do you really love me, Mom?  Even if I spill 
my plate in my lap…ignore you…hit you…do exactly the opposite of what you teach…?I 
believe God will do all he has promised because he has done much of it already, and many of 
these past things are empirically evidenced by archaeological and other scientific and 
historical documentation.  However, the future cannot be substantiated empirically, because 
the future does not exist for present observation.  Empirical reasoning is a powerful tool, but 
it is categorically incapable of directly recognizing imperceptible and unseen things; this is 
by definition.  Science asks how not why, and it only asks how materially and temporally.  If 
this is not acknowledged, material things become a bane to the mind that tries to lean wholly 
on science to understand reality.  Science is a great calculator, but it is very difficult for a 
calculator to assess emotions, desires, attitudes, interpersonal relationships, aesthetics, hope, 
lethargy, peace, evil, and good.  Science is inept to discover or generate data or judgments 
about essentially immaterial qualitative things. 
 
4.3.2.4  I believe what seems to be in my interest to be true: 
I cannot (will not) believe that. 
Fourth, we believe what is convenient and self-gratifying.  That toy is mine.  That is 
not my responsibility.  That person deserves that.  I deserve more.  A good God would not 
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condemn anyone or withhold understanding.  God does not exist.  It was a fluke that Jesus 
fulfilled hundreds of specific prophesies written throughout centuries prior to his first advent.  
The Bible is a defunct collection of myths and human teachings.  (Otherwise we might have 
to change or sacrifice.) 
This category is informed by desire and aversion.  Among other things, we want 
good, honor, success, reward, pleasure, profit, and power.  Among other things, we despise 
evil, shame, failure, punishment, pain, loss, and subjugation.  We hold beliefs because doing 
so promises acquisition of desirable things.  We hold beliefs because doing so promises 
escape from having to endure adversity. 
 
4.3.2.5  I believe what I can conceive to be true: 
I think therefore it is. 
Fifth, we believe what we can conceive.  We believe monsters are in that closet.  We 
believe people are good.  We believe the earth is flat.  We believe humans and societies 
construct gender, morality, and religion.  We believe the government is insidious.  We 
believe in UFOs.  We believe that we are the distant relatives of a protoplasmic globule. 
Now, this is not to say that we believe everything we can conceive; clearly we are 
able to conceive of things we believe to be unreal and/or untrue.  To be or not to be is not the 
question of this category; rather, it is conceivability that constitutes a thesis and antithesis 
here.  The question is can one believe what (s)he cannot conceive?  Yes and no.  I think once 
a person believes something, (s)he necessarily believes it with a conceptual construct, even if 
preverbal and /or emotive.  However, if that concept represents a real object, it may be 
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significantly more and less than what the concept includes and alleges about it.  Sometimes 
the concept is its own entity and does not represent a thing that actually exists apart from the 
conception.  I believe such concepts always involve significant distortions or impossible 
composites of actual things because we do not have the power to conceive beyond the 
elements of our experience. 
A concept that is a possible composite of actual things is the stuff of invention and 
design; it represents something that could be with manipulation or will be because God 
created the dynamics that promise certain futures barring radical intervention.  On the other 
side of present, possible composites represent actual, but bygone things that cannot exist 
exactly as they did for lack of exact context and substance.  All this, of course, is from the 
human perspective that is set in time.  Perhaps God who created time sees all things in 
present; perhaps God sees all things in every way.  In any case, it seems to me that with God 
conception must be a generative force, where it is mostly a substitutionary response with us. 
Sometimes a concept represents something that does exist apart from conception or 
manipulation.  Such representative conceptions will vary in faithfulness and fullness to the 
real object.  This is important for explaining levels of understanding.  From a very early age, 
a child simplistically understands gravity as a matter of raw experience on which (s)he does 
not reflect.  It is some time before (s)he understands gravity’s effects well enough to judge 
where a ball will likely land given an initial portion of its arc.  Later (s)he will notice that the 
rate at which an object falls increases with falling time, that air provides resistance, and that 
density is related to terminal velocity.  Still later, (s)he might come to recognize (usually with 
instruction) that mass has a relationship with gravity, that gravity may even bend light, and 
that (s)he can make extremely accurate physics predictions.  Nevertheless, no one has a 
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perfect understanding of what gravity is or how it functions exactly.  Each has a concept of 
gravity but some become more accurate than others even as Einstein surpassed Newton.  Yet, 
for all this, gravity remains unaffected by our conceptions of it; it was the same before people 
theorized about it. 
I believe God is like gravity.  As a child, we all understand that God exists from our 
raw experience of life, for there is no life apart from the life of God.  It is some time before 
we understand that life on earth subsides to death and our sense of life is jarred.  Later we 
notice that life is impacted by the decisions we make, the decisions people around us make, 
and the circumstances that writhe around us.  Some, by this time, have forgotten (by 
deception and/or convenience) that God is the author of life, so their conceptual 
representation of their experience is blunted by the seemingly more immediate circumstantial 
objects and occurrences.  Still later, a person may experience the more direct instruction of 
revelation from God; his or her life is transformed by the renewing of his or her mind, which 
houses a dynamic concept of God that becomes increasingly adequate.  (S)he will even 
become able to test and approve God’s will and make sober judgments about him- or 
herself.226  Nevertheless, none will be capable of containing God in conception, our 
perceptions will likely include things that are not true of God, and still God will not be 
changed by our conceptions.  How awesome you are, God! 
 
                                                 
226 Romans 12:1-3 
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4.3.2.6  I believe what God reveals to me: 
“I am the Lord your God.” 
Sixth, we believe what God reveals.  The Jews knew messiah would come, save them 
from their sins and enemies, and reign as king because God revealed it to people throughout 
history.  Pharaoh, Egypt, and the ancient world knew the mighty, outstretched hand of God 
because he revealed himself through announcing and executing judgments on other gods.227  
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, knew that God is the Most High because he humbled him 
to the state of an animal for seven years (times), and then restored him according to all that 
the prophet Daniel foretold.228  Saul of Tarsus believed zealously imprisoning, condemning, 
and destroying followers of Jesus was just—that is, righteous and good.  But, when the Lord 
Jesus revealed himself to Saul, he believed;229 and, because he believed, Paul (his new name) 
preached the gospel, suffered, and died for Jesus.  Eternity230 is not perceptible, yet we 
universally (with the exception of what I have called convenient beliefs) believe eternity is.  
Why?  Because God has “set eternity in the hearts of men, yet they cannot fathom what God 
has done from beginning to end”.231  For more on revelation as a vehicle for knowing and 
believing, see Appendixes 315-321. 
As for me, the change of knowledge and belief in my life stands as an example of 
Second Corinthians 4:6, which says, “God, who said, ‘Let light shine out of darkness,’ made 
his light shine in our hearts to give us the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of 
                                                 
227 Exodus 5-14  (not reproduced in the Appendixes) 
228 Daniel 4 (not reproduced in the Appendixes) 
229 Acts 9:1-19 (Appendixes 315-321) 
230 Section 2.2  Unseen things 
231 Ecclesiastes 3:11b-c from 3:1-15 
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Christ.”  Though my maturation has been as dramatic as a seed becoming a plant and my 
change of mind and action has been as radical as the transition from reasoning like a child to 
becoming a man and putting childish ways behind me, nevertheless, I feel immersed in the 
fact that I now “see in a mirror dimly,”232 and I look forward to seeing face to face and 
knowing fully, even as I am known.233 
 
4.3.3  How does belief impact perception and understanding? 
Do I see differently because of my beliefs?  It seems no and yes.  If seeing is merely 
sensation, then only biological and temporal variables would account for different 
perceptions (unless those receptors are significantly shaped by belief).  Beliefs would clarify 
or distort our perceptions only insofar as they shape biological receptors.  However, if seeing 
has to do with making sense of sensation, understanding or misunderstanding what one 
perceives, then yes—beliefs must impact how we see.  Ask any educator, and she will 
confirm that teaching involves refuting misconceptions and developing true conceptions in 
their place—especially where one negates the other. 
 
4.3.4  How do perception and understanding impact belief? 
Surely, too, what we see impacts what we believe—both physically and 
metaphysically, for the two are not utterly separate.  Seeing birds fly makes us believe flight 
is possible.  Seeing a man run a mile in under four minutes changes our minds about that 
                                                 
232 1 Corinthians 13:12a (ESV) 
233 1 Corinthians 13:11-12 (not reproduced in the Appendixes) 
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supposed impossibility.  Seeing the sun every morning makes us believe it will not fail to 
rise.  Seeing a person fulfill a promise makes us believe he or she is trustworthy.  Seeing a 
loved one in a casket makes us believe in death. 
Seeing a seed disappear and a plant grow in its place makes us believe what is sown 
is reaped in kind and that the form of what is sown dies to becomes a greater form—that is, 
the planted seed ceases to exist for the sake of becoming a mature plant.  As Jesus said, “I tell 
you the truth, unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains only a single 
seed.  But if it dies, it produces many seeds.  The man who loves his life will lose it, while 
the man who hates his life in this world will keep it for eternal life”.234  Paul explains further: 
“But someone may ask, ‘How are the dead raised?  With what kind of 
body will they come?’  How foolish!  What you sow does not come to life 
unless it dies.  When you sow, you do not plant the body that will be, but just 
a seed, perhaps of wheat or of something else.  But God gives it a body as he 
has determined, and to each kind of seed he gives its own body…So will it be 
with the resurrection of the dead.  The body that is sown is perishable, it is 
raised imperishable; it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is sown in 
weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual 
body”.235 
 
In this we have an example of natural observation revealing spiritual truth and impacting 
belief.  Yet, apparently, there is more that impacts belief: for virtually everyone has seen a 
seed planted, the plant mature, and the mature plant bear fruit, but not all recognize the truths 
this observation reveals. 
 
                                                 
234 John 12:24-25 (Appendix 332) 
235 1 Corinthians 15:35-38 & 42-44  (Appendix 332) 
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4.3.5  How do perception, understanding and belief impact their 
objects? 
The objects of perception are not essentially altered by our perceptions of them and 
the objects of our belief are not altered by our belief except in the case of what I have called 
manipulated things236 which may be delusionary.  Yes, admittedly, by participating in a 
context we change the context, but we do not change the essence of the things around us by 
our sensory recognition of them.  The color of a thing does not vary because I am looking at 
it.  The existence and being of things does not depend on my perception or understanding of 
them. 
 
CHAPTER 5.  CRUCIFIXION EDITION VARIA 
 
5.1  Overview 
This chapter contains the following subsections: 
5.2  Process notes includes technical descriptions (in tables) of how I produced each 
layer (run) of every print in the crucifixion edition varia.  There are a total of 170 prints.  
There is no significance to that number; I had in mind to do somewhere between 150 and 200 
prints, and that is just what I ended up with.  Each table corresponds to one print.  Three 
asterisks (***) in front of a print’s number indicates that that print’s progression is show in 
the Image Appendixes from page 525-558, and the specific pages are indicated in 
                                                 
236 Section 4.3.1  What is Belief? 
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parentheses.  Below each table is a title (sometimes), a brief statement about why the print is 
complete, what it contributes to the body of work, what impact it has on me, and/or what 
others have said about the particular print.  These statements are not intended as necessary 
for understanding the works.  Many of them are like journal entries, which are not intended 
to restrict others’ engagements but only give insight into mine.  Some emphasize the process, 
some the visual aspects, some the psychological and emotional aspects, some the spiritual 
and prophetic aspects.  Subsection 5.2.1  Definitions and abbreviations provides definitions 
of jargon and abbreviations used in the technical notes. 
5.3  Thesis exhibition statements and responses includes statements I wrote and 
installed with my work and written responses to prompts I left in the gallery.  My statements 
constitute a sort of conclusion, though I do not believe I have come to an end in terms of 
fully understanding what it means that the Son of God took nails through his hands and feet. 
 
5.2  Process notes 
Run 1: Notes 
a Birch Ply Monotype 4exp polychrome 
This is not actually the first print I made for the suite.  The first layer I printed was on #2.  
This was the last of the Monotypes before I began carving the original matrix.  It is finished 
because I find the darkness and mood of rejection compelling. 
 
Run 2: Notes 
a Birch Ply Monotype 4exp polychrome 
b Original L1 
c Cup 
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Run 2: Notes 
d Original L3 
1. 50t-cadr/orvm/bsy/prsn 
2. 35t-orvm/cadr/bsy/prsn 
3. 50t-prsn/prbl/orvm 
e Plexiglas Monotype 
1. Background: polychrome 
2. Wipe ink off where cups appear 
3. Roll a transparent color from Bottom Upward in cup area so that 
Bottom is loaded and Top is empty 
Christ is visceral—like raw meat.  His sinews are laid bare and his flesh is burning not with 
fire but the way flayed skin burns when exposed to vinegar.  What lies beneath the flesh is 
beginning to be revealed in the border, where the structural marks of the woodcut give way 
to the atmospheric, more spiritual, marks of the monotype.  Christ is being emptied; his 
perishable body is being done away with.  The sky is thick and sickeningly pleasant, except 
in the lower right corner, where darkness is just starting to come over the land.  The sky is a 
terrible contrast to the body of Christ.  It is like when one has a nightmarish day but the 
weather is perfect and the world seems not to notice or care about your troubles.  
Nevertheless, it is the cup he has been given and he must drink it.  But it is not just one cup—
it is all of our cups of trespass and sorrow.  There is nothing Christ cannot empathize with as 
our great high priest. 
 
Run 3: Notes 
a Birch Ply Monotype 4exp polychrome 
(Ghost printed on 4a) 
b Original L1 
c Plexi Monotype 
1. All: 85MODT-equal parts of the following: 
vndk/pthtq/orvm/anrd/hnmd 
2. Hand Dab Christ Figure: 50MODT- equal parts of the following: 
vndk/pthtq/orvm/anrd/hnmd / 30ncaz 
3. Hand Dab Christ Figure: 40MODT equal parts of the following: 
vndk/pthtq/orvm/anrd/hnmd / 50(bumb/ncaz/crbv) 
4. Christ Figure Wipe Away with plastic grocery bag 
5. Wipe Away border with plastic grocery bag 
6. Color shaper: write in Zip: 
If there is a God, I’ll just rationally explain to him that I didn’t know. I’m sure 
he’ll understand…I’m basically a good person. He wouldn’t condemn me 
right? I mean you said he loves me, but how am I supposed to know? What… 
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Run 3: Notes 
d Plexi Monotype 
Matrix had a crack at this point 
1. All: bk 
2. Cloth Wipe Away exp 
3. Color shaper subtraction: “On him was laid the sin of us all.” 
Christ is massive and so is the sin of us all laid on him.  Here the black is most effectively 
used; this use is simultaneously symbolic and formal.  Christ’s undertone and hues are mild 
like pastel and real skin.  The colors are human and divine at once, which speak the quiet 
truth that Jesus is both man and God.  He appears bruised and rejected in the mauves, and 
humble and hopeful in the pale yellows.  His skin seems delicate.  There are also linear 
highlights (applied in run b) that make it seem like Christ is encased in a kind of glass, which 
seems about to burst. 
 
Run 4: Notes 
a Ghost of 3a with new opaque ink blended Top Downward from present to 
empty  
b Flash oil-modified inks brushed on Greek text from Hebrew 12:2 
Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith, who for the 
joy set before him endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the 
right hand of the throne of God. 
PRINT DESTROYED 
 
Run 5: Notes 
a Wood flat Monotype 
Opaque colors 
Cloth and thinner removal of ink 
b Lexan Monotype 
whole surface rolled in 97t-yellow 
then jumbo brayer (12in) blend roll from transparent to opaque yellow 
followed by 4" red 
 
this is the sixth ghost from 25b 
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Run 5: Notes 
c Violent L4 
Over Ghost of 18d 
1. Christ Figure Right to Left arm and side: 
75o/10crbv/5orvm/5sap/5brum 
2. Christ Figure Right to Left: 45yk/20ck/15sap/10crbv/10o 
3. Christ Figure Left to Right: 60prord/30ck/10o 
4. Blood: 70o/10orvm/5sap/5brum/5yk/5ck 
5. Stencil out Background 
6. Direct cloth rub 
The hard woodcut marks are dissolving; the spiritual qualities are being revealed.  Blood is 
being let, and divine power is emanating. 
 
Run 6: Notes 
a Dry Monotype from wood 
b Flash oil + inks brushed on Hebrew text from Psalm 36: YHWH to-the-heavens 
love-of-you :: Your love, O LORD, reaches to the heavens. 
c Sintra L3 
1. Curved Blend: 60o/15yk/20pthtq-nkti 
2. Curved Blend: 80t-sep/trvt/crbv 
3. Curved Blend: 70t-o/yk/nkti 
4. Curved Blend: 70o/15yk/nkti 
5. Curved Blend: 75yk/10t/15mk/pthtq 
d Sintra L5 
1. Background Bottom Upward: 30yk/5ulvi/5prord/60t 
2. Background Top-middle Downward: 60t/30pthgr/10prsn 
3. Background Top-Left to Right: 30svr/60ck/10ulvi 
4. Christ Figure: 40pthgr/20ck/20prord/20t 
5. Direct Hand Dab 
Title: The Love of God 
God’s love is beautiful.  It reaches to the heavens.  God stoops down to lift us up.  Jesus 
sacrifices everything to be with us and to do the will of God.  Great you are, my God! 
 
[Ingrid Lilligren, professor of ceramics at Iowa State University and member of my POS 
committee, chose to acquire this print.] 
 
Run 7: Notes 
a Opaque color Monotype from uncarved birch ply using only 4" brayer 
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Run 7: Notes 
Title: death of the body 
This print is done with a single layer. The aggressive marks fit the violence of the 
crucifixion. The movement—especially of the blue escaping from Christ’s throat and the 
green in his side—suggest convulsion, vomiting, and death throws. The combination of 
colors and their context cause the green to express illness rather than life. The minimal 
background information focuses attention on Christ’s body and also expresses a desolate, 
lonely context of rejection and abandonment. 
 
Run 8: Notes 
a Blend from Loaded to Ghost of 7a↔opaque grey from Bottom to Top 
b Monotype from rusty perforated steel using 100t on all then applying 80t-
brown to the boarder. The rust produced a wonderful honey color. 
c Sintra L3 
Over Ghost of 6c 
1. Blue Sennelier oil pastel Direct and finger smear 
2. Curved Blend: 70t/15yk/10o-nkti/sep 
3. Curved Blend Background: 75yk/15mk/10t/pthtq 
4. Curved Blend Background: 60t/rwum/crbv/orvm 
5. Christ Figure Curved Blend: 60t=prsn/sep/trvt 
6. Blue Sennelier oil pastel Direct and finger smear 
d Original L4 
1. Blend on Brayer: 60prord/15cadr/15anrd/10crbv ↔ 
50o/30ck/10sap/10cpr 
2. Top Downward(arm and armpit; nothing on chest or head): bk 
3. Chest and head are ghost of bk 
Christ vomits water.  Behind him the sky smolders.  Both his body and the sky dissolve at the 
left.  We see all this through a screen.  The screen is analytic and indifferent like a military 
reconnaissance graph.  Who cares—who? 
 
Run 9: Notes 
a Wood flat Monotype using transparent-dominant oil colored ink 
 
The backward text transferred from the wood 
b 3rd ghost of 25b 
w/Hebrew from 42b 
w/newly inked boarder 
w/color shaper-applied English text: “my God my God why have you forsaken 
me?” 
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Run 9: Notes 
c Curses intaglio in a very transparent ink (90-95%).  I was hoping the effect 
would be more jewel like with the light entering, bouncing around and exiting 
the ink, but it was dull. 
PRINT DESTROYED 
This print was ripped to use the two sides (three inch strips) at the ends of the thesis 
installation to give the appearance that the works kept going right through the adjacent walls. 
 
This print had been one of the better ones at the first monotype layer; I ruined it with run b.  
The graphic elements (bold, red border and text) appeared sloppily collaged on and 
superficial, and the ghost of 25b lowered the contrast and sullied the hues within the inner 
square.  I tried to fix this with run c, which probably would have worked if I had printed it in 
a dark value, but I was also experimenting as mentioned in the notes for run c. 
 
Run 10: Notes 
a Transparent color Monotype from birch ply using 4" and 1" brayers 
Title: blood, water, earth, and heaven 
Print is done with a single layer.  The sky is becoming dark and sullied.  Christ’s body is 
liquefying and sore.  He is made of blood, water, and the dust of the earth. 
 
Run 11: Notes 
a Ghost of 10a + 
1. t-blue over stomach 
2. t-orange over ribs 
3. t-red along diaphragm contour 
4. t-celadon blend from loaded to dry to empty from Top right corner and 
side down and left 
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Run 11: Notes 
Title: redemption’s memory 
This print is done with a single layer. Some reasons for its finality are: 
• Christ occupies a space and atmosphere that is palpable, like in a fog 
• The color is symbolic and emotive, but not cliché 
o the blue represents water and purity and conveys tranquility and 
transcendence 
o the celadon green mist represents time, memory, and eternity 
o the orange represents flesh and conveys suffering 
o the red represents blood and conveys pain 
• The textures work in unity with the color 
• The balance is unusual and delicate 
 
Run 12: Notes 
a Transparent color Monotype from uncarved birch ply using only 4" brayer 
b Transparent Monotype from perforated steel with figure stenciled while 
printed 
c Lexan Monotype 
1. All: 100t 
2. Christ Figure: flash oil brush with various colors 
3. Background: lrg color shaper application of bk 
4. Stencil out border except Christ Figure 
Title: black spirits dance at the death of the righteous one 
 
Run 13: Notes 
a Opaque color Monotype from uncarved birch ply using 4" brayer 
b Sintra L4 
Over Ghost of 97d 
1. Background Blend from Loaded to Ghost Top Downward: 40t-prsn/prbl
2. Background Blend from Loaded to Ghost Top Downward: bk 
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Run 13: Notes 
Title: Restraint of God 
Darkness fell over the land, which was shaken by an earthquake.  The power of God’s 
restraint surges like electricity through the crazed surface.  What restraint?  He kept himself 
from destroying the world while watching men crucify his son! 
 
Run 14: Notes 
a Opaque color Monotype from birch ply using 4" brayer 
1. Blend from loaded to dry (Top to middle) of blue 
2. Blend from loaded to dry (Bottom to middle) of magenta 
3. Black 1" figure contours 
b Violent L2 
1. 70svr-ck-mk-yk-anrd 
2. Exp Curved Blend: 50svr-o/ck/mk/yk/anrd 
3. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
c Sintra L4 
1. Strip Off Ink 
2. 40t/30yk/10mk.hndp/cadr 
3. Christ Figure: 20t-cadr/yk/mk/hndp 
4. Background B: 80bk-t/cadr/yk 
d Violent L4 
Over Ghost of 85d 
All: bk 
Title: jittering death 
There is darkness, and the light is being snuffed out.  Christ is disintegrating from without, 
yet glowing from within.  His body is torn and jittering.  The sky is ripped as with claws.  
How intense was his suffering! 
 
Run 15: Notes 
a Opaque color Monotype from birch ply 
1. 4" brayer application (background separate from foreground rather than 
whole and then foreground added) 
2. Cloth and solvent exp Wipe of Ink Residue Christ Figure 
b Lexan Monotype 
1. Background Bottom-mid: 60prord/35cpr/5ck 
2. Background mid: 50cpr/35prord/15ck 
3. Background mid-Top: 35cpr/30prord/35ck 
4. Direct cloth application over back arm and side 
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Run 15: Notes 
Christ is holy and luminant.  His surroundings are dark and with it he is full of sorrow and 
pain.  Christ is massive and his form is full. 
 
Three of my favorite marks from the suite are in this print.  The lines that appear in his side, 
running perpendicular across the ribs, give the subtle impression that we are seeing through a 
prism.  The shape of the contour where the dark purple and the white meet in Jesus’ left hip 
gives a very naturalistic rendering to that form, which I do not feel I achieved as successfully 
in any other print.  The purple mark that establishes the upper contour of the chest and the 
darkness of the neck under the jaw and ear accomplishes these illusions very successfully, 
while being abstract in shape and expressive in character. 
 
Run 16: Notes 
a Ghost print from one of the prints below 16 
b Flash oil added to inks and painted Greek 
 
 
c Ghost printed from one of the prints between 17 and 23 
d Zebra L1 
Ghost Print 
e Sintra L4 
Over Ghost of  23c 
1. All: 50t-prsn/prbl 
2. Christ Figure 4exp: 30t-cadr/prsn/prbl 
f Sintra L5 
Over Ghost of 6d 
1. Background Left to Right: 60ck/30svr/10ulvi 
2. Background Right to Left: 90cpr/5ck/5svr 
3. Background BottoMiddle-Left to Right: bk 
4. Christ Figure: bk 
This print is about the royalty of Christ.  I selected the primary hues—dominantly blue and 
yellow—to give it splendor; I used red to symbolize blood. 
 
Run 17: Notes 
a Opaque color Monotype from birch ply with 4" brayer 
b Zebra L2 
1. Christ Figure: 100o 
2. Stencil Out Background 
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Run 17: Notes 
c Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 72d 
1. Direct oil pastel “You killed the author of life. [repeat…]” 
2. Background: 40t-prsn/prbl 
3. Christ Figure: 50o/20t/brsi/cadr/prsn/ncz 
4. Christ Figure 4exp: 30o/10t-cadr/brsi/prsn/ncz 
5. Cloth Wipe Away blood 
d Original L4 
1. Arm/Left Side/head: bk 
2. Chest and stomach blending into bk: 980-brum 
Title: You killed the author of life. 
This is a dark accusation and a stark truth—that each is responsible for the crucifixion of 
Jesus Christ.  Here Christ’s body is practically obliterated; we are not sure how he could still 
be alive at this point.  His appearance is beyond that of a man.  There is no turning back. 
 
Run 18: Notes 
a Opaque color Monotype from birch ply 
1. 4" Background 
2. 4" figure 
3. 4" zip 
4. Color shaper subtraction of Hebrew word “why” 
b Cup L2 in Opaque light warm gray (exactly same ink as 37a) 
c Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 63c 
1. Background Left to Right: 20t/60yk/20mk 
2. Background Right to Left: 98o-yk/mk 
3. Direct Hand Dab 
d Violent L4 
1. Background Left to Right: 80o/10orvm/5sap/5brum 
2. Background Top-Right to Left: 75o/10crbv/5orvm/5sap/5brum 
3. Christ Figure: bk 
4. Christ Figure 4exp: 75o/10crbv/5orvm/5sap/5brum 
5. No ink at all on Background Bottom-Right 
Jeremiah Teeple (a friend of mine) said of this print that the darkness of Christ’s body (more 
than in any other print) conveys that Jesus took on all our evil and bore it to death on the 
cross.  I agree.  Christ body seems thoroughly black, like ebony, not merely stained.  The cup 
appears in the upper left corner.  Christ is beginning to pass through the contents of that cup; 
this is indicated by the dissolution of his body into the background at the left. 
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Run 19: Notes 
a Opaque color Monotype from birch ply 
1. 4" Background including orange zip 
2. 4" and 1" figure 
b Original L1 
1. 80Semi-opaque-bis/brum 
2. Cloth Wipe Away figure 
3. Hand Dab 3 other colors in (Background?) 
c Original L4 
4. Direct Hand Dab: 50o/30ck/10sap/10cpr 
5. Driect Hand Dab: bk 
6. 4exp: 60prord/15cadr/15anrd/10crbv 
7. 4exp: 50o/30ck/10sap/10cpr 
The movement of the marks is dizzying.  I suppose that the chaos of the crowds and 
swiftness of the event would have been likewise. 
 
Run 20: Notes 
a Opaque color Monotype from uncarved birch ply 
1. 4" Background (zip from 19a shows through) 
2. 4" and 1" figure 
3. Color shaper subtracted Hebrew text “why” 
This is a little like one of the red and black figures on Greek pottery and a little like a red 
oriental Fudo.  This print is about the severity of our sin and the necessary intensity of 
Christ’s suffering on our behalf. 
 
Run 21: Notes 
a Original L1 
Background and figure inked separately in opaque colors with 4" brayer 
b Ghost of 35a 
c Original L3 
Over Ghost of 2d 
1. 30t-orvm/cadr/prsn 
2. 20t-cadr/orvm/prsn 
3. 10t-prsn/cadr/orvm 
4. Direct Hand Dab 
d Ghost of 3d 
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Run 21: Notes 
Christ’s body is laid bare of skin; we see his sinews burning.  God’s wrath is poured out on 
Jesus because God is just and God is love.  God made life pure; he does not tolerate its 
corruption forever.  He is just when he judges for he is altogether righteous: God is the 
standard.237  His judgment is that death is the penalty for sin.238  Given the penalty, it is 
amazing that anyone lives.  What accounts for this?  “God is love.”239  “He is patient with 
you, not wanting anyone to perish, but everyone to come to repentance.”240 “ ‘Rid yourselves 
of all the offenses you have committed, and get a new heart and a new spirit.  Why will you 
die, O house of Israel?  For I take no pleasure in the death of anyone, declares the Sovereign 
LORD.  Repent and live!”241  But how can we rid ourselves of our offenses?  How can anyone 
get a new spirit?  “No man can redeem the life of another or give to God a ransom for him—
the ransom for a life is costly, no payment is ever enough—that he should live on forever and 
not see decay.”242  Yet God declares “I will ransom them from the power of the grave; I will 
redeem them from death.243  Jesus, being man, qualifies to take the penalty of death; and, 
being God, he qualifies as both the pure sacrifice required for atonement244 and as Redeemer. 
 
Run 22: Notes 
a Carbon Pencil write Direct: portion of Psalm 22 
b Lexan Monotype with very transparent umber (Stencil Out Christ Figure) 
c Plexi Monotype expressive transparent 
This is about the urban abuse and insults that we hurl on Jesus.  It is dirty, scuffed, burnt, 
stained, and vandalized by graffiti.  Christ bears it all. 
 
Run 23: Notes 
a Write Direct watercolor 
b Plexi Monotype with very transparent ink 
c Sintra L4 
1. 85t-prbl all 
2. Christ Figure 4exp: 50t-prsn/prbl 
                                                 
237 Psalm 7:11; Revelation 16:5 
238 Genesis 2:16, 17; Ezekiel 18:4; Romans 6:23 
239 John 4:16b 
240 2 Peter 3:9b 
241 Ezekiel 18:31, 32 
242 Psalm 49:7-9 
243 Hosea 13:14a 
244 Exodus 12:5; Leviticus 21:18; 1 Peter 1:18, 19 
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Run 23: Notes 
d Plexi Monotype 
1. Sm square: 50t/20mk/20yk/10cadred 
2. Bk border 
PRINT DESTROYED 
 
Run 24: Notes 
a Watercolor stamp Hebrew: portion of Isaiah 53 
b Watercolor Image 
Title: cut off from the land 
This print is about being cut off from the land of the living (Isaiah 53:8).  The way the text 
stops abruptly conveys this literally.  The way the hues in Christ’s body become less and less 
saturated as they approach his head and the way he appears to become less opaque in the 
same direction also conveys this extinguishing of life.  The hues convey pain. 
 
Run 25: Notes 
a Psalm 22 
 
Carbon pencil 
b Lexan Monotype 
97 T w/oil 
 
Too yellow! Plan to correct: dry erase trace figure on Lexan for Monotype with 
95 T mute purple, wipe as a traditional Monotype to allow model form with 
yellow as light 
 
25b was reprinted 8 times! The first was a true ghost print, the subsequent ones 
had very transparent ink applied; the carbon pencil residue just kept showing. 
The seventh one was still a good image. None were dark, but they are very 
lovely, clear, and subtle. 
 
Ghosted on: 
1. 99 
2. 42 
3. 9 
4. 64 
5. 5 
c Lexan Monotype 
1. 90t-ulvi/sep 
2. Exp Cloth Wipe Away 
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Run 25: Notes 
Title: Psalm 22 
The process was arduous (the carbon pencil took around 40 hours), and I think that is what 
upholds the meaningfulness of the text.  If I had replaced that with a digital process, it would 
fail to convey the extreme forbearance of God. 
 
Run 26: Notes 
a Watercolor Direct: Hebrew word translates: “I cry out” 
b Transparent magenta-tinted ink over rusty perforated steel grid 
c Sintra L3 
Ghost of 116b 
d Sintra L4 
Over Ghost of 23c 
Blend of the following 
1. 30t-cadr/prsn/prbl 
2. 20t-orvm/cadr/prsn/prbl 
3. 10t-hndp/orvm/cadr/prsn 
4. 5t-bis/hndp/orvm/car/prsn 
e Sintra L5 
Over Ghost of 37e 
All: 50t/30ncz/15crbv/5hndp 
This work emphasizes the thrown-back posture of Christ as though he is crying out.  The grid 
puts it at a distance as though we are one of the disciples who deserted him; the grids hue is 
inflamed and seems less analytic than in 8. 
 
Run 27: Notes 
a Watercolor 
Larger word is “I Cry” or “Crying” 
b Lexan Monotype with Hebrew text ghosted from 54a: red YWHW applied 
with color shaper  
 
Psalm 3:3 
“But thou, O LORD, [art] a shield for me; my glory, and the lifter up of mine 
head.” 
c Peg Board Monotype 
Ghost of 52b 
Press pressure corrected 
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Run 27: Notes 
Title: echo of Christ’s cry 
This print is an echo of Jesus crying out in a loud voice. The inverted establishment of the 
figure of Christ as though the negative space were positive creates a memory-, dream-, or 
vision-like quality. Also the comparative scales of the texts and their varying degrees of 
translucency and saturation are like a visual counterpart to the way sound moves in waves 
and bounces off objects. The pegboard grid of circles acts like a screen; again this is 
somewhat like the veil of memory. But it also suggests order, intention, and eternity in 
contrast to the otherwise chaotic elements. The grid subtly relates to the format, which is 
square and has to do with unity, wholeness, and perfection. 
 
Run 28: Notes 
a Colored pencil 
 
Run 29: Notes 
a 1. Watercolor sprayed 
2. Copic marker 
b Original L2 
bk 
c Plexi Monotype: Over Ghost of  127b 
1. Background: 85o-ck/T/mk/yk 
2. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
3. Write with Sennelier Oil Pastels 
d Original L4 
1. All: 50yk/45prord/5ck 
2. Bottom-Left Upward: 40o/10t/25yk/20prord/5ulvi 
Printed off-register purposefully. My thought was to produce an affect that 
would read like the spirit departing from the body, which I think could have 
been done more successfully if I had thought of it and taken steps in that 
Direction earlier in the development with several layers. 
PRINT RIPPED IN TWO: RIGHT HALF USED OVER THE TOP OF PRINT 118 
 
Run 30: Notes 
a Watercolor Spray (this is probably ruined) 
PRINT DESTROYED. 
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Run 31: Notes 
a Original L1 
bk 
b Violent L2 
Ghost of 93b 
c Original L3 
All: 10t-prsn/cadr 
d Original L4 
1. Left to Right (not chest or head): bk 
2. Right to Left: 60o/30ck/10sap 
3. Top Downward: 90o-rwum/ck 
4. Run through press 
5. Top Downward: 30o/40prord/10cadr/10anrd/10crbv 
6. Run through press 
 Lexan Monotype 
1. Transparent red ink in zip only 
2. Color shaper subtraction of “not with perishable things such as gold” (1 
Peter 1:18) 
 
Run 32: Notes 
a Original L1 
All Top Downward: bk to black-red 
b Print form perforated steel sheet 
c Direct Flash Brush 
d Plexi Monotype 
Over Ghost of 40d 
e Original L4 
All: bk 
This print has a great sense of volume and atmosphere from about 12-30 feet away, but the 
background flattens and the marks in the figure disjoin when viewed from 4 feet or closer.  It 
is very strange.  Anyway, I think the print does well in showing the filth and scorn that Christ 
bore. 
 
Run ***33: Notes (535-538) 
a Sintra L1 
All: Transparent green inks 
b Cup 
c Violent L2 
Stencil Out Figure 
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Run ***33: Notes (535-538) 
d Violent L4 
Over Ghost of 92d 
1. Background Right to Left: 40t/35ncz/10crbv/15o 
2. Background Left to Right: 50o/20prsn/20sap/10crbv 
3. Cloth Wipe Away blood 
4. Christ Figure Left to Right Blend from Loaded to Ghost: 60 
prord/30hndp/10t 
e Lexan Monotype 
1. 1exp: Various 60t-colors starting with the lightest values and working 
to the darkest values 
2. Hand Dab blend the above application 
3. Cloth Wipe Away: Background and Christ Figure exp 
4. Direct 1exp: 60t/30anrd/10crbv 
This print is one that blends Jesus’ humanity and divinity.  The golden radiance conveys the 
divinity, but it gradates into tarnished, earthy, fleshy, and bruised hues.  This piece works a 
transitional or dual representation of both the crucifixion and the resurrection (and 
ascension). 
 
Run 34: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
1. Transparent yellow inks 
2. Exp Christ Figure: slashes of red ink 
b Cup 
c Lexan Monotype and Direct application in border 
Title: Christ the Redeemer 
The overall golden hue of this print conveys divinity, but it gradates into tarnished, earthy, 
and bruised appearance—marked by blood and blood stains.  This piece works a transitional 
or dual representation of both the crucifixion and the resurrection (and ascension).  The cup 
are symbols of the blood of Christ.  The way the band of cups and the square appears gives 
the whole a prismatic quality like we are seeing through planes.  We understand in part, but 
question how truly we are seeing and understanding. 
 
Run 35: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
1. Transparent yellow inks 
2. 4Exp Christ Figure: red ink 
b Sintra L4 
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Run 35: Notes 
c Sintra L5 
1. Strip off ink 
2. Background Right to Left: 40o/30cpr/20hndp/30yk 
3. Background Right Upward: cpr 
4. Christ Figure Bottom-Right Upward: cpr 
5. Christ Figure Top-Left Downward: 40yk/30prord/20hndp/10cpr 
Title: vulnerability of divinity 
A Muslim once asked me, “How can the Almighty die?”  It is a good question.  It begs for a 
definition of death.  Jews that understood life and scripture knew that death is not a cessation 
of existence.  That is why the first testament of God’s grace is replete with forms of the 
saying, “he rested with his fathers and was buried.”  One who does not exist cannot rest.  
Therefore, God in the person of Jesus Christ died without ceasing to exist.  His death was a 
halting of biological function and a separation of spirit from body.  To be sure the mystery is 
great: how, indeed, can that which is temporal ever hope to become eternal?  But we have 
this hope in Jesus who, being in very nature God, took on the corruptible flesh of man and 
put to death both its godless passions and its corruptibility.  Being almighty he did the 
impossible: transforming the temporal body into an indestructible one by drinking the cup of 
God’s destruction and being raised from the dead by his unique merit and divine power. 
 
Run 36: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
1. Transparent yellow inks 
2. 4exp Christ Figure: red ink 
3. Hand Dab Christ Figure 
b Plexi Monotype 
1. very transparent purple ink 
2. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
3. Cloth Wipe Away texture Background 
4. Background zip Stenciled Out 
c Lexan Monotype 
1. Transparent red in zip 
2. Color shaper subtraction: “but with the precious blood of Christ” 
3. Christ Figure: dark transparent color 
4. Direct curation over left shoulder 
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Run 36: Notes 
Title: Blood of Redemption 
The blood of Christ flows down from his wounded head.  None of the other marks are 
rendered.  He was whipped to shreds, but I have chosen here to focus on the blood from his 
crown.  “Hail king of the Jews!” the soldiers mocked.  I used to mock Christ too.  But our 
mocking does not keep him from being King—resplendent in power and grace.  He healed 
our diseases and raised people from the dead.  He had compassion on us for our hunger, our 
ignorance, and our deepest need to be with God and have fellowship with one another 
through him.  And we struck him with words and fists.  We hated him.  We ignored him.  We 
abandoned him. 
What appears in part on the crimson band says this more fully: “For you know that it was not 
with perishable things such as silver or gold that you were redeemed from the empty way of 
life handed down to you from your forefathers, but with the precious blood of Christ, a lamb 
without blemish or defect” (1 Peter 1:18, 19).  In this sense, this print contrasts gold with 
blood.  It calls the print itself into question as crafted object; moreover, it calls even gold into 
question against Christ’s divinity and lasting power of his blood to redeem life. 
 
[April Eisman, Assistant Professor of Art History at Iowa State University and member of 
my POS committee, chose to acquire this print.] 
 
Run 37: Notes 
a Cup 
b Sintra L2 
1. 65Semi-opaque-grey-green 
2. 4" exp 80o-brown and 65t0-purple Christ Figure 
c Sintra L3 
Semi-opaque-svr/yk/mk/ck 
d Sintra L4 
Blend 1-4 
1. 30t-bsy/orvm/prsn 
2. 25t-orvm/bsy/prsn 
3. Background: 50t-prsn/prbl/bsy 
4. Background: 30t-cadr/bsy/prsn 
5. Christ Figure: 15t-cadr 
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Run 37: Notes 
e Sintra L5 
1. Christ Figure and Background Middle-Left to Right: bk 
2. Background Top-Left to Right: 20bk/30yk/20prord/10ck/10o/10crbv 
3. Background Right to Left: 35o/25prsn/15rwm/15prord/10sap 
4. Background BottoMiddle-Left Upward: 
25o/20prsn/10rwm/10prord/35sap 
This print describes the chaotic context of the night and day of Christ’s arrest and crucifixion.  
It swirls with dark energy juxtaposed to the stark light of Christ’s body, which takes on sin 
against the purity of his nature. 
 
Run 38: Notes 
a Cup L1 
b Cup L2 
c Cup L3 
I had planned on printing a crucifixion matrix over this, but decided against doing so. 
 
Run 39: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype 
1. Transparent yellow all 
2. 1" contour drawing in brown ink without tracing guides 
b Transparent ink over rusty perforated steel grid 
c Zebra L2: 
Ghost of 61b w/Stencil Out over Background 
d Original L2 
Over Ghost of 94c 
Blend from Loaded to Ghost Left to Right: 75yk/15mk/10t-prsn 
e Sintra L4 
Over Ghost of 37d 
Blend from Loaded to Ghost Left to Right, loaded to empty: 20t-cadr/bsy/prsn 
f Plexi Monotype 
g Violent L4 
Over Ghost of 5d 
1. Christ Figure Left to Right: Blend from Loaded to Ghost: 
60prord/30ck/10o 
2. Cloth Wipe Away blood 
3. Blood: 65prord/35prorg 
4. Direct cloth rub 
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Run 39: Notes 
PRINT DESTROYED 
This print was accidentally pierced by a cart during the thesis exhibition. 
 
I think this print does well in the context of the others.  It is very drab and grungy, like 
neglected places of a city.  However, the print is not successful on its own for two reasons: 
(1) the contrast is so low and there are neither the darkest darks nor the lightest lights; (2) the 
marks seem disjointed from one another without that disjointedness being meaningful. 
 
Run 40: Notes 
a Plexi Monotype 
b Violent L2 
Over Ghost of  96b 
1. 80o-mk/ck/yk 
2. Rough Blend Bottom Upward: 50mk/svr/yk 
3. blood and Background: Cloth Wipe Away 
4. add ink with cloth in blood: 85t-ck/yk/mk 
c Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 74d 
1. Background: 20t-cadr/orvm 
2. Christ Figure:10t-orvm/cadr 
3. Cloth Wipe Away blood 
d Plexi Monotype 
1. Marks removed from border with brush and citrus thinner 
2. Dark marks in Background are 1exp 
The color is strange; it seems almost like Christ is being electrocuted.  This appearance and 
the repetition of the composition on a grid makes me think of Warhol.  Christ is suffused 
with his own blood and attacked from without by black sin and lashes.  He bleeds black and 
the marks in his body are light; this creates an almost photonegative quality.  Nevertheless, 
that Christ’s blood is black is disturbing.  The explanation is this: “God made him who had 
no sin to be sin for us, so that in him we might become the righteousness of God” (2 
Corinthians 5:21). 
 
Run 41: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype 
1. All: mottled light yellow 
2. Stencil Out Christ Figure then brown-green mottle rolled over 
Background 
b Zebra L1 
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Run 41: Notes 
c Sintra L3 
Over Ghost of 115b 
1. Run 1st ghost off onto newsprint 
2. B Top Downward: 90trwum 
3. B Bottom Upward: 100t 
d ViolentL4 
1. Top-Left to Bottom-Right: 40t/40ncz/15cr bv/5hndp 
2. Rest: ghost of 43d 
3. Direct Hand Dab 
I will tear the border off this print; it is distracting and adds nothing to the meaning.  The 
inside of the print conveys a sense of the power Jesus to endure the cross, bear the form of 
dust, and shake the earth. 
 
Run 42: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype w/ Hebrew “why” on with 1” brayer 
b Second ghost from 25b w/4” Hebrew “God of me” 
 
I cannot remember, but do not think I put any ink on except for the above 
c Violent L4 
1. All: 40t/40ncz/15crbv/5hndp 
2. Christ Figure: 60prord/30hndp/10t 
Title: Why 
As Christ gives up his life (indicated by the sparse structural marks of woodcut), he cries 
“My God, my God, why?”  The answer, though shrouded in the immediacy of the event, is 
indicated (in shrouded language) by Psalm 22, which appears like an apparition in his body. 
 
Run 43: Notes 
a Carbon Pencil 
b Plexi Monotype 
c Original 
Over Ghost of  84c with some inking 
1.  Cloth Wipe Away 
2. Background inked 
3. Direct Hand Dab: 60yk/30t-mk/green left-over ink/crbv 
5 sheets of newsprint added to act as blankets to push paper onto Background 
d Violent L4 
1. Wipe of bk ghost, but a faint residue remains 
2. All: 50t/30ncz/15crbv/5hndp 
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Run 43: Notes 
e Original L4 
All: 50t/20yk/30crbv 
Title: Trinity: Jesus commits his Spirit to God 
Here the spirit separates and mists off Christ as he commits himself to God.  That spirit is 
golden, divine, and eternal.  It was made one with the flesh as the copper tones in the print 
suggest. 
 
Run 44: Notes 
a Plexi Monotype 
1" brayer face length cross contours 
Title: Who is that? 
Christ’s body dissolves into space.  This print questions what we can see of the crucifixion 
and how clearly we can understand its consequences and implications. 
 
This print is the forerunner to the Zebra matrix.  What I failed to realize about how this print 
works is that the marks do not rigidly conform to the outline of the figure; rather, the outline 
is crossed and becomes implicit.  When I carved, I kept the outline mostly explicit.  Having 
realized that after the fact, I returned to the breaking of the outline in 47 (run d). 
 
Run 45: Notes 
a Monotype from rusty steel grate using T brown ink 
Printed once then turned 90 degrees and ghost printed 
b 4” brayer Directly onto print 
c Sintra L3 
1. Top and Bottom: 90o-svr/rwum 
2. Middle: 95o-svr/rwum 
3. 2.5" Curved Blend: 70rwum-t/o 
d Original L3 
All: 40t-prsn/cadr/hndp 
e Original L4 
All: 55yk/ 35prord/10ck 
PRINT DESTROYED 
I had intended the black mark as a symbolic representation of sin, but I never resolved it 
visually. 
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Run 46: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
b Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 71c 
1. Christ Figure: 60prord/25yk/15t 
2. Background Blend from Loaded to Ghost Left to Right: 
30ck/30mk/25o/15t 
c Sintra L5 
Over Ghost of 118d 
1. Background Left to Right: 35o/35cpr/30yk 
2. Background Right to Left: 90cpr/10o 
3. Background Right to Left: 50prord/30yk/20cpr 
4. Stencil out Christ Figure 
Title: Did he really have to go through that? 
This is very graphic print (in the visual sense).  I wanted to make a work that maintained bold 
graphic marks and high contrast.  Depth of space is developed by having only high contrast 
and high saturation in the figure but a subtle contrast and mute hue in the background.  This 
print shouts, but not merely for the sake of making noise.  The dull purple provides an 
important counterpoint to the screaming red that gives the work a sense of reality that 
actually heightens the meaningful severity of the red. 
 
Run 47: Notes 
a Monotype from rusty perforated steel using 100 tint base 
b Zebra L1 
c Zebra L2 
Over Ghost of  105c 
1. All: 30yk/30t/30mk-greenleft-over ink/crbv/cadr/orvm 
2. Christ Figure exp: bk  
3. Christ Figure exp:100o 
4. Christ Figure: Hand Dab  
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Run 47: Notes 
d Lexan monotype 
1. Rich transparent red in border and background 
2. Christ Figure 1 inch brayer: runny transparent black 
3. Christ Figure 1 inch brayer: less runny rich transparent red 
4. Christ Figure: cloth wipe away in chest and arm 
5. Christ Figure: 1 inch putty knife removal of ink in bands 
 
This was an excellent use of the principle that more fluid ink covers stiffer ink.  
Where I had put the runny black, the red did not transfer, so the negative areas 
created by the application of the black were the only areas red could fill in the 
Christ figure.  I had to roll off the brayer on newsprint and reload with red 
regularly so that the black that was picked up did not take over the red on the 
brayer. 
Title: my redeemer 
This is one of the richest crimsons in the suite.  Red is a powerful range of color capable of 
evocation relevant to the crucifixion, but I knew overuse would undermine its significance, 
so I restrained myself from overusing red all through the two years I worked on this suite.  I 
printed the forth run (run d) the last week I worked on the suite.  That layer transformed the 
print, which had been creams, browns, and dark grays.  The final print is violent and liquid in 
appearance; it has everything to do with the blood that flowed for the forgiveness of my sin. 
 
Run 48: Notes 
a Perforated steel Monotype
b Original L2 on wet paper (used to transfer image to Curses Intaglio matrix) 
c Flash oil Direct 
d Lexan Monotype 
Border: bk 
Title: condemned 
This is about our darkness and cruelty—exercised against the compassionate one. 
 
Run 49: Notes 
a Carbon Pencil drawing of Pilate washing his hands 
b Plexi Monotype with transparent cadr 
PRINT DESTROYED 
This print was ripped to use the two sides (three inch strips) at the ends of the thesis 
installation to give the appearance that the works kept going right through the adjacent walls. 
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Run 50: Notes 
a White colored pencil repeated Pilate’s phrase: “I am innocent of this man’s 
blood.” 
b Lexan Monotype 
1. Flat 90t red all 
2. jumbo brayer (12in) 90t purple 
3. jumbo brayer (12in) 60t purple 
Many people asked about this print.  I always responded by asking if they had looked closely 
yet.  The print’s meaning is intensified by its juxtaposition with the crucifixion prints.  Pilate 
tried to justify himself by displacing responsibility on the crowd that demanded Jesus be 
crucified.  He tried to wash himself of the guilt of condemning an innocent man.  He—like 
all of us—are submerged in the sin for which Christ’s death was necessary.  Relieving 
ourselves is a deception. 
Nate Spencer (my brother-in-law) said this print confronts him with the question of whether a 
person can see he is a Christian—that he has actually been made purified by Christ’s blood—
or whether they can’t get past the marring in his life style (represented by the dark ribbon 
near the center. 
Kathryn Shaw ( my mom) thought the mark in the center looked like a blurred image of 
Pilate’s hands brushing past one another. 
 
Run 51: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype: jumbo brayer (12in) 90t brown over 98t 
b Original L1 
All: 95Semi-opaque-brum 
c Zebra L2 
Ghost of 47c 
d Original L3 
Ghost of 45d 
e Sintra L5 
1. Background Right to Left: 40o/10prord/20t/20sap/10prsn 
2. Background Left to Right: 40yk/30prord/20ck/10t 
3. Christ Figure: 35pthblrs/20prsn/35t/10t 
4. Christ Figure Right to Left: 20o/30pthblrs/20prsn/30t 
 
Run 52: Notes 
a Ghost of 50b 
b Zebra L1 
All: opaque yellow-green 
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Run 52: Notes 
c Peg Board Monotype 
1. All: 80t-bumb 
2. 6expB: 60t-pysc 
3. 60t-pysc/crbv/bumb 
4. Stencil Out Christ Figure 
Stencil folded when laying paper: excellent accident! 
Press pressure askew w/ its left side up one full revolution 
d Sintra L4 
Over Ghost of 62c 
Blend from Loaded to Ghost Left to Right loaded to empty: 40 
ck/50mk/10hndp 
e Sintra L5 
Title: the warrior 
Christ passes through the square like he is being baptized in blood or scanned by our scorn of 
him.  (I include myself because I once treated Christ with contempt, and still do every time I 
disobey.)  There is chaos: the disorderly marks.  There is order: the grid of circles.  Both 
convey underlying forces.  Christ is torn between them.  Many people have died in wars for 
results that will not last.  Christ did something more than remarkable by singlehandedly 
putting sin to death by enduring the wrath of God and the disdain of men. 
 
Run 53: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype with uneven pressure 
Hebrew text removed with color shaper 
 
Psalm 3:1-2 
O LORD, how many are my foes! 
 How many rise up against me! 
Many are saying of me, 
 “God will not deliver him.” 
Selah 
  
 
b Zebra L2 
Over Ghost of 76b 
1. Top Downward: 70t-cadr/pysc/orvm/crbv/bumb 
2. Curved Blend Bottom Upward: 70t-crbv/cadr/pysc/bumb/orvm 
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Run 53: Notes 
c Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 95c 
1. Direct 4 Hebrew “Selah”: 40yk/ 20t/20mk/20hndp 
2. Christ Figure 4exp: 80pthtq-10t/10cadr 
3. Christ Figure 4exp: 40yk/20t/20mk/20hndp 
Background is ghost 
d Plexi Monotype 
e Original L4 
1. All: 50yk/45prord/5ck 
2. Bottom-Right to Left: 30o/20yk/20prord/20ulvi/10ck 
3. Direct Hand Dab 
Title: Selah 
I installed this print in the lower left corner of a wall filled with prints because that position is 
the final position according to the logic of Hebrew writing (which is read from right-to-left 
and from the top row downward).  The word transliterated “Selah” is a musical notation 
indicating a period of instrumental music during which people can contemplate the words 
that have just been sung.  It means, loosely, think about that. 
 
Run 54: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype 
Blend from Loaded to Ghost ↔ T-red 
jumbo brayer (12in) 85t purple 
Color shaper-applied Hebrew 
 
Psalm 3:3 
“But thou, O LORD, [art] a shield for me; my glory, and the lifter up of mine 
head.” 
b Original L3 
Over Ghost of  74c 
All: 60yk/30mk/green left-over ink 
Printed with sizing catcher to emboss and pick up inked Background 
c Lexan Monotype 
1. Background: circular blend from outside loaded to inside empty 
2. Christ Figure: Hand Dab white 
d Original L4 
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Run 54: Notes 
Christ glows with power despite submitting to death.  In fact, such submission, when it was 
in his power to call legions of angels to do his bidding, is perhaps the most amazing display 
of his power—the power of a will to endure the most painful death, mockery, and 
humiliation for the sake of those whose debt he paid by so doing.  The light shines in the 
darkness, but the darkness has not understood it.  Neither does my print succeed in evoking 
these things except dimly and at the distance of association. 
 
Run 55: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
opaque yellow-green 
b Plexi Monotype 
Ghost of 3c 
c Sintra L3 
1. All: 90t-orvm 
2. Background: 60t=prsn/orvm 
3. Christ Figure 4exp: 60t-brsi/orvm/prsn 
Title: that life was the light of men 
This print’s surface and hues have a fleshy and atmospheric quality that seems naturalistic, 
yet there is a subtle luminescent quality to the peach color in the figure of Christ. In 
combination, these things do well to express the unity between Christ’s humanity and 
divinity. I believe the colors successfully combine the reality of travail (through all the colors 
not mentioned) and the hope of resurrection (through the peach hue  on the horizon). 
 
Run 56: Notes 
a Zebra L1 in transparent oil colors and black relief ink 
b Violent L2 
Over Ghost of 92b 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost r-l: 90t-anrd 
2. Blend from Loaded to Ghost l-r: 85t-ck/yk/mk 
3. 2.5exp Christ Figure: 50svr-rwum 
c Violent L3 
1. Background: 10t-orvm/cadr/prsn 
2. Background 4Exp: 10t-pthtq/orvm/cadr 
3. Christ Figure: 30t-lapis/prsn/prbl 
4. Cloth Wipe Away Blood 
5. Blood: wipe on cadr then orvm with brown paper towel 
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Run 56: Notes 
d Violent L4 
1. Background Right to Left: 40yk/30prord/15ck/15t 
2. Background Left to Right: bk 
3. Christ Figure: 40yk/30prord/15ck/15t 
4. Cloth Wipe Away blood 
5. Blood: 40prord/20anrd/20hnmd/20t 
6. Background Left 4exp: 10o/30yk/25prord/10ck/10prsn/5crbv 
This is about bearing the “stripes”245 and violence of our pitiful ignorance and cruel hate.  
How dark are our hearts, that we would put out the light of life? 
 
Run 57: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
All: bk 
b Ghost of 17c 
c Violent L4 
Over Ghost of 100d 
1. Strip off ink (bk and o still affect ink) 
2. Background: cpr 
3. Christ Figure Top-Left to Bottom-Right: 40cpr/30o/10prord/10ck 
4. Christ Figure Bottom-Right Upward: 
50o/10prord/15prsn/5sap/5ck/15cpr 
I printed this print from dark to light: in reverse of my standard approach. 
This is an excellent print.  It is wonderful how Christ’s body seems fleshy even though the 
marks are so graphic and counter-organic.  The economy of color is remarkable.  Also, it is 
quite interesting that the light colors feel like they are behind the black when they appear on 
the paper though, in fact, they were printed over the black.  The sense of light is also very 
effective.  There seems to be atmosphere and flesh against the nature of the medium and 
boldness of the marks.  Also, this work combines the humanity (flesh and suffering) and the 
glory (light and gold) of Christ.  It portrays pain and ecstasy. 
 
Run 58: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
1. All: bk 
2. turned 180 degrees and ghost printed 
                                                 
245 Isaiah 53:5 (NKJV) 
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Run 58: Notes 
This print challenges perception in an optical way.  It has the quality of camouflage, but it 
also has depth, light, and atmosphere.  In the center, an eye appears over Christ’s heart and 
looks back at the viewer. 
 
Run ***59: Notes (539-541) 
a Zebra L1 
b Sintra L2 
All: 70t-magenta/hnmd/etc. 
c Sintra L3 
Ghost of 45c 
Title: orchestration of wrath and hate 
This print graphically monumentalizes the crucifixion. The relative scale of the bold, black 
marks increases against the thin linear, textural contour of the red and the subtle, cloudy grid. 
The unnatural colors and high contrast places the subject in a context transcendent to normal 
experience. The three linear elements and their colors each hold meaning in this print: the 
black stripes literally symbolize the strips of Christ’s flagellation—our sin laid on and against 
his body. The red symbolizes the wrath of God (not blood or human anger) and the negative 
lines produced by the red symbolize the power of that wrath while describing the form of 
Jesus—who being God, participates in that wrath. The cloudy white grid symbolizes the 
impartiality of God—his justice which must be satisfied in regard to the punishment for sin. 
 
Run 60: Notes 
a Ghost from 77a 
b Sintra L2 
70t-cyan/cerulean/sep 
c Isaiah L3 
1. Christ Figure: 70yk/ 20svr/10ck 
2. Background Top Downward: 65svr/35ck 
3. Background Bottom Upward: 70ck/30svr 
4. Hand Dab Christ Figure 
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Run 60: Notes 
d Original L3 
1. Christ Figure: 80prord/15ck/5t 
2. Christ Figure Blend: 40ck/40mk/20t 
Title: Incense Rising 
I see silver and purple smoke; it is the incense that rises with the prayers of the saints,246 
whose blood is precious to God.247 
 
Run 61: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype 
All: blend from 97t to 92t purple 
jumbo brayer (12in) Aleph in 85t Blue 
b Zebra L2 
Over Ghost of 111c 
1. 90t-prsn all 
2. Christ Figure: green left-over ink 
c Lexan Monotype 
PRINT DESTROYED 
 
Run 62: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype 
1. 90t blue 
2. Red-orange (no offset tint base) jumbo brayer (12in): backward Gimel 
3. Hebrew text scraped in with large, thick color shaper 
 
Psalm 35:2a: “Take up shield and buckler…” 
b Zebra L2 
Ghost of 107c 
c Sintra L4 
1. Strip Off Ink 
2. All: 98o-ck 
3. Wipe Off Christ Figure 
4. Christ Figure: 40ck/50mk/10hndp 
d Original L4 
1. Left to Right: bk 
2. Right to Left: 50o/30ck/10sap/10cpr 
                                                 
246 Revelation 5:8 and 8:3, 4 
247 Psalm 72:14 and Revelation 18:24-19:2 
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Run 62: Notes 
PRINT DESTROYED 
 
Run 63: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype 
1. Red over all 
2. Large, thick color shaper to apply dark purple and push and remove ink 
b Sintra L3 
1. All: 98o-svr/rwum 
2. Blend: 90o-rwum/svr 
3. Color shaper subtraction: Job 19:26 (below) plus “amen” 
 
“And after my skin has been destroyed, yet in my flesh I will see God” 
c Violent L3 
1. Strip Off Ink 
2. Background: 98o-yk/mk 
d Lexan Monotype 
e Sintra L5 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Stencil out Background 
3. Stomach: Direct cloth rub 
Title: transubstantiation 
Here Christ passes through his own blood; he is baptized through death to achieve a new and 
living way248 and an indestructible life.249 
 
Run 64: Notes 
a Ghost of 9b (5th ghost of 25b) after it had been inked in red and printed onto 
small rectangles 
b Original L2 
Christ Figure: bk 
                                                 
248 Hebrews 10:20 
249 Hebrews 7:16 
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Run 64: Notes 
c Plexi Monotype 
Over Ghost of  29c 
1. Christ Figure: Sennelier Oil Pastels 
2. Stencil out Background 
3. Run through press: not much transfer of pastel 
4. Christ Figure: Roll 95t-o/ck/mk/yk 
5. Christ Figure: Sennelier Oil Pastels 
6. Stencil out Background 
7. Hand Dab Direct Background: 90 T-ck/mk/yk 
Result: light marks from first run through / rich marks from second run through 
 
Text: 
“that a loving God would not condemn” 
“how much worse punishment do”250 
d Violent L2 
Over Ghost of  87b 
1. Christ Figure Curved Blend: 75yk/15mk/10t-prsn 
2. Christ Figure Curved Blend: 80t-hnmd/ncz 
3. Christ Figure Exp: 70t-crbv/orvm/cadr/prsn 
Background is ghost of 87b 
e Sintra L4 
1. Strip Off Ink 
2. All: 70ck/30o 
Faulting God for condemnation is like faulting prudent women for being raped or armored 
trucks for robbery.  We are the criminals here.  Not only is God blameless, he went out of his 
way to make a just way for our acquittal at the price of crucifixion.  Can there be any greater 
love?  I doubt he will look favorably on this excuse for disbelief, as Hebrews 10:29 says, 
“How much more severely do you think a man deserves to be punished who has trampled the 
Son of God under foot, who has treated as an unholy thing the blood of the covenant that 
sanctified him, and who has insulted the Spirit of grace?” 
 
Run 65: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype 
Several session pallet colors applied expressively w/ jumbo brayer 
 
This is the 7th ghost from 25b (turned 90 degrees clockwise) 
b Sintra L2 
Ghost of 72b: Stenciled out Figure 
                                                 
250 Hebrews 10:29 
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Run 65: Notes 
c Plexi Monotype 
1. MODT equal parts of the following: vndk/pthtq/orvm/anrd/hnmd + 
mk/ck/hnmd ink 
2. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
d Lexan Monotype 
1. Background Right to Left: 50yk/45prord/5ck 
2. Background Middle to Left: 45yk/35prord/20ck 
3. Background Left to Middle: bk 
4. Christ Figure: Cloth Wipe Away 
5. Background: plastic grocery bag dab 
6. Christ Figure 4exp and 1exp: bk 
7. Christ Figure 1exp: 80cpr/20bk 
8. Background R: color shaper “once for all” 
Title: once for all 
God requires blood sacrifice to atone for sin, but the blood of animals cannot pay for the sins 
of people.  The sacrifice of a lamb was given as a sign of things to come, which Christ 
fulfilled.  Such sacrifice is crude.  In this print, I have tried to show how simple and visceral 
this was while using colors that are solid and stable—like cave paintings—and symbolic of 
blood, death, sin, and yet holiness.  Hebrews provides the substance of these statements. 
 
Run 66: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype 
Several session pallet colors applied expressively w/ jumbo brayer 
 
This is the 8th ghost from 25b 
b 1. Lexan Monotype with oil pastel only (no ink) (these are the light lines) 
2. Lexan Monotype with 100t + oil pastel 
This is a very unusual print within the edition varia.  I was attempting to produce a sense of 
energy and veins at the same time.  I wanted the work to seem both spiritual and visceral at 
the same time.  The force of prophesy underlies this work and the force of action completes 
it. 
 
Run 67: Notes 
a Violent L1 
All: 95t-ncz yellow 
Sharpie on matrix bled 
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Run 67: Notes 
b Sintra L2 
1. 65Semi-opaque-grey-green 
2. 4" exp Background gradient 
3. Stencil out blood of Violent matrix 
c Curses 
1. Christ Figure: 60yk/35mk/5ck +10% converting medium / 5% linseed 
oil / 5% easy wipe 
2. Background blend Top to Bottom: 45yk/25o/25mk/5ck + 10% 
converting medium / 5% linseed oil / 5% easy wipe ↔ 
55yk/30mk/10ck/5o  10% converting medium / 5% linseed oil / 5% 
easy wipe 
d Curate with Watercolor 
Dampen and Dry-Flatten between mat board 
Title: bearer of curses 
This work is completed by the intaglio curses. The intaglio curses layer is designed to 
finalize prints on which it is printed. The curses of Genesis 3 are literally fulfilled against the 
serpent and born on behalf of the redeemed by Jesus Christ. As it is written, “He will crush 
your head, and you will strike his heel” (Genesis 3:15c), and, “Cursed is everyone who is 
hung on a tree” (Galatians 3:13 after Deuteronomy 21:22-23); therefore, 
“ ‘Where, O death, is your victory? 
Where, O death is your sting?’251 
 The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law. But thanks be to God! He gives us 
the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ” (1 Corinthians: 15:55-57). 
 
Run 68: Notes 
a Violent L1 
All: 95t-ncz yellow / sap green 
Sharpie on Matrix bled 
b Original L2 
1. B: 70t-prsn/o ↔ greenleft-over ink ↔ 60yk/30t/30mk/greenleft-over 
ink ↔ 30 yk/30t/30mk-crbv/greenleft-over ink 
2. Hand Dab wipe away like intaglio 
c Violent L2 
1. All: 85t-orvm/brsi 
2. 4exp: 65t-prsn/orvm (removed marks of ink from brayer with knife 
before rolling) 
3. Christ Figure B: 65t-prsn/orvm 
                                                 
251 Hosea 13:14 
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Run 68: Notes 
d Violent L4 
1. Background: 40prord/20t/20anrd/20hnmd 
2. Christ Figure: 40yk/30prord/15ck/15t 
3. Background 4exp Bot Upward: 40yk/30prord/15ck/15t 
e Original L4 
1. Top-Left to Right: bk 
2. Bottom-Right to Left: 70t/crbv/orvm/bk 
The heavens are furious as the son of God submits to death. 
 
Run 69: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
All: 95t-ncz yellow / sap green 
Bleed of black ink residue from previous printing of matrix 
b Sintra L2 
75t-cerulean/sep/etc. 
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Run 69: Notes 
c Sintra L4 
1. Christ Figure B: 60yk/20t/10prord/5ck/5mk :: 80prord/10ck/10t :: 
40mk/40ck/20t 
2. Background Blend: 80yk/15 ck/5prord :: 70prord/15ck/15yk :: 
55prord/30ck/15yk 
Title: enduring love 
This print contrasts the darkness of the sky with the bare body of the Christ figure.  Heaven 
and earth here collide: the “man from heaven”252 is colored with sky blue and striped with the 
color of the dust of the earth, while the purple of condemnation and suffering envelops and 
describes Jesus.  The marks in the background may be taken to represent words and phrases 
from the crowd that cried “Crucify him! Crucify him!”253 from the religious leaders who 
mocked him, “ ‘He saved others,’ they said, ‘but he can’t save himself! He’s the King of 
Israel!  Let him come down now from the cross, and we will believe in him. He trusts in God. 
Let God rescue him now if he wants him, for he said, “I am the Son of God.” ’ ”, from the 
“robbers who were crucified with him [who] also heaped insults on him”, and from the 
regular people who mocked, “Come down from the cross, if you are the Son of God!” 254  It 
is an all-inclusive cloud of hate and scorn.   “But God demonstrates his own love for us in 
this: While we were still sinners, Christ died for us”.255 
 
[April Katz, Associate Professor of Printmaking at Iowa State University and my major 
professor, chose to acquire this print.] 
 
Run 70: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
All: 92t-ncz/sap 
b Isaiah L4 
Ghost print 
c Lexan Monotype 
1. All: 100t 
2. Christ Figure blend: 80t/20bis 
3. Christ Figure blend: 70t/15hndp/10bis/5brum 
4. Background: 45yk/25prord/15ck/15t 
5. Christ Figure armpit, stomach, and neck: 45yk/25prord/15ck/15t 
                                                 
252 1 Corinthians 15:47 
253 Luke 23:21 
254 Matthew 27:40b, 42-44 
255 Romans 5:8 
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Run 70: Notes 
There is a creeping, drawing across of shadows and shapes like vines emerging and 
dissolving through the skin of Christ.  They give form, but they also seem not to be part of 
him.  The dark shapes from the Isaiah matrix seem to be overtaking him like a virus, like a 
blackout, like sin.  Nevertheless, his body is suffused with an unnatural glow.  It hints at 
divinity, but gradates to a more fleshy tone.  Is he in transition or is he all things at once? 
 
Run 71: Notes 
a Violent L1 
All: 92t-sap/ncz 
Sharpie bleed 
b Violent L2 
Ghost of 14b 
c Violent L3 
d Violent L4 
1. Christ Figure: cpr 
2. Background: 40svr/40ck/20ulvi 
3. Curved Blend Bottom-Right to Left: 25svr/25ck/10ulvi/40cpr 
4. Background Left to Right: bk 
5. Christ Figure 4exp blend on brayer from step 4 / 3 above 
6. Blood: Direct cloth rub 
e Lexan Monotype 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Cloth Wipe Away 
An agony in green: here Christ’s body is filled with the putrid and convulsed in a death 
throw.  The sky is raining but opaque and dense.  It is hard like stone.  The darkness gives 
mass and form to Christ’s body and mists past the border like wind—like spirit.  He is torn 
and battered, but he will ascend and transcend anyway. 
 
Run 72: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
All: 92t-sap/ncz 
b Sintra L2 
Background Stenciled Out 
c Violent L2 
1. Background Right to Left: 70o/15yk/10nkti/crbv/orvm 
2. Background Left to Right: 40o/5yk/20t/20crbv/10orvm/5nkti 
3. Stencil Out Christ Figure 
4. Hand Dab Direct to fix where stencil blocked Background 
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Run 72: Notes 
d Violent L3 
1. Strip Off Ink 
2. Background Blend: 40t-prsn/lapis/prbl :: 80t-ncz/brsi 
3. Strip Off Ink Christ Figure 
Sintra L4 
1. 40t-cadr/prsn/ncz/orvm 
2. Strip Off Ink Background 
e Sintra L5 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Stencil out Background 
f NEEDS ANOTHER LAYER 
 
Run 73: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
Blend of 90t-sap/ncz ↔ 90t-ncz/brum 
b Original L2 with sizing catcher 
1. Christ Figure: 88t-orvm/prsn 
2. Background: 50t-brsi/orvm 
3. Background Hand Dab: 60t-prsn/orvm 
4. Christ Figure Hand Dab: 50t-pysc/orvm 
Too much pressure 
c Original L4 
1. Wipe Off Ink Residue 
2. Top Downward: 60pthblrs/2-o/10ulvi/5yk/5prord 
3. Direct Hand Dab 
4. Direct Hand Dab application in stomach: 
60pthblrs/20o/10ulvi/5yk/5prord 
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Run 73: Notes 
d Lexan Monotype 
1. Blend middle-right to upper- right corner: 
100o↔70o/30yk↔50o/35yk/15prord 
2. Cloth wipe away in Christ Figure 
3. HD blend 1 and 2 
4. Christ Figure side: 90prord/10yk 
5. Christ Figure rib and left arm: 30prord/60yk/10o 
6. Christ Figure rib: 40o/50yk/10prord 
7. HD side and ribs 
8. Christ Figure stomach: 70o/15yk/10prord/5ck 
9. Border bottom-right: dark brown 
10. Top-left toward center diagonally blend from loaded to empty: dark 
brown 
11. Expressive down left side border: 90prord/10yk  
12. Expressive down left side border: dark purplish brown 
13. Direct expressive linear marks in Christ Figure right hip 
14. Direct expressive mark in border on bottom-right: 90prord/10yk 
Suffering and glory meet in this print.  It seems undecided which is more potent. 
 
Run 74: Notes 
a Violent L1 
Blend of 90t-sap/ncz ↔ 90t-ncz/brum 
b Original L1 
1. 95t-brum 
2. 4exp 90t-qnsi 
c Original L3 
Over Ghost of  43c (Background left alone) 
1. Christ Figure Blend from Loaded to Ghost: 30mk/30yk/30t-
crbv/greenleft-over ink 
2. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
3. Christ Figure exp: 60 orvm/10mk/10yk/10t-crbv/green left-over ink 
d Violent L3 
1. Background: 80yk/10o/5ck/5mk 
2. Blood: 40t-prsn/yk/cadr/hndp 
e Sintra L5 
Over Ghost of 83d 
1. Christ Figure: 65prord/15t/20hndp 
2. Christ Figure armpit: bk 
3. Background: 40o/25prsn/10prord/10crbv/15sap 
4. Background Right to Left: 80o/10prsn/5sap/5crbv 
5. Background Left to Right: 10o/40prsn/25prord/15rwm 
f Original L5 
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Run 74: Notes 
Title: agony 
This green is the color of agony and scorn.  This crimson is the color of suffering and blood.  
Black in this print is the color of death and sin.  White in this print is the color of purity and 
power.  The people derided him; his body convulsed.  How could he stand it? 
 
Run 75: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
Blend of 90t-sap/ncz ↔ 90t-ncz/brum 
Black ink residue from previous printing of matrix 
b Original L2 
1. Christ Figure Curved Blend Bottom Upward: 90t-hnmd 
2. Christ Figure Curved Blend: 60t-cadr/pysc 
3. Background: 80t-crbv/cadr/pysc/prsn 
c Original L4 
1. Right to Left: cpr 
2. Left to Right: 40yk/35prord/5ck/20cpr 
It is astonishing that the omnipotent son of God could suffer and die.  The one whose word 
set stars on fire, which give light on earth and marks days and seasons and months and 
years—that ancient host of witnesses to the work of almighty God: he made the dust of the 
earth and encased himself in it.  He fashioned all its sensitive nerves and subjected himself to 
their torture.  No, there is no God greater, no God other, no God more unsearchable yet 
immanent as the God who reveals himself through creation, revelation, incarnation, and 
advents past and coming.  Come Lord Jesus! 
 
Run ***76: Notes (542-544) 
a Zebra L1 
Blend 90t-ncz/brum ↔ 90t-orange/ncz 
Slight residue of black from previous printing 
b Zebra L2 
All: 70t-cadr/pysc/orvm/crbv/bumb 
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Run ***76: Notes (542-544) 
c Lexan Monotype 
1. Blend from top-right to bottom-left: 92yk/5ck/3prord ↔ 
85yk/10ck/5prord ↔ 70yk/20prord/10ck ↔ 55yk/30ck/15prord ↔ 
45yk/40ck/15prord 
2. Blend back over 1 with choppy motion where I push the brayer in about 
5 inch section turning it one way 20° then 40° the other then 40° back 
working at an average parallel with the strata of color and moving 
gradually from one side of the blend to the other 
3. Cloth wipe away in Christ Figure 
4. Direct expressive, graphic marks in Christ Figure with 1 inch brayer: 
40ck/30prord/30yk (loose ink) 
Nature’s first green is gold, 
Her hardest hue to hold. 
Her early leaf’s a flower; 
But only so an hour. 
Then leaf subsides to leaf. 
So Eden sank to grief, 
So dawn goes down to day. 
Nothing gold can stay.256 
A world history of sin is laid on Jesus Christ, and it is he that makes all things new.257  The 
black is sin and death, the red is his redeeming blood, the orange is life (which is found with 
and in the blood), the blue-green is the depth of our need, and yellow green is natures gold—
which is what is becoming of creation’s need258 through Christ Jesus’ sacrifice.  “For you 
know that it was not with perishable things such as silver or gold that you were 
redeemed…but with the precious blood of Christ, a lamb without blemish or defect.”259 
 
Run 77: Notes 
a Tried to chine collage 2 large rectangles (10.5" X 25") w/ color pencil on rice 
paper, but they glued to the ink rather than the Stonehenge 
b Ghost after rolling lexan in red and printing small rectangles 
 
This is the 6th ghost of 25b 
                                                 
256Nothing Gold Can Stay by Robert Frost 
257 Isaiah 65:17 
258 Romans 8:22 
259 1 Peter 1:18, 19 
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Run 77: Notes 
c Ghost and Direct Draw 
1. Ghost of 8c Sintra L3 
2. Draw Direct with Sennelier oil pastel 
3. Original L2 w/ 60t-prsn/sep/trvt circle blend from center fading 
outward 
d Original L3 
Radial Blend from Loaded to Ghost center-out 
e Original L4 
Radial Blend from Loaded to Ghost center-out: 50t/20prord/20ulvi/10pthblrs 
Some of the peripheral things are represented: the cup of the last supper, coins Judas threw 
back into the temple, an oil candle from the last supper, and Satan as a coiled serpent.  These 
agents were necessary.  This work is set in frames that suggest memory and distance.  There 
are eleven frames of equal size: these may be taken to represent the disciples less Judas.  
There are three of the same size; this may reference the trinity and support the fact that God 
intended for Satan to enter Judas and carry out his will—not that Satan is a deity, but that 
Providence created him.  There is frame of a different size than the rest: it represents Christ. 
 
Run 78: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
Blend of 90t-ncz/brum and 90t-orange/ncz 
b Original L1 
1. Gradation from Loaded to Empty: 75t-sap 
2. STENCIL OUT Background 
c  
d Sintra L5 
Over Ghost of 72e 
1. Background Top-Left Downward Blend from Loaded to Ghost: bk 
2. Background Left to Right: 40prord/20cpr/30yk/10pysc 
3. Christ Figure Cloth Wipe Away Bottom-Right Upward 
4. Christ Figure Bottom-Right Upward: 40prord/20cpr/30yk/10pysc 
Christ remains pure through his trial and crucifixion; he never lashes back.  Though he 
experiences unjust suffering, he maintains integrity and faith in God, the judge. 
 
Run 79: Notes 
a Violent L1 
Blend of 90t-ncz/brum and 90t-orange/ncz 
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Run 79: Notes 
b Violent L2 
Over Ghost of 68c 
1. Blend Top Downward: 80t-trvt/brsi 
2. Christ Figure: 85t-pysc 
3. Plastic grocery bag Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
Bottom Background = ghost of 68c 
c ViolentL3 
Over Ghost of 72d 
1. Background: 80t-ncz/brsi 
2. Christ Figure Blend from Loaded to Ghost Left to Right: 30t-brsi/ncz 
3. Christ Figure 4exp: 20t-rwm/brsi 
4. Cloth Wipe Away blood 
d Violent L4 
This print is a purely subtractive print from the violent matrix.  It represents the intent of that 
matrix well.  Christ endured the greatest violence and was disfigured beyond the likeness of a 
man. 
 
Run 80: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
1) 95o-trer/90t-perb: over all thin 
2) 95t-ncz/pysc: jumbo brayer (12in) exp 
b Peg Board Monotype 
1. 100t all 
2. 6expB: 90t-bumb 
3. 6expB: 80t-crbv 
4. 6expB: 80t-bumb 
Press pressure askew w/ its left side up one full revolution 
c Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 53c 
1. Ghost of 53c 
2. Direct Flash brush: pot with blood-flame 
d Plexiglas Monotype
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Run 80: Notes 
e Violent L4 
1. Background Right to Left-Bottom: 70o/5ck/10prord/10sap/5orvm 
2. Christ Figure Bottom Upward: 60prord/30ck/10o 
3. Blood: 65prord/35prorg 
4. Direct cloth rub 
Christ is accompanied by an oil candle, into which his right arm dissolves.  It is his life 
passing.  He whose life “was the light of men”260 is about to snuffed out.  This is also 
indicated by the receding yellow and by the red that is filling the border. 
 
Run 81: Notes 
a Violent L1 
1) Blend: 95o-trer/90t-perb (0-flesh) and 85t-orange/qnrd/ncz (T-red-
orange) 
2) jumbo brayer (12in) exp w/blend of o-flesh and 90t-mk-ck/T-red-
orange 
PRINT DESTROYED 
This print was ripped to use the two sides (three inch strips) at the ends of the thesis 
installation to give the appearance that the works kept going right through the adjacent walls. 
 
Run 82: Notes 
a Violent L1 
3-way exp blend: 
1. 85t-ornage/qnrd/ncz (T-red-orange) 
2. 90t-mk-ck/T-red-orange (T-purple) 
3. Semi-opaque-orange/qnrd/ncz (Semi-opaque-flesh) 
b Violent L2 
Over Ghost of 71b 
1. 40t/30o/30svr 
2. Christ Figure Exp: 30o/30mk/25yk/ck 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of  139d 
1. All but dove: 70yk/20mk-hnmd/bk 
2. Dove: bk  
No reapplication of opaque white 
                                                 
260 John 1:4 
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Run 82: Notes 
d Violent L4 
Over Ghost of 71d 
1. All thin: 100t 
2. Background Top-Right: 85t/15prbl 
3. Background Bottom-Left to Middle (not over dove): 
50prord/25orvm/25t 
4. Christ Figure Top-Left to Right Blend from Loaded to Ghost: 
30svr/60ck/10ulvi 
5. Christ Figure dove: bk 
6. Blood: 65prord/35prorg 
Darkness is overtaking the light.  The use of the first two layers of the violent matrix is 
actually very gentle in hue.  The color of these layers are both sorrowful and hopeful.  There 
is also an indication of prophesy (the Isaiah matrix), and the use of this matrix provides a 
sense of solemnity through the order of the marks and the reality of the blood-red hue.  The 
final layer from the violent matrix gives an overall earthy tone and a fuller sense of 
atmospheric depth and bodily form.  The result is a foreboding stormy presence. 
 
Run 83: Notes 
a Violent L1 
All: 95t-perb 
b Sintra L2 
All: 80t-ncz 
c Violent L2 
1. Background: 85o-svr/mk 
2. Blood: 30o/30mk/25yk/ck 
3. Christ Figure exp: 70svr-o/ck/mk 
4. Cloth Wipe Away 
d Sintra L5 
1. Background 65prord/15t/20hndp 
2. If is ghost of 37e 
e Original L4 
1. All: 50ck/30t/10o/10pthblrs 
2. Bottom-Right to Left Curved Blend: 80o/20ck 
3. Direct cloth rub 
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Run 83: Notes 
Title: dissolving solution 
Jesus says of himself, “The reason my Father loves me is that I lay down my life—only to 
take it up again.  No one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own accord.  I have 
authority to lay it down and authority to take it up again.  This command I received from my 
Father.”261  Jesus tells us all, “For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever 
loses his life for me will find it.”262  The biblical principle is counter-intuitive: one who lays 
down his life will acquire life.  This is about submission and trust.  We expect children to do 
as their parents tell them in trust that their parents are doing what is best for them.  If we 
expect this of children whose parents are not perfect, why do we not expect this of ourselves, 
whose God is perfect, powerful, and good—a God who took up our suffering and 
sympathizes with our weaknesses? 
 
Run 84: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
b Original L1 
1. 45t-mk/perb/bis/hnmd 
2. Cloth Wipe Away 
3. STENCIL OUT Background 
c Original L3 
Over Ghost of  68b 
1. 30svr/30o-yk/ck/mk 
2. B: bk 
d Violent L4 
Over Ghost of 33d 
1. Background: 80o/5prsn/5rwm/5sap/5brum 
2. Christ Figure partial: bk 
3. Christ Figure Direct Hand Dab 
e Original L4 
1. Left to Right: bk 
2. 60ck/20t/10o/10pthblrs 
3. Stencil out stomach 
f Plexiglas Monotype 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Cloth Wipe Away 
                                                 
261 John 10:17, 18 
262 Matthew 16:25 
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Run 84: Notes 
The black makes it seem like death is creeping through Christ’s body like cancer.  The 
background is very strange.  It seems hard like rock, yet disinterested in what is happening 
before it.  In this way, it represents the hardhearted onlooker. 
 
Run 85: Notes 
a Violent L1 
1. Green all 
2. Background: Purple-brown Bottom Upward 
3. Write “Father forgive th…now not…h…” Sennelier oil pastel on matrix
b Original L1 
1. 75o-bis/sap 
2. 70t-pthb/sap 
3. STENCIL OUT Background 
 
A student commented on this stage that it seems South American and 
tropical—not like crucifixion. 
c Plexiglass Monotype 
1. Bottom-Left to Top-Right: 85t-prbl/ceru 
2. Top-Right to Bottom-Left: 85t-prbl/orvm/ceru 
3. Christ Figure Cloth Wipe Away 
4. Brush Flash oil / bk 
5. Color shaper remove Hebrew text that translates “Your Love, O Lord, 
reaches to the heavens” 
It interests me how planar the shapes in this print are and how the color is so unreal and the 
marks so crude, yet the Christ figure feels animated (that is, motion is indicated) and set in a 
fog-like space.  And the color is sorrowful and disgusting.  I feel myself morn and my 
stomach turn.  All this is in contrast to the blue—a blue like a summer sky and a 
paradisaically pure, tranquil pool.  This blue is the visual echo of the Hebrew text and a 
prophesy of the living water and heaven.  Christ passes through the baptism of suffering and 
death to become the firstborn from among the dead, the possessor of an indestructible life.263 
 
Run 86: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
1. 85o-vndkyke/rwum 
2. jumbo brayer (12in) exp 75o-hnmd ink/sap/cyan ink/vndk/rwum 
3. 4" 80o-ncz/qnsi 
                                                 
263 Hebrews 7:16 
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Run 86: Notes 
b Sintra L3 
Over Ghost of  41c (Background) 
1. Christ Figure: 90t-anrd 
2. Christ Figure B: 50mk/yk/svr 
c Sintra L5 
1. Christ Figure: 60t/20prsn/10ncz/10crbv 
2. Background Bottom-Right Upward: 70t/20ncz/10crbv 
3. Background Top-Left Downward: 40o/20prsn/20rwm/10ncz/10crbv 
d Lexan Monotype 
Copper is encased in a haze.  This is meaningful to me because I associate precious metals 
with divinity as a symbol, and I associate copper with humility compared to gold which is so 
often used ostentatiously.  The haze is of a heavenly creamy light and a blue spring shower.  
There is hope foreshadowed here.  Christ is undergoing baptism; his body is sick with the 
green of agony.  But it is a beautiful thing: absolutely beautiful. 
 
[Tiffany Robinson, my wife, chose to acquire this print.] 
 
Run 87: Notes 
a Violent L1 
1. 75o-vndk/rwum 
2. 4" exp: 80o-ncz/qnsi 
3. 1" exp 75o- hnmd ink/sap/cyan ink/vndk/rwum 
b ViolentL2 
Over Ghost of 126b 
1. Background Left to Right: 80t-sep/prsn/trvt 
2. Background Right to Left: 75t-crbv/cadr/prsn 
3. Christ Figure: 80t-trvt/brsi 
4. Christ Figure 4exp: 75yk/15mk/10t-prsn 
5. Christ Figure: 80t-hnmd/ncz 
6. Christ Figure Hand Dab  
c Lexan Monotype 
Christ Figure blend, Cloth Wipe Away, wipe Background clean 
This is about the filth of sin, death, and mockery that cause the divine blood of the son of 
God to flow and his human head to dizzy in biological revulsion. 
 
Run 88: Notes 
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Run 88: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
1. 75o- hnmd ink/sap/cyan ink/vndk/rwum 
2. 4" exp: 65o- pthalo blue/hnmd ink/sap/cyan ink/vndk/rwum 
b Original L3 
Over Ghost of  54b 
1. Curved Blend loaded to empty: 40yk/30mk/20greenleft-over ink-
svr/prsn 
2. Curved Blend Background: greenleft-over ink 
Printed with sizing catcher to emboss and pick up inked Background 
c Lexan Monotype 
I will be ripping the border off this print as it is distracting, weak, and meaningless visually.  
What is left has a potent background full of angst and show the Christ as one striped and 
darkened by his affliction. 
 
Run 89: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
1. 85o-qnsi 
2. jumbo brayer (12in) exp 80o-rwum/crbv/qnsi 
3. 4" exp 85o-ncz/qnsi 
4. Soften edges with fingers 
b Sintra L2 
1. 90t-qnsi 
2. jumbo brayer (12in) exp 70Semi-opaque-Purple 
Step two of this layer was applied to correspond with step two of layer “a” 
c Plexi Montype 
Christ’s flesh is dissolving as though with acid from without.  But he is also glowing from 
within.  This speaks of the unity of his divinity and humanity.  He is substituting himself for 
sinners to be an atonement sacrifice.  The square speaks of his perfection and the perfection 
of his accomplishment.  It also suggests that we are seeing through a prism, that what we see 
is incomplete and that something more may be imperceptible. 
 
I acknowledge that I am visually indebted to Francis Bacon in the rendering of visceral flesh, 
which is essential to this echo of the crucifixion. 
 
Run 90: Notes 
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Run 90: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
1. Blend: 85qnsi ↔ 80o-rwum 
2. jumbo brayer (12in) exp: 70o-qnsi 
3. Local blend: 75o-ncz/qnsi 
b Plexi Monotype 
Over Ghost of  65c 
1. Plastic grocery bag Dab application Background: 60anrd-t/mk/ck/hnmd 
ink 
2. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
c Lexan Monotype 
The one who “treads the winepress of the fury of the wrath of God Almighty,”264 whose robe 
is dipped in blood,265 will come again on the clouds.266  He is worthy to come and judge.267  
He is worthy to be feared more than crucifixion.268 
 
Run 91: Notes 
a Violent L1 
1. Blend: 75o-qnsi ↔ 75o-rwum 
2. jumbo brayer (12in) exp 65o-qnsi 
3. Soften / texture with fingers 
b Original L1 
1. 50t-magenta/bis/hnmd  
2. 1" exp 40t- magenta/bis/hnmd /perm blue/sep 
3. STENCIL OUT Background 
c Plexi Monotype 
Purple inked with Flash Oil –thinned inks on large fan brush 
Title: Silence before Slaughterers 
The purple shouts “CRUCIFY HIM!  CRUCIFY HIM!”269  Yet Jesus was silent before his 
enemies like a lamb led to slaughter.270 
 
Run 92: Notes 
                                                 
264 Revelation 19:15 
265 Revelation 19:13 
266 Daniel 7:13;  Mark 14:62; Revelation 1:7 
267 Revelation 5:9 
268 Luke 12:5 
269 Luke 23:21 
270 Isaiah 53:7 
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Run 92: Notes 
a Violent L1 
1. 95o-rwum all 
2. 85o-rawmumber jumbo brayer (12in) exp 
3. 85o-qnsi 4" exp 
b Violent L2 
1. Background: Over Ghost of 83c 
2. Christ Figure: 90t-ck/yk/mk 
c Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 57b 
1. Background: 50o/10t/cadr/prsn/ncz 
2. Christ Figure Left to Right: 40t-prsn/prbl 
3. Christ Figure 4exp: bk 
4. Cloth Wipe Away blood 
5. Blood: cadr and bk 
d Violent L4 
Ghost of 56d 
The city does not care when the poor die.  It takes no notice of the lowly.  Christ emptied 
himself of glory and became a servant to redeem and to exalt those who realize they are 
nothing before a holy God who loves them anyway. 
 
Run 93: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
1. 85o-rwum 
2. 85o-qnsi: 4" & jumbo brayer (12in) exp 
b Violent L2 
1. 85o-yk/mk/ck 
2. Background 2.5exp: 50o-mk/svr/yk 
3. Christ Figure 2.5exp: 50o-yk/mk/ck 
c Violent L4 
Over Ghost of 82d 
1. Background Left to Right: 65 prord/35orvm 
2. Christ Figure Left to Right: 60yk/25prord/15orvm 
3. Christ Figure 4exp Left to Right: 60yk/25prord/15orvm mottled with 
patches of cadr and prorg 
4. Blood: 70pthgr/10prsn/20o 
5. Blood 4exp: bk 
This print has a surface like thin layers of flayed, but beautiful, flesh laid over one another.  
They seem dyed or tattooed a green-black where the blood flows down from Christ’s head 
and across his neck and chest. 
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Run 94: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
1. 95o-rwum 
2. jumbo brayer (12in) exp blend: 85o-rwum 
3. 4" exp blend: 85o-qnsi over body 
b Sintra L3 
1. 85o-yk/mk/ck 
2. Christ Figure Hand Dab: 50o-mk/svr/yk 
c Original L2 
1. All: 80t-sep/prsn/trvt 
2. Stencil Out Christ Figure 
d Sintra L5 
1. Background Left to Right: 90t/5ulvi/5cpr 
2. Background Right to Left: 85t/5ck/5prord/5cpr 
3. Christ Figure: 60yk/10cadr/10hnmd/10prord/10ulvi 
e Lexan Monotype 
Title: Banner for the Nations 
The holy one radiates light and bears the stripes of abuse.  The stripes are earning salvation 
and hope for reward.  The background is in three broad and equal vertical bands like the flags 
of several nations.  The red-brown is like blood-stained soil, the green suggest life, and the 
warm yellow promises glory and prosperity.  This is a banner of the LORD. 
 
“In that day the Root of Jesse will stand as a banner for the peoples; the nations will rally to 
him, and his place of rest will be glorious.”271 
 
Run 95: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
All: 95o-rwum 
b Sintra L3 
All: 92o-rwum/svr 
c Violent L2 
Over Ghost of  64c 
Background Left to Right Blend from Loaded to Ghost: 70t-
crbv/orvm/prsn/cadr 
Figure is ghost of 64c 
                                                 
271 Isaiah 11:10 
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Run 95: Notes 
d Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 100c 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost: 40o-yk/mk/ck/hndp/rwm 
2. Christ Figure 4exp: 40yk/20mk/20hndp/20t 
3. Christ Figure 4exp: 80pthtq/10hndp/10t 
4. Direct Flash brush: “My God my God” 
Title: My God, my God! 
Here Jesus is battered and vandalized; nevertheless, he is like the sun at the core.  He cries 
out, “My God, my God!  Why have you forsaken me?”272  Jesus never sinned; why did God 
forsake him?  How is this just? 
 
Run 96: Notes 
a Violent L1 
All: 90o-rwum/qnsi 
b Violent L2 
1. All (dry): 50o-yk/ck/mk  
2. Background Exp Blend: 85o-yk/mk/ck 
3. 2.5 inch exp Christ Figure: 50mk-svr/yk 
c Curses 
Christ Figure: 70yk/30ck + 10% converting medium / 5% linseed oil / 5% easy 
wipe 
Background: 50mk/40ck/10yk +10% converting medium / 5% linseed oil / 5% 
easy wipe 
d Curate with Watercolor 
Dampen and Dry-Flatten between mat board 
Title: curses 
As with print 67, this work is completed by the intaglio curses. The intaglio curses layer is 
designed to finalize prints on which it is printed. The curses of Genesis 3 are literally fulfilled 
against the serpent and born on behalf of the redeemed by Jesus Christ. As it is written, “He 
will crush your head, and you will strike his heel” (Genesis 3:15c), and, “Cursed is everyone 
who is hung on a tree” (Galatians 3:13 after Deuteronomy 21:22-23); therefore, 
“ ‘Where, O death, is your victory? 
Where, O death is your sting?’ 
 The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law. But thanks be to God! He gives us 
the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ” (1 Corinthians: 15:55-57). 
                                                 
272 Psalm 22:1 and Matthew 27:46 
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Run 97: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
All: 95o-qnsi 
b Isaiah L4 
All: svr/ck/o 
c Sintra L3 
Over Ghost of 103b 
1. Background Top Downward: 70t-crbv/cadr/pysc/prsn 
2. Background Bottom Upward: 80t-sep/prsn/trvt 
3. Christ Figure Curved Blend: 75 yk/10t/14mk-prsn 
4. Christ Figure Curved Blend: 60yk/30mk/9t-prsn 
5. Christ Figure Curved Blend: 40yk/20mk/25t-crbv/cadr/prsn 
d Sintra L4 
1. Background Top Downward loaded to empty: 50t-prsn/prbl 
2. Christ Figure: 40t-cadr/prsn/ncz/orvm 
I woke up many time to see this print in the dim morning light of my graduate studio cubical.  
I could see very little with the lights off and the blinds closed.  But Christ’s body appeared 
luminant and the marks danced.  It was glorious, quiet praise. 
 
Run 98: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
1) Blend of dry Semi-opaque-orange/quin red/ ncz to full 90t-magenta-
cyan/t-red-orange (t-purple) 
2) jumbo brayer (12in) t-purple in form of backward Hebrew Tav 
b Sintra L2 
1. Gradation from loaded to dry of 65Semi-opaque-purple 
2. 4" exp Hebrew TAV: 90o-brown 
c Curses 
40svr/60bk 
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Run 98: Notes 
Title: end of curses 
This work is completed by the intaglio curses. The intaglio curses layer is designed to 
finalize prints on which it is printed. The curses of Genesis 3 are literally fulfilled against the 
serpent and born on behalf of the redeemed by Jesus Christ. As it is written, “He will crush 
your head, and you will strike his heel” (Genesis 3:15c), and, “Cursed is everyone who is 
hung on a tree” (Galatians 3:13 after Deuteronomy 21:22-23); therefore, 
“ ‘Where, O death, is your victory? 
Where, O death is your sting?’ 
 The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law. But thanks be to God! He gives us 
the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ” (1 Corinthians: 15:55-57). 
 
The last letter of the Hebrew alphabet is the TAV: this suggests finality, an ending to the 
curses.  I generated this letter both correctly and as a mirror image: this suggests a reversing 
of the curse, that the curse is not only taken away, it is replaced by blessing. 
 
Run 99: Notes 
a Unaltered 1st ghost print of 25b 
b Plexi Monotype 
Over Ghost of 49b 
Christ Figure: bk 
c NEEDS ANOTHER LAYER 
 
Run 100: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
Incomplete exp blend (some areas are dry ghosts) of Semi-opaque-orange/quin 
red and 85t-magenta/cyan/t-red-orange 
b Original L1 
1. 80Semi-opaque-bis/brum 
2. Hand Dab 75t-pthalo blue/sap 
3. Hand Dab subtraction from Background 
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Run 100: Notes 
c Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 18b 
1. Background Right to Left: 98o-yk/mk 
2. Background Left to Right and arm: 40ck/50mk/10hndp 
3. Background Top-Left corner: bk 
4. Curved Blend Bottom-Right corner: 70yk/20mk/10t 
5. Hand Dab Christ Figure: pthtq 
6. Direct Hand Dab 
d Violent L4 
1. Curved Blend Bottom-Right Upward: 65prord/35prorg 
2. Curved Blend Top-Right Downward: 60o/15prord/10orvm/10sap/5ck 
3. Curved Blend Top-Left to Right: 60prord/30ck/10o 
4. Curved Blend Top-Left Downward: bk 
5. Stencil out Christ Figure partially 
6. Direct cloth rub 
e Original L4 
1. Top-Right Downward: 85o/10ck/5bk 
2. Middle-Bottom to Left: 60t/25anrd/15bk 
3. Armpit Downward: 60ck/20t/10pthblrs/10o 
Title: Surely he took up our infirmities273 
Initially, I thought the value in the chest was too dark.  However, I think the graphic and 
color contrast coupled with the character of the marks suggests viral or bacterial decease, and 
since Christ took up our infirmities, I find this successful in reflection. 
 
Run 101: Notes 
a Violent L1 
All jumbo brayer (12in) Exp: 95t-ncz, 95o-terra erc, and 90t-quin red/orange 
b Peg Board Monotype 
Ghost of 117b 
c Violent L2 
1. Direct Sinellier Oil pastel: “If there is a God, I’ll just rationally explain 
that I didn’t know. I’m sure he’ll understand. I’m sure… 
2. Blend Right to Left: Orange to Yellow 
3. Christ Figure: bright opaque green 
d Sintra L4 
Over Ghost of 118c 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Right to Left:55t-vndk/crbv/sep/anrd 
2. B Left to Right: 80yk/20mk 
3. Christ Figure: bk 
                                                 
273 Isaiah 53:4a 
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Run 101: Notes 
Title: mocking grace 
This print explores a kind of statement people make in a conceptual or philosophical sense in 
an effort to excuse themselves from accountability to God for the redemptive sacrifice of his 
Son.  It seems people are willing to talk about God as though he is an idea rather than a being 
and as though he does not hear what is being said.  This is contrasted in the image by the fact 
that an actual event took place which cost God the greatest suffering in order to provide a 
means by which anyone can truly be justified.  This print also explores the command God 
has of time through the inclusion of a statement made in 2008 by my colleague, Sarah 
Pargulski, here paraphrased from memory: it is shown entwined with the crucifixion of Jesus 
Christ which occurred nearly 2000 years ago. 
 
Number: 110/1 ev (I numbered this 110/1 ev by accident, so I exchanged its number for 110) 
 
Run 102: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
1) Over all: thin 90o-terra erc 
2) jumbo brayer (12in) exp 90t-ncz/brum and 90t-orange 
3) jumbo brayer (12in) exp 85t-quin red/ orange 
Title: Fire and Blood 
The whole surface represents Christ’s body.  It is all flesh and light.  Blood erupts and burns 
like raw flesh or fire.  We see, but only in part. 
 
Run 103: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
1) 95o-terra erc 
2) jumbo brayer (12in) exp 95t-ncz 
b Sintra L3 
1. Background: 85t-rwum 
2. 4expChrist Figure: 60t-cadr/pysc 
3. 4exp: 60t-ncz/rwum 
4. Hand Dab 
c Curses 
Like a season passing, so passes life in its time. 
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Run 104: Notes 
a Violent L1 
1) Blend of 95o-trerc and 90t-sap/cerulean 
2) jumbo brayer (12in) exp 95t-ncz 
b Zebra L2 
Over Ghost of 53b 
1. Blend Top Downward: 70t-crbv/cadr/pysc/bumb/orvm 
2. Curved Blend: Green left-over ink 
3. Direct: offset strip removal 
c Sintra L4 
Over Ghost of 109c 
1. Christ Figure Top Downward: 80prord/10ck/10t 
2. Christ Figure Bottom Upward: 40prord/30yk/20ck/10t 
No ink Background 
d Original L4 
1. 60o/30ck/10sap 
2. Arm and Left side: bk 
3. Neck and chest: 70ck/15cpr/15sap 
 
Run 105: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
Exp 3-way blend 
• 95o-terra erc 
• 95t-perm blue 
• 90t-sap/cerulean 
b Original L1 
1. 90Semi-opaque-brum 
2. Background gradients: 80t-pthalo blue/sap; 85t-sap; 70t-pthbl 
3. 4" exp 85t-qnsi 
4. 1" exp 70t- cad red/qnsi  
c Zebra L2 
Over Ghost of  39c 
1. Christ Figure: 30yk/30t/30mk-greenleft-over ink/cadr/orvm/crbv 
2. Curved Blend Christ Figure: 40yk/30t-crbv/cadr 
Stencil Out Background 
d Plexiglas Monotype 
Border: cpr 
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Run 105: Notes 
Title: liberation 
I see a California beach: celadon water, peachy sand, and a light gray blanket of cloud.  But 
the land is bleeding and copper monumentalizes the moment.  I love that this print is 
beautiful and solemn; it celebrates the love of God without forgetting the cost of that love.  
Christ died for the sins of the world, so it is fitting that his body be of a piece with the land 
and sea.  Therefore this print also is a representation of the groaning of creation according to 
what is written: 
“For the creation was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice, but by 
the will of the one who subjected it, in hope that the creation itself will be 
liberated from its bondage to decay and brought into the glorious freedom of 
the children of God.   We know that the whole creation has been groaning as 
in the pains of childbirth right up to the present time.   Not only so, but we 
ourselves, who have the firstfruits of the Spirit, groan inwardly as we wait 
eagerly for our adoption as sons, the redemption of our bodies.   For in this 
hope we were saved.  But hope that is seen is no hope at all.  Who hopes for 
what he already has?   But if we hope for what we do not yet have, we wait for 
it patiently.”274 
 
Run 106: Notes 
a Violent L1 
Blend: 95t-sap/cerulean and 95t-cerulean 
b Sintra L2 
1. 75t-cerulean/sep/etc. 
2. 4" Background gradient: 70t-green-blue-grey 
c Violent L3 
1. Christ Figure: 35t/45yk/15ck/5mk; then 30t/35yk/25ck/5mk 
2. Background Right to Left: 40ck/40mk/20t 
3. Background Left to Right: 80prord/15ck/5t 
4. Cloth Wipe Away blood 
5. Blood: 95yk/5ck 
6. Cloth Wipe Away exp blood 
7. Direct Hand Dab 
d Plexiglas Monotype
                                                 
274 Romans 8:20-25 
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Run 106: Notes 
Title: credible Jesus 
When this print was in its third layer, the Christ figure looked like flat green plastic, and 
(since the background was also a vibrant purple) those in the group studio (including myself) 
thought it looked like the Incredible Hulk.  I laughed with everyone heartily and sincerely, 
but I also thought the print was done for.  Nonetheless, I pressed on and did a monotype in a 
very dark brown to try to subdue the green and give the figure the illusion of mass and the 
whole a sense of light (which was suggested already by the background gradations but 
defeated by the flatness of the figure).  There is a reason Marvel uses these colors for the 
Hulk: they are powerful.  I think they are fitting for the one who laid his life down of his own 
accord—at whose death the sky was darkened, the thick veil of the temple tore from top to 
bottom, the earth quaked, rocks split, and tombs broke open and dead people raised to life 
and later entered Jerusalem to bear witness to Jesus’ credible resurrection.275 
This is a good reason for doing printmaking: no one print is so precious (like a painting) that 
I fear experimenting with it.  Sometimes, I completely destroy a print that had a lot of 
potential or merit at some point (this happened with print 9).  But more often, a print that 
seems mediocre or even poor becomes great.  In such cases, what seemed poor was the 
necessary basis for greatness.  Herein is a metaphor for Christ whose greatness was to 
become poor to make us rich and so be glorified:  “For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, that though he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor, so that you through his 
poverty might become rich.”276 
 
Run 107: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
Blend 95t-perm blue and 90t-sap/cerulean 
b Ghost of a Lexan Monotype 
c Zebra L2 
Over Ghost of  17b 
1. Background: 100o 
2. Wipe of Ink Residue Christ Figure 
3. B Christ Figure: 85t-prsn/o 
4. B Christ Figure: 70t-prsn/o 
5. Hand Dab Christ Figure 
d Original L3 
1. Christ FigureB:80 prord/10ck/10t :: 40ck/ 30mk/10yk/20t 
2. Stencil out Background 
3. Direct Hand Dab 
                                                 
275 Matthew 27:51-53 
276 2 Corinthians 8:9 
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Run 107: Notes 
e Original L4 
All: bk 
Title: Good Friday 
I imagine it was not a warm day that Good Friday. 
 
Run 108: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
1) 95t-cerulean all 
2) jumbo brayer (12in) exp 95t-perm blue 
3) Textured Top area with shower scrubby 
b Violent L1 
Ghost of 85b 
c Violent L2 
Over Ghost of 79b 
1. Write Direct with Sennelier oil pastel: 
What the / hell’s wrong /with people / ? I mean / Jesus Christ! / Look at 
what / we’re doing / to each other / . it make me 
2. 4exp Christ Figure: 80t-pysc 
3. 4exp Christ Figure: 40t-cadr/pysc 
Background is ghost of 79b 
d Plexiglas Monotype
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Run 108: Notes 
We ask these questions.  The answer is exactly so and the question remains Why.  The hell, 
so to speak, is wrong with us: it is within us.  It’s in our ignorant profanity.  It’s in our wars 
and arrogance.  It’s in our selfish lust and consumption of one another.  It’s in our dismissal 
and murder of the Son of God and the poor of the earth.  But what gain is there in being 
hellish?  Does ignorance or profanity accomplish anything?  Is one person worth more than 
another?  Jesus bore all this, we carried all of it out against him who bore our likeness. 
The arrangement is very meaningful (more even than I realized when I wrote it).  First, 
having the question mark with I mean asks “what do I (the artist) mean by writing this in the 
context of the crucifixion?”  Second, Jesus Christ! may be understood in this context as an 
invocation rather than only being considered in its standard sense as an expletive; it is a call 
for God (rather than a mere person or people) to look at what we are doing to each other, 
which includes him who shared in our humanity.  Finally, having the period with it makes me 
suggests that these are the forces at work in fashioning who I am—who each of us is. 
Someone asked me if I see the crucifixions as questions or answers.  This was the best 
question I have been asked.  My reply was and is: both.  Some are clearly more questioning 
(7, 66, 79, 89) whereas others are more answering (14, 36, 117).  Most, like this one, are 
both, but the overall emphasis is on inquiry.  Text and visual lucidity seem to suggest answer 
initially, but I have used them regularly to elicit uncertainty about meaning and intensions.  
Several times I accomplished this through jarring juxtaposition where the text seems clear 
but the visual context is contradictory (3, 17, 101, 111, 115).  I also accomplished this 
through the use of foreign language (22, 25, 116, 149).  Other times, the severity of the image 
and visual contradiction calls the viewer to uncertainty about his or her understanding of the 
crucifixion (2, 46, 47, 85). 
 
Run 109: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
1) 95t-cerulean 
2) jumbo brayer (12in) exp soft of 95t-perm blue 
3) Modified with bare hands 
b Original L1 
1. 85Semi-opaque-brum 
2. 4" exp 75t-qnsi 
3. 1" exp 80t-sap 
c Sintra L4 
Over Ghost of 15c 
1. Christ Figure: 98t-prord 
2. Background: 92t-prbl/lapis 
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Run 109: Notes 
d Sintra L5 
1. Background Right to Left: 50t/20prsn/20rwm/5ncz/5crbv 
2. Background Left to Right: 40o/20prsn/20rwm/10ncz/10crbv 
3. Christ Figure: 35t/30prord/15orvm/10hnmd/10anrd 
This is about Christ suffering.  I find the secondary triad (orange, green, and purple) has a 
great capacity to be a somber.  In this compositional context, I associate orange with flesh 
and pain, green with nausea and agony, and purple with sorrow and suffering.  The 
underlying blue, however, promises hope, cleansing, and peace.  The character of the blue 
marks is more fluid than the rest of the marks which are chaotic and jagged.  This contrast 
also participates in the meaning of the colors; that is, the colors are not meaningful in 
themselves. 
 
Run 110: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
3-way blend 
• 95t-perm blue 
• 95t-cerulean 
• 95t-sap/cerulean 
b Sintra L2 
75t-magenta/hnmd /etc. 
c Sintra L3 
d Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 116c 
1. Background Right to Left: 30t/40yk/15mk-cadr/hndp 
2. Background Top Downward: 40ck/50mk-hndp/o 
3. Background Bottom Upward: 70o-mk/ck/rwm 
No Ink Christ Figure 
4. Direct Hand Dab and Flash Brush: 30t/40yk15mk.cadr/hndp 
e Plexiglas Monotype: border only 
f Sintra L5 
1. Background Right to Left: 30yk/40prord/15pysc/10hndp/5prord 
2. Background Top-Left to Right: bk 
3. Christ Figure bk 
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Run 110: Notes 
Christ is massive and the gravity of the event is felt.  Bold spaces crisscross highly saturated 
split-complementary color gradations (yellow to green in the border and red to purple in the 
background).  Dark contrasts light in this epic depiction.  The Christ figure stands out 
because of the radiant white values, the cross-contours, and the painful imbruing orange that 
seems to be overtaking him from the left arm in.  Yet he is set in the space because his right 
arm appears to dissolve into the marks, colors, and values of the background as though he is 
disintegrating. 
 
Number: 101/1 ev (I numbered 101 as 110/1 ev on accident, so I exchanged its number for 
101) 
 
Run 111: Notes 
a Violent L1 
Blend of 95t-cerulean and 95t-perm blue 
b Sintra L2 
Ghost of 69b 
c Zebra L2 
Over Ghost of  104b 
1. B Bottom Upward: Green left-over ink 
2. B Top Downward: 95t-prsn 
d Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 113b 
1. Oil pastel text “…If there is a God, I just rationally explain to him that I 
didn’t know…” 
2. Background and Christ Figure Blend from Loaded to Ghost: 80t-ncz/mk 
3. Christ Figure: 60t-mk/yk 
4. Christ Figure: 40ck/40mk/20t 
5. Remove ink with Newsprint in head 
e Violent L4 
1. Christ Figure Bottom-Left to Right: 
20o/20sap/30yk/10ck/10orvm/10prord 
2. Christ Figure Middle Upward: 
45prsn/10o/10sap/20yk/5ck/5orvm/5prord 
3. Christ Figure Top-Right Downward: 65prord/35prorg 
4. Blood: bk 
5. Stencil out Background 
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Run 111: Notes 
Title: for Sarah Pargulski 
I had several conversations with Sarah Pargulski, who was an undergraduate studio art major 
with a printmaking emphasis at the time I produced this suite.  What I wrote on this print is a 
close paraphrase of something she said on more than one occasion (see run d).  I enjoyed 
talking with her, an agnostic, because she did not take offense at me, nor I at her, so we were 
able to ask one another questions, fashion and listen to honest responses, and come to 
understand one another more fully.  It is in this same spirit that I produce artwork—to enter 
into open dialogue about God, humanity, and the nature of things. 
My assertion in this print is that such statements as are written on the right side of this print 
betray the underlying reason why Jesus was crucified: faithlessness.  Eve and Adam 
disobeyed because they did not believe God who decreed death to be the consequence of sin.  
So, here, Jesus is shown taking the black and violent punishment for the faithless 
disobedience that says “If there is a God…”  As I said to Sarah, “saying If there is a God 
when God reveals himself is like talking to someone and having them completely ignore you; 
it is akin to saying ‘Up yours God; I don’t care that you exist.’ ” 
 
Run ***112: Notes (545-547) 
a Violent L1 
All: 95t-cerulean 
b Original L1 
1. Cloth Wipe Away gradient from ghost Top to clean @ Bottom 
2. jumbo brayer (12in) blend from loaded (Top) to empty (middle): 45t-
magenta/perm blue/sep/bis/hnmd  
3. Hand Dab 80Semi-opaque-brown 
c Curses 
Black Etching Ink with 5% easy wipe and 5% Linseed Oil 
d Curate with Watercolor 
Dampen and Dry-Flatten between mat board 
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Run ***112: Notes (545-547) 
Title: judgment 
This work is completed by the intaglio curses. The intaglio curses layer is designed to 
finalize the prints on which it is printed. The curses of Genesis 3 are literally fulfilled against 
the serpent and born on behalf of the redeemed by Jesus Christ. As it is written, “He will 
crush your head, and you will strike his heel” (Genesis 3:15c), and, “Cursed is everyone who 
is hung on a tree” (Galatians 3:13 after Deuteronomy 21:22-23); therefore, 
“ ‘Where, O death, is your victory? 
Where, O death is your sting?’ 
 The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law. But thanks be to God! He gives us 
the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ” (1 Corinthians: 15:55-57). 
 
Run 113: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
Incompletely inked: 95t-perm blue 
b Sintra L2 
1. 70t-grey-green 
2. 4" gradients Christ Figure: 80o-brown (then) 60Semi-opaque-purple 
c Violent L3 
Over Ghost of 71c 
1. Christ Figure 45o/35mk/20yk 
2. Background 80t-ncz/mk 
3. Blood: bk 
4. Blood: 60t-mk/yk 
5. Hand Dab blood 
d Plexiglas Monotype with oil pastel text from a hymn: “O sometimes it causes 
me to tremble, tremble, tremble.  Were you there when they nailed him to the 
tree?” 
Title: tremble 
This print is a visual expression of the hymn, which I also feel in my person at times.  The 
mauve marks that fashion the body of Christ, the jagged marks of the background, and the 
increasingly trembling characters of the text give form to the experience.  The dissonance of 
the colors corroborates this affect. 
 
Run 114: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
All: 95t-perm blue 
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Run 114: Notes 
b Original L1 
1. 95t-brum 
2. 4" Exp 90t-qnsi 
3. 4" blend exp 90t-sap↔80t-pthbl/sap 
c Original L3 
1. Christ Figure Bottom Upward: 60yk/20ck/20o 
2. Christ Figure Top Downward: 30ck/30mk/30o/10t 
3. Background: 60prord/35yk/5t 
Printed with felt 
d Original L4 
1. Right to Left: 70ck/15cpr/15sap 
2. Left to Right: bk 
Shouts, accusations, mockery, and a swirl of movement surrounded Christ in his passion.  He 
endured it all in holiness and bore the affliction of men and the agony of abandonment.  He 
emptied himself—a strange act of power. 
 
Run 115: Notes 
a Zebra L1 
All: 95t-perm blue 
under-inked low spots near corners due to significantly warped board and 
inability to see the transparent ink over the dark surface; after discovering this 
problem, I was able to adjust my inking to correct for that even though I was 
using the jumbo brayer (12in) 
b Sintra L3 
Over Ghost of 118b 
1. 85o-ck/yk/mk 
2. 2.5 inch Blend in Christ Figure: 50o-mk/svr/yk 
3. Curved Blend Background 2.5 inch: 85o-yk/mk/ck 
c Violent L3 
1. Background Left to Right: 30t/40yk/15mk-hndp/cadr 
2. Background Right to Left: 80o-rwm/vndk/yk/cadr/ck 
No Ink Christ Figure 
d Flash Oil Brush: “he will wipe away their tears…there will be no more tears” 
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Run 115: Notes 
Title: he will wipe away the tears 
“…he will swallow up death forever.  The Sovereign LORD will wipe away the tears from all 
faces; he will remove the disgrace of his people from all the earth. The Lord has spoken.”277 
 “For the Lamb at the center of the throne will be their shepherd; he will lead them to springs 
of living water.  And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes.”278 
How can the “man of sorrows” wipe away our tears?  He has become empathetic by bearing 
with all difficulties from bodily pain to relational and psychological distresses.  In this print, 
Christ is shown in humble tones.  The right to wipe away tears is being earned with no pomp.  
The word “tears” is the most prominent, and has a dual meaning here.  It speaks of the 
tearing of Christ’s body and of the temple veil.  It also speaks of tearing of his heart: Jesus 
wept over Jerusalem and over the death of his friend Lazarus.  Jesus bled from his pores 
when he prayed before his arrest.279  He understands the tears he wipes away. 
 
Run 116: Notes 
a Original L1 
All: 90Semi-opaque-brum 
b Sintra L3 
1. 90t-ck/yk/mk 
2. Background B: 50svr/ 50yk 
3. Color shaper subtraction of Psalm 69:29 
 
“But I am afflicted and in pain; let your salvation, O God, set me on high!” 
(ESV) 
c Violent L3 
1. Background Left to Right: 30t/40yk/15mk-hndp/cadr 
2. Background Right to Left: 80o-rwm/vndk/yk/cadr/ck 
No Ink Christ Figure 
d Plexiglas Monotype
Christ submits to the wrath of God for the sin of mankind, which he carries.  Acid streaks the 
polluted sky.  A dark oceanic storm cloud engulfs one side and the dark color of the sea lies 
behind the Christ figure on the right side of the print.  The Hebrews used the sea as a 
metaphor for abysmal disorder and unsearchable danger.  Christ seems to lean back like a 
child trusting that a parent will catch him. 
                                                 
277 Isaiah 25:8 
278 Revelation 7:17 
279 Luke 22:44 
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Run ***117: Notes (548-551) 
a Original L1 
All: 80Semi-opaque-bis/brum 
b Peg Board Monotype 
1. 90t-pysc 
2. Curved Blend: 80t-crbv 
3. Curved Blend: 85t-ovrm 
4. 6exp Christ Figure: Green ILO 
5. Stencil Out 
6. Cloth Wipe Away Direct 
c Direct flash oil brush through stencils: Death / where is / your / Sting? 
d Peg board Monotype
Title: Death where is your Sting? 
This print is (in the more obvious sense) a taunt to death and mortality.  However, it is also 
stained with the solemnity of the price to claim such victory.  This print elicits from me the 
same weight of waiting for Christ’s return as when it is said “whenever you eat this bread 
and drink this cup, you proclaim the Lord’s death until he comes.”280 
When Jesus comes, he will install a new heaven and new earth at which time, “He will wipe 
away every tear from their eyes.  There will be no more death or mourning or crying or pain, 
for the old order of things has passed away.”281  Yet, the print acknowledges the present 
suffering of our own pain and the observance of others’ pains and passing.  This is what 
makes this print a work of art rather than a work of propaganda.  The grid of pale, even dots 
gives a calculating, impassible appearance; it suggests the multitudes of lives that have come 
and gone with no human remembrance of them.  It speaks visually what Solomon stated this 
way: “There is no remembrance of men of old, and even those who are yet to come will not 
be remembered by those who follow.”282  The dynamic blue dots set askew from the rest 
suggest that death is sinister and invasive like cancer.  But Christ took the sting of death 
which is sin283 and nailed its power to the cross:284 this is shown by the four blue marks on 
his neck. 
 
Run 118: Notes 
a Original L1 
All: 50t-magenta/bis/hnmd /yel 
                                                 
280 1 Corinthians 11:26 
281 Revelation 21:4 
282 Ecclesiastes 1:11 
283 1 Corinthians 15:56 
284 Colossians 2:14 
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Run 118: Notes 
b Sintra L3 
Over Ghost of 94b 
1. 85o-yk/mk/ck 
2. 2.5 inch: 85o-ck/mk/yk 
c Sintra L4 
Over Ghost of 126c 
1. Top Downward Blend from Loaded to Ghost: 60t—
vndk/anrd/crbv/rwm 
2. Bottom Upward Blend: 50t-sep/vndk/anrd/crbv 
3. Christ Figure Blend: bk 
d Sintra L5 
1. Background: 30ck/40yk/15svr/15pthgr 
2. Christ Figure: bk 
PRINT MUST BE LAYERED WITH ½ PRINT #29 
In this collaboration the tearing of Christ’s body and of the temple veil is stated literally.  In 
another sense, the blood sacrifice is set against the disinterested perception of one who 
“cannot” believe God could be both loving and wrathful. 
 
Run 119: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
All: 98t-ncz 
b Isaiah L1 
Ghost of 135a 
c Isaiah L2 
1. 85o-ck/sep/yk 
2. 75o-ck/sep/yk 
3. CWO 
d Isaiah L3 
1. 60yk/40o 
2. 4Exp Christ Figure: 25o-prsn/yk/ck 
3. Hand Dab smear 
e Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  123d 
1. All: 30MODT/40yk/10mk/pysc/bumb 
2. Background Top Downward: 70svr/10MODT/15yk/5mk 
f Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 123e 
1. All thin: 40o/20prord/10t/10ck/10ncz/5qnsi/5pthblrs 
2. Christ Figure 4exp: 40vndk/30prord/15t/10ck/5pthblrs 
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Run 119: Notes 
g Isaiah L6 
1. Background and Christ Figure Bottom-Right-Up: 
40prord/20cpr/30cadr/10crbv 
2. Christ Figure Top-Left Downward: 60yk/30ck/5o/5cpr 
h Isaiah L7 
Completely misregistered 
PRINT DESTROYED 
 
Run 120: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 119a 
95t-ncz/bis 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 90o-sep/sap/yk/ck 
2. Background blend @ Top: 80o-ck/sep/yk 
3. Curved Blend: 85t-yk/sap/mk/ck 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 147c 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost t-m: 50 yk-cer/ck/O 
2. Blend from Loaded to Ghost mid-Bottommid: 30yk-O/cer/ck 
3. B mid-Bottom-Bottom: 60Semi-opaque-yk/ulvi/ncz/sap 
4. 30 O-yk/mk/ck 
5. Background: 50t-yk/mk/ck 
d Isaiah L4 
1. Top-dwn: left-over ink 60o/35ck 
2. Bot Upward: 45o/25ck/30brsi 
3. Christ Figure B: 20o/10ck/70brsi 
4. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
e Isaiah L5 
1. All thin: 40o/20prord/10t/10ck/10ncz/5qnsi/5pthbl(rs) 
2. Background Bottom Upward: 80svr/20pthblrs 
3. Christ Figure 4exp: 70pthblrs/10o/15svr/5prord 
f Isaiah L6 
Over Ghost of 162f 
50ck/50yk 
g Isaiah L7 
All: bk 
 
Run 121: Notes 
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Run 121: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 120a 
Blend: 95t-ncz/bis↔92t-ncz/ trer/bis 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 65t-mk/yk/O/sep 
2. CWO 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 121c 
1. All: 60t-yk/pthblrs/O/mk 
2. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
Title: burning anger 
This print represents the Isaiah prints at the 3rd layer development. 
The intense color, value, and saturation contrasts in this print evoke an awesome power, and I 
do not think this would be helped with additional layers. 
 
Run 122: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 121a 
Blend: 95t-ncz/bis↔90Semi-opaque-ncz/trer/bis 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 92t-cady/yk 
2. Blend: 90t-cady/ulvi/yk 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 128c 
1. Top-D: 60t-yk/ncz 
2. 70Semi-opaque-sep/yk/ncz/ulvi/qnsi 
3. Bot-mid: 60t-yk/ulvi/ncz/qnsi 
4. 40t-sap/yk/ulvi/bis 
d Isaiah L4 
1. 80MODT-bumb/yk/hnmd 
2. Curved Blend Christ Figure: 70MODT-pysc/orvm/hnmd/yk 
3. Curved Blend Christ Figure & Curved Blend Background: 65MODT-
hnmd/prbl/vndk 
e Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 128e 
1. Background Blend from Loaded to Ghost Bottom Upward: 60t-
crbv/hnsdp/ncz/hnmd 
2. Christ Figure: 70t-hnsdp/qnsi/hnmd 
3. Christ Figure 4exp50t-qnsi/hnsdp 
4. Christ Figure 4exp: 60t-crbv/pthtq/hnsdp/ncz 
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Run 122: Notes 
f Isaiah L6 
1. 70cpr/30brum 
2. Christ Figure Bottom-Right to Left: 40cpr/15brum/45cadr 
3. Christ Figure Top-Left to Right: 35crbv/30cadr/25cpr/10brum 
4. Background Top Downward: 70cpr/30o 
5. Direct Hand Dab 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Background: 30o/30cpr/20ck/20prord 
 
Run 123: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 122a 
90Semi-opaquencz/trer/bis 
b Isaiah L2 
1. Bot Right: 90t-cady/ulvi/yk 
2. Blend (rest): 92t-cady/yk 
3. Blend in Top-left: 10t-yk 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 122c 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Bottom-R↔midL 60t-yk/bis 
2. Blend from Loaded to Ghost mid-L↔Top-L 60t-yk/ncz 
3. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Top-L↔mid 70Semi-opaque-
sep/yk/ncz/ulvi/qnsi 
4. Exp Christ Figure 40t-qnsi/ncz/yk 
d Isaiah L4 
1. Background Bottom Upward: 30o/60ck/10prbl 
2. Background Top Downward: 70o/20ck/10prbl 
3. Christ Figure: 80MODT-bumb/hnmd/yk 
4. 4exp Christ Figure: 40MODT-psyc/ hnmd/orvm/bumb 
e Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 122e 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Background Bottom Upward: 
25t/45prord/20ck/10pthblrs 
2. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Christ Figure Bottom Upward: 
40o/10t/20prord/10ck/5pthblrs/10ncz/5qnsi 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Background: 60bk/30cpr/10prord 
2. Christ Figure: 60prord/25cadr/15cpr 
3. Direct Hand Dab 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Background: nothing 
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Run 124: Notes 
a Sintra L-2 
Ghost of 98b plus 
1. 80o-grey/brown/green in Background 
2. 4" exp Christ Figure: 70t-quin Sienna (then) 60t-cad red/brum/ qnsi 
b Sintra L4 
1. Christ Figure: 80prord/15ck/5t 
2. Christ Figure: 50prord/30yk/15ck/5t 
3. Christ Figure: 40prord/30yk/25ck/5t 
4. Background: 45yk/10ck/10mk/35t 
5. Background: 30yk/10ck/10mk/15prord/35t 
6. Background: 80prord/15ck/5t 
7. Background: 40ck/40mk/20t 
8. Direct brayer: 40ck/40mk/20t 
9. Direct Hand Dab 
c SintraL5 
1. Background Left to Right:35t/20prsn/15rwm/20prord/10o 
2. Background Right to Left: 40o/20prsn/20rwm/10ncz/10crbv 
3. Christ Figure: 40yk/30prord/15ck/15t 
This print is a purely subtractive print from the Sintra matrix.  As such, it embodies my 
purposes for making that matrix,285 with an emphasis on the emptying of life Christ 
submitted to as indicated by the disintegration of his body from his right to his left. 
 
Run 125: Notes 
a Sintra L2 
75t-magenta/hnmd yel/etc. 
b Original 
Over Ghost of  88b 
1. Background green left-over ink 
2. Curved Blend loaded to empty Christ Figure: 30svr/30o-yk/mk/ck 
3. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
Printed with sizing catcher to emboss and pick up inked Background 
c Sintra L4 
Over Ghost of 69c 
1. Christ Figure: 60prord/25yk/15t 
2. Christ Figure exp B: 25ck/25prord/40mk/10t 
No Ink Background 
                                                 
285 5.4.3.2  Sintra 
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Run 125: Notes 
d Original L3 
Over Ghost of 60c 
While layer c was wet 
Blend from Loaded to Ghost Christ Figure Left to Right: 40ck/40mk/20t 
Title: fury of the wrath of God Almighty 
This print deals with the fury of the wrath of God Almighty poured out on his own son Jesus. 
The saturated and burnt reds, the various energetic marks throughout, and posture of the 
Christ figure all contribute to the severity of tone. The sinewy and vein-like contours in the 
body, the hue like one sees when (s)he closes his or her eyelids and looks toward the sun, th 
subtle glowing aura around  Christ, and the translucent depth of the lower-right background 
area cooperate to impart a visceral inner space quality to the print.  The viewer is confronted 
with blood and wrath, but not with gore; atonement becomes the subject. 
Visually, I am particularly pleased with the way the form of the figure both separates from 
the surrounding space and dissolves into it.  Despite monochromatic coloration, the figure is 
clearly neither collaged onto nor confused with the space; in fact there is a wonderfully 
subtle shimmering between the two—especially around the head.  I have found that this is a 
very difficult quality to achieve. 
 
Run 126: Notes 
a Sintra L2 
Dry run 75t-red 
b Violent L2 
Over Ghost of 108c 
1. T-D and Background: 80t-sep/prsn/trvt 
2. Hand Dab Christ Figure: 60t-cadr/pysc 
c Sintra L4 
1. All: 85t-rwm/o 
2. Curved Blend: 70t-vndk/rwm/o 
3. Christ Figure B: 40t-anrd/crbv/vndk 
4. Curved Blend: 55t-crbv/vndk/rwm 
d Direct flash oil brush: 
Could we with ink the ocean fill, and were the skies of parchment made; were 
every stalk on earth a quill and every man a scribe by trade: to write the love of 
God above would drain the ocean dry; nor could the scroll contain the whole—
though stretched from sky to sky. (from the hymn “The Love of God”) 
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Run 126: Notes 
e Plexiglas Monotype 
1. All: trans blue ink 
2. Christ Figure: Cloth Wipe Away 
3. Lay butcher paper over matrix 
a. Background: Press stripes like on the Violent matrix 
b. All: rub with palm using more pressure on the right and decreasing 
toward the left 
Title: a meager shadow 
I think I could have executed the text much more successfully with value and opacity 
variations that relates to the visual context.  My intent was to render the words with ink to 
look like ink applied to the surface rather than looking like an illusion of textual characters 
set in a space on some other surface (another illusion).  This, too, could have been 
accomplished more successfully by producing the letters with a more mechanical character or 
in a more elegant script.  This is a print that suggests more than it supports and I feel it fails 
in these ways. 
Nevertheless, something meaningful is reiterated by that failure.  No representation 
adequately conveys the love of God given to humanity in Jesus Christ. 
One way I think the print does work visually in conjunction with the text is that the final 
layer makes the whole image seem submersed as in the sea.  The print prompts awareness 
that the whole suite is produced with ink—a lot of ink.  It suggests that even this mass of 
expression and evocation is insufficient. 
 
Run 127: Notes 
a Sintra L1 
1. Yellow Green all 
2. jumbo brayer (12in) exp: brown 
b Plexi Monotype 
1. 50MODT equal parts of the following: vndk/pthtq/orvm/anrd/hnmd / 
40ck-mk/yk 
2. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
3. Plastic grocery bag Dab removal Background 
4. Color shaper: text “YHWH Why” and marks Christ Figure 
PRINT DESTROYED 
This print was ripped to use the two sides (three inch strips) at the ends of the thesis 
installation to give the appearance that the works kept going right through the adjacent walls. 
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Run 128: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 123a 
90Semi-opaquencz/trer/bis 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 90t-hnmd/ncz/bis/qnsi 
2. Blend: 80t-hnmd/brum/ncz/bis/qnsi 
c Isaiah L3 
1. All: 60t-yk/ncz 
2. Top: 70Semi-opaque-sep/yk/ncz/ulvi/qnsi 
3. Christ Figure 60t-yk/ulvi/bis 
d Isaiah L4 
1. 85MODT-hnmd/yk/bumb 
2. Curved Blend Background: 75MODT-bumb/hnmd/yk 
3. Curved Blend Christ Figure: 80MODT-orvm/hnmd/yk/bumb 
4. Curved Blend Christ Figure: 80MODT-trvr/hnmd/yk/bumb 
5. Hand Dab Christ Figure 
6. Strip Off Ink Direct 
Too Much Pressure 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Top-dwn: 80t-hnsdp/hnmd 
2. Christ Figure Bottom Upward: 70t-hnsdp/qnsi/hnmd 
3. Christ Figure 4exp: 60t-qnsi/hndsdp/hnmd 
4. Background Bottom Upward: 70t-hnsdp/ncz/hnmd 
5. Background Bottom Upward: 60t-hnsdp/crbv/ncz/hnmd 
f Isaiah L6 
1. 50cpr/50o 
2. Christ Figure BottoMiddle-Left Upward: 20cadr/30cpr/20crbv/30o 
3. Christ Figure Top Downward: 60o/30sap/10cpr 
4. Direct Hand Dab 
PRINT DESTROYED 
 
Run 129: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 124a 
Blend: 90Semi-opaque-ncz/quinsien↔90Semi-opaque-ncz/ulvi/quinsien 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 90o-sep/sap/yk/ck 
2. 85t-yk/sap/mk/ink 
3. Exp from outsides: 90o-sep/sap/yk/ck 
4. Soften Edges with Cloth 
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Run 129: Notes 
c Isaiah L3 
1. 96t-crbv/brum (equal ratio of oils) 
2. Background Bottom Upward: 98t-crbv 
3. Hand Dab 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  134d 
1. 40o/20ck/30svr-crbv/yk 
2. Curved Blend: 60svr/40o 
e Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 120e 
1. Background Bottom Upward Blend from Loaded to Ghost: 
50t/25pthblrs/10qnsi/5svr/5ncz/5crbv 
2. Christ Figure: 35t/30qnsi/20pthblrs/5svr/5ncz/5crbv 
3. Background Bottom Upward: 30t/40pthblrs/10qnsi/5o/5svr/5ncz/5crbv 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Background: 75ck/25prord 
2. Christ Figure: bk except head 
3. Background BottoMiddle-Left Upward: bk 
4. Christ Figure Right to Left and head: 75ck/25prord 
 
Run 130: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 128a 
Blend: 90Semi-opaque-ncz/ulvi/qnsien↔90Semi-opaque-qnsien/ulvi/sep/ncz 
b Isaiah L2 
90o-sep/sap/yk/ck 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 123c 
1. 50o-yk/mk/ck/ncz/qnsi (all but light on BottoMiddle-Left) 
2. B: 30o-yk/mk/ck/sap 
3. If 30o-yk/mk/ck/sap 
d Isaiah L4 
 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Background: 40t/30trvt/10ncz/10qnsi/10crbv 
2. Background Bottom Upward: 20t/40trvt/10pthblrs/10ncz/10crbv/10qnsi 
3. Christ Figure: 50prord/30t/20orvm 
4. Christ Figure 4exp: 40prord/20t/10orvm/20trvt/10pthblrs 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Background: 50ck/50yk 
2. Christ Figure: 35 crbv/25cadr/40cpr 
g Isaiah L7 
All: bk 
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Run 131: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 130a 
90Semi-opaque-qnsien/ulvi/sep/ncz 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 82Semi-opaque-psyc/sap/hnmd/ulvi 
2. 4" exp: 70t-qnsi/pysc/hnmd 
c Isaiah L3 
1. expB: 70Semi-opaque-sep/yk/ncz/ulvi/qnsi 
2. diagB: 30o-yk/mk/ck/sap 
3. B: 50t-yk/mk/ck/ncz 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  151d 
1. Background Top Downward: 50svr/40ck/10o 
2. Christ Figure Curved Blend: 40yk/20mk/30MODT/5svr-ck/o 
3. Curved Blend Christ Figure: 50yk/20mk/30MODT 
4. Hand Dab Christ Figure: 70svr-T/hndmd/bumb 
e Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 130e 
1. Background: 30t/15ck/40prord/5svr/10qnsi 
2. Christ Figure: 50t/25sap/10ck/10qnsi/5ncz 
3. Christ Figure: 30t/20sap/5ck/5qnsi/20pthtq/15hnmd 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Christ Figure: 60bk/30cpr/10prord 
2. Background: 70yk/20ck/10cpr 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Background: bk 
2. Christ Figure: ghost of bk 
 
Run 132: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 131a 
Blend: 90Semi-opaque-qnsien/ulvi/sep/ncz↔85Semi-opaque-
ulvi/qnsien/sep/ncz 
b Isaiah L2 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Bottom Upward: O 
2. Blend Top Downward: 80yk-O/cadr 
3. Exp Blend: 85 yk-O/sap/cadr 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 161c 
1. 95t-psyc 
2. B: 25o-prsn/yk/ck 
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Run 132: Notes 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  131d 
1. Christ Figure: 50yk/20mk/30MODT 
2. Background Curved Blend Bottom up: 20mk/30yk/30svr-crbv/ck/o 
3. Background 4exp: 80t-sap/yk/hnmd 
e Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 131e 
1. Background Right to Left: 40t/30trvt/10qnsi/10ncz/10pthblrs 
2. Background Left to Right: 40t/30pthblrs/20prord/10qnsi 
3. Background: 30t/30trvt/15pthtq/10pthblrs/15hnmd 
4. Christ Figure Right to Left: 40t/30pthblrs/20prord/10qnsi 
5. Christ Figure Left to Right: 50prord/30t/20orvm 
Notice the Background blends from Left to Right (2.) the same color as is 
blended from Right to Left Christ Figure (4.). 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Background: bk 
2. Christ Figure Bottom-Right Upward: bk 
3. Christ Figure mid Upward: 60prord/20yk/15pysc/5anrd 
4. Direct Hand Dab 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Armpit: bk 
2. Rest is ghost of bk 
 
Run 133: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 132a 
Blend: 85Semi-opaque-ulvi/qnsien/sep/ncz↔85Semi-opaque-
ulvi/perblu/qnsien/ncz 
b Isaiah L2 
 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 137c 
1. Curved Blend 50o-yk/prsn/mk/trvd 
2. Curved Blend BLEND ON BRAYER: 75Semi-opaque-
orvm/crbv/anrd↔40yk-40o-mk/prsn 
3. 50/50 yk/mk 4"exp Christ Figure 
4. Hand Dab 
d Isaiah L4 
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Run 133: Notes 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Curved Blend Bottom-Right to Left: 50prord/30t/20orvm 
2. Background Top Downward: 40svr/50pthbl/10crbv 
3. Background Right to Left: 35pthtq/30t/25trvt/10qnsi 
4. Christ Figure B: 80pthblrs/20t 
f Isaiah L6 
 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Background: nothing 
 
Run 134: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 133a 
Blend: 85Semi-opaque-ulvi/perblu/qnsien/ncz↔85Semi-opaque-
perblu/ulvi/qnsien 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 90o-ck/sap/brum/yk 
2. Curved Blend: 80o-ck/yk/brum/sap 
3. Background blend: 60o-sep/ck/ulvi/yk/brum 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of  165c 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Curved Blend 45o-yk/orvm/mk 
2. Curved Blend rest: 40o-ck 
3. Curved Blend: 40Semi-opaque-brum/ck/crbv 
4. Hand Dab 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  132d 
1. Curved Blend diagonal middle: 50yk/20mk/30MODT 
2. Curved Blend on Bottomh side of (1.): 40o/20yk/10mk/10ck/crbv 
3. Curved Blend on Top side: 40vndk/50t/hnmd/bumb 
e Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 133e 
1. Curved Blend Bottom-Right to Left: 
40prord/20pthblrs/20t/10pthtq/10qnsi 
2. Background Left to Right: 40pthtq/30t/20trvt/10hnmd 
3. Christ Figure B: 80pthblrs/20t 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Bot Upward: bk 
2. Top Downward: 60ck/20prord/10crbv/5brum/5t 
3. Direct Hand Dab 
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Run 135: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 134a 
Blend: 85Semi-opaque-perblu/ulvi/qnsien/sep ↔85o=pthalo/perbl/ulvi 
This is the same color cobo as 136a and 137a, but the residual ink from 134a 
made this considerably different. 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 75o-pthb/ceru/lapis 
2. 85o-sap/ulvi/ncz 
c Isaiah L3 
1. All 70o-vndk/yk/mk/ck 
2. Exp: 40yk/20o-mk/ck 
3. Exp: 50yk-mk/ck/O 
4. Exp w/rough BLEND ON BRAYER of 50cer-yk/ck & 50yk-mk/ck/O 
5. Hand Dab 
d Isaiah L4 
1. Top-dwn: 60yk/20mk/20MODT 
2. Background Bottom Upward: 30svr/30ck/30o/mk/bumb 
3. Christ Figure 4exp: 40yk/10mk/10MODT/30o 
4. Background Top Downward corner: 50o/20ck/20svr-crbv 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Background: 40t/40pthblrs/10pthtq/10trvt 
2. Christ Figure Bottom-Right to Left: 40t/40pthtq/10trvt/10orvm 
3. Christ Figure: 30prord/30t/20brsi/20pthtq 
f Isaiah L6 
 
g Isaiah L7 
All: bk 
 
Run 136: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 135a 
Blend: 85Semi-opaque-perblu/ulvi/qnsien/sep ↔85o=pthalo/perbl/ulvi 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 85o-ck/sep/yk 
2. CWO 
3. 75o-ck/sep/yk 
c Isaiah L3 
1. Over Ghost of 160c All 50-50 yk/mk 
2. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
3. Curved Blend Background 60yk-O/mk/pthbrs 
d Isaiah L4 
1. Strip Off Ink 
2. All: 38ck/60t-o 
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Run 136: Notes 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Background: 40o/20svr/15pthblrs/15pthtq/10trvt 
2. Christ Figure 4exp: 40t/20pthblrs/40prord 
3. Christ Figure 4exp: 40prord/25t/20cadr/15orvm 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Background: 40o/30ck/15prord/15crbv 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Background: 70ck/15cpr/15sap 
2. Christ Figure: bk 
Off register slightly 
 
Run 137: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 136a 
Blend: 85Semi-opaque-perblu/ulvi/qnsien/sep ↔85o=pthalo/perbl/ulvi 
b Isaiah L2 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Top-mid: 60o-ulvi/perb/pysc/sep 
2. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Bottom-mid: 60o-ulvi/perb/sep/pysc 
3. 4" exp Christ Figure: 80yk-O/sap/cadr 
Ghost of 167 between blends 1 and 2 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 159c 
1. Curved Blend 75Semi-opaque-crbv/pthtq 
2. Curved Blend 95t-O Over Ghost of 159c 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  155d 
1. Background Bottom Upward: 30o/15ck/30hnmd/20brsi 
2. Background Top Downward: 65ck/30o-hnmd/brsi 
3. Wipe of Ink Residue Christ Figure 
4. Christ Figure: 50yk/15anrd/15cadr/10mk/10o 
5. 4exp Christ Figure: 70cadr-yk/anrd/mk/o 
e Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 136e 
1. Background Bottom Upward: 40trvt/20t/20hnmd/20pthtq 
2. Christ Figure: 30prord/30t/10orvm/30cadr 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Background: 20cer/50ck/20yk/10o 
2. Christ Figure: 40prord/30cadr/20cpr/10crbv 
3. Christ Figure Top-Left Downward: 50bk/30cpr/20prord 
g Isaiah L7 
All: bk 
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Run 138: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 137a 
1.  85o-pthalo/perbl/ulvi 
2. 98o-perblu over chest, blended smooth 
b Isaiah L2 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Bottom Upward: O 
2. Blend: 85yk-O/bis/niaz/brum/ulvi 
3. Blend: 80t-sap/ulvi/cady 
4. Blend: 70t-vndk/spa/ulvi/cady 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of  155c 
1. 65t-brum/crbv/cer 
2. Curved Blend: 40o-ck/t 
3. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
d Isaiah L4 
1. Curved Blend: 40o/25ck/30svr-mk/yk 
2. Curved Blend: 70svr-hnmd/orvm 
3. Christ Figure B: 30MODT/40yk/20mk-bumb 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Left to Right: 60pthblrs/30t/10o 
2. Right to Left: 45brum/35prord/10t/10cadr 
f Isaiah L6 
 
g Isaiah L7 
All: bk 
 
Run 139: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 138a 
Top Downward Blend from Loaded to Ghost of 138a: 85Semi-opaque-
pthalo/sap/perblu↔98o-pthalo/sap/perblu 
b Isaiah L2 
1. Curved Blend: 30mk-30t-O/sep/perb 
2. Curved Blend: 50o-yk/sep/sap/cadr 
3. Curved Blend: 80yk-sap/sep 
c Isaiah L3 
Introduction of the dove 
d Isaiah L4 
1. All but dove: 60mk/25yk/15ck 
2. Dove: 98o-ck/mk 
3. Blk: dove 
4. Christ Figure & Curved Blend Bottom Upward: 70yk/20mk-hnmd/bk 
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Run 139: Notes 
e Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 134e 
1. Background Blend from Loaded to Ghost Bottom Upward: 
50prord/30t/20orvm 
2. Background Bottom Upward: 35prord/20t/15orvm/30cadr 
3. Christ Figure: 40t/30pthtq/20trvt/10orvm 
f Isaiah L6 
1. All: 60yk/30ck/10 brum 
2. Cloth Wipe Away dove 
3. Dove: 60prord/20yk/15pysc/5qnrd 
 
Run 140: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 139a 
85Semi-opaque-pthalo/sap/perblu followed by 4" organic blend of 
85)sap/ncz/pthalo 
b Isaiah L2 
Over ghost of 149b: O 
c Isaiah L2 
Blend from Loaded to Ghost Top Downward: O 
No stencil: the rest was wiped clean 
d Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 131c 
1. Background 70Semi-opaque-sep/yk/ncz/ulvi/qnsi 
2. Christ Figure 60yk-mk/ck/O 
3. Christ Figure 60t-yk/mk/ck/ncz 
e Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  157d 
1. Top-dwn: 45MODT/35pysc/20yk-brsi 
2. Bot Upward: 60MODT-25yk/10pysc-brsi 
3. Christ Figure: 50o/50ck 
4. Hand Dab Christ Figure 
f Isaiah L5 
1. Christ Figure: 30bk/30svr/10prord/10hnsdp/10ck/10brum 
2. Background: 30svr/30o/20brum/10prord/5ck/5hnmd 
g Isaiah L6 
All: 80prord/10cadr/10cpr 
h Isaiah L7 
 
 
Run 141: Notes 
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Run 141: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 140a 
1. 85Semi-opaque-sap/thalo/perblu 
2. 4" blending: 85Semi-opaque-pyrscr/sap/ncz/pthalo 
b Isaiah L2 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Top Downward: 90yk-
O/bis/niaz/brum/ulvi 
c Isaiah L3 
 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of 120d 
1. Background: 60o/30ck 
2. Christ Figure Wipe of Ink Residue 
3. Christ Figure: 70yk/15mk/15o + 8SetsWell/10Linoil/8Dullit 
4. Christ Figure B: 20o/10ck/20brsi/40yk/10mk 
5. Hand Dab 
e Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 138e 
1. Curved Blend: 60pthblrs/30t/10o 
2. Curved Blend: 40prord/30t/15cadr/15brum 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Background: 60ck/20prord/20crbv 
2. Christ Figure: 70o/15crbv/10prord/5ck 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Background: bk 
2. Christ Figure: 70ck/15cpr/15sap 
 
Run 142: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 141a 
1. 85o-sap/bis/cadr/pthalo/ncz 
2. 75o-sep/sap/bis/cadr/pthalo/ncz 
b Isaiah L2 
Over ghost of 132b: 
1. 4" exp Christ Figure: O; used darker color that developed on brayer 
from ghost 
2. CWO 
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Run 142: Notes 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of  154c 
1. Wipe of Ink Residue 
2. Christ Figure 95t-prsn 
3. Background Curved Blend 40o-yk/mk/prsn 
4. Background 60 yk-20o/mk/prsn 
3 and 4 are blended together over recessed arm 
d Isaiah L4 
1. Strip Off Ink once with NP 
2. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Top Downward: 50yk/30MODT/20mk 
3. Background Bottom Upward: 70t-hnmd/bumb/ck 
4. Christ Figure Bottom Upward: 50svr/20ck/15mk/crbv/o 
5. 4exp Christ Figure: 90o-svr/ck/mk/crbv 
6. Hand Dab 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Christ Figure: 30bk/30svr/10prord/10hnsdp/10ck/10brum 
2. Background: 30svr/30o/20brum/10prord/5ck/5hnmd 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Christ Figure: 45o/45ck/10prord 
2. Background: bk 
g Isaiah L7 
 
 
Run 143: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 142a 
1. 80Semi-opaque-hnmd/sap/bis/cadr: Blend from Loaded to Ghost of 
142a 
2. 4" organic blend: 75o-sep/sap/bis/cadr/pthalo/ncz 
b Isaiah L2 
35t-hnmdink 
c Isaiah L2 
Blend from Loaded to Ghost Top Downward: O 
No stencil: the rest was wiped clean 
d Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 164c 
1. All: 70ovndk/yk/mk/ck 
2. 50o-vndk/yk/mk/ck :: blend Top-mid 
3. Christ Figure exp: 60yk/mk/O/ck 
4. Exp 40o-40yk-cer/ck/vndk 
5. Hand Dab 
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Run 143: Notes 
e Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  82c 
1. All but dove: 60mk/25yk/15ck 
2. Dove: 98o-ck.mk 
3. Dove: bk 
4. Background Bottom Upward: 60o/30ck-mk/yk 
5. 90o-mk/ck 
6. Christ Figure: bk 
7. Hand Dab Christ Figure 
f Isaiah L5 
 
g Isaiah L6 
1. All except dove: bk 
2. Dove: 40o/30ck/10prord/10crbv/5brum/5t 
 
Run 144: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 143a 
80o-hnmd/sap/cadr: Blend from Loaded to Ghost of 143a 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 82Semi-opaque-psyc/sap/hnmd/ulvi 
2. Blend: 85o-sap/ulvi/ncz 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 140c 
1. Background 40t-40yk/mk/O 
2. Christ Figure 50yk-40o-ck-sep 
3. Blend 1 and 2 in head, recessed arm, and abdomen 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of 143d 
1. Background: 50o/40ck-mk/yk 
2. Christ Figure: 50pysc/30yk/10mk/10o 
e Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of  163e 
1. All: 0sep/25rwum/30svr/5yk 
2. Background RBottoMiddle-Left: 30pthtq/30svr/20sep/15rwum/5yk 
3. Curved Blend LBottom-R and Christ Figure front arm: 
60sep/20svr/15rwum/5yk 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Christ Figure: 75yk/10prord/15qnrd 
2. Background: bk 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Background: ghost of bk 
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Run 145: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 144a 
Blend: 80o-hnmd/ sap/cadr↔80o-hnmd/qnsien/ncz/sap 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 75o-pthb/ceru/lapis 
2. Blend: 85o-sap/ulvi/ncz 
3. 80Semi-opaque-pysc/sap/hnmd/ulvi 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 135c 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost t-d: 60yk-30mk-ck 
2. Blend from Loaded to Ghost b-u: 50cer-yk/ck/vndk 
3. Background behind arm: 50cer-yk/ck/vndk 
d Isaiah L4 
 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Background: 35t/35yk/30prord 
2. Christ Figure: 65t/15orvm/10ck/10sap 
3. Background Bottom Upward: 25t/40anrd/20yk/15prord 
4. Top Downward: 40t/30pthbl/5ck/10o/10orvm/5sap 
5. Hand Dab B Background 
f Isaiah L6 
All: bk 
 
Run 146: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 145a 
80o-hnmd/qnsien/ncz/sap 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 82O-hnmd/ulvi/qnsi/ncz 
2. Blend: O 
3. 70t-brum/hnmd/qnsi/ncz 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 163c 
1. All: 40yk-20o-mk/ck 
2. Exp Christ Figure: 50t-yk/mk/ck/ncz 
d Isaiah L4 
1. 60bk/40svr 
2. Background Top Downward: 350/45bk/30svr 
e Isaiah L5 
Bk all 
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Run 147: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 146a 
80o-hnmd/permorg/qnsi/ncz/sap 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 85o-cadr/sap/hnmd 
2. Curved Blend: 70t-qnsi/pysc/hnmd 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 148c 
1. Horizontally distribute color from ghost 
2. Background blend b Upward: 40t/40yk-mk/O 
3. 4"BLEND ON BRAYER expChrist Figure: 85mk-yk/O/ck↔60cer-
30mk-yk/O/ck 
4. 4"exp Christ Figure: 50t-mk/yk/ck/ncz 
5. Hand Dab 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  149d 
1. Curved Blend: 90MODT-orvm/mk/yk/ck 
2. Curved Blend: 98MODT-orvm/mk/yk/ck 
3. 60yk/15svr/5ck/20MODT 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Christ Figure: 20t/45yk/30prord/5sap 
2. Background: 30t/20ck/30pthbl/10sap/5orvm 
3. Curved Blend:50t/40ck/5pthbl/5sap 
f Isaiah L6 
 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Armpit: bk 
2. Rest of Christ Figure: ghost of bk 
3. Background: nothing 
 
Run 148: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 147a 
97t-cadr 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 75o-pthb/ceru/lapis 
2. 85o-sap/ulvi/ncz 
3. Blend: 65o-hnmd/sap 
c Isaiah L3 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Over Ghost of 144c: 30o-yk/mk/ck/sap 
2. Christ Figure exp: 85 mk-yk/O/ck 
3. Hand Dab 
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Run 148: Notes 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  146d 
1. Christ Figure: 60bk/40svr 
2. Background Top Downward: 40o/40ck/10bk/10svr 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Background Bottom Upward: bk 
2. Background Top Downward: 30prsn/30ck/25t/10sap/5o 
3. Christ Figure: 55pysc/30yk/15prord 
f Isaiah L6 
1. All: 50yk/40ck/10bk 
2. Christ Figure 4exp: 60prord/20yk/10pysc/5qnrd 
3. Direct Hand Dab 
 
Run 149: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 148a 
95t-cadr/pyrscr 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 90t-hnmd/ncz/bis/brum/qnsi 
2. Blend: 70t-brum/hnmd/nczbis/qnsi 
3. Blend-O 
c Isaiah L3 
1. Curved Blend Top Downward: 75Semi-opaque-orvm/crbv/anrd/vndk 
2. Curved Blend mid: 75Semi-opaque-prsn/crbv/yk 
3. Curved Blend Bottom: 75Semi-opaque-prsn/pror/yk/mk 
4. Curved Blend Top: 40-40 yk/O-pthbrs/mk 
5. Hand Dab 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  166d 
1. Curved Blend: 35ck.45mk/20svr 
2. Curved Blend: 65mk/20ck/15svr 
3. 45mk/10ck/5svr/10yk/20orvm 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Right to Left: 65prord/20ck/15pysc 
2. Left to Right: 10o/15svr/40prbl/20prord/5ck/10brum 
3. Christ Figure Left to Right: 35prbl/5o/10svr/10prord/35pthbl 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Christ Figure: 60bk/30cpr/10prord 
2. Background: 40yk/40ck/10cpr/10bk 
 
Run 150: Notes 
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Run 150: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 149a 
1. 92t-cadr/pyrscr 
2. 4" 95Semi-opaque-cadr/pyrscr/pthalob 
b Isaiah L2 
 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 166c 
1. Ghost of 166d w/4"exp: 80yk-pthblrs/mk 
2. Hand smear 
d Isaiah L4 
All: 60bk/40svr 
e Isaiah L5 
All: 30prsn/30ck/30t/10sap 
f Isaiah L6 
Over Ghost of 140f: all: 60bk:30cpr/10prord 
 
Run 151: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 150a 
1. 90t-quinsi/cadr/pyrscr/pthalob 
2. 92 Semi-opaque-cadr/pyrscr/pthalob/rwum 
3. 4" 80Semi-opaque-rwum/pthalob/cadr 
b Isaiah L2 
Over ghost of 164b (showing in Bottom/left of matrix) 
1. Curved Blend: 75yk-mk/bis/ncz/ck 
2. Christ Figure: O 
3. Soften Edges with Cloth 
c Isaiah L3 
 
d Isaiah L4 
1. Christ Figure: 50yk/20mk/30MODT 
2. Background: svr 
3. Hand Dab B over back arm 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Background: 40prbl/30prord/20o/10svr 
2. Christ Figure: 75prord/25ck 
misregistered 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Background: 50ck/40o/10prord 
3. Background B: 40ck/50o/10prord 
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Run 152: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 151a 
1. 85t-quinsi/cadr/pyrscr 
2. 4" 80Semi-opaque-rwum/pthalob/cadr 
3. 4" 75Semi-opaque-rwum/sap/pthalob/cadr 
b Isaiah L2 
Blends of: 
80o-ck/yk/brum/sap & 80Semi-opaque-sep/sap/yk/ck 
c Isaiah L3 
1. 85o-prsn/ck 
2. 95o-prsn/ck 
3. 4"expIf & blend Background 60yk-pthbrs/mk 
4. Hand Dab 
5. Cloth Wipe Away neck 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  129d 
1. Christ Figure: 50yk/20mk/30MODT 
2. Background Bottom up: 50 svr/25ck/15mk-crbv 
e Isaiah L5 
 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Background: 50prord/40ck/10crbv 
g Isaiah L7 
Over Ghost of 162g 
1. Background: 40o/40cpr/10prord/5crbv/5anrd 
2. Christ Figure is ghost of 162g 
 
Run 153: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 152a 
90t-quinsi/ceru/bisyel/cadr/rwum 
b Isaiah L2 
Over ghost of 148b: Blend: 85o-cadr/sap/hnmd 
Title: prophesy 
This print represents the 2 layer development of the Isaiah suite. 
The colors and atmospheric blend rolls are like a calm sunset, which I find metaphorically 
fitting for extinguishing the Light of the World and foreshadowing a new day. 
 
Run 154: Notes 
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Run 154: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 153a 
1. 92Semi-opaque-quinsi/ceru/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2. 4" 80Semi-opaque-rwum/sap/pthalob 
3. 4" 75Semi-opaque ulvi/ceru/quinsi 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 85o-sap/ulvi/ncz 
2. Blend: 80t-pysc/hnmd/brum/ncz 
c Isaiah L3 
 
d Isaiah L4 
Completely misregistered: the paper came of the pins before I ran it through the 
press.  
PRINT DESTROYED 
 
Run 155: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 154a 
1. 92Semi-opaque-quinsi/ceru/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2. 4" zip 80Semi-opaque-rwum/sap/pthalob 
b Isaiah L2 
Over Ghost of 162c 
1. Curved Blend at Bottom & behind arm: 80o-T/prsn/brum/yk 
2. Hand Dab into ghost 
Christ Figure 80yk-mk/O/prsn 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 134c 
1. 65t-brum/crbv/cer 
2. 4zip (blurry): 40o-ck 
d Isaiah L4 
1. Strip Off Ink 
2. All but Zip: 40o/20ck/40brsi 
3. Zip: 80ck/20o 
 
Run 156: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 155a 
1. 92Semi-opaque-quinsi/ceru/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2. 4" 75Semi-opaque ulvi/ceru/quinsi 
3.  4" 70Semi-opaque-ncz/ulvi/rwum/ceru 
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Run 156: Notes 
b Isaiah L2 
80o-sep/sap/yk/ck 
c Isaiah L3 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Top Downward: 65Semi-opaque-prsn/ck 
2. Curved Blend Blend from Loaded to Ghost Bottom Upward: 85o-
prsn/ck/T 
3. 4"exp 50yk-O/mk/prsn 
4. 4"exp 70Semi-opaque-crbv/pthtq 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  141d 
1. Christ Figure: 100o 
2. Background: 100o 
3. Hand Dab Christ Figure: 70 yk/15mk/15o 
4. Hand Dab Christ Figure: anrd 
5. Hand Dab Christ Figure: 60o/35ck 
6. Background B: 40o/20ck/20brsi 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Background Bottom Upward: 30ck/30prsn/10o/20ck/10t 
2. Background Top Downward: 30o/20ck/20prsn/20ck/10t 
3. Christ Figure Right to Left: 90yk-prord/prsn 
4. Christ Figure Left to Right: 40pysc/30prord/20yk/10cadr 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Christ Figure: 50t/50brum 
2. Background: 75ck/25prord 
3. Background Top Downward: 65yk/10ck/5prord/10t/10brum 
g Isaiah L7 
All: bk 
 
Run 157: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 156a 
1. 90Semi-opaque-ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2.  4" exp 65Semi-opaque-cadr/ceru/quinsi/rwum 
b Isaiah L1 
1. Christ Figure: 50 O-yk/cadr/sep/ck/brum 
2. Blend: 85 yk-O/sap/cadr ↔ 75 yk-cadr/O/sep/ck/brum 
3. Background: 65 yk-sep/cadr/O/ck/brum 
4. Soften Edges with Cloth 
c Isaiah L2 
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Run 157: Notes 
d Isaiah L3 
1. Christ Figure: 75t-mk/anrd/pysc 
2. Hand Dab 
3. Blend from Loaded to Ghost 167c Background: 65t-brum/mk/anrd/pysc 
e Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  162d 
1. Bot Upward: 
65MODT/30yk/5brsi↔45MODT/20yk/35pysc/brsi↔(Background only) 
65mk/20yk/15ck 
2. Curved Blend Christ Figure: 45MODT/20yk/35pysc/brsi 
3. Curved Blend Christ Figure: 60ck/30mk/10t 
f Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 144e 
1. Background: 40sep/30svr/20hnmd/10bis 
2. Christ Figure: 75prord/25ck 
3. Christ Figure 4exp: 60prord/25prbl/15ck 
g Isaiah L6 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Background: 70yk/10o/20ck 
3. Background Curved Blend midL: 75ck/25prord 
 
Run ***158: Notes (552-558) 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 157a 
1. 85Semi-opaque-ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2.  4" exp 98o- ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap 
3. 4" 75Semi-opaque-ulvi/rwum/ceru/quinsi 
b Isaiah L2 
1. Curved Blend: 75yk-mk/bis/ncz/ck 
2. Blend: 40t-yk/sap/mk/ck 
3. 65yk-brum/mk/bis/ncz 
c Isaiah L3 
1. 65t-mk/ck/anrdpysc 
2. Curved Blend: bk 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  136d 
1. ALL: 38ck/60t-o 
2. Background B Top Downward: 60svr/40bk 
e Isaiah L5 
1. All: 30prsn/30ck/30t/10sap 
2. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
3. Curved Blend Christ Figure: 65pysc/20yk/15prord 
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Run ***158: Notes (552-558) 
f Isaiah L6 
 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Background: 60o/25ck/10sap/5cpr 
 
Run 159: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 158a 
1. 98o-ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2.  4" 85o- ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap 
3. 4" 75Semi-opaque-ulvi/rwum/ceru/quinsi 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 35t-hnmdink 
2. Blend: 85t-hnmd/qnsi/ncz/bis 
3. Blend: 70t-brum/hnmd/qnsi/ncz 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 136c 
1. Curved Blend 50-50 yk-mk 
2. Curved Blend 40yk / 30mk / 20o-sep/prsn 
3. Curved Blend 65o-yk/mk/pthbrs 
4. Cloth Wipe Away neck 
d Isaiah L4 
1. Strip Off Ink 
2. All: 55yk/20ck/20MODT/mk/bumb 
3. Background Bottom Upward: 70svr/20yk/10t 
e Isaiah L5 
1. All: 25t/40yk/35prord 
2. Bot Upward: 20t/30yk/30prord/20cadr 
f Isaiah L6 
1. 60yk/30ck/10brum 
2. Top Downward: 60prord/20yk/15pysc/5qnrd 
 
Run 160: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 159a 
1. 98o-ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2.  4" 92o-brnum/ceru/cadr/qinsi 
b Isaiah L2 
 
c Isaiah L3 
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Run 160: Notes 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  163d 
1. Background: 60yk/20MODT-pror/o/orvm 
2. Curved Blend Christ Figure: 25ck/35prbl/15svr/10o/15mk 
3. Curved Blend Christ Figure: 50mk/20ck/10svr/20MODT 
4. 4exp: 60svr/40bk 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Background: 30svr/25qnsi/20hnsdp/10hnmd/15brum 
2. Christ Figure Right to Left: 40prord/20svr/20ck/10hnsdp/10brum 
3. Christ Figure Left to Right: 45pthgr/25prord/10svr/10ck/5brum/5hnsdp 
f Isaiah L6 
1. All: 75t/25brum 
2. Background BottoMiddle-Left Upward and Christ Figure: 55t/45brum 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Background:bk 
3. Background Top Downward:20o/20cpr/40prord/10crbv 
 
Run 161: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 160a 
1. 98o-ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2.  4" 92o-brnum/ceru/cadr/qinsi 
b Isaiah L2 
1. Part as: 82O-hnmd/ulvi/qnsi/ncz 
2. Blend: O 
3. Blend: 70t-psyc/hnmd/brum/ncz 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 119c 
1. 55t-brum/anrd/crbv/cer (all but rough not homogenized) 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  119d 
1. Christ Figure & Curved Blend Bottom Upward: 40yk/30MODT/10mk-
psyc/bumb 
2. Background: 70svr/15yk/10MODT/5mk 
3. 30 svr/15yk/10MODT/30 ck/10o-prbl/psyc 
4. Hand Dab Christ Figure 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Background: 20prsn/20t/20pthbl/20ck/20o 
2. Background Bottom Upward: 20prsn/20ulvi/10t/10o/20pthbl/20ck 
3. Background Top Downward: 80o-prsn/vndk/brum/ck 
4. Christ Figure: 50yk/30prord/10t/10cadr 
5. Christ Figure 4exp: 30ulvi/30yk/20prord/20prsn 
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Run 161: Notes 
f Isaiah L6 
Over Ghost of 131f: all: 60bk/30cpr/10prord 
 
Run 162: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 161a 
1. 98o-ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2.  4" 90o-brnum/trer/ceru/cadr/qinsi 
b Isaiah L2 
1. O all: heavier over purple area 
2. Curved Blend: 80yk-O/cadr 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 149c 
1. Curved Blend 60o-yk/mk/pthbrs 
2. Curved Blend 85o-yk/mk/pthbrs 
3. Curved Blend Semi-opaque-prsn/pror/yk/mk 
4. Curved Blend 70t-sep/O/prsn 
5. Cloth Wipe Away front arm/ chest 
6. Christ Figure 85yk/mk/O 
d Isaiah L4 
1. Strip Off Ink thoroughly 
2. Christ Figure & Background Blend from Loaded to Ghost Right to Left: 
65MODT/30yk/5brsi 
3. Background Left to Right: 60MODT/25yk/5brsi-ck/mk 
4. Hand Dab Christ Figure: 70mk/20yk/10ck 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Curved Blend Bottom-Right Upward: 90yk/5prord/5t 
2. Christ Figure Left to Right: 25t/40yk/35prord 
3. Background B: 50o/35ck/10yk/5prord 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Right to Left: 70cpr/30cadr 
2. Christ Figure Top-Left to Right: 55cpr/35cadr/10o 
3. Background BottoMiddle-Lefteft to Right: 70yk/15ck/15cpr 
4. Direct Hand Dab 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Background: 70ck/15cpr/15sap 
2. Christ Figure: 70prord/15crbv/15anrd 
 
Run 163: Notes 
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Run 163: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 162a 
1. 98o-ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2.  4" 75 trer/brnum/ncz/ceru  
3. 4" 75Semi-opaque-ulvi/rwum/ceru/qinsi 
b Isaiah L2 
1. 85t-cady/trer/yk 
2. Blend: 85t-ulvi/sap/cady 
c Isaiah L3 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost b-mid: 70Semi-opaque-
sep/yk/ncz/ulvi/qnsi 
2. Cloth Wipe Away Top ½ and replace with 100yk 
3. 60o-yk blend mid 
4. 4"exp: 50t-yk/mk/ck/ncz 
5. 4"exp BLEND ON BRAYER: 85mk-yk/ck/O↔50o-30yk-cer 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  165d 
1. Strip Off Ink once w/NP 
2. Background: 60yk/20MODT-pror/orvm/o 
3. Christ Figure Curved Blend: 50yk/20MODT/20cadr-orvm 
4. Christ Figure Curved Blend: 60yk/ 20svr/15mk/5ck 
5. 4exp: 50yk/15svr/10MODT/15mk/10ck 
6. 4exp: 60svr/40bk 
7. Hand Dab 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Bot Upward: 50svr-hnmd/bis/ncti/hnsdp 
2. Background Top Downward: 40o/20svr-hnmd/qnsi/brum/brsi 
3. Christ Figure 4exp: 40pthtq/30svr-hnmd/bis/ncti/hnsdp 
4. 4exp: 50sep/30rwum/10svr/10yk 
5. Direct Flash Oil attempt to curate (too much…stained paper slightly) 
f Isaiah L6 
1. L: 20t/40brum/20prord/10yk/5ck/5bk 
2. Christ Figure and Background L: bk 
3. Right to Left: 60prord/20yk/15pysc/5qnrd 
4. Direct Hand Dab 
 
Run 164: Notes 
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Run 164: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 163a 
1. 98o-ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2.  4" 75 trer/brnum/ncz/ceru  
3. 4" 75Semi-opaque-ulvi/rwum/ceru/qinsi 
4. 4" exp 70o-cadr/trer 
5. Hand Hand Dab to blur edges 
b Isaiah L2 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Top-mid: 82 yk-O/mk/bis/ncz/brum/ulvi 
2. Blend from Loaded to Ghost mid-down: 80yk-mk/O/bis/ncz/brum/ulvi 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 146c: all 70ovndk-yk/mk/ck 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  152d 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Background: 25yk/10mk/10MODT-nkti 
2. Christ Figure Blend from Loaded to Ghost: 30yk/20mk/20ck/20MODT-
bumb/o 
e Isaiah L5 
1. Christ Figure: 40t/15yk/30qnsi/15pysc 
2. Background: 30svr/40brum/15prord/15prbl 
3. Christ Figure Hand Dab: 30t/10yk/20qnsi/40psyc 
f Isaiah L6 
All: 60prord/20yk/15pysc/5qnrd 
g Isaiah L7 
1. Background: bk 
2. Christ Figure: 60prord/15cadr/10crbv/15anrd 
 
Run 165: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 164a 
1. 98o-ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2.  4" 75 trer/brnum/ncz/ceru 
b Isaiah L2 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Bottom Upward: 85t-yk/sap/mk/ck 
2. Curved Blend: 90o-ck/sap/brum/yk 
c Isaiah L3 
Over Ghost of 129c 
1. Blend from Loaded to Ghost Bottom Upward: 96t crbv/brum 
2. B Top-mid: 45o-yk/orvm/mk 
3. Cloth Wipe Away neck 
4. Christ Figure B up: 70t-cer/crbv 
5. Hand Dab 
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Run 165: Notes 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  147d 
1. Background: 50mk/30yk-o/ck 
2. Christ Figure: 60svr/40bk 
3. Hand Dab Christ Figure 
e Isaiah L5 
Over Ghost of 162e 
1. Background: 95o-vndk/brum 
2. Christ Figure: 35t/25prsn/20ck/20pthbl/5sap 
f Isaiah L6 
1. Background: 40prord/30cadr/20cpr/10crbv 
2. Christ Figure: 60bk/30cpr/10prord 
g Isaiah L7 
bk 
 
Run 166: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 165a 
1. 98o-ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2.  4" 75 trer/brnum/ncz/ceru 
3. 4" exp 70o-ceru/trer/ulvi 
 1. Accidental drip of purple: 60o-ulvi/perb/pysc/sep 
2. Stenciled image area: rolled same purple ink on Top border 
 
I will continue printing on this. It may develop unexpectedly well or I may rip 
it down to a bleed print of the matrix area. 
b Isaiah L2 
1. Blend Top Downward: 60o-ulvi/perb/pysc/sep (same color as err in b.) 
2. 50o-yk/ sep/sap/ cadr 
c 4"exp Directly on print: 50-50 yk-mk 
d Isaiah L3: printed on wet 166d 
Over Ghost of 133c 
1. 80t-Oyk/sep/mk/prsn 
2. 60t-sep/yk/mk/prsn 
3. Cloth Wipe Away Christ Figure 
e Isaiah L4 
1. Curved Blend Top-R: 70yk/20svr/10ck 
2. Curved Blend cont.: 65svr/35ck 
3. Curved Blend cont.: 70ck/30svr 
4. Curved Blend Background BottoMiddle-Left: 35ck/45mk/20svr 
f Isaiah L5 
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Run 166: Notes 
g Isaiah L6 
1. Christ Figure: bk 
2. Background:50o/45ck/5prord 
3. Background Bot Upward: 40o/35yk/20ck/5prord 
4. Direct Hand Dab 
h Isaiah L7 
1. Christ Figure: ghost of bk 
2. Background: bk 
 
Run 167: Notes 
a Isaiah L1 
Over Ghost of 166a 
1. 98o-ceru/cadr/quinsi/bisyel/sap/rwum 
2.  4" 75 trer/brnum/ncz/ceru 
b Isaiah L2 
Over ghost of 157b: 
1. Christ Figure: 60 yk-O/sep/cadr/ck 
2. Background: Blend from Loaded to Ghost Top Downward: same color 
as 1. 
3. Cloth Wipe Away 
c Isaiah L3 
1. 85t-anrd/pysc 
2. Hand Dab: 25o-prsn/yk/ck 
3. Cloth Wipe Away 
d Isaiah L4 
Over Ghost of  137d 
1. Christ Figure: 50yk/15cadr/15anrd/10mk/10o 
2. Background Bottom Upward: 30o/15ck/30hnmd/20brsi 
3. Background Top Downward: 55ck/40o-brsi 
4. Curved Blend Background: 80o-ck/brsi/hnmd 
e Isaiah L5 
All: 30bk/30svr/10prord/10ck/10brum/10hnsdp 
 
Run 168: Notes 
a Ghost of 86e with alteration to ink residue by scraping from Bottom Upward 
with 4” putty knife (no ink added) 
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Run 168: Notes 
Christ passed through the greatest baptism, enduring shame, abandonment, and the emptying 
of death.  Here the waters flow upward and the light of life fades.  The man of sorrows 
commits himself to God and gives up his life.  Yet the glory is foreshadowed in that faint 
golden glow.  He will rise in three days and ascend forty days later.  He will also come again, 
not to bear sorrow, but rather glory. 
 
Run 169: Notes 
a Ghost of 47d with words “It is finished” added with a color shaper 
Title: It is finished. 
This is the last layer of print I produced before my thesis exhibition.  Being a ghost print, it 
has the visual quality of a memory or an echo; but this is contrasted against the focused 
declaration that rings from that moment through every recess of eternity as ever-present as 
God.  In fact, God has made a habit of punctuating history with irrevocable, potent 
declarations and declarative actions.  Having created the heavens and the earth in six days, 
God saw that everything very good286 and on the seventh day he rested from all his work—
all his work.287  In so doing, God established rest and a place of rest.  Later, the Holy Spirit 
declared through David,288 
“Today, if you hear his voice, do not harden your hearts as you did at 
Meribah, as you did that day at Massah in the desert, where your fathers tested 
and tried me, though they had seen what I did.  For forty years I was angry 
with that generation; I said, ‘They are a people whose hearts go astray, and 
they have not known my ways.’  So I declared on oath in my anger, ‘They 
shall never enter my rest.’ ”289 
Psalm 22 prophesies that (1) the Christ would cry out “My God, my God, why have you 
forsaken me?”290 (2) people would mock him saying, “he trusts in the LORD, let the LORD 
rescue him”291 (3) people would pierce his hands and feet292 and divide his garments by 
casting lots.293  Though the psalm says God laid him in the dust of death, yet he says later, “I 
will declare your name to my brothers.”  And the psalm ends with the declaration that “They 
[his brothers] will proclaim his righteousness to a people yet unborn—for he has done it.”294  
Though this is prophetic it is declared in past tense.  God’s word is truly as good as done. 
What remains to be revealed is each of our responses. 
                                                 
286 Genesis 1:30 
287 Genesis 2:2; Hebrews 4:3 
288 Hebrews 3:7, 4:7 
289 Psalm 95:7b-11 
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Run 170: Notes 
a Lexan Monotype 
Background is ghost of 76c 
1. Very dark purplish brown (mk/ck/yk) in border 
2. Very dark purplish brown (mk/ck/yk), which is more fluid than the 
subsequent colors rolled in Christ Figure with 1 inch brayer 
expressively 
3. Stiffer gray/tan color rolled in Christ Figure with 1 inch brayer 
expressively 
4. Orange in Christ Figure as in 3 
5. Red in Christ Figure as in 3 
6. Direct red in Christ Figure with 1 inch brayer expressively 
7. Direct dark purplish brown as in 6 
This was a very difficult print for me to make.  It was painful.  I am exhausted in many ways: 
physically, psychologically, intellectually, and spiritually.  I think the physical exhaustion is 
mostly a side effect from the others.  Psychologically, I am exhausted because I am both 
coming to the end of this major period of my life and I am facing the uncertainties and 
pressures of looking for work to provide for my family.  I am also concerned about the next 
course for my artwork and growth as an artist.  Intellectually, I am exhausted because I have 
spent the last seven weeks since installing my thesis exhibition writing and revising all day 
virtually every day.  Spiritually, I am exhausted because these things have made it very 
difficult for me to be with God in the same way they have made it difficult for me to be with 
my wife and children.  I feel as though the weeds of the parable of the sower are making their 
attempts on my life. 
I thought when I started this edition varia that I would come the point of exhaustion much 
earlier.  I expected it, but I did not know what it would be like to experience.  There were 
moments of exhaustion that were more intensely physical, but never before have I been so 
weighed down spiritually and fought to expend myself through it.  I looked forward to this as 
a meaningful and necessary portion of my exploration of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ—a 
way of coming to empathize, though in a small way, with the emptying he submitted to. 
I also deliberately employed several techniques I have learned along the way without letting 
go of the explorative acceptance of mystery that I find embedded in the process.  I believe 
this print, which could not have been made without all that process and experience before it, 
bears good testimony to sacrificial suffering of the Jesus Christ, who took away my sins. 
                                                                                                                                                       
290 Psalm 22:1; Matthew 27:46 
291 Psalm 22:7; Matthew 27:43 
292 Psalm 22:16; John 19:34 
293 Psalm 22:18; Matthew 27:35 
294 Psalm 22:31 (its final verse) 
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5.2.1  Definitions and abbreviations 
5.2.1.1 Definitions 
Term or Phrase Meaning 
Background Three areas of the matrix surrounding the Christ figure. 
Blend on Brayer 
A blend roll of two or more colors appears on the brayer before 
rolling the surface as opposed to blending one color (alone on the 
brayer) into another (already on the matrix surface) 
Blend from Loaded 
to Ghost 
Ink applied over the ghost of a previous layer in a gradient from a full 
film to empty (the brayer ends up pretty dry) 
Blood 
Area on the Christ Figure where blood flows down from his head and 
across his chest. This started with 34a, developed through 35a and 
36a. I incorporated this in a stylized way in the Violent matrix. 
Christ Figure Area of the matrix that represents Jesus Christ 
Cloth Wipe Away Removal of ink as in expressive wiping of intaglio 
Curved Blend 
A smooth blend created with a brayer rolled in curved paths; 
generally passing over Bottomh the Christ figure and the background. 
Dove 
Area that overlaps Background and Christ Figure on Right side of 
prints. Started with Isaiah print 139d. 
Exp 
Expressive / expressively: without smoothly blending the colors, often 
tilting the brayer 
#exp 
Indicates the face length of the brayer used to apply ink 
expressively—that is, without smoothly blending the colors 
Hand Dab Application of ink to matrix by hand—using either palm or fingertips 
jumbo brayer 
(12in) 
Indicates that the ink was applied with a brayer with a 12 inch face 
length and 3.5 inch diameter. 
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Term or Phrase Meaning 
Over Ghost of  
Indicates that all the subsequent actions were taken over the residue 
from a layer applied to another print; it is always followed by the ID# 
of that print: example…Over Ghost of 159d. This is important 
because the ink residue affects the subsequent print. 
Semi-opaque A combination of Opaque White and Offset Tint Base 
Soften Edges with 
Cloth 
Cloth rubbed over surface to push and blend ink rather than remove it. 
Stencil Out Christ 
Figure 
So that only the Background prints 
Strip Off Ink 
Matrix run through press once onto newsprint; leaving very thin ink 
film. 
Wipe of Ink 
Residue 
Removes enough ink that the following application is not influenced 
by the previous; it is like starting with a clean matrix. 
Zip The 4 inch wide vertical band on the right side of some prints. 
 
5.3.2.2  Matrixes 
L(#) 
Layer such-and-such: for instance Sintra L2 means layer 2 of the 
Sintra matrix was used for the given run. 
Original 
5.3.3.1  Original 
Original wood matrix from which the first Monotypes were pulled 
Sintra 
5.3.3.2  Sintra 
1/4" Sintra matrix (26 prints as of 4/19/08) 
1. L-1 cut with engraving tools for the first layer: this is to 
develop the body with a tighter representational quality 
2. L-2 figure cut with 8mm profile 41 v-gouge making only 
slightly wider linear marks than the engraving tools; 
background texturally and linearly compressed with a course, 
conic, latticed roulette; parts of figure were entered with the 
roulette also to push the figure into atmospheric space 
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Violent 
5.3.3.3  Violent 
Woodcut matrix (1/2" birch ply) cut as subtractive with aggression: 
this is about the Violence of the crucifixion 
Zebra 
5.3.3.4  Zebra 
Woodcut matrix (1/2" birch ply) of surface cross contour: this is to 
formally meld figure and ground—to show Christ’s solution within 
his context 
Monotype 
5.3.3.5  Monotype 
Wood, Plexiglas, or Lexan as indicated in the blank. 
Curses 
5.3.3.6  Curses 
Intaglio Matrix: engraved sintra bearing text of Genesis 3:14-19. 
Isaiah 
5.3.3.7  Isaiah 
Woodcut Matrix in oak ply bearing Hebrew from Isaiah 52:15-54:2a. 
Cup 
Any of three photopolymer matrixes made from one digitized carbon 
pencil drawing adjusted using Adobe Photoshop to print light, 
medium, and dark values. 
 
5.3.2.3  Ink and oil paint abbreviations 
Colors are listed according to proportion from greatest to least (as with food ingredients). 
abbreviation Meaning 
ILO Ink left over (ingredient ratios unknown) 
o Opaque White Ink 
t Tint Base Ink 
yk Yellow Ink 
mk Magenta Ink 
ck Cyan Ink 
bk Black Ink (followed by specific type if NOT process black) 
ink Indicates that a color is an ink medium NOT an oil paint 
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abbreviation Meaning 
MODT 
Modified Tint Base: 
T + 10% Linseed Oil/ 10% Miracle Gel Reducer / 10% Dullit / 10% Sets 
Well 
The rest are abbreviations for oil paints (Daniel Smith Original Oil Paints) 
Example: hndp = hansa deep oil paint, but hndp ink = hansa deep ink 
anrd Anthraquinoid Red 
bis Bismuth Yellow 
brum Burnt Umber 
cadr Cadmium Red 
cady Cadmium Yellow 
ceru Cerulean 
crbv Carbazole Violet 
hnmd Hansa Medium 
hndp Hansa Deep 
inr Indian Red 
lapis Lapis Lazuli 
ncz Nickel Azo Yellow 
nkti Nickel Titante Yellow 
orvm Organic Vermillion 
perb Permanent Blue 
prsn Prussian Blue 
pthb Pthalo Blue (not red shade) 
pthblrs Pthalo Blue red shade 
pthg Pthalo Green 
pthtq Pthalo Turquoise 
pysc Perylene Scarlet 
qnsi Quinacridone Sienna 
rwum Raw Umber 
sap Sap Green 
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abbreviation Meaning 
sep Sepia 
trer Terre Ercolano 
trvd Terre Verde 
ulvi Manganese Violentet 
vndk Van Dyke Brown 
 
5.3  Thesis exhibition statements and responses 
5.3.1  Title and Abstract for Exhibition 
5.3.1.1  Title: 
how do you know me? 
 
5.3.1.2  Abstract: 
How do you see?  How do you understand?  How do you believe?  Through an 
extensive series of unique woodcut and monotype fine art prints, I have continued to fix my 
eyes, mind, and heart on one who is at once specific yet regarded ubiquitously.  The prints 
span a broad visual gamut from graphically representational to abstract, from ridiculously 
meticulous to spontaneous and gestural, from beautiful and luminant to violent and defaced.  
Through an experiential, open-ended visual dialogue with these, I invite you to consider 
afresh such difficult and inescapable things as death, suffering, human nature, God, mercy, 
wrath, justice, and love. 
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5.3.2  Artist Statement for the Crucifixion Edition Varia 
5.3.2.1  Concept 
Jesus (like you and like me) is not a concept.  That is, Jesus is who he is quite apart 
from how anyone regards him.  Yet, it remains that he is regarded in at least as many ways as 
those regarding.  This is the reason for the title of this exhibition: how do you know me?  It is 
a question the prints ask of you; I believe it is an essential question Jesus asks you and me. 
To begin to answer for myself and to prompt and expand your engagement with the 
question, I have, through this suite of unique prints, considered a range of issues including 
common opinions about and attitudes toward Jesus, the violence done to Jesus’ body, the 
emotional anguish of Jesus’ experience, the compassionate nature of Jesus in action, the 
salvation that his sacrifice earns, the separation of spirit from body in death, the power and 
hope of resurrection and ascension, and the ever-present admonition of judgment to come.  
Believing that Jesus is fully human as well as fully God, I have produced these prints to deal 
with essentially human experiences such as suffering, death, rebellion, passion, violence, 
confusion, and apathy.  
This body of work is also a continuation in an ironic conversation about the 
relationships among perception, understanding, and belief.  Seeing is not believing.  Seeing is 
not even understanding.  Nevertheless, I present these images for your contemplation hoping 
they will not fall on you merely as perceptions, but that they would deeply benefit your 
understanding and experience: that you would taste and see that the Lord is good, that God is 
love, and God is just. 
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5.3.2.2  Visual 
I have worked to produce a significant range of visual qualities that intrinsically 
parallel, connect with, and represent the conceptual content of the work.  The variety is not 
for its own sake; rather, because the crucifixion of Jesus Christ is both all-relevant and 
ubiquitously regarded, I have tried to address various associations across the suite of prints 
through diverse combinations of marks, colors, symbols, and text. 
 
5.3.2.3  Process 
These works could not exist as such, neither physically nor conceptually, without the 
going through in time and meditations of process and toil.  Producing visual art is, for me, 
one of the most potent ways of thinking and coming to understand.  To gain more insight 
about the content of my work, therefore, see the wall of matrixes and their accompanying 
statement. 
 
5.3.3  Rationale for matrixes 
The following statements were posted with the matrixes in the thesis installation.  I 
included them because they provide insight into the meaning of the prints in a way that only 
printmaking affords precisely because printmaking separates layers. 
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5.3.3.1  Original 
This matrix is so named because it was on this piece of birch-veneered MDF that I 
commenced this extensive suite.  In one sense, I started the project out of nowhere and out of 
frustration.  I had been living a period of mediocre to stagnant artistic productivity.  So, one 
day, without any prior plan, I turned to a subject that is fundamental to life, and I turned to it 
with visual abandon.  In another sense, the project began three and a half years ago when I 
sketched a contour study for the life-size crucifixion woodcut onto that 2x2 ft board.  That 
first evening I printed the first several monotypes from what is now the backside of the 
matrix.  That week, I decided that the direction was clearly worthwhile both conceptually and 
visually, and I began making plans for exploring both the subject and the medium.  When I 
was satisfied with my initial score of monotype, I drew more on the matrix and started 
carving for the first layer of a subtractive woodcut.  I ended up deciding not to use that first 
woodcut plan.  I turned the board over, transferred the basic contours of the composition, and 
started another subtractive woodcut.  This one I intended to have a visceral bodily emphasis, 
and a dramatic energy. 
 
5.3.3.2  Sintra 
This matrix is named after its material.  It is a porous plastic product that is often used 
in signage.  Unlike wood, Sintra has no grain, so it can be both carved and engraved easily.  
Also, Sintra compresses much more readily than wood, so pressure from hard points such as 
a roulette can be used to indent the relief surface.  The first layer was engraved.  Subsequent 
layers were carved in the figure and either compressed or removed with a motorized rotary 
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tool in the background.  Visually, I intended this matrix to be more naturalistic in the 
rendering of human form and surface—though obviously not without abstraction.  I also 
developed it to establish a luminosity of Christ’s body against a tumultuous context, which 
includes marks that I think of as abstractions of people, spirits, and shouting. 
 
5.3.3.3  Violent 
This matrix is named for its conceptual purpose and technical approach.  I wanted to 
develop a matrix as though the actions I was taking against the parts of the composition were 
literally being done against those things that they represent.  I started by taking a large v-
gouge and a mallet to the body of Christ.  I took care only to start the tool where I wanted 
then I beat the chisel hard and fast.  For the second layer, I decided that there really was no 
reason to use traditional woodcut tools for such a purpose, so I attacked Christ’s body with a 
meat cleaver and I ripped through the background with a draw tool (which is a steel hook) 
and a needle tool.  In the third layer, I beat Christ’s body with a hammer and ripped through 
the background with an engraving tool.  In the fourth layer I returned to the chisel, but this 
time I used a broad flat chisel to remove a great deal of material.  In the background, I used 
the engraving tool again.  The background is intend in a few ways.  First, it is meant to 
figuratively suggest storm.  Second, it is meant to literally suggest sunderance as of the 
temple veil.  Third, it is meant to visually support the perspective from which the viewer sees 
Christ—from the ground looking up. 
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5.3.3.4  Zebra 
This print is so called because it shares visual qualities with that peculiar camouflage.  
I produced it in response to print number 44, which is a monotype that I produced with 
stripes from an inch-wide brayer.  I enjoyed the ethereal dissolution of the Christ figure into 
the ground.  This was not intended to work apart from being layered with other matrixes and 
/ or monotypes.  In implementation, I found the visual boldness of this matrix difficult, but 
rewarding to integrate.  It established surface contour frankly.  It gives a directional and 
dynamic thrust or counterthrust depending on what it is layered with.  Meaningfully, the 
matrix also provides a literal representation of the “stripes” (Isaiah 53:5, NKJV) that Jesus 
bore for our healing; for me, this is most compelling visually in combination with layers of 
the violent matrix. 
 
5.3.3.5  Monotype 
A monotype is a one-of a kind print from a surface that has no reproductive capacity.  
A woodcut can be inked with a certain color any number of times to produce practically 
identical prints.  I have produced monotype layers in this suite of prints using uncarved 
wood, Plexiglas, and Lexan.  Using various tools, I apply and subtract ink, then I print.  
Obviously there is a powerful versatility to this method, but I cannot (sanely, if at all) 
produce the qualities I can achieve through relief or intaglio matrixes.  The blending of 
monotype with relief has produced the finest and most resonant results of the suite both 
visually and conceptually. 
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5.3.3.6  Curses 
This intaglio, like the Isaiah prints, is named according to its Hebrew source—the 
curses God pronounced on the serpent, Eve, and Adam for their rebellion in the Garden of 
Eden.  It was designed to be laid as the final layer of print over woodcut layers.  
Conceptually, this print literally lays the curses on Jesus, and (again like the Isaiah prints) 
emphasizes the ancient intention of God to save his people from their sin, from death, and 
from the tyranny of the evil one.  For the death and resurrection of the Son of Man, Jesus 
Christ accomplished all victory—crushing the serpent’s head as prophesied even amidst the 
curses. 
 
5.3.3.7  The Isaiah prints 
45 of the prints were printed as a kind of sister suite to the rest.  They came from a 
single matrix printed as a pure subtractive process.  I only printed layers of this matrix on 
four of the non-Isaiah prints (60, 70, 82, and 97). 
 
5.3.3.7.1  Concept 
I call these the Isaiah prints because the Hebrew text of Isaiah 52:13-53:12 (the whole 
chapter) is both the primary conceptual reference and an essential structural guide.  This 
scripture prophesies the passion and suffering of Messiah for the salvation of wicked people.  
It was written seven centuries before the Christ fulfilled it.  These prints focus on the fact that 
the passion and crucifixion of Jesus Christ was intended.  This is in contrast to the 
tumultuous—seemingly chaotic—circumstances of his arrest, trials, mocking, scourging, 
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condemnation and crucifixion.  Indeed, an onslaught of impassioned events from private 
agony to mob action, from unanswered accusations to pivotal dialogues, from moments of 
still to terrifying violence whirled and filled the final, and absolutely emptying hours Jesus’ 
first advent.  Yet all these things were foretold.  Moreover, these were all planned by God 
and willfully carried out by his Son Jesus to accomplish for us what we could never 
accomplish for ourselves: the just forgiveness of sin.  Jesus took the penalty of all our evil 
and bore it to death on the cross. 
 
5.3.3.7.2  Visual 
These prints focus on the intentionality of God regarding the crucifixion in several 
ways.  First, the grid suggests order and planning.  Second, because the nature of literature is 
generally sequential and  designed, embedding text as another structural agent implies that 
the content is intentional.  These structuring agents and constraints coupled with the 
atmospheric blend rolls I employed naturally deemphasize the visceral bodily experience of 
Jesus. 
 
5.3.3.7.3  Process 
These are subtractive woodcut prints.  They were all printed from one oak ply board.  
First, I carved away where you see white on every print and I printed the lightest color you 
see (generally adjacent to the white shapes). Second, I carved where you see the lightest 
color you see, and then I printed the next darker color.  Third, I carved where you see that 
color, and printed the third layer.  The unframed prints on this wall show you the progression 
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from two layers (the rightmost print) through seven layers (the leftmost print).  The reason 
they are displayed from right to left is that this is the direction Hebrew is written and read.  
All the prints that will ever be made must be made at each step because the woodcut matrix is 
effectively destroyed by the process—as you can see by the matrix, at its seventh, final layer. 
  
5.3.4  Comments received from viewers of the thesis installation 
I laid out four stacks of quarter sheets with one of four questions on each and some 
pencils to prompt written responses to the work.  Below are the prompts (bold) and responses 
to them (bulleted). 
 
5.3.4.1  As you see these images, what comes to mind and/or what 
emotional responses do you experience? 
• Eric, my second visit—brought a friend; learned and observed more.  Ev  Did you try 
Gelato ice cream yet? 
• You articulated well in your writing on the crucifix piece so thoughts seemed 
channeled to what you were feeling.  I liked that you explained that art helps to work 
through your understanding of Jesus—understanding the human spirit if you will. 
• Jesus images: body builder ▪ drama ▪ omnipresence ▪ reptilian ▪ Warhol Jesus 
(commercial Jesus) ▪ The poster for “The Shawshank Redemption” ▪▪▪ Girl in field: 
peacefulness ▪ femininity ▪ warmth ▪ tapestry ▪ Midwest 
• I am inspired!  It gives me strength to see a series of artworks so bold!  Each and 
every piece gives me great joy to read your artist’s statement and view all of your 
images.  I am also inspired as a fellow artist.  Your work is well done, meaningful, 
and beautifully crafted.  It makes me want to be a better artist.  I definitely think that 
some of the images strongly portray the pain of Christ.  Others also cause me to think 
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and question.  I’m very impressed!  Thank you for showing your work!  I think that it 
can be deeply impactful on the viewer. 
• Above all I think I tend to feel a sense of respectfulness and solemnity.  What come to 
mind is the sorrow tied with the experience, but also (as pointed out by my husband) 
the glory that would ensue.  I think this was particularly prevalent in the prints with 
yellow ink. 
• For me the answer to this question varies from print to print. 
• Well when I first walked in I had an overwhelming feeling of images staring at me.  It 
was a inner experience that connected me to the crucifixion and a reminder of what 
was done for me. 
 
5.3.4.2  Which of these works do you engage with—how/why? 
• The girl in the cornfields very fine work—I recently viewed the Edvard Munch 
exhibit at the Art institute in Chicago.  Your work reminded me of that area of 
artwork.  In his collection, the sun is very well done—evocative.  Edvard Munch did 
a glorious sun with brilliant colors.  You may want to take the work further with 
color. 
• There are many excellent pieces and it is a pleasure to see them installed as a body of 
work; many thanks! 
• Eric—the show looks great!!  (Hulk Jesus did turn out nice in the end) ☺—Sarah 
• I found that I engaged with several—all for different reasons.  I particularly like the 
ones that incorporated the written word (whether in English or not)  It was an 
interesting approach to incorporate that, and I believe it worked well.  As mentioned 
previously, I especially was drawn to the print with wording that included the words 
“name in vain”.  It think anyone looking at the piece who has word Jesus’ name in 
this context would have to stop and think a moment, and I love how that makes 
people think.  Perhaps this is just my underlying melancholy nature, but I also liked 
the ones that incorporated darker colors or details, seeming to suggest to me that 
suffering and agony of Christ’s crucifixion.  I think it is hard to take this subject 
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matter lightly when that theme is highlighted, and again, I like to think about it.  I 
found the print incorporating the “violent” matrix where especially heart wrenching, 
and something that has been in my mind since the show. 
• If I remember correctly 18 and 46 were the two most engaging personally.  The dark 
Christ (18) with the stormy looking sky, and the impression of dark rain really stood 
out as a reminder of the reality that God accepted death for us.  The other was the red 
Christ behind the black zebra that really stood out as a reality of the dark nature of a 
crucifixion.  For me it was the print that best portrayed what you stated as the 
meaning behind the violent matrix. 
• The caption about “What the hell…” impressed me. 
 
5.3.4.3  How did you make sense of what you are seeing given 
what you know and believe about Jesus?  Does anything you see here 
challenge what you believe? 
• You presented the torso, neck, and outreached arms so many times I feel perhaps you 
may grow from presenting different parts, give others a chance to see from a different 
point of view.  The backgrounds can make one think we view Christ in similar ways 
although from diverse roots, our cultural backgrounds can be seen as merely an 
exercise in variations on a theme.  The Red center: I’m thinking death—blood of 
Christ and the essence of what Christians try to teach gets lost in the reiteration of the 
crucifix—‘readers’ of your work might engage more if you interspersed the work 
with different parts of the woodcut and some presentation of what Christ stands for 
living life as a human in kindness, love, caring, gentleness, forgiveness, empathy, 
sympathy, etc for other and all humans. 
• Eric—Congratulations again!  It is truly inspiring to see the last 2 years of your life 
up here.  I would love to stay and chat all the churchy goodness with you, but it looks 
as though others are interested right now.  You can always find me though if you 
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want yet another dialogue about these.  At the risk of sounding redundant—your 
prints are beautiful!!!  I’m so pumped to see them up!  Love, Sarah 
• No challenge to my belief system—but I think I feel a refreshed desire to live up to 
the grace bestowed on us all through the act of Christ’s crucifixion. 
 
5.3.4.4  Ask the artist a question 
• Where are the thorns? 
• Why didn’t you use more parts of the woodcut? The chin: was it for symbolism?  The 
lamb of God?  Because it is not good proportion for a  human chin to the audience—
even if it is in proportion. 
• Thank you for sharing your Bible and allowing us to read the relevant passage. 
• Who do you think won the challenge of concocting the most original an delicious 
banana bread?  Signed, Anonymously 
• Obviously the crucifixion took up a lot of your time, but it seems that great effort 
went into the sower print as well.  The sower seemed to me to be overshadowed by 
the gravity of the other works (both the crucifixion and the full body).  Did you intend 
for the sower to be a bright spot in the show?  Maybe more of an side?  Basically how 
does the sower fit in? 
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with me and facing a life of difficulty in the arts and teaching.  Thank you for giving yourself 
to make our home stable and nurture our children in the love and fear of our Lord Jesus 
Christ.  You have done the greater work.  This is nothing compared to your sacrifices and 
selfless care.  May God bless you with the greater crown, for you have earned it.  You inspire 
and teach me to lay myself aside—even as Jesus did—for the good of others and the glory of 
God.  I work in wood, paper, and ink; you work in the lives of posterity.  Blessed are you 
among women!  And blessed am I through you, a gift from God.  I treasure you. 
 
Danielle, I am so glad you are my daughter.  You are a great thinker and an 
amazingly creative artist.  Your whimsy and curiosity are delightful.  You teach me to look at 
the world anew—both more carefully and more lightly.  I am well pleased with you.  God 
has made you wonderfully, and I am blessed to know you.  I pray that you would grow in 
your knowledge of God and of all things, in your creative skills and understanding, and in 
passion to live your life in honor of God and to bless people. 
 
Josiah, I am pleased to know you, my son.  You are already a passionate, expressive 
person, and I am filled with joy to see you displaying both compassion and a desire for 
righteousness.  If you fix your eyes on Jesus and do not forsake these gifts of God, you will 
be blessed in what you do and others will be blessed through you.  I pray this will be. 
 
Dad, Mom, Vance Elzinga, David Giove, Diana Van Weelden, and others: thank you 
all for upholding me in prayer and love. 
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SCRIPTURE APPENDIXES 
 
Overview 
Scripture quotations are from the NIV1 translation of the Holy Bible, unless otherwise noted. 
The overall arrangement is as follows: 
• A3 gives abbreviations for the titles of the books of the Bible. 
• A4-17 include whole passages rather than topical lists; they are sequenced according 
to their canonical order2 with the exception of the three accounts of the parable of the 
sower, which I have placed first (4-6) 
• A18-82 are topical lists; under each heading, excerpts are sequenced according to 
their canonical order. 
o A18-21 provide some foundational information: God as Creator (18), The 
Image of God in Humans (19), Rise and Fall of Humanity (20) and Who is 
Jesus? (21) 
o A22-48 address salvation, sin, and participation with and opposition to the 
work of God. 
o A49-67 demonstrate God’s relationship to human perception, understanding, 
and belief in two essential sections titled God of Senses and Understanding 
(49-60) and Revelation as a Vehicle for Knowing and Believing (61-67). 
o A68-77 relate to the symbolism of my representation of the wilderness, city, 
path, birds, sun, and seed. 
o A78-82 deal with the word of God and the bible in various ways. 
• A83-109, titled Ten Words, provide analysis of the meanings and biblical usage of the 
ten Hebrew words that appear on the right side of my woodcut print. 
In the longer appendixes, those passages that I think are particularly significant are indicated 
by their reference citation (found in the left-hand column) appearing in bold typeface. 
                                                 
1 The Holy Bible : New International Version. electronic ed. Grand Rapids : Zondervan, 1996, c1984, S. Ac 
17:26 
2 A4-17 are arranged according to their canonical order in protestant Christian translations.  The three accounts 
of the parable of the sower, however, have been placed one after the other in A4-6 before returning to other 
parables. 
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Abbreviations for the books of the Bible
Genesis Ge Isaiah Isa Romans Ro 
Exodus Ex Jeremiah Jer 1 Corinthians 1Co 
Leviticus Lev Lamentations La 2 Corinthians 2Co 
Numbers Nu Ezekiel Eze Galatians Gal 
Deuteronomy Dt Daniel Da Ephesians Eph 
Joshua Jsh Hosea Hos Philippians Php 
Judges Jdg Joel Joel Colossians Col 
Ruth Ru Amos Am 1 Thessalonians 1Th 
1 Samuel 1Sa Obadiah Ob 2 Thessalonians 2Th 
2 Samuel 2Sa Jonah Jnh 1 Timothy 1Ti 
1 Kings 1Ki Micah Mic 2 Timothy 2Ti 
2 Kings 2Ki Nahum Na Titus Tit 
1 Chronicles 1Ch Habakkuk Ha Philemon Phm 
2 Chronicles 2Ch Zephaniah Zep Hebrews Heb 
Ezra Ezr Haggai Hag James Jms 
Nehemiah Ne Zechariah Zec 1 Peter 1Pe 
Esther Est Malachi Mal 2 Peter 2Pe 
Job Job Matthew Mt 1 John 1Jn 
Psalms Ps Mark Mk 2 John 2Jn 
Proverbs Pr Luke Lk 3 John 3Jn 
Ecclesiastes Ecc John Jn Jude Jude 
Song of Solomon SS Acts Ac Revelation Rev 
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The Parable of the Sower: Matthew 
Mt 
13:1-23 
1 That same day Jesus went out of the house and sat by the lake.  2 Such large 
crowds gathered around him that he got into a boat and sat in it, while all the 
people stood on the shore.  3 Then he told them many things in parables, saying:  
“A farmer went out to sow his seed.  4 As he was scattering the seed, some fell 
along the path, and the birds came and ate it up.  5 Some fell on rocky places, 
where it did not have much soil.  It sprang up quickly, because the soil was 
shallow.  6 But when the sun came up, the plants were scorched, and they withered 
because they had no root.  7 Other seed fell among thorns, which grew up and 
choked the plants.  8 Still other seed fell on good soil, where it produced a crop—a 
hundred, sixty or thirty times what was sown.  9 He who has ears, let him hear.”  
10 The disciples came to him and asked, “Why do you speak to the people in 
parables?”  
11 He replied, “The knowledge of the secrets of the kingdom of heaven has been 
given to you, but not to them.  12 Whoever has will be given more, and he will 
have an abundance. Whoever does not have, even what he has will be taken from 
him.  13 This is why I speak to them in parables:  “Though seeing, they do not see; 
though hearing, they do not hear or understand.  14 In them is fulfilled the 
prophecy of Isaiah:  “ ‘You will be ever hearing but never understanding; you will 
be ever seeing but never perceiving.  15 For this people’s heart has become 
calloused; they hardly hear with their ears, and they have closed their eyes.  
Otherwise they might see with their eyes, hear with their ears, understand with 
their hearts and turn, and I would heal them.’3  16 But blessed are your eyes 
because they see, and your ears because they hear.  17 For I tell you the truth, 
many prophets and righteous men longed to see what you see but did not see it, 
and to hear what you hear but did not hear it. 
18 “Listen then to what the parable of the sower means:  19 When anyone hears 
the message about the kingdom and does not understand it, the evil one comes and 
snatches away what was sown in his heart.  This is the seed sown along the path.  
20 The one who received the seed that fell on rocky places is the man who hears 
the word and at once receives it with joy.  21 But since he has no root, he lasts 
only a short time.  When trouble or persecution comes because of the word, he 
quickly falls away.  22 The one who received the seed that fell among the thorns is 
the man who hears the word, but the worries of this life and the deceitfulness of 
wealth choke it, making it unfruitful.  23 But the one who received the seed that 
fell on good soil is the man who hears the word and understands it.  He produces a 
crop, yielding a hundred, sixty or thirty times what was sown.” 
                                                 
3 Isa 6:9, 10 
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The Parable of the Sower: Mark 
Mk 
4:1-20 
1 Again Jesus began to teach by the lake.  The crowd that gathered around him 
was so large that he got into a boat and sat in it out on the lake, while all the people 
were along the shore at the water’s edge.  2 He taught them many things by 
parables, and in his teaching said:  3 “Listen! A farmer went out to sow his seed.  4 
As he was scattering the seed, some fell along the path, and the birds came and ate 
it up.  5 Some fell on rocky places, where it did not have much soil.  It sprang up 
quickly, because the soil was shallow.  6 But when the sun came up, the plants 
were scorched, and they withered because they had no root.  7 Other seed fell 
among thorns, which grew up and choked the plants, so that they did not bear 
grain.  8 Still other seed fell on good soil.  It came up, grew and produced a crop, 
multiplying thirty, sixty, or even a hundred times.”  
9 Then Jesus said, “He who has ears to hear, let him hear.”  
10 When he was alone, the Twelve and the others around him asked him about the 
parables.  11 He told them, “The secret of the kingdom of God has been given to 
you. But to those on the outside everything is said in parables 12 so that, “ ‘they 
may be ever seeing but never perceiving, and ever hearing but never 
understanding; otherwise they might turn and be forgiven!’ ”4 
13 Then Jesus said to them, “Don’t you understand this parable? How then will 
you understand any parable?  14 The farmer sows the word.  15 Some people are 
like seed along the path, where the word is sown.  As soon as they hear it, Satan 
comes and takes away the word that was sown in them.  16 Others, like seed sown 
on rocky places, hear the word and at once receive it with joy.  17 But since they 
have no root, they last only a short time. When trouble or persecution comes 
because of the word, they quickly fall away.  18 Still others, like seed sown among 
thorns, hear the word; 19 but the worries of this life, the deceitfulness of wealth 
and the desires for other things come in and choke the word, making it unfruitful.  
20 Others, like seed sown on good soil, hear the word, accept it, and produce a 
crop—thirty, sixty or even a hundred times what was sown.” 
                                                 
4 Isa 6:9, 10 
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The Parable of the Sower: Luke 
Lk 
8:4-15 
4 While a large crowd was gathering and people were coming to Jesus from town 
after town, he told this parable:  5 “A farmer went out to sow his seed.  As he was 
scattering the seed, some fell along the path; it was trampled on, and the birds of 
the air ate it up.  6 Some fell on rock, and when it came up, the plants withered 
because they had no moisture.  7 Other seed fell among thorns, which grew up 
with it and choked the plants.  8 Still other seed fell on good soil.  It came up and 
yielded a crop, a hundred times more than was sown.”  
When he said this, he called out, “He who has ears to hear, let him hear.”  
9 His disciples asked him what this parable meant.  10 He said, “The knowledge of 
the secrets of the kingdom of God has been given to you, but to others I speak in 
parables, so that, “ ‘though seeing, they may not see; though hearing, they may not 
understand.’5 
11 “This is the meaning of the parable:  The seed is the word of God.  12 Those 
along the path are the ones who hear, and then the devil comes and takes away the 
word from their hearts, so that they may not believe and be saved.  13 Those on the 
rock are the ones who receive the word with joy when they hear it, but they have 
no root.  They believe for a while, but in the time of testing they fall away.  14 The 
seed that fell among thorns stands for those who hear, but as they go on their way 
they are choked by life’s worries, riches and pleasures, and they do not mature.  15 
But the seed on good soil stands for those with a noble and good heart, who hear 
the word, retain it, and by persevering produce a crop. 
                                                 
5 Isa 6:9 
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Job Speaks about Wisdom 
Job 
28 (all) 
1 “There is a mine for silver and a place where gold is refined.  2 Iron is taken 
from the earth, and copper is smelted from ore.  3 Man puts an end to the darkness; 
he searches the farthest recesses for ore in the blackest darkness.  4 Far from where 
people dwell he cuts a shaft, in places forgotten by the foot of man; far from men 
he dangles and sways.  5 The earth, from which food comes, is transformed below 
as by fire; 6 sapphires6 come from its rocks, and its dust contains nuggets of gold.  
7 No bird of prey knows that hidden path, no falcon’s eye has seen it.  8 Proud 
beasts do not set foot on it, and no lion prowls there.  9 Man’s hand assaults the 
flinty rock and lays bare the roots of the mountains.  10 He tunnels through the 
rock; his eyes see all its treasures.  11 He searches7 the sources of the rivers and 
brings hidden things to light.  12 “But where can wisdom be found?  Where does 
understanding dwell?  13 Man does not comprehend its worth; it cannot be found 
in the land of the living.  14 The deep says, ‘It is not in me’; the sea says, ‘It is not 
with me.’  15 It cannot be bought with the finest gold, nor can its price be weighed 
in silver.  16 It cannot be bought with the gold of Ophir, with precious onyx or 
sapphires.  17 Neither gold nor crystal can compare with it, nor can it be had for 
jewels of gold.  18 Coral and jasper are not worthy of mention; the price of 
wisdom is beyond rubies.  19 The topaz of Cush cannot compare with it; it cannot 
be bought with pure gold.  20 “Where then does wisdom come from?  Where does 
understanding dwell?  21 It is hidden from the eyes of every living thing, 
concealed even from the birds of the air.  22 Destruction8 and Death say, ‘Only a 
rumor of it has reached our ears.’  23 God understands the way to it and he alone 
knows where it dwells, 24 for he views the ends of the earth and sees everything 
under the heavens.  25 When he established the force of the wind and measured 
out the waters, 26 when he made a decree for the rain and a path for the 
thunderstorm, 27 then he looked at wisdom and appraised it; he confirmed it and 
tested it.  28 And he said to man, ‘The fear of the Lord—that is wisdom, and to 
shun evil is understanding.’ ” 
 
                                                 
6 Or lapis lazuli; also in verse 16 
7 Septuagint, Aquila and Vulgate; Hebrew He dams up 
8 Hebrew Abaddon 
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Psalm 1  
9 1     Blessed is the man 
who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked 
or stand in the way of sinners 
or sit in the seat of mockers.  
2     But his delight is in the law of the Lord, 
and on his law he meditates day and night. 
3     He is like a tree planted by streams of water, 
which yields its fruit in season 
and whose leaf does not wither. 
Whatever he does prospers. 
4     Not so the wicked! 
They are like chaff 
that the wind blows away. 
5     Therefore the wicked will not stand in the judgment, 
nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous. 
6     For the Lord watches over the way of the righteous, 
but the way of the wicked will perish. 
                                                 
9 This Hebrew poetry is formatted similarly to the NIV translation. 
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Proverbs: commendation and personification of wisdom
2 (all) My son, if you accept my words and store up my commands within you, 2 turning 
your ear to wisdom and applying your heart to understanding, 3 and if you call out 
for insight and cry aloud for understanding, 4 and if you look for it as for silver and 
search for it as for hidden treasure, 5 then you will understand the fear of the LORD 
and find the knowledge of God.  6 For the LORD gives wisdom, and from his mouth 
come knowledge and understanding.  7 He holds victory in store for the upright, he 
is a shield to those whose walk is blameless, 8 for he guards the course of the just 
and protects the way of his faithful ones.  9 Then you will understand what is right 
and just and fair—every good path.  10 For wisdom will enter your heart, and 
knowledge will be pleasant to your soul.  11 Discretion will protect you, and 
understanding will guard you.  12 Wisdom will save you from the ways of wicked 
men, from men whose words are perverse, 13 who leave the straight paths to walk 
in dark ways, 14 who delight in doing wrong and rejoice in the perverseness of evil, 
15 whose paths are crooked and who are devious in their ways.  16 It will save you 
also from the adulteress, from the wayward wife with her seductive words, 17 who 
has left the partner of her youth and ignored the covenant she made before God.10  
18 For her house leads down to death and her paths to the spirits of the dead.  
19 None who go to her return or attain the paths of life.  20 Thus you will walk in 
the ways of good men and keep to the paths of the righteous.  21 For the upright 
will live in the land, and the blameless will remain in it; 22 but the wicked will be 
cut off from the land, and the unfaithful will be torn from it. 
9 (all) 1 Wisdom has built her house; she has hewn out its seven pillars.  2 She has 
prepared her meat and mixed her wine; she has also set her table.  3 She has sent 
out her maids, and she calls from the highest point of the city.  4 “Let all who are 
simple come in here!” she says to those who lack judgment.  5 “Come, eat my food 
and drink the wine I have mixed.  6 Leave your simple ways and you will live; walk 
in the way of understanding.  7 “Whoever corrects a mocker invites insult; whoever 
rebukes a wicked man incurs abuse.  8 Do not rebuke a mocker or he will hate you; 
rebuke a wise man and he will love you.  9 Instruct a wise man and he will be wiser 
still; teach a righteous man and he will add to his learning.  10 “The fear of the 
LORD is the beginning of wisdom, and knowledge of the Holy One is 
understanding.  11 For through me your days will be many, and years will be added 
to your life.  12 If you are wise, your wisdom will reward you; if you are a mocker, 
you alone will suffer.”  13 The woman Folly is loud; she is undisciplined and 
without knowledge.  14 She sits at the door of her house, on a seat at the highest 
point of the city, 15 calling out to those who pass by, who go straight on their way.  
16 “Let all who are simple come in here!” she says to those who lack judgment.  
17 “Stolen water is sweet; food eaten in secret is delicious!”  18 But little do they 
know that the dead are there, that her guests are in the depths of the grave.11 
                                                 
10 Or covenant of her God 
11 Hebrew Sheol 
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Jeremiah 12: a conversation between Jeremiah and God 
Jer 
 Q: 
1 You are always righteous, O LORD, when I bring a case before you.  Yet I would 
speak with you about your justice: Why does the way of the wicked prosper?  Why 
do all the faithless live at ease?  2 You have planted them, and they have taken root; 
they grow and bear fruit.  You are always on their lips but far from their hearts.  
3 Yet you know me, O LORD; you see me and test my thoughts about you.  Drag 
them off like sheep to be butchered!  Set them apart for the day of slaughter!  
4 How long will the land lie parched  and the grass in every field be withered?  
Because those who live in it are wicked, the animals and birds have perished.  
Moreover, the people are saying, “He will not see what happens to us.” 
God 
 A: 
5 “If you have raced with men on foot and they have worn you out, how can you 
compete with horses?  If you stumble in safe country,  how will you manage in the 
thickets by  the Jordan?  6 Your brothers, your own family—even they have 
betrayed you; they have raised a loud cry against you.  Do not trust them, though 
they speak well of you.  7 “I will forsake my house, abandon my inheritance; I will 
give the one I love into the hands of her enemies.  8 My inheritance has become to 
me like a lion in the forest.  She roars at me; therefore I hate her.  9 Has not my 
inheritance become to me like a speckled bird of prey that other birds of prey 
surround and attack?  Go and gather all the wild beasts; bring them to devour.  
10 Many shepherds will ruin my vineyard and trample down my field; they will 
turn my pleasant field into a desolate wasteland.  11 It will be made a wasteland, 
parched and desolate before me; the whole land will be laid waste because there is 
no one who cares.  12 Over all the barren heights in the desert destroyers will 
swarm, for the sword of the LORD will devour from one end of the land to the other; 
no one will be safe.  13 They will sow wheat but reap thorns; they will wear 
themselves out but gain nothing.  So bear the shame of your harvest because of the 
LORD’s fierce anger.”  14 This is what the LORD says: “As for all my wicked 
neighbors who seize the inheritance I gave my people Israel, I will uproot them 
from their lands and I will uproot the house of Judah from among them.  15 But 
after I uproot them, I will again have compassion and will bring each of them back 
to his own inheritance and his own country.  16 And if they learn well the ways of 
my people and swear by my name, saying, ‘As surely as the LORD lives’—even as 
they once taught my people to swear by Baal—then they will be established among 
my people.  17 But if any nation does not listen, I will completely uproot and 
destroy it,” declares the LORD. 
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Jeremiah 17:5-11: striking parallel to the Parable of the Sower
God 5 This is what the LORD says: “Cursed is the one who trusts in man, who depends 
on flesh for his strength and whose heart turns away from the LORD.  6 He will be 
like a bush in the wastelands; he will not see prosperity when it comes.  He will 
dwell in the parched places of the desert, in a salt land where no one lives.  7 But 
blessed is the man who trusts in the LORD, whose confidence is in him.  8He will 
be like a tree planted by the water that sends out its roots by the stream.  It does 
not fear when heat comes; its leaves are always green.  It has no worries in a year 
of drought and never fails to bear fruit.” 
Prophet 9 The heart is deceitful above all things and beyond cure.  Who can understand it? 
God 10 “I the LORD search the heart and examine the mind, to reward a man according 
to his conduct, according to what his deeds deserve.” 
Prophet 11 Like a partridge that hatches eggs it did not lay is the man who gains riches by 
unjust means.  When his life is half gone, they will desert him, and in the end he 
will prove to be a fool. 
Jeremiah 17:5-11 contains the parable of the sower and highlights some key relationships 
among belief, actions, and consequences.  Verses 5-8 sum up the parable of the sower.  The 
parable’s four soils, sun, roots, worries, and fruit, are indicated here (and persecution enters 
the conversation later, in verse 18).  Even the wasteland I have included in my illustration, 
but that is not mentioned in the parable, is present here.  The only aspect of the parable not 
found in this conversation is the birds.  Moreover, consider what Jeremiah’s discussion with 
God reveals about the relationships among beliefs, actions, and consequences.  To start, God 
pronounces consequences of beliefs—cursedness for faith in man and blessedness for faith in 
God (as with creation, this is so because God has so spoken).  However, verse 10 says the 
consequences are for “deeds”, so how can consequences be for both beliefs and actions?  
Notice that rewards for deeds in verse 10 are based on a perfect search and understanding of 
the heart and mind—which represent belief.  Simplistically, belief acts and, so, is 
consequential.  Because our actions flow from our beliefs, consequences for actions are 
ultimately consequences for beliefs.  See A41-44 and 45-47 for scriptures that more fully 
disclose the relationship among belief, action, and consequence.  Belief causes trust and 
desire.  Trust and desire fuel actions.  Actions complete beliefs.  Beliefs have consequences.  
Deeds evidence belief like fingerprints evidence identity.  Consequences are ultimately due 
to belief because beliefs are impetus to deeds and because faith in the atoning death and 
quickening resurrection of Jesus Christ is the only basis of atonement from all sin and 
accreditation of righteousness.  The relationships among belief, action, and consequence are 
not merely linear or circular.  Belief and deeds are tightly woven—inseparable really.  The 
Lord’s jealous love pursues our faith and obedience, which are inseparable, and condemns 
substitutionary objects and unfaithful actions of body, mind, and heart. 
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The Parable of the Weeds and Jesus’ Explanation
Mt 
13:24-30 
24 Jesus told them another parable: “The kingdom of heaven is like a man 
who sowed good seed in his field. 25 But while everyone was sleeping, his 
enemy came and sowed weeds among the wheat, and went away. 26 When 
the wheat sprouted and formed heads, then the weeds also appeared.  
27 “The owner’s servants came to him and said, ‘Sir, didn’t you sow good 
seed in your field? Where then did the weeds come from?’  
28 “ ‘An enemy did this,’ he replied.  
“The servants asked him, ‘Do you want us to go and pull them up?’  
29 “ ‘No,’ he answered, ‘because while you are pulling the weeds, you may 
root up the wheat with them. 30 Let both grow together until the harvest. At 
that time I will tell the harvesters: First collect the weeds and tie them in 
bundles to be burned; then gather the wheat and bring it into my barn.’ ” 
 
Mt 
13:36-43 
… 
36 Then he left the crowd and went into the house.  His disciples came to him 
and said, “Explain to us the parable of the weeds in the field.”  
37 He answered, “The one who sowed the good seed is the Son of Man.  38 
The field is the world, and the good seed stands for the sons of the kingdom.  
The weeds are the sons of the evil one, 39 and the enemy who sows them is 
the devil.  The harvest is the end of the age, and the harvesters are angels.  
40 “As the weeds are pulled up and burned in the fire, so it will be at the end 
of the age.  41 The Son of Man will send out his angels, and they will weed 
out of his kingdom everything that causes sin and all who do evil.  42 They 
will throw them into the fiery furnace, where there will be weeping and 
gnashing of teeth.  43 Then the righteous will shine like the sun in the 
kingdom of their Father.  He who has ears, let him hear. 
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The Parable of the Laborers’ Wage 
Mt 
20:1-16 
“For the kingdom of heaven is like a landowner who went out early in the morning 
to hire men to work in his vineyard.  2 He agreed to pay them a denarius for the 
day and sent them into his vineyard.  
3 “About the third hour he went out and saw others standing in the marketplace 
doing nothing. 4 He told them, ‘You also go and work in my vineyard, and I will 
pay you whatever is right.’ 5 So they went.  
“He went out again about the sixth hour and the ninth hour and did the same thing.  
6 About the eleventh hour he went out and found still others standing around. He 
asked them, ‘Why have you been standing here all day long doing nothing?’  
7 “ ‘Because no one has hired us,’ they answered.  
“He said to them, ‘You also go and work in my vineyard.’  
8 “When evening came, the owner of the vineyard said to his foreman, ‘Call the 
workers and pay them their wages, beginning with the last ones hired and going on 
to the first.’  
9 “The workers who were hired about the eleventh hour came and each received a 
denarius.  10 So when those came who were hired first, they expected to receive 
more.  But each one of them also received a denarius.  11 When they received it, 
they began to grumble against the landowner.  12 ‘These men who were hired last 
worked only one hour,’ they said, ‘and you have made them equal to us who have 
borne the burden of the work and the heat of the day.’  
13 “But he answered one of them, ‘Friend, I am not being unfair to you.  Didn’t 
you agree to work for a denarius?  14 Take your pay and go. I want to give the 
man who was hired last the same as I gave you.  15 Don’t I have the right to do 
what I want with my own money?  Or are you envious because I am generous?’  
16 “So the last will be first, and the first will be last.” 
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The Parable of the Tenants 
Mt 
21:33-
44 
33 “Listen to another parable:  There was a landowner who planted a vineyard.  He 
put a wall around it, dug a winepress in it and built a watchtower.  Then he rented 
the vineyard to some farmers and went away on a journey.  34 When the harvest 
time approached, he sent his servants to the tenants to collect his fruit.  
35 “The tenants seized his servants; they beat one, killed another, and stoned a 
third.  36 Then he sent other servants to them, more than the first time, and the 
tenants treated them the same way.  37 Last of all, he sent his son to them. ‘They 
will respect my son,’ he said.  
38 “But when the tenants saw the son, they said to each other, ‘This is the heir. 
Come, let’s kill him and take his inheritance.’  39 So they took him and threw him 
out of the vineyard and killed him.  
40 “Therefore, when the owner of the vineyard comes, what will he do to those 
tenants?”  
41 “He will bring those wretches to a wretched end,” they replied, “and he will 
rent the vineyard to other tenants, who will give him his share of the crop at 
harvest time.”  
42 Jesus said to them, “Have you never read in the Scriptures:  
“ ‘The stone the builders rejected has become the capstone12; the Lord has done 
this, and it is marvelous in our eyes’?13 
43 “Therefore I tell you that the kingdom of God will be taken away from you and 
given to a people who will produce its fruit. 44 He who falls on this stone will be 
broken to pieces, but he on whom it falls will be crushed.”14 
                                                 
12 Or cornerstone 
13 Psalm 118:22, 23 
14 Some manuscripts do not have verse 44 
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The Parable of the Ten Virgins 
Mt 
25:1-13 
1 “At that time the kingdom of heaven will be like ten virgins15 who took their 
lamps and went out to meet the bridegroom.  2 Five of them were foolish and five 
were wise.  3 The foolish ones took their lamps but did not take any oil with them.  
4 The wise, however, took oil in jars along with their lamps.  5 The bridegroom 
was a long time in coming, and they all became drowsy and fell asleep.  6 At 
midnight the cry rang out: ‘Here’s the bridegroom! Come out to meet him!’  7 
Then all the virgins woke up and trimmed their lamps.  8 The foolish ones said to 
the wise, ‘Give us some of your oil; our lamps are going out.’ 
9 “ ‘No,’ they replied, ‘there may not be enough for both us and you. Instead, go to 
those who sell oil and buy some for yourselves.’  10 But while they were on their 
way to buy the oil, the bridegroom arrived.  The virgins who were ready went in 
with him to the wedding banquet.  And the door was shut.  
11 “Later the others also came.  ‘Sir! Sir!’ they said. ‘Open the door for us!’  
12 “But he replied, ‘I tell you the truth, I don’t know you.’  
13 “Therefore keep watch, because you do not know the day or the hour.” 
                                                 
15 An unmarried female, not necessarily a virgin sexually 
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The Parable of the Talents 
Mt 
25:14-
30 
14 “Again, it will be like a man going on a journey, who called his servants and 
entrusted his property to them.  15 To one he gave five talents16 of money, to 
another two talents, and to another one talent, each according to his ability.  Then 
he went on his journey.  16 The man who had received the five talents went at 
once and put his money to work and gained five more.  17 So also, the one with 
the two talents gained two more.  18 But the man who had received the one talent 
went off, dug a hole in the ground and hid his master’s money.  19 “After a long 
time the master of those servants returned and settled accounts with them.  20 The 
man who had received the five talents brought the other five. ‘Master,’ he said, 
‘you entrusted me with five talents.  See, I have gained five more.’  
21 “His master replied, ‘Well done, good and faithful servant!  You have been 
faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge of many things.  Come and 
share your master’s happiness!’  
22 “The man with the two talents also came.  ‘Master,’ he said, ‘you entrusted me 
with two talents; see, I have gained two more.’  
23 “His master replied, ‘Well done, good and faithful servant!  You have been 
faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge of many things.  Come and 
share your master’s happiness!’  
24 “Then the man who had received the one talent came.  ‘Master,’ he said, ‘I 
knew that you are a hard man, harvesting where you have not sown and gathering 
where you have not scattered seed.  25 So I was afraid and went out and hid your 
talent in the ground. See, here is what belongs to you.’  
26 “His master replied, ‘You wicked, lazy servant!  So you knew that I harvest 
where I have not sown and gather where I have not scattered seed?  27 Well then, 
you should have put my money on deposit with the bankers, so that when I 
returned I would have received it back with interest.  28 “ ‘Take the talent from 
him and give it to the one who has the ten talents.  29 For everyone who has will 
be given more, and he will have an abundance.  Whoever does not have, even what 
he has will be taken from him.  30 And throw that worthless servant outside, into 
the darkness, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. 
                                                 
16 The talent (τάλαντον) is an ancient unit of weight with a dynamic history; its equivalence has ranged from 57 
to 200 lbs.  According to the Dictionary of Biblical Languages With Semantic Domains, one talent of silver 
would have been coined as 6,000 drachmae, each of which was, at the time Jesus spoke this parable, worth the 
wage for one long day of common labor.  In that sense, a talent would represent more than 19 years of 6-day 
(60-72 hour) work weeks or more than 23 years of 5-day (50-60 hour) work weeks. 
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Paul Compares God’s Salvation to Adoption
Ro 
8:12-25 
12 So then, brethren, we are under obligation, not to the flesh, to live according to 
the flesh—13 for if you are living according to the flesh, you must die; but if by 
the Spirit you are putting to death the deeds of the body, you will live.  14 For all 
who are being led by the Spirit of God, these are sons of God.  15 For you  have 
not received a spirit of slavery leading to fear again, but you  have received a spirit 
of adoption as sons by which we cry out, “Abba! Father!”  16 The Spirit Himself  
testifies with our spirit that we are children of God, 17 and if children, heirs also, 
heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ, if indeed we suffer with Him so that we 
may also be glorified with Him. 
 
18 For I consider that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be 
compared with the glory that is to be revealed to us.  19 For the anxious longing of 
the creation waits eagerly for the revealing of the sons of God.  20 For the creation 
was subjected to futility, not willingly, but because of Him who subjected it, in 
hope 21 that the creation itself also will be set free from its slavery to corruption 
into the freedom of the glory of the children of God.  22 For we know that the 
whole creation groans and suffers the pains of childbirth together until 
now.  23 And not only this, but also we ourselves, having the first fruits of the 
Spirit, even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting eagerly for our adoption 
as sons, the redemption of our body.  24 For in hope we have been saved, but hope 
that is seen is not hope; for who hopes for what he already sees?  25 But if we hope 
for what we do not see, with perseverance we wait eagerly for it. 
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Creator God 
Ge 
1:1-4 
1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.  2 Now the earth was  
formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of 
God was hovering over the waters.  3 And God said, “Let there be light,” and there 
was light.  4 God saw that the light was good, and he separated the light from the 
darkness. 
Ps 19 
1-4 
1 The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of his hands. 
2 Day after day they pour forth speech; night after night they display knowledge.  
3 There is no speech or language where their voice is not heard.  4 Their voice  
goes out into all the earth, their words to the ends of the world. 
Ecc 
7:13, 
14 
13 Consider what God has done: Who can straighten what he has made crooked?  
14 When times are good, be happy; but when times are bad, consider:  God has 
made the one as well as the other.  Therefore, a man cannot discover anything 
about his future. 
Ac 
17:24-
31 
24 “The God who made the world and everything in it is the Lord of heaven and 
earth and does not live in temples built by hands.  25 And he is not served by 
human hands, as if he needed anything, because he himself gives all men life and 
breath and everything else.  26 From one man he made every nation of men, that 
they should inhabit the whole earth; and he determined the times set for them and 
the exact places where they should live.  27 God did this so that men would seek 
him and perhaps reach out for him and find him, though he is not far from each 
one of us.  28 ‘For in him we live and move and have our being.’ As some of your 
own poets have said, ‘We are his offspring.’  
29 “Therefore since we are God’s offspring, we should not think that the divine 
being is like gold or silver or stone—an image made by man’s design and skill.  30 
In the past God overlooked such ignorance, but now he commands all people 
everywhere to repent.  31 For he has set a day when he will judge the world with 
justice by the man he has appointed. He has given proof of this to all men by 
raising him from the dead.” 
Col 
1:15-20 
15 He [Jesus] is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation.  16 
For by him all things were created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and 
invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities; all things were created 
by him and for him.  17 He is before all things, and in him all things hold together.  
18 And he is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning and the firstborn 
from among the dead, so that in everything he might have the supremacy.  19 For 
God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him, 20 and through him to 
reconcile to himself all things, whether things on earth or things in heaven, by 
making peace through his blood, shed on the cross. 
Rev 
4:11 
11 “You are worthy, our Lord and God, to receive glory and honor and power, for 
you created all things, and by your will they were created and have their being.” 
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Image of God in Humans 
Ge 
1:26, 
27 
26 Then God said, “Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them 
rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the 
earth,  and over all the creatures that move along the ground.”  27 So God created 
man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and female he 
created them. 
Ge 
9:6 
“Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall his blood be shed; for in the 
image of God has God made man. 
Lk 
3:23, 
38 
23 Now Jesus himself was about thirty years old when he began his ministry. He 
was the son, so it was thought, of Joseph, the son of Heli. […] 38 the son of Enosh, 
the son of Seth, the son of Adam, the son of God. 
Ac 17:26 and 29, (A18) 
Gal 
4:4-7 
4 But when the time had fully come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, born 
under law, 5 to redeem those under law, that we might receive the full rights of 
sons.  6 Because you are sons, God sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, the 
Spirit who calls out, “Abba, Father.”  7 So you are no longer a slave, but a son; and 
since you are a son, God has made you also an heir. 
1Co, 
12:27 
Now you are the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it. 
1Co 
6:15 
Do you not know that your bodies are members of Christ himself? Shall I then take 
the members of Christ and unite them with a prostitute? Never! 
Col 
2:9 
9 For in Christ all the fullness of the Deity lives in bodily form, 
Jms 
4:4-6 
4 You adulterous people, don’t you know that friendship with the world is hatred 
toward God?  Anyone who chooses to be a friend of the world becomes an enemy 
of God.  5 Or do you think Scripture says without reason that the spirit he caused 
to live in us envies intensely?17  6 But he gives us more grace.  That is why 
Scripture says: “God opposes the proud but gives grace to the humble.”18 
                                                 
17 Or that God jealously longs for the spirit that he made to live in us; or that the Spirit he caused to live in us 
longs jealously 
18 Prov. 3:34 
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Rise and Fall of Humanity 
Ge 
2:7-9 
7 the LORD God formed the man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his 
nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living being. 
8 Now the LORD God had planted a garden in the east, in Eden; and there he put 
the man he had formed.  9 And the LORD God made all kinds of trees grow out of 
the ground—trees that were pleasing to the eye and good for food.  In the middle 
of the garden were the tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.  
Ge 
2: 15-
17 
15 The LORD God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and 
take care of it.  16 And the LORD God commanded the man, “You are free to eat 
from any tree in the garden; 17 but you must not eat from the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil, for when you eat of it you will surely die.” 
Ge 
2:19-
20a 
19 Now the LORD God had formed out of the ground all the beasts of the field and 
all the birds of the air.  He brought them to the man to see what he would name 
them; and whatever the man called each living creature, that was its name.  20 So 
the man gave names to all the livestock, the birds of the air and all the beasts of the 
field. 
Ge 
3:6 
6 When the woman saw that the fruit of the tree19 was good for food and pleasing 
to the eye, and also desirable for gaining wisdom, she took some and ate it.  She 
also gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he ate it. 
Ge 
3: 14-
19 
14 So the LORD God said to the serpent, “Because you have done this,  
“Cursed are you above all the livestock and all the wild animals!  You will crawl 
on your belly and you will eat dust all the days of your life.  15 And I will put 
enmity between you and the woman, and between your offspring20 and hers; he 
will crush  your head, and you will strike his heel.” 
16 To the woman he said, “I will greatly increase your pains in childbearing; with 
pain you will give birth to children.  Your desire will be for your husband, and he 
will rule over you.” 
17 To Adam he said, “Because you listened to your wife and ate from the tree 
about which I commanded you, ‘You must not eat of it,’ Cursed is the ground 
because of you; through painful toil you will eat of it all the days of your life.  18 It 
will produce thorns and thistles for you, and you will eat the plants of the field.  
19 By the sweat of your brow you will eat your food until you return to the ground, 
since from it you were taken; for dust you are and to dust you will return.” 
                                                 
19 tree of the knowledge of good and evil 
20 Or seed 
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Who is Jesus? 
Jn 
1:1-5, 
14 
1 In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was 
God.  2 He was with God in the beginning.  3 Through him all things were made; 
without him nothing was made that has been made.  4 In him was life, and that life 
was the light of men.  5 The light shines in the darkness, but the darkness has not 
understood  it. […] 14 The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us.  
We have seen his glory, the glory of the One and Only,21 who came from the 
Father, full of grace and truth. 
Lk 
5:1 
1 One day as Jesus was standing by the Lake of Gennesaret,22 with the people 
crowding around him and listening to the word of God, 
Col 1:15-20 (A18) 
1Ti 
3:16 
16 Beyond all question, the mystery of godliness is great: He23 appeared in a 
body,24 was vindicated by the Spirit, was seen by angels, was preached among the 
nations, was believed on in the world, was taken up in glory. 
Heb 
4:12 
2 For the word of God is living and active. Sharper than any double-edged sword, 
it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it judges the 
thoughts and attitudes of the heart. 
Heb 
7:16 
16 one [Jesus] who has become a priest not on the basis of a regulation as to his 
ancestry but on the basis of the power of an indestructible life. 
Heb 
13:8 
8 Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever. 
1Pe 
2:23, 
24 
 
23 When they hurled their insults at him, he did not retaliate; when he suffered, he 
made no threats. Instead, he entrusted himself to him who judges justly.  24 He 
himself bore our sins in his body on the tree, so that we might die to sins and live 
for righteousness; by his wounds you have been healed. 
Rev 
19:11 
11 I saw heaven standing open and there before me was a white horse, whose rider 
is called Faithful and True.  With justice he judges and makes war. 
 
                                                 
21 Or the Only Begotten 
22 That is, Sea of Galilee 
23 Some manuscripts God 
24 Or in the flesh 
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Faith in Jesus is the Only Basis of Forgiveness, Everlasting 
Life, and Genuine Righteousness
Ps 37 
27-40 
27 Turn from evil and do good; then you will dwell in the land forever.  28 For the 
Lord loves the just and will not forsake his faithful ones.  They will be protected 
forever, but the offspring of the wicked will be cut off; 29 the righteous will inherit 
the land and dwell in it forever.  30 The mouth of the righteous man utters wisdom, 
and his tongue speaks what is just.  31 The law of his God is in his heart; his feet 
do not slip.  32 The wicked lie in wait for the righteous, seeking their very lives; 
33 but the Lord will not leave them in their power or let them be condemned when 
brought to trial.  34 Wait for the Lord and keep his way.  He will exalt you to 
inherit the land; when the wicked are cut off, you will see it.  35 I have seen a 
wicked and ruthless man flourishing like a green tree in its native soil, 36 but he 
soon passed away and was no more; though I looked for him, he could not be 
found.  37 Consider the blameless, observe the upright; there is a future25 for the 
man of peace.  38 But all sinners will be destroyed; the future26 of the wicked will 
be cut off.  39 The salvation of the righteous comes from the Lord; he is their 
stronghold in time of trouble.  40 The Lord helps them and delivers them; he 
delivers them from the wicked and saves them, because they take refuge in him.  
Ps 49 
7-1527 
7 No man can redeem the life of another or give to God a ransom for him—8 the 
ransom for a life is costly, no payment is ever enough—9 that he should live on 
forever and not see decay.  10 For all can see that wise men die; the foolish and the 
senseless alike perish and leave their wealth to others.  11 Their tombs will remain 
their houses28 forever, their dwellings for endless generations, though they had29 
named lands after themselves.  12 But man, despite his riches, does not endure; he 
is like the beasts that perish. 13 This is the fate of those who trust in themselves, 
and of their followers, who approve their sayings.  Selah30  14 Like sheep they are 
destined for the grave,31 and death will feed on them.  The upright will rule over 
them in the morning; their forms will decay in the grave, far from their princely 
mansions.  15 But God will redeem my life32 from the grave; he will surely take 
me to himself.  Selah 
                                                 
25 Or there will be posterity 
26 Or posterity 
27 This passage requires that God provide the redemption he promised (Isaiah 41:14), but his own judgment 
requires that a man die for sin (Genesis 2:17 and Ezekiel 18:20).  These two requirements are and can only be 
met in Jesus Christ who is both fully God and fully man (Colossians 2:9, Appendix 19). 
28 Septuagint and Syriac; Hebrew In their thoughts their houses will remain 
29 Or / for they have 
30 Selah is a transliteration of the Hebrew הלס, which is thought to be a musical notation that provided for 
meditation on the preceding words during a time of instrumentation without words.  It may also have been a 
time in which the people expressed spontaneous praise in individual styles. 
31 Hebrew Sheol; again in verse 14 and also in verse 15 
32 Or soul 
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Ps 89 
48 
What man can live and not see death, or save himself from the power of the 
grave?33 Selah 
Ps 101 
6 
My eyes will be on the faithful in the land, that they may dwell with me; he whose 
walk is blameless will minister to me. 
Pr 
16:6 
Through love and faithfulness sin is atoned for; through the fear of the Lord a man 
avoids evil. 
Ac 
15:8-11 
8 God, who knows the heart, showed that he accepted them [Gentiles] by giving 
the Holy Spirit to them, just as he did to us [Jews].  9 He made no distinction 
between us and them, for he purified their hearts by faith.  10 Now then, why do 
you try to test God by putting on the necks of the disciples a yoke that neither we 
nor our fathers have been able to bear?  11 No! We believe it is through the grace 
of our Lord Jesus that we are saved, just as they are.” 
Jn 
14:6 
6 Jesus answered, “I am the way and the truth and the life.  No one comes to the 
Father except through me. 
Ro 
1:16, 
17 
16 I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God for the salvation 
of everyone who believes: first for the Jew, then for the Gentile.  17 For in the 
gospel a righteousness from God is revealed, a righteousness that is by faith from 
first to last, 34 just as it is written: “The righteous will live by faith.” 35 
Ro 
3:21-26 
21 But now a righteousness from God, apart from law, has been made known, to 
which the Law and the Prophets testify.  22 This righteousness from God comes 
through faith in Jesus Christ to all who believe.  There is no difference, 23 for all 
have sinned and fall short of the glory of God, 24 and are justified freely by his 
grace through the redemption that came by Christ Jesus.  25 God presented him as 
a sacrifice of atonement,36 through faith in his blood.  He did this to demonstrate 
his justice, because in his forbearance he had left the sins committed beforehand 
unpunished—26 he did it to demonstrate his justice at the present time, so as to be 
just and the one who justifies those who have faith in Jesus. 
Ro 
4:1-8 
1 What then shall we say that Abraham, our forefather, discovered in this matter?  
2 If, in fact, Abraham was justified by works, he had something to boast about—
but not before God.  3 What does the Scripture say? “Abraham believed God, and 
it was credited to him as righteousness.”37  4 Now when a man works, his wages 
are not credited to him as a gift, but as an obligation.  5 However, to the man who 
does not work but trusts God who justifies the wicked, his faith is credited as 
                                                 
33 Hebrew Sheol 
34 Or is from faith to faith 
35 Hab. 2:4 
36 25Or as the one who would turn aside his wrath, taking away sin 
37 Gen. 15:6; also in verse 22 
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righteousness.  6 David says the same thing when he speaks of the blessedness of 
the man to whom God credits righteousness apart from works:  7 “Blessed are they 
whose transgressions are forgiven, whose sins are covered.  8 Blessed is the man 
whose sin the Lord will never count against him.”38 
Ro 
5:1-5 
Therefore, since we have been justified through faith, we39 have peace with God 
through our Lord Jesus Christ, 2 through whom we have gained access by faith 
into this grace in which we now stand.  And we  rejoice in the hope of the glory of 
God.  3 Not only so, but we  also rejoice in our sufferings, because we know that 
suffering produces perseverance; 4 perseverance, character; and character, hope.  5 
And hope does not disappoint us, because God has poured out his love into our 
hearts by the Holy Spirit, whom he has given us. 
Ro 
14:22, 
23 
22 So whatever you believe about these things40 keep between yourself and God.  
Blessed is the man who does not condemn himself by what he approves.  23 But 
the man who has doubts is condemned if he eats, because his eating is not from 
faith; and everything that does not come from faith is sin. 
Gal 
2:15-21 
15 “We who are Jews by birth and not ‘Gentile sinners’ 16 know that a man is not 
justified by observing the law, but by faith in Jesus Christ.  So we, too, have put 
our faith in Christ Jesus that we may be justified by faith in Christ and not by 
observing the law, because by observing the law no one will be justified.  17 If, 
while we seek to be justified in Christ, it becomes evident that we ourselves are 
sinners, does that mean that Christ promotes sin?  Absolutely not!  18 If I rebuild 
what I destroyed, I prove that I am a lawbreaker.  19 For through the law I died to 
the law so that I might live for God.  20 I have been crucified with Christ and I no 
longer live, but Christ lives in me.  The life I live in the body, I live by faith in the 
Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me.  21 I do not set aside the 
grace of God, for if righteousness could be gained through the law, Christ died for 
nothing!” 
Gal 
3:10-14 
10 All who rely on observing the law are under a curse, for it is written:  “Cursed 
is everyone who does not continue to do everything written in the Book of the 
Law.”41  11 Clearly no one is justified before God by the law, because, “The 
righteous will live by faith.”42  12 The law is not based on faith; on the contrary, 
“The man who does these things will live by them.”43  13 Christ redeemed us from 
the curse of the law by becoming a curse for us, for it is written:  “Cursed is 
everyone who is hung on a tree.”44  14 He redeemed us in order that the blessing 
given to Abraham might come to the Gentiles through Christ Jesus, so that by faith 
we might receive the promise of the Spirit. 
                                                 
38 Psalm 32:1, 2 
39 Or let us, also in v.2 and v.3 
40 Eating food sacrificed to idols 
41 Deut. 27:26 
42 Hab. 2:4 
43 Lev. 18:5 
44 Deut. 21:23 
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Eph 2:1-5 (A38-39); 2:8-10 (A26-27) 
Eph 
3:12 
In him [Jesus Christ our Lord]and through faith in him we may approach God with 
freedom and confidence. 
Php 3:7-11 (A26-27) 
Heb 
4:2 
For we also have had the gospel preached to us, just as they did; but the message 
they heard was of no value to them, because those who heard did not combine it 
with faith.45 
Heb 
10:36-
39 
36 You need to persevere so that when you have done the will of God, you will 
receive what he has promised.  37 For in just a very little while, “He who is 
coming will come and will not delay.  38 But my righteous one will live by faith.  
And if he shrinks back, I will not be pleased with him.”46  39 But we are not of 
those who shrink back and are destroyed, but of those who believe and are saved. 
1Pe 
1:3-9 
3 Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ!  In his great mercy he 
has given us new birth into a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ 
from the dead, 4 and into an inheritance that can never perish, spoil or fade—kept 
in heaven for you, 5 who through faith are shielded by God’s power until the 
coming of the salvation that is ready to be revealed in the last time.  6 In this you 
greatly rejoice, though now for a little while you may have had to suffer grief in all 
kinds of trials.  7 These have come so that your faith—of greater worth than gold, 
which perishes even though refined by fire—may be proved genuine and may 
result in praise, glory and honor when Jesus Christ is revealed.  8 Though you have 
not seen him, you love him; and even though you do not see him now, you believe 
in him and are filled with an inexpressible and glorious joy, 9 for you are receiving 
the goal of your faith, the salvation of your souls. 
1Jn 
1:5-10 
5 This is the message we have heard from him and declare to you: God is light; in 
him there is no darkness at all.  6 If we claim to have fellowship with him yet walk 
in the darkness, we lie and do not live by the truth.  7 But if we walk in the light, as 
he is in the light, we have fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus, his 
Son, purifies us from all sin.  8 If we claim to be without sin, we deceive ourselves 
and the truth is not in us.  9 If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just and will 
forgive us our sins and purify us from all unrighteousness.  10 If we claim we have 
not sinned, we make him out to be a liar and his word has no place in our lives. 
                                                 
45 Many manuscripts because they did not share in the faith of those who obeyed 
46 Hab. 2:3, 4 
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Salvation and Righteousness in Jesus by Faith and Emulation 
Lev 
11:45 
45 I am the LORD who brought you up out of Egypt to be your God; therefore be 
holy, because I am holy. 
Mt 
5:43-48 
43 “You have heard that it was said, ‘Love your neighbor47 and hate your enemy.’  
44 But I tell you: Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, 45 that 
you may be sons of your Father in heaven. He causes his sun to rise on the evil and 
the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous.  46 If you love those 
who love you, what reward will you get?  Are not even the tax collectors doing 
that?  47 And if you greet only your brothers, what are you doing more than 
others?  Do not even pagans do that?  48 Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly 
Father is perfect. 
Mt 
7:21-23 
21 “Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, 
but only he who does the will of my Father who is in heaven.  22 Many will say to 
me on that day, ‘Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in your name, and in your name 
drive out demons and perform many miracles?’  23 Then I will tell them plainly, ‘I 
never knew you.  Away from me, you evildoers!’ 
Mt 
10:24, 
25 
24 “A student is not above his teacher, nor a servant above his master.  25 It is 
enough for the student to be like his teacher, and the servant like his master.  If the 
head of the house has been called Beelzebub, how much more the members of his 
household! 
Lk 
13:23-
30 
23 Someone asked him, “Lord, are only a few people going to be saved?”  He said 
to them, 24 “Make every effort to enter through the narrow door, because many, I 
tell you, will try to enter and will not be able to.  25 Once the owner of the house 
gets up and closes the door, you will stand outside knocking and pleading, ‘Sir, 
open the door for us.’  But he will answer, ‘I don’t know you or where you come 
from.’  26 Then you will say, ‘We ate and drank with you, and you taught in our 
streets.’  27 But he will reply, ‘I don’t know you or where you come from.  Away 
from me, all you evildoers!’  28 “There will be weeping there, and gnashing of 
teeth, when you see Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and all the prophets in the kingdom 
of God, but you yourselves thrown out.  29 People will come from east and west 
and north and south, and will take their places at the feast in the kingdom of God.  
30 Indeed there are those who are last who will be first, and first who will be last.” 
Lk 
16:13 
13 “No servant can serve two masters. Either he will hate the one and love the 
other, or he will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve 
both God and Money.” 
Jn 
13:12-
12 When he had finished washing their feet, he put on his clothes and returned to 
his place.  “Do you understand what I have done for you?” he asked them.  13 
“You call me ‘Teacher’ and ‘Lord,’ and rightly so, for that is what I am.  14 Now 
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17 that I, your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also should wash one 
another’s feet.  15 I have set you an example that you should do as I have done for 
you.  16 I tell you the truth, no servant is greater than his master, nor is a 
messenger greater than the one who sent him.  17 Now that you know these things, 
you will be blessed if you do them. 
Ro 
9:30-33 
30 What then shall we say?  That the Gentiles, who did not pursue righteousness, 
have obtained it, a righteousness that is by faith; 31 but Israel, who pursued a law 
of righteousness, has not attained it.  32 Why not?  Because they pursued it not by 
faith but as if it were by works.  They stumbled over the “stumbling stone.”  33 As 
it is written: “See, I lay in Zion a stone that causes men to stumble and a rock that 
makes them fall, and the one who trusts in him will never be put to shame.”48 
Eph 
2:8-10 
8 For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith—and this not from 
yourselves, it is the gift of God— 9 not by works, so that no one can boast.  10 For 
we are God’s workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God 
prepared in advance for us to do. 
Php 
3:7-11 
7 But whatever was to my profit I now consider loss for the sake of Christ.  8 What 
is more, I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing greatness of 
knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things.  I consider 
them rubbish, that I may gain Christ 9 and be found in him, not having a 
righteousness of my own that comes from the law, but that which is through faith 
in Christ—the righteousness that comes from God and is by faith.  10 I want to 
know Christ and the power of his resurrection and the fellowship of sharing in his 
sufferings, becoming like him in his death, 11 and so, somehow, to attain to the 
resurrection from the dead. 
1Pe 
1:13-16 
13 Therefore, prepare your minds for action; be self-controlled; set your hope fully 
on the grace to be given you when Jesus Christ is revealed.  14 As obedient 
children, do not conform to the evil desires you had when you lived in ignorance.  
15 But just as he who called you is holy, so be holy in all you do; 16 for it is 
written: “Be holy, because I am holy.”49 
1Pe 
2:20-24 
20 But how is it to your credit if you receive a beating for doing wrong and endure 
it?  But if you suffer for doing good and you endure it, this is commendable before 
God.  21 To this you were called, because Christ suffered for you, leaving you an 
example, that you should follow in his steps.  22 “He committed no sin, and no 
deceit was found in his mouth.”50  23 When they hurled their insults at him, he did 
not retaliate; when he suffered, he made no threats.  Instead, he entrusted himself 
to him who judges justly.  24 He himself bore our sins in his body on the tree, so 
that we might die to sins and live for righteousness; by his wounds you have been 
healed. 
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Salvation Participation 
Jn 
10:9, 
10 
9 “I am the gate; whoever enters through me will be saved.  He will come in and 
go out, and find pasture. 10 The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I 
have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.  The thief comes only to 
steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they may have life, and have it to the 
full.” 
Ro 
10:8-11 
8 But what does it say?  “The word is near you; it is in your mouth and in your 
heart,”51 that is, the word of faith we are proclaiming: 9 That if you confess with 
your mouth, “Jesus is Lord,” and believe in your heart that God raised him from 
the dead, you will be saved.  10 For it is with your heart that you believe and are 
justified, and it is with your mouth that you confess and are saved.  11 As the 
Scripture says, “Anyone who trusts in him will never be put to shame.”52 
Php 
2:12, 
13 
12 Therefore53, my dear friends, as you have always obeyed—not only in my 
presence, but now much more in my absence—continue to work out your salvation 
with fear and trembling, 13 for it is God who works in you to will and to act 
according to his good purpose. 
2Th 2:9-12 (A68-69) 
1Ti 
4:16 
16 Watch your life and doctrine closely.  Persevere in them, because if you do, you 
will save both yourself and your hearers. 
Heb 
10:36-
39 
36 You need to persevere so that when you have done the will of God, you will 
receive what he has promised. 37 For in just a very little while, “He who is coming 
will come and will not delay.  38 But my righteous one will live by faith.  And if 
he shrinks back, I will not be pleased with him.”54  39 But we are not of those who 
shrink back and are destroyed, but of those who believe and are saved. 
Jms 
2:14-17 
14 What good is it, my brothers, if a man claims to have faith but has no deeds? 
Can such faith save him?  15 Suppose a brother or sister is without clothes and 
daily food.  16 If one of you says to him, “Go, I wish you well; keep warm and 
well fed,” but does nothing about his physical needs, what good is it?  17 In the 
same way, faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by action, is dead. 
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52 Isaiah 28:16 
53 Because of the example Jesus Christ lived, and because Jesus is Lord. 
54 Hab. 2:3, 4 
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Metaphors for the People of God: 
body, bride, church, kingdom, priests, temple 
Ge 
2:24 
24 For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, 
and they will become one flesh.  25 The man and his wife were both naked, and 
they felt no shame. 
Ex 
19:5, 6 
5 Now if you obey me fully and keep my covenant, then out of all nations you will 
be my treasured possession.  Although the whole earth is mine, 6 you  will be for 
me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.’ 
Jer 
2:1, 2 
1 The word of the LORD came to me:  2 “Go and proclaim in the hearing of 
Jerusalem:  “ ‘I remember the devotion of your youth, how as a bride you loved 
me and followed me through the desert, through a land not sown. 
Jer 
2: 32 
32 Does a maiden forget her jewelry, a bride her wedding ornaments?  Yet my 
people have forgotten me, days without number. 
Hos 
1:2 
2 When the Lord began to speak through Hosea, the LORD said to him, “Go, take 
to yourself an adulterous wife and children of unfaithfulness, because the land is 
guilty of the vilest adultery in departing from the LORD. 
Jn 
2:19-22 
19 Jesus answered them, “Destroy this temple, and I will raise it again in three 
days.” 
20 The Jews replied, “It has taken forty-six years to build this temple, and you are 
going to raise it in three days?”  21 But the temple he had spoken of was his body.  
22 After he was raised from the dead, his disciples recalled what he had said.  
Then they believed the Scripture and the words that Jesus had spoken. 
Ro 
12:1-5 
1 Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as 
living sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God—this is your spiritual55 act of worship.  
2 Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the 
renewing of your mind.  Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will 
is—his good, pleasing and perfect will.  3 For by the grace given me I say to every 
one of you: Do not think of yourself more highly than you ought, but rather think 
of yourself with sober judgment, in accordance with the measure of faith God has 
given you.  4 Just as each of us has one body with many members, and these 
members do not all have the same function, 5 so in Christ we who are many form 
one body, and each member belongs to all the others. 
1Co 
3:16, 
17 
16 Don’t you know that you yourselves are God’s temple and that God’s Spirit 
lives in you? 17 If anyone destroys God’s temple, God will destroy him; for God’s 
temple is sacred, and you are that temple. 
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1Co 
6:15a, 
19, 20 
15 Do you not know that your bodies are members of Christ himself? […] 
19 Do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit, who is in you, 
whom you have received from God?  You are not your own; 20 you were bought 
at a price. Therefore honor God with your body. 
1Co 
10:16, 
17 
16 Is not the cup of thanksgiving for which we give thanks a participation in the 
blood of Christ?  And is not the bread that we break a participation in the body of 
Christ?  17 Because there is one loaf, we, who are many, are one body, for we all 
partake of the one loaf. 
1Co 
12:12-
31 
12 The body is a unit, though it is made up of many parts; and though all its parts 
are many, they form one body.  So it is with Christ.  13 For we were all baptized 
by one Spirit into one body—whether Jews or Greeks, slave or free—and we were 
all given the one Spirit to drink.  
14 Now the body is not made up of one part but of many.  15 If the foot should 
say, “Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body,” it would not for that 
reason cease to be part of the body.  16 And if the ear should say, “Because I am 
not an eye, I do not belong to the body,” it would not for that reason cease to be 
part of the body.  17 If the whole body were an eye, where would the sense of 
hearing be?  If the whole body were an ear, where would the sense of smell be?  18 
But in fact God has arranged the parts in the body, every one of them, just as he 
wanted them to be.  19 If they were all one part, where would the body be?  20 As 
it is, there are many parts, but one body.  
21 The eye cannot say to the hand, “I don’t need you!”  And the head cannot say to 
the feet, “I don’t need you!”  22 On the contrary, those parts of the body that seem 
to be weaker are indispensable, 23 and the parts that we think are less honorable 
we treat with special honor. And the parts that are unpresentable are treated with 
special modesty, 24 while our presentable parts need no special treatment.  But 
God has combined the members of the body and has given greater honor to the 
parts that lacked it, 25 so that there should be no division in the body, but that its 
parts should have equal concern for each other.  26 If one part suffers, every part 
suffers with it; if one part is honored, every part rejoices with it.  
27 Now you are the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it.  28 And in 
the church God has appointed first of all apostles, second prophets, third teachers, 
then workers of miracles, also those having gifts of healing, those able to help 
others, those with gifts of administration, and those speaking in different kinds of 
tongues.  29 Are all apostles?  Are all prophets?  Are all teachers?  Do all work 
miracles?  30 Do all have gifts of healing?  Do all speak in tongues?56  Do all 
interpret?  31 But eagerly desire the greater gifts. 
Eph 
1:22, 
22 And God placed all things under his feet and appointed him to be head over 
everything for the church, 23 which is his body, the fullness of him who fills 
everything in every way. 
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23 
Eph 
4:11-16 
11 It was he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, some to be 
evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers, 12 to prepare God’s people for 
works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up 13 until we all reach 
unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and become mature, 
attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ.  14 Then we will no longer 
be infants, tossed back and forth by the waves, and blown here and there by every 
wind of teaching and by the cunning and craftiness of men in their deceitful 
scheming.  15 Instead, speaking the truth in love, we will in all things grow up into 
him who is the Head, that is, Christ.  16 From him the whole body, joined and held 
together by every supporting ligament, grows and builds itself up in love, as each 
part does its work. 
Eph 
5:21-
23, 28-
30 
21 Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ.  22 Wives, submit to your 
husbands as to the Lord.  23 For the husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the 
head of the church, his body, of which he is the Savior. […] 
28 In this same way, husbands ought to love their wives as their own bodies.  He 
who loves his wife loves himself.  29 After all, no one ever hated his own body, 
but he feeds and cares for it, just as Christ does the church—30 for we are 
members of his body. 
Col 
1:18 
18 And he [Jesus] is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning and the 
firstborn from among the dead, so that in everything he might have the supremacy. 
Heb 13:20, 21(A32-34) 
Rev57 
1:5b, 6 
To him who loves us and has freed us from our sins by his blood, 6 and has made 
us to be a kingdom and priests to serve his God and Father—to him be glory and 
power for ever and ever! Amen. 
Rev 
21:9-15 
9 One of the seven angels who had the seven bowls full of the seven last plagues 
came and said to me, “Come, I will show you the bride, the wife of the Lamb.”  10 
And he carried me away in the Spirit to a mountain great and high, and showed me 
the Holy City, Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God.  11 It shone with 
the glory of God, and its brilliance was like that of a very precious jewel, like a 
jasper, clear as crystal.  12 It had a great, high wall with twelve gates, and with 
twelve angels at the gates.  On the gates were written the names of the twelve 
tribes of Israel.  13 There were three gates on the east, three on the north, three on 
the south and three on the west.  14 The wall of the city had twelve foundations, 
and on them were the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb. 
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God’s Call and Endowment for Human Participation in His 
Kingdom Labor 
Ex 
31:1-6 
1 Then the LORD said to Moses, 2 “See, I have chosen Bezalel son of Uri, the son 
of Hur, of the tribe of Judah, 3 and I have filled him with the Spirit of God, with 
skill, ability and knowledge in all kinds of crafts—4 to make artistic designs for 
work in gold, silver and bronze, 5 to cut and set stones, to work in wood, and to 
engage in all kinds of craftsmanship.  6 Moreover, I have appointed Oholiab son of 
Ahisamach, of the tribe of Dan, to help him.  Also I have given skill to all the 
craftsmen to make everything I have commanded you: 
Isa 
28:24-
29 
24 When a farmer plows for planting, does he plow continually?  Does he keep on 
breaking up and harrowing the soil?  25 When he has leveled the surface, does he 
not sow caraway and scatter cummin?  Does he not plant wheat in its place, barley 
in its plot, and spelt in its field?  26 His God instructs him and teaches him the 
right way.  27 Caraway is not threshed with a sledge, nor is a cartwheel rolled over 
cummin; caraway is beaten out with a rod, and cummin with a stick.  28 Grain 
must be ground to make bread; so one does not go on threshing it forever.  Though 
he drives the wheels of his threshing cart over it, his horses do not grind it.  29 All 
this also comes from the LORD Almighty, wonderful in counsel and magnificent in 
wisdom. 
Ps 29 
9 
The LORD gives strength to his people; the LORD blesses his people with peace. 
Mt 
9:35-
10:1 
35 Jesus went through all the towns and villages, teaching in their synagogues, 
preaching the good news of the kingdom and healing every disease and sickness.  
36 When he saw the crowds, he had compassion on them, because they were 
harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.  37 Then he said to his 
disciples, “The harvest is plentiful but the workers are few.  38 Ask the Lord of the 
harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field.” 
10:1 He called his twelve disciples to him and gave them authority to drive out evil 
spirits and to heal every disease and sickness.  
Mk58 
1:16, 
17 
16 As Jesus walked beside the Sea of Galilee, he saw Simon and his brother 
Andrew casting a net into the lake, for they were fishermen.  17 “Come, follow 
me,” Jesus said, “and I will make you fishers of men.” 
Lk 
10:1-3 
1 After this the Lord appointed seventy-two others and sent them two by two 
ahead of him to every town and place where he was about to go.  2 He told them, 
“The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few.  Ask the Lord of the harvest, 
therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field.  3 Go!  I am sending you out 
like lambs among wolves. 
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Lk 
1:67-75 
67 His father59 Zechariah was filled with the Holy Spirit and prophesied: “Praise 
be to the Lord, the God of Israel, because he has come and has redeemed his 
people. 69 He has raised up a horn of salvation for us in the house of his servant 
David 70 (as he said through his holy prophets of long ago), 71 salvation from our 
enemies and from the hand of all who hate us—72 to show mercy to our fathers 
and to remember his holy covenant, 73 the oath he swore to our father Abraham: 
74 to rescue us from the hand of our enemies, and to enable us to serve him 
without fear 75 in holiness and righteousness before him all our days. 
Jn 
4:34-38 
34 Jesus said to them60, “My food is to do the will of him who sent me and to 
accomplish his work.  35 Do you not say, ‘There are yet four months, then comes 
the harvest’?  Look, I tell you, lift up your eyes, and see that the fields are white 
for harvest.  36 Already the one who reaps is receiving wages and gathering fruit 
for eternal life, so that sower and reaper may rejoice together.  37 For here the 
saying holds true, ‘One sows and another reaps.’  38 I sent you to reap that for 
which you did not labor.  Others have labored, and you have entered into their 
labor.”  
Jn 
17:18 
18 As you sent me [Jesus] into the world, I have sent them into the world. 
Jn 
17:24-
26 
24 “Father, I want those you have given me to be with me where I am, and to see 
my glory, the glory you have given me because you loved me before the creation 
of the world.  25 “Righteous Father, though the world does not know you, I know 
you, and they know that you have sent me.  26 I have made you known to them, 
and will continue to make you known in order that the love you have for me may 
be in them and that I myself may be in them.” 
Jms 
1:12 
12 Blessed is the man who perseveres under trial, because when he has stood the 
test, he will receive the crown of life that God has promised to those who love him. 
Mt 
 
20:1-16 The Parable of the Laborers’ Wage (A13) 
21:33-44 The Parable of the Tenants (A14) 
25:14-30 The Parable of the Talents (A16) 
Ro 
6:1-14 
1 What shall we say, then?  Shall we go on sinning so that grace may increase?  2 
By no means!  We died to sin; how can we live in it any longer?  3 Or don’t you 
know that all of us who were baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized into his 
death?  4 We were therefore buried with him through baptism into death in order 
that, just as Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, we too 
                                                 
59 That is, John the Baptist’s father, when his mouth was opened having obediently written, “His name is John” 
according to the directive of the angel of the Lord.  In this first section of what is known as Zachariah’s song, he 
refers to the Christ; in the second section he speaks of his son John. 
60 His disciples 
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may live a new life.  
5 If we have been united with him like this in his death, we will certainly also be 
united with him in his resurrection.  6 For we know that our old self was crucified 
with him so that the body of sin might be done away with,61 that we should no 
longer be slaves to sin—7 because anyone who has died has been freed from sin.  
8 Now if we died with Christ, we believe that we will also live with him.  9 For we 
know that since Christ was raised from the dead, he cannot die again; death no 
longer has mastery over him.  10 The death he died, he died to sin once for all; but 
the life he lives, he lives to God.  
11 In the same way, count yourselves dead to sin but alive to God in Christ Jesus.  
12 Therefore do not let sin reign in your mortal body so that you obey its evil 
desires.  13 Do not offer the parts of your body to sin, as instruments of 
wickedness, but rather offer yourselves to God, as those who have been brought 
from death to life; and offer the parts of your body to him as instruments of 
righteousness.  14 For sin shall not be your master, because you are not under law, 
but under grace.  
2Co 
5:17-21 
17 Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone, the new 
has come!  18 All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ 
and gave us the ministry of reconciliation:  19 that God was reconciling the world 
to himself in Christ, not counting men’s sins against them.  And he has committed 
to us the message of reconciliation.  20 We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as 
though God were making his appeal through us.  We implore you on Christ’s 
behalf: Be reconciled to God.  21 God made him who had no sin to be sin62 for us, 
so that in him we might become the righteousness of God. 
Eph 
4:1 
1 As a prisoner for the Lord, then, I [Paul] urge you to live a life worthy of the 
calling you have received. 
Php 
4:12-14 
12 I know what it is to be in need, and I know what it is to have plenty. I have 
learned the secret of being content in any and every situation, whether well fed or 
hungry, whether living in plenty or in want.  13 I can do everything through him 
who gives me strength.  14 Yet it was good of you to share in my troubles. 
Heb 
13:20, 
21 
20 May the God of peace, who through the blood of the eternal covenant brought 
back from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Shepherd of the sheep, 21 equip you 
with everything good for doing his will, and may he work in us what is pleasing to 
him, through Jesus Christ, to whom be glory for ever and ever.  Amen. 
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Sharing in God’s Work 
Mt 20:1-16 The Parable of the Laborers’ Wage (A13) 
21:33-44 The Parable of the Tenants (A14) 
25:14-30 The Parable of the Talents (A16) 
Ro 
8:16, 
17 
16 The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are God’s children.  17 Now 
if we are children, then we are heirs—heirs of God and co-heirs with Christ, if 
indeed we share in his sufferings in order that we may also share in his glory. 
1Co 
9:7-27 
7 Who serves as a soldier at his own expense?  Who plants a vineyard and does not 
eat of its grapes?  Who tends a flock and does not drink of the milk?  8 Do I say 
this merely from a human point of view?  Doesn’t the Law say the same thing?  9 
For it is written in the Law of Moses:  “Do not muzzle an ox while it is treading 
out the grain.”63  Is it about oxen that God is concerned?  10 Surely he says this for 
us, doesn’t he?  Yes, this was written for us, because when the plowman plows and 
the thresher threshes, they ought to do so in the hope of sharing in the harvest.  11 
If we have sown spiritual seed among you, is it too much if we reap a material 
harvest from you?  12 If others have this right of support from you, shouldn’t we 
have it all the more?  But we did not use this right.  On the contrary, we put up 
with anything rather than hinder the gospel of Christ.  13 Don’t you know that 
those who work in the temple get their food from the temple, and those who serve 
at the altar share in what is offered on the altar?  14 In the same way, the Lord has 
commanded that those who preach the gospel should receive their living from the 
gospel.  15 But I have not used any of these rights.  And I am not writing this in 
the hope that you will do such things for me.  I would rather die than have anyone 
deprive me of this boast.  16 Yet when I preach the gospel, I cannot boast, for I am 
compelled to preach. Woe to me if I do not preach the gospel!  17 If I preach 
voluntarily, I have a reward; if not voluntarily, I am simply discharging the trust 
committed to me.  18 What then is my reward? Just this: that in preaching the 
gospel I may offer it free of charge, and so not make use of my rights in preaching 
it.  19 Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a slave to everyone, 
to win as many as possible.  20 To the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews.  
To those under the law I became like one under the law (though I myself am not 
under the law), so as to win those under the law.  21 To those not having the law I 
became like one not having the law (though I am not free from God’s law but am 
under Christ’s law), so as to win those not having the law.  22 To the weak I 
became weak, to win the weak. I have become all things to all men so that by all 
possible means I might save some.  23 I do all this for the sake of the gospel, that I 
may share in its blessings.  24 Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, 
but only one gets the prize?  Run in such a way as to get the prize.  25 Everyone 
who competes in the games goes into strict training.  They do it to get a crown that 
will not last; but we do it to get a crown that will last forever.  26 Therefore I do 
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not run like a man running aimlessly; I do not fight like a man beating the air.  27 
No, I beat my body and make it my slave so that after I have preached to others, I 
myself will not be disqualified for the prize. 
Php 
3:7-14 
7 But whatever was to my profit I now consider loss for the sake of Christ.  8 What 
is more, I consider everything a loss compared to the surpassing greatness of 
knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose sake I have lost all things.  I consider 
them rubbish, that I may gain Christ 9 and be found in him, not having a 
righteousness of my own that comes from the law, but that which is through faith 
in Christ—the righteousness that comes from God and is by faith.  10 I want to 
know Christ and the power of his resurrection and the fellowship of sharing in his 
sufferings, becoming like him in his death, 11 and so, somehow, to attain to the 
resurrection from the dead.  12 Not that I have already obtained all this, or have 
already been made perfect, but I press on to take hold of that for which Christ 
Jesus took hold of me.  13 Brothers, I do not consider myself yet to have taken 
hold of it.  But one thing I do:  Forgetting what is behind and straining toward 
what is ahead, 14 I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has 
called me heavenward in Christ Jesus.  
Col 
1:9-14 
9 For this reason, since the day we heard about you, we have not stopped praying 
for you and asking God to fill you with the knowledge of his will through all 
spiritual wisdom and understanding.  10 And we pray this in order that you may 
live a life worthy of the Lord and may please him in every way: bearing fruit in 
every good work, growing in the knowledge of God, 11 being strengthened with 
all power according to his glorious might so that you may have great endurance 
and patience, and joyfully 12 giving thanks to the Father, who has qualified you to 
share in the inheritance of the saints in the kingdom of light.  13 For he has rescued 
us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son he 
loves, 14 in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins. 
2Th 
2:13-17 
13 But we ought always to thank God for you, brothers loved by the Lord, because 
from the beginning God chose you to be saved through the sanctifying work of the 
Spirit and through belief in the truth.  14 He called you to this through our gospel, 
that you might share in the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ.  15 So then, brothers, 
stand firm and hold to the teachings we passed on to you, whether by word of 
mouth or by letter.  16 May our Lord Jesus Christ himself and God our Father, 
who loved us and by his grace gave us eternal encouragement and good hope, 17 
encourage your hearts and strengthen you in every good deed and word. 
Heb 
2:14, 
15 
14 Since the children have flesh and blood, he too shared in their humanity so that 
by his death he might destroy him who holds the power of death—that is, the 
devil— 15 and free those who all their lives were held in slavery by their fear of 
death. 
Heb 
12:10 
10 Our fathers disciplined us for a little while as they thought best; but God 
disciplines us for our good, that we may share in his holiness. 
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Sin Nature 
Ge 
4:6, 7 
6 Then the LORD said to Cain, “Why are you angry? Why is your face downcast? 7 
If you do what is right, will you not be accepted? But if you do not do what is 
right, sin64 is crouching at your door; it desires to have you, but you must master 
it.” 
Ecc 
7:20 
There is not a righteous man on earth who does what is right and never sins. 
Eze 
18:1-4 
1 The word of the LORD came to me: 2 “What do you people mean by quoting this 
proverb about the land of Israel: ‘The fathers eat sour grapes, and the children’s 
teeth are set on edge’?  3 As surely as I live, declares the Sovereign LORD, you will 
no longer quote this proverb in Israel.  4 For every living soul belongs to me, the 
father as well as the son—both alike belong to me.  The soul who sins is the one 
who will die. 
Ro65 
5:9 
12 Therefore, just as sin entered the world through one man, and death through sin, 
and in this way death came to all men, because all sinned—13 for before the law 
was given, sin was in the world. 
Ro 
6:6, 14, 
20 
6 For we know that our old self was crucified with him so that the body of sin 
might be done away with, that we should no longer be slaves to sin. [...] 14 For sin 
shall not be your master, because you are not under law, but under grace. […] 20 
When you were slaves to sin, you were free from the control of righteousness. 
Ro 
7:4-6 
4 So, my brothers, you also died to the law through the body of Christ, that you 
might belong to another, to him who was raised from the dead, in order that we 
might bear fruit to God. 5 For when we were controlled by the sinful nature,  the 
sinful passions aroused by the law were at work in our bodies, so that we bore fruit 
for death. 6 But now, by dying to what once bound us, we have been released from 
the law so that we serve in the new way of the Spirit, and not in the old way of the 
written code. 
Ro 
8:1-4 
1 Therefore, there is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus, 2 
because through Christ Jesus the law of the Spirit of life set me free from the law 
of sin and death.  3 For what the law was powerless to do in that it was weakened 
by the sinful nature,66 God did by sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful 
man to be a sin offering.  And so he condemned sin in sinful man, 4 in order that 
the righteous requirements of the law might be fully met in us, who do not live 
                                                 
64 This is the first instance where the Hebrew word for sin, תאטח, appears. 
65 Romans 5-8 is all about the origins, activities, and results of the sinful nature and the war between that nature 
and the Spirit of God.  These chapters are worth consideration in full, but I have selected a few key verses from 
each for a start. 
66 Or the flesh; also in verses 4, 5, 8, 9, 12 and 13 
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according to the sinful nature but according to the Spirit. 
1Co 
15:44-
49 
44 it is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body.  If there is a natural body, 
there is also a spiritual body.  45 So it is written: “The first man Adam became a 
living being”;67 the last Adam, a life-giving spirit.  46 The spiritual did not come 
first, but the natural, and after that the spiritual.  47 The first man was of the dust 
of the earth, the second man from heaven.  48 As was the earthly man, so are those 
who are of the earth; and as is the man from heaven, so also are those who are of 
heaven.  49 And just as we have borne the likeness of the earthly man, so shall 
we68 bear the likeness of the man from heaven. 
Gal 
5:16-25 
16 So I say, live by the Spirit, and you will not gratify the desires of the sinful 
nature.  17 For the sinful nature desires what is contrary to the Spirit, and the Spirit 
what is contrary to the sinful nature. They are in conflict with each other, so that 
you do not do what you want.  18 But if you are led by the Spirit, you are not 
under law.  19 The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, 
impurity and debauchery; 20 idolatry and witchcraft; hatred, discord, jealousy, fits 
of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions, factions 21 and envy; drunkenness, orgies, 
and the like.  I warn you, as I did before, that those who live like this will not 
inherit the kingdom of God.  22 But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, 
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 23 gentleness and self-control. Against 
such things there is no law.  24 Those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified 
the sinful nature with its passions and desires.  25 Since we live by the Spirit, let us 
keep in step with the Spirit. 
Gal 
6:7, 8 
7 Do not be deceived: God cannot be mocked. A man reaps what he sows.  8 The 
one who sows to please his sinful nature, from that nature69 will reap destruction; 
the one who sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life. 
Eph 
2:1-5 
1 As for you, you were dead in your transgressions and sins, 2 in which you used 
to live when you followed the ways of this world and of the ruler of the kingdom 
of the air, the spirit who is now at work in those who are disobedient. 3 All of us 
also lived among them at one time, gratifying the cravings of our sinful nature70 
and following its desires and thoughts. Like the rest, we were by nature objects of 
wrath. 4 But because of his great love for us, God, who is rich in mercy, 5 made us 
alive with Christ even when we were dead in transgressions—it is by grace you 
have been saved. 
                                                 
67 Gen. 2:7 
68 Some early manuscripts so let us 
69 Or his flesh, from the flesh 
70 Or our flesh 
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Unintentional and Intentional Sin
Nu 
15:22-
31 
22 “ ‘Now if you unintentionally fail to keep any of these commands the LORD 
gave Moses—23 any of the LORD’s commands to you through him, from the day 
the LORD gave them and continuing through the generations to come—24 and if 
this is done unintentionally without the community being aware of it, then the 
whole community is to offer a young bull for a burnt offering as an aroma pleasing 
to the LORD, along with its prescribed grain offering and drink offering, and a male 
goat for a sin offering.  25 The priest is to make atonement for the whole Israelite 
community, and they will be forgiven, for it was not intentional and they have 
brought to the LORD for their wrong an offering made by fire and a sin offering.  
26 The whole Israelite community and the aliens living among them will be 
forgiven, because all the people were involved in the unintentional wrong.  27 “ 
‘But if just one person sins unintentionally, he must bring a year-old female goat 
for a sin offering.  28 The priest is to make atonement before the LORD for the one 
who erred by sinning unintentionally, and when atonement has been made for him, 
he will be forgiven.  29 One and the same law applies to everyone who sins 
unintentionally, whether he is a native-born Israelite or an alien.  30 “ ‘But anyone 
who sins defiantly, whether native-born or alien, blasphemes the LORD, and that 
person must be cut off from his people.  31 Because he has despised the LORD’s 
word and broken his commands, that person must surely be cut off; his guilt 
remains on him.’ ” 
Lev 
5:14-19 
14 The LORD said to Moses: 15 “When a person commits a violation and sins 
unintentionally in regard to any of the LORD’s holy things, he is to bring to the 
LORD as a penalty a ram from the flock, one without defect and of the proper value 
in silver, according to the sanctuary shekel.  It is a guilt offering.  16 He must 
make restitution for what he has failed to do in regard to the holy things, add a fifth 
of the value to that and give it all to the priest, who will make atonement for him 
with the ram as a guilt offering, and he will be forgiven.  17 “If a person sins and 
does what is forbidden in any of the LORD’s commands, even though he does not 
know it, he is guilty and will be held responsible. 18 He is to bring to the priest as 
a guilt offering a ram from the flock, one without defect and of the proper value. In 
this way the priest will make atonement for him for the wrong he has committed 
unintentionally, and he will be forgiven. 19 It is a guilt offering; he has been guilty 
of71 wrongdoing against the LORD.” 
Heb 
10:26, 
27 
26 If we deliberately keep on sinning after we have received the knowledge of the 
truth, no sacrifice for sins is left72, 27 but only a fearful expectation of judgment 
and of raging fire that will consume the enemies of God. 
 
                                                 
71 Or has made full expiation for his 
72 Because the crucifixion of Jesus Christ is the only sacrifice that atones for sin. 
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Belief-Action-Consequence Relationship
Ge 
15:6 
Abram believed the LORD, and he credited it to him as righteousness. 
Ex 
20:4-6 
4 “You shall not make for yourself an idol in the form of anything in heaven above 
or on the earth beneath or in the waters below.  5 You shall not bow down to them 
or worship them; for I, the Lord your God, am a jealous God, punishing the 
children for the sin of the fathers to the third and fourth generation of those who 
hate me, 6 but showing love to a thousand generations of those who love me and 
keep my commandments. 
Nu 
14:11 
The LORD said to Moses, “How long will these people treat me with contempt?  
How long will they refuse to believe in me, in spite of all the miraculous signs I 
have performed among them? 
2Ki 
19:3073 
Once more a remnant of the house of Judah will take root below and bear fruit 
above. 
Ps 78 
19-2574 
19 They spoke against God, saying, “Can God spread a table in the desert?  
20 When he struck the rock, water gushed out, and streams flowed abundantly.  
But can he also give us food?  Can he supply meat for his people?”  21 When the 
LORD heard them, he was very angry; his fire broke out against Jacob, and his 
wrath rose against Israel, 22 for they did not believe in God or trust in his 
deliverance.  23 Yet he gave a command to the skies above and opened the doors 
of the heavens; 24 he rained down manna for the people to eat, he gave them the 
grain of heaven.  25 Men ate the bread of angels; he sent them all the food they 
could eat. 
Pr 
11:18 
The wicked man earns deceptive wages, but he who sows righteousness reaps a 
sure reward. 
Isa 
64:4-7 
4     Since ancient times no one has heard, no ear has perceived, no eye has seen 
any God besides you, who acts on behalf of those who wait for him.  5 You come 
to the help of those who gladly do right, who remember your ways.  But when we 
continued to sin against them, you were angry.  How then can we be saved?  6 All 
of us have become like one who is unclean, and all our righteous acts are like 
filthy rags; we all shrivel up like a leaf, and like the wind our sins sweep us away.  
7 No one calls on your name or strives to lay hold of you; for you have hidden 
your face from us and made us waste away because of our sins. 
Jer “I the Lord search the heart and examine the mind, to reward a man according to 
                                                 
73 Figuratively, root below stands for trust in God and bear fruit above stands for deeds. 
74 Psalm 78 recounts the history of Israel’s exodus from Egypt, which stands as a model of the relationship 
between faithlessness, rebellious actions, consequential judgment, and unmerited redemption. 
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17:1075 his conduct, according to what his deeds deserve.” 
Jer 
48:7a 
Since you trust in your deeds and riches, you too will be taken captive… 
Hos 
5:4 
“Their deeds do not permit them to return to their God.  A spirit of prostitution is 
in their heart; they do not acknowledge the LORD. 
Jnh 
3 (all) 
1  Then the word of the LORD came to Jonah a second time:  2 “Go to the great 
city of Nineveh and proclaim to it the message I give you.”  3 Jonah obeyed the 
word of the LORD and went to Nineveh.  Now Nineveh was a very important 
city—a visit required three days.  4 On the first day, Jonah started into the city.  He 
proclaimed: “Forty more days and Nineveh will be overturned.” 5 The Ninevites 
believed God.  They declared a fast, and all of them, from the greatest to the least, 
put on sackcloth.  6 When the news reached the king of Nineveh, he rose from his 
throne, took off his royal robes, covered himself with sackcloth and sat down in 
the dust.  7 Then he issued a proclamation in Nineveh:  “By the decree of the king 
and his nobles: Do not let any man or beast, herd or flock, taste anything; do not 
let them eat or drink.  8 But let man and beast be covered with sackcloth.  Let 
everyone call urgently on God.  Let them give up their evil ways and their 
violence.  9 Who knows?  God may yet relent and with compassion turn from his 
fierce anger so that we will not perish.”  10 When God saw what they did and how 
they turned from their evil ways, he had compassion and did not bring upon them 
the destruction he had threatened. 
Mt 
12:33-
37 
33 “Make a tree good and its fruit will be good, or make a tree bad and its fruit 
will be bad, for a tree is recognized by its fruit.  34 You brood of vipers, how can 
you who are evil say anything good?  For out of the overflow of the heart the 
mouth speaks.  35 The good man brings good things out of the good stored up in 
him, and the evil man brings evil things out of the evil stored up in him.  36 But I 
tell you that men will have to give account on the day of judgment for every 
careless word they have spoken.  37 For by your words you will be acquitted, and 
by your words you will be condemned.” 
Mt 
21:42-
44 
42 Jesus said to them, “Have you never read in the Scriptures:  “ ‘The stone the 
builders rejected has become the capstone;76 he Lord has done this, and it is 
marvelous in our eyes’?77  43 “Therefore I tell you that the kingdom of God will 
be taken away from you and given to a people who will produce its fruit.  44 He 
who falls on this stone will be broken to pieces, but he on whom it falls will be 
crushed.”78 
Lk 43 “No good tree bears bad fruit, nor does a bad tree bear good fruit.  44 Each tree 
                                                 
75 Jeremiah 17:5-11 (Appendix 11) 
76 Or cornerstone 
77 Psalm 118:22, 23 
78 Some manuscripts do not have verse 44, but Luke 20:18 says the same in the same context and is in all the 
manuscripts. 
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6:43-49 is recognized by its own fruit.  People do not pick figs from thornbushes, or grapes 
from briers.  45 The good man brings good things out of the good stored up in his 
heart, and the evil man brings evil things out of the evil stored up in his heart.  For 
out of the overflow of his heart his mouth speaks.  46 Why do you call me, ‘Lord, 
Lord,’ and do not do what I say?  47 I will show you what he is like who comes to 
me and hears my words and puts them into practice.  48 He is like a man building 
a house, who dug down deep and laid the foundation on rock.  When a flood came, 
the torrent struck that house but could not shake it, because it was well built.  49 
But the one who hears my words and does not put them into practice is like a man 
who built a house on the ground without a foundation.  The moment the torrent 
struck that house, it collapsed and its destruction was complete.” 
Jn 
3:16-21 
16 “For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son,79 that whoever 
believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life.  17 For God did not send his 
Son into the world to condemn the world, but to save the world through him.  18 
Whoever believes in him is not condemned, but whoever does not believe stands 
condemned already because he has not believed in the name of God’s one and only 
Son.80  19 This is the verdict: Light has come into the world, but men loved 
darkness instead of light because their deeds were evil.  20 Everyone who does 
evil hates the light, and will not come into the light for fear that his deeds will be 
exposed.  21 But whoever lives by the truth comes into the light, so that it may be 
seen plainly that what he has done has been done through God.” 
Jn 
14:12 
12 I tell you the truth, anyone who has faith in me will do what I have been doing.  
He will do even greater things than these, because I am going to the Father. 
Ac 
26:20 
First to those in Damascus, then to those in Jerusalem and in all Judea, and to the 
Gentiles also, I preached that they should repent and turn to God and prove their 
repentance by their deeds. 
Gal 6:7, 8 (A38-39) 
Heb 
3:12-19 
12 See to it, brothers, that none of you has a sinful, unbelieving heart that turns 
away from the living God.  13 But encourage one another daily, as long as it is 
called Today, so that none of you may be hardened by sin’s deceitfulness.  14 We 
have come to share in Christ if we hold firmly till the end the confidence we had at 
first. 15 As has just been said:  “Today, if you hear his voice, do not harden your 
hearts as you did in the rebellion.”81  16 Who were they who heard and rebelled? 
Were they not all those Moses led out of Egypt?  17 And with whom was he angry 
for forty years?  Was it not with those who sinned, whose bodies fell in the desert?  
18 And to whom did God swear that they would never enter his rest if not to those 
                                                 
79 Or his only begotten Son 
80 Or God’s only begotten Son 
81 Psalm 95:7, 8 
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who disobeyed?82  19 So we see that they were not able to enter, because of their 
unbelief. 
Heb 
11:6 
And without faith it is impossible to please God, because anyone who comes to 
him must believe that he exists and that he rewards those who earnestly seek him. 
Jms 
1:15 
15 Then, after desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is full-
grown, gives birth to death. 
Jms 
2:14-26 
14 What good is it, my brothers, if a man claims to have faith but has no deeds?  
Can such faith save him?  15 Suppose a brother or sister is without clothes and 
daily food.  16 If one of you says to him, “Go, I wish you well; keep warm and 
well fed,” but does nothing about his physical needs, what good is it?  17 In the 
same way, faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by action, is dead.  18 But 
someone will say, “You have faith; I have deeds.”  Show me your faith without 
deeds, and I will show you my faith by what I do.  19 You believe that there is one 
God. Good! Even the demons believe that—and shudder.  20 You foolish man, do 
you want evidence that faith without deeds is useless?83  21 Was not our ancestor 
Abraham considered righteous for what he did when he offered his son Isaac on 
the altar?  22 You see that his faith and his actions were working together, and his 
faith was made complete by what he did.  23 And the scripture was fulfilled that 
says, “Abraham believed God, and it was credited to him as righteousness,”84 and 
he was called God’s friend.  24 You see that a person is justified by what he does 
and not by faith alone.  25 In the same way, was not even Rahab the prostitute 
considered righteous for what she did when she gave lodging to the spies and sent 
them off in a different direction?  26 As the body without the spirit is dead, so faith 
without deeds is dead. 
Rev 
2:19, 
20, 23 
19 I [the Son of God] know your deeds, your love and faith, your service and 
perseverance, and that you are now doing more than you did at first.  20 
Nevertheless, I have this against you: You tolerate that woman Jezebel, who calls 
herself a prophetess… 23 I will strike her children dead.  Then all the churches 
will know that I am he who searches hearts and minds, and I will repay each of 
you according to your deeds. 
                                                 
82 The Greek word ἀπειθήσασιν, lemma ἀπειθέω, has the primary meaning disobey and the secondary meaning 
reject belief 
83 Some early manuscripts dead 
84 Gen. 15:6 
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Human Decisions and Consequences: Static and Dynamic 
Ge 
4:1685 
16 So Cain went out from the LORD’s presence and lived in the land of Nod,86 east 
of Eden. 
Dt 
11:13-
17, 26-
28 
13 So if you faithfully obey the commands I am giving you today—to love the 
LORD your God and to serve him with all your heart and with all your soul—14 
then I will send rain on your land in its season, both autumn and spring rains, so 
that you may gather in your grain, new wine and oil.  15 I will provide grass in the 
fields for your cattle, and you will eat and be satisfied.  
16 Be careful, or you will be enticed to turn away and worship other gods and bow 
down to them. 17 Then the LORD’s anger will burn against you, and he will shut 
the heavens so that it will not rain and the ground will yield no produce, and you 
will soon perish from the good land the LORD is giving you… 
 26 See, I am setting before you today a blessing and a curse—27 the blessing if 
you obey the commands of the LORD your God that I am giving you today; 28 the 
curse if you disobey the commands of the LORD your God and turn from the way 
that I command you today by following other gods, which you have not known. 
Ps 14 
1-3 
1 The fool says in his heart, “There is no God.”  They are corrupt, their deeds are 
vile; there is no one who does good.  2 The LORD looks down from heaven on the 
sons of men to see if there are any who understand, any who seek God.  3 All have 
turned aside, they have together become corrupt; there is no one who does good, 
not even one. 
Isa 
65:11, 
12 and 
66:3e, 4 
65:11 “But as for you who forsake the LORD and forget my holy mountain, who 
spread a table for Fortune and fill bowls of mixed wine for Destiny, 12 I will 
destine you for the sword, and you will all bend down for the slaughter; for I called 
but you did not answer, I spoke but you did not listen.  You did evil in my sight 
and chose what displeases me… 
66:3e They have chosen their own ways, and their souls delight in their 
abominations; 4 so I [God] also will choose harsh treatment for them and will 
bring upon them what they dread.  For when I called, no one answered, when I 
spoke, no one listened.  They did evil in my sight and chose what displeases me.” 
Mt 3 And he said: “I tell you the truth, unless you change and become like little 
children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven.  4 Therefore, whoever 
                                                 
85 Genesis 4:1-17 is a record of the first murder.  Cain makes a series of decisions: first (implicitly), he decided 
to withhold the best of the produce of his labor from the LORD; second, he decided to murder his brother; third, 
he decided to leave the presence of the Lord; third, he decided to build a city in defiance of the LORD’s 
command.  The decisions are dynamic in that they are naturally progressive, but static in that they come from a 
heart that does not repent.  If Cain had decided to repent after the first decision, his heart would have changed, 
but his heart would have had to change in order to repent. 
86 Nod means wandering (see verses 12 and 14). 
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18:3, 4 humbles himself like this child is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven. 
Lk 
6:43-45 
43 “No good tree bears bad fruit, nor does a bad tree bear good fruit.  44 Each tree 
is recognized by its own fruit.  People do not pick figs from thornbushes, or grapes 
from briers.  45 The good man brings good things out of the good stored up in his 
heart, and the evil man brings evil things out of the evil stored up in his heart.  For 
out of the overflow of his heart his mouth speaks. 
Jn 
7:17 
“If anyone chooses to do God’s will, he will find out whether my [Jesus] teaching 
comes from God or whether I speak on my own.” 
Jn 
8:31,32, 
and 34 
31 To the Jews who had believed him, Jesus said, “If you hold to my teaching, you 
are really my disciples.  32 Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you 
free… [34]…“I tell you the truth, everyone who sins is a slave to sin.” 
Jn 
14:15-
21 
“If you love me [Jesus], you will obey what I command.  16 And I will ask the 
Father, and he will give you another Counselor to be with you forever—17 the 
Spirit of truth.  The world cannot accept him, because it neither sees him nor 
knows him.  But you know him, for he lives with you and will be in you.  18 I will 
not leave you as orphans; I will come to you.  19 Before long, the world will not 
see me anymore, but you will see me. Because I live, you also will live.  20 On 
that day you will realize that I am in my Father, and you are in me, and I am in 
you.  21 Whoever has my commands and obeys them, he is the one who loves me.  
He who loves me will be loved by my Father, and I too will love him and show 
myself to him.” 
Ro 
6:19-23 
19 I put this in human terms because you are weak in your natural selves.  Just as 
you used to offer the parts of your body in slavery to impurity and to ever-
increasing wickedness, so now offer them in slavery to righteousness leading to 
holiness.  20 When you were slaves to sin, you were free from the control of 
righteousness.  21 What benefit did you reap at that time from the things you are 
now ashamed of?  Those things result in death!  22 But now that you have been set 
free from sin and have become slaves to God, the benefit you reap leads to 
holiness, and the result is eternal life.  23 For the wages of sin is death, but the gift 
of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord. 
1Co 10:13 (A76) 
1Co 
15:28a, 
32b, 
and 33 
I die every day—I mean that, brothers87… 32b If the dead are not raised, “Let us 
eat and drink, for tomorrow we die.”88 
33 Do not be misled: “Bad company corrupts good character.” 
                                                 
87 Paul describes his daily transformation from base human nature into the spiritual likeness of Jesus Christ. 
88 Isaiah 22:13 
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2Ti 
2:16 
Avoid godless chatter, because those who indulge in it will become more and more 
ungodly. 
Jms 4:4-6 (A19) 
1Jn 
2:3-6 
3 We know that we have come to know him if we obey his commands.  4 The man 
who says, “I know him,” but does not do what he commands is a liar, and the truth 
is not in him. 5 But if anyone obeys his word, God’s love89 is truly made complete 
in him.  This is how we know we are in him: 6 Whoever claims to live in him must 
walk as Jesus did. 
2Pe 
2:9b, 
10, 19-
22 
9b the Lord knows how to rescue godly men from trials and to hold the 
unrighteous for the day of judgment, while continuing their punishment.  10 This 
is especially true of those who follow the corrupt desire of the sinful nature  and 
despise authority […] 19 They promise them freedom, while they themselves are 
slaves of depravity—for a man is a slave to whatever has mastered him.  20 If they 
have escaped the corruption of the world by knowing our Lord and Savior Jesus 
Christ and are again entangled in it and overcome, they are worse off at the end 
than they were at the beginning.  21 It would have been better for them not to have 
known the way of righteousness, than to have known it and then to turn their backs 
on the sacred command that was passed on to them.  22 Of them the proverbs are 
true: “A dog returns to its vomit,”90 and, “A sow that is washed goes back to her 
wallowing in the mud.” 
1Jn 
3:4-12 
4 Everyone who sins breaks the law; in fact, sin is lawlessness.  5 But you know 
that he [Jesus] appeared so that he might take away our sins.  And in him is no sin.  
6 No one who lives in him keeps on sinning.  No one who continues to sin has 
either seen him or known him.  7 Dear children, do not let anyone lead you astray.  
He who does what is right is righteous, just as he is righteous.  8 He who does 
what is sinful is of the devil, because the devil has been sinning from the 
beginning.  The reason the Son of God appeared was to destroy the devil’s work.  
9 No one who is born of God will continue to sin, because God’s seed remains in 
him; he cannot go on sinning, because he has been born of God.  10 This is how 
we know who the children of God are and who the children of the devil are: 
Anyone who does not do what is right is not a child of God; nor is anyone who 
does not love his brother.  11 This is the message you heard from the beginning: 
We should love one another.  12 Do not be like Cain, who belonged to the evil one 
and murdered his brother. And why did he murder him?  Because his own actions 
were evil and his brother’s were righteous. 
                                                 
89 Or word, love for God 
90 Prov. 26:11 
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Lot’s Wife
Ge 
19:17, 
23-29 
17 As soon as they had brought them out, one of them said, “Flee for your lives! 
Don’t look back, and don’t stop anywhere in the plain! Flee to the mountains or 
you will be swept away!” 
… 
23 By the time Lot reached Zoar, the sun had risen over the land.  24 Then the 
LORD rained down burning sulfur on Sodom and Gomorrah—from the LORD out 
of the heavens.  25 Thus he overthrew those cities and the entire plain, including 
all those living in the cities—and also the vegetation in the land.  26 But Lot’s wife 
looked back, and she became a pillar of salt.  27 Early the next morning Abraham 
got up and returned to the place where he had stood before the LORD.  28 He 
looked down toward Sodom and Gomorrah, toward all the land of the plain, and he 
saw dense smoke rising from the land, like smoke from a furnace.  29 So when 
God destroyed the cities of the plain, he remembered Abraham, and he brought Lot 
out of the catastrophe that overthrew the cities where Lot had lived. 
Lk 
17:20-
36 
20 Once, having been asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God would 
come, Jesus replied, “The kingdom of God does not come with your careful 
observation, 21 nor will people say, ‘Here it is,’ or ‘There it is,’ because the 
kingdom of God is within91 you.”  22 Then he said to his disciples, “The time is 
coming when you will long to see one of the days of the Son of Man, but you will 
not see it.  23 Men will tell you, ‘There he is!’ or ‘Here he is!’  Do not go running 
off after them. 24 For the Son of Man in his day92 will be like the lightning, which 
flashes and lights up the sky from one end to the other.  25 But first he must suffer 
many things and be rejected by this generation.  26 “Just as it was in the days of 
Noah, so also will it be in the days of the Son of Man.  27 People were eating, 
drinking, marrying and being given in marriage up to the day Noah entered the ark. 
Then the flood came and destroyed them all.  28 “It was the same in the days of 
Lot.  People were eating and drinking, buying and selling, planting and building.  
29 But the day Lot left Sodom, fire and sulfur rained down from heaven and 
destroyed them all.  30 “It will be just like this on the day the Son of Man is 
revealed.  31 On that day no one who is on the roof of his house, with his goods 
inside, should go down to get them.  Likewise, no one in the field should go back 
for anything.  32 Remember Lot’s wife!  33 Whoever tries to keep his life will lose 
it, and whoever loses his life will preserve it.  34 I tell you, on that night two 
people will be in one bed; one will be taken and the other left.  35 Two women 
will be grinding grain together; one will be taken and the other left.”93 
 
                                                 
91 Or among 
92 Some manuscripts do not have in his day. 
93 Some manuscripts left. Two men will be in the field; one will be taken and the other left. 
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God of Senses and Understanding 
A note about this particularly long—deeply relevant and absolutely important—Appendix 
topic: what follows is still just a sampling of scriptures that contain significant truths about 
sensation, understanding, and belief.  I do not expect the normal reader to scrutinize this all.  
In this Appendix, I have indicated what I think are the most significant references with bold 
typeface. 
 
Ex 
4:11 
The LORD said to him [Moses], “Who gave man his mouth?  Who makes him deaf 
or mute?  Who gives him sight or makes him blind?  Is it not I, the LORD?” 
Nu 
22:28-
31 
28 Then the LORD opened the donkey’s mouth, and she said to Balaam, “What 
have I done to you to make you beat me these three times?”  29 Balaam answered 
the donkey, “You have made a fool of me!  If I had a sword in my hand, I would 
kill you right now.”  30 The donkey said to Balaam, “Am I not your own donkey, 
which you have always ridden, to this day? Have I been in the habit of doing this 
to you?”  “No,” he said.  31 Then the LORD opened Balaam’s eyes, and he saw the 
angel of the LORD standing in the road with his sword drawn.  So he bowed low 
and fell facedown. 
Dt 
29:2-6 
(v.4) 
2 Moses summoned all the Israelites and said to them:  Your eyes have seen all 
that the LORD did in Egypt to Pharaoh, to all his officials and to all his land.  3 
With your own eyes you saw those great trials, those miraculous signs and great 
wonders.  4 But to this day the LORD has not given you a mind that understands or 
eyes that see or ears that hear.  5 During the forty years that I led you through the 
desert, your clothes did not wear out, nor did the sandals on your feet.  6 You ate 
no bread and drank no wine or other fermented drink.  I did this so that you might 
know that I am the LORD your God. 
1Ch 
28:9 
“And you, my son Solomon, acknowledge the God of your father, and serve him 
with wholehearted devotion and with a willing mind, for the LORD searches every 
heart and understands every motive behind the thoughts.  If you seek him, he will 
be found by you; but if you forsake him, he will reject you forever. 
Job 
12:13 
To God belong wisdom and power; counsel and understanding are his. 
Job 
17:4 
You [God] have closed their minds to understanding; therefore you will not let 
them triumph. 
Job “But where can wisdom be found?  Where does understanding dwell? 
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28:1294 
Job 
38:36 
Who endowed the heart95 with wisdom or gave understanding to the mind?96 
2Ki 
6:15-22 
15 When the servant of the man of God got up and went out early the next 
morning, an army with horses and chariots had surrounded the city.  “Oh, my lord, 
what shall we do?” the servant asked.  16 “Don’t be afraid,” the prophet answered. 
“Those who are with us are more than those who are with them.”  17 And Elisha 
prayed, “O LORD, open his eyes so he may see.”  Then the LORD opened the 
servant’s eyes, and he looked and saw the hills full of horses and chariots of fire all 
around Elisha.  18 As the enemy came down toward him, Elisha prayed to the 
LORD, “Strike these people with blindness.”  So he struck them with blindness, as 
Elisha had asked.  19 Elisha told them, “This is not the road and this is not the city.  
Follow me, and I will lead you to the man you are looking for.” And he led them 
to Samaria.  20 After they entered the city, Elisha said, “LORD, open the eyes of 
these men so they can see.”  Then the LORD opened their eyes and they looked, 
and there they were, inside Samaria.  21 When the king of Israel saw them, he 
asked Elisha, “Shall I kill them, my father?  Shall I kill them?”  22 “Do not kill 
them,” he answered.  “Would you kill men you have captured with your own 
sword or bow?  Set food and water before them so that they may eat and drink and 
then go back to their master.” 
Ps 17 
10 
They [the wicked] close up their callous hearts, and their mouths speak with 
arrogance. 
Ps 19 
8 
The precepts of the LORD are right, giving joy to the heart.  The commands of the 
LORD are radiant, giving light to the eyes. 
Ps 32 
9, 10 
9 Do not be like the horse or the mule, which have no understanding but must be 
controlled by bit and bridle or they will not come to you.  10 Many are the woes of 
the wicked, but the LORD’s unfailing love surrounds the man who trusts in him. 
Ps 36 
1, 2 
1     An oracle is within my heart concerning the sinfulness of the wicked:  There is 
no fear of God before his eyes.  2 For in his own eyes he flatters himself too much 
to detect or hate his sin. 
Ps 51 
15 
O LORD, open my lips, and my mouth will declare your praise. 
Ps 53 
1-4 
1 The fool says in his heart, “There is no God.”  They are corrupt, and their ways 
are vile; there is no one who does good.  2 God looks down from heaven on the 
sons of men to see if there are any who understand, any who seek God.  
                                                 
94 Job 28 (all: A7) 
95 The meaning of the Hebrew for this word is uncertain. 
96 The meaning of the Hebrew for this word is uncertain. 
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3 Everyone has turned away, they have together become corrupt; there is no one 
who does good, not even one.  4 Will the evildoers never learn—those who devour 
my people as men eat bread and who do not call on God? 
Ps 94 
7-11 
7 They say, “The LORD does not see; the God of Jacob pays no heed.”  8 Take 
heed, you senseless ones among the people; you fools, when will you become 
wise?  9 Does he who implanted the ear not hear?  Does he who formed the eye 
not see?  10 Does he who disciplines nations not punish?  Does he who teaches 
man lack knowledge?  11 The LORD knows the thoughts of man; he knows that 
they are futile. 
Ps 92 
6, 7 
6 The senseless man does not know, fools do not understand, 7 that though the 
wicked spring up like grass and all evildoers flourish, they will be forever 
destroyed. 
Ps 111 
10 
The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom; all who follow his precepts have 
good understanding.  To him belongs eternal praise. 
Ps 119 
18, 130, 
144 
18 Open my eyes that I may see wonderful things in your law. 
130 The unfolding of your words gives light; it gives understanding to the simple. 
144 Your statutes are forever right; give me understanding that I may live. 
Ps 135 
15-18 
15 The idols of the nations are silver and gold, made by the hands of men.  
16 They have mouths, but cannot speak, eyes, but they cannot see; 17 they have 
ears, but cannot hear, nor is there breath in their mouths.  18 Those who make 
them will be like them, and so will all who trust in them. 
Pr 
2:697 
6 For the LORD gives wisdom, and from his mouth come knowledge and 
understanding. 
Pr 
3:5-8, 
13-20 
5 Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; 
6 in all your ways acknowledge him, and he will make your paths straight.98  7 Do 
not be wise in your own eyes; fear the LORD and shun evil.  8 This will bring 
health to your body and nourishment to your bones. 
… 
13 Blessed is the man who finds wisdom, the man who gains understanding, 14 for 
she is more profitable than silver and yields better returns than gold.  15 She is 
more precious than rubies; nothing you desire can compare with her.  16 Long life 
is in her right hand; in her left hand are riches and honor.  17 Her ways are 
pleasant ways, and all her paths are peace.  18 She is a tree of life to those who 
embrace her; those who lay hold of her will be blessed.  19 By wisdom the LORD 
                                                 
97 Proverbs 2 (all: Appendix 8) 
98 Or will direct your paths 
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laid the earth’s foundations, by understanding he set the heavens in place; 20 by 
his knowledge the deeps were divided, and the clouds let drop the dew. 
Pr 
4:17 
Wisdom is supreme; therefore get wisdom.  Though it cost all you have, get 
understanding. 
Pr 
9:1099 
“The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom, and knowledge of the Holy 
One is understanding. 
Pr 
20:12 
Ears that hear and eyes that see—the LORD has made them both 
Pr 
22:12 
The eyes of the LORD keep watch over knowledge, but he frustrates the words of 
the unfaithful. 
Pr 
26:12 
Do you see a man wise in his own eyes?  There is more hope for a fool than for 
him. 
Pr 
29:13 
The poor man and the oppressor have this in common: The LORD gives sight to the 
eyes of both. 
Ecc 
11:5 
As you do not know the path of the wind, or how the body is formed100 in a 
mother’s womb, so you cannot understand the work of God, the Maker of all 
things. 
Isa 
5:21 
Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes and clever in their own sight. 
Isa 
6:9, 10 
9 He [the LORD] said, “Go and tell this people:  “ ‘Be ever hearing, but never 
understanding; be ever seeing, but never perceiving.’  10 Make the heart of this 
people calloused; make their ears dull and close their eyes.101  Otherwise they 
might see with their eyes, hear with their ears, understand with their hearts, and 
turn and be healed.” 
Isa 
11:1-5 
1 A shoot will come up from the stump of Jesse; from his roots a Branch will bear 
fruit.  2 The Spirit of the LORD will rest on him102—the Spirit of wisdom and of 
understanding, the Spirit of counsel and of power, the Spirit of knowledge and of 
                                                 
99 Wisdom personified and Folly personified make their speeches to all people in the closing of the Proverbs’ 
prologue (chapters 1-9), which urges the hearer to desire, understand, and obey the LORD. 
100 Or know how life (or the spirit) / enters the body being formed 
101 Hebrew; Septuagint ‘You will be ever hearing, but never understanding; / you will be ever seeing, but never 
perceiving.’ / This people’s heart has become calloused; / they hardly hear with their ears, and they have closed 
their eyes. 
102 This is a messianic prophesy: he is Jesus Christ. 
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the fear of the LORD —3 and he will delight in the fear of the LORD.  He will not 
judge by what he sees with his eyes, or decide by what he hears with his ears; 4 but 
with righteousness he will judge the needy, with justice he will give decisions for 
the poor of the earth.  He will strike the earth with the rod of his mouth; with the 
breath of his lips he will slay the wicked.  5 Righteousness will be his belt and 
faithfulness the sash around his waist. 
Isa 
29:9-12 
9 Be stunned and amazed, blind yourselves and be sightless; be drunk, but not 
from wine, stagger, but not from beer.  10 The LORD has brought over you a deep 
sleep: He has sealed your eyes (the prophets); he has covered your heads (the 
seers).  11 For you this whole vision is nothing but words sealed in a scroll.  And if 
you give the scroll to someone who can read, and say to him, “Read this, please,” 
he will answer, “I can’t; it is sealed.”  12 Or if you give the scroll to someone who 
cannot read, and say, “Read this, please,” he will answer, “I don’t know how to 
read.” 
Isa 
32:1-4 
1 See, a king will reign in righteousness and rulers will rule with justice.  2 Each 
man will be like a shelter from the wind and a refuge from the storm, like streams 
of water in the desert and the shadow of a great rock in a thirsty land.  3 Then the 
eyes of those who see will no longer be closed, and the ears of those who hear will 
listen.  4 The mind of the rash will know and understand, and the stammering 
tongue will be fluent and clear. 
Isa 
35:3-6 
3 Strengthen the feeble hands, steady the knees that give way; 4 say to those with 
fearful hearts, “Be strong, do not fear; your God will come, he will come with 
vengeance; with divine retribution he will come to save you.”  5 Then will the eyes 
of the blind be opened and the ears of the deaf unstopped.  6 Then will the lame 
leap like a deer, and the mute tongue shout for joy.  Water will gush forth in the 
wilderness and streams in the desert. 
Isa 
42:5-9 
5 This is what God the LORD says—he who created the heavens and stretched 
them out, who spread out the earth and all that comes out of it, who gives breath to 
its people, and life to those who walk on it:  6 “I, the LORD, have called you in 
righteousness; I will take hold of your hand.  I will keep you and will make you to 
be a covenant for the people and a light for the Gentiles, 7 to open eyes that are 
blind, to free captives from prison and to release from the dungeon those who sit in 
darkness.  8 “I am the LORD; that is my name! I will not give my glory to another 
or my praise to idols.  9 See, the former things have taken place, and new things I 
declare; before they spring into being I announce them to you.” 
Isa 
52:15-
53:1103 
15 so will he sprinkle many nations,104 and kings will shut their mouths because of 
him.  For what they were not told, they will see, and what they have not heard, 
they will understand.  53:1 Who has believed our message and to whom has the 
arm of the LORD been revealed? 
                                                 
103 Isaiah 52:13-53:12  is clearly a messianic prophesy: he is Jesus Christ. 
104 Hebrew; Septuagint so will many nations marvel at him 
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Isa 
64:4, 5 
4 Since ancient times no one has heard, no ear has perceived, no eye has seen any 
God besides you, who acts on behalf of those who wait for him.  5 You come to 
the help of those who gladly do right, who remember your ways.  But when we 
continued to sin against them, you were angry.  How then can we be saved? 
Jer 
5:3, 21, 
22, 25 
O LORD, do not your eyes look for truth?  You struck them, but they felt no pain; 
you crushed them, but they refused correction.  They made their faces harder than 
stone  and refused to repent… 21 Hear this, you foolish and senseless people, who 
have eyes but do not see, who have ears but do not hear:  22 Should you not fear 
me?” declares the LORD.  “Should you not tremble in my presence? … 25 Your 
wrongdoings have kept these away; your sins have deprived you of good. 
Jer 
6:10 
To whom can I speak and give warning?  Who will listen to me?  Their ears are 
closed105 so they cannot hear.  The word of the LORD is offensive to them; they 
find no pleasure in it. 
Jer 
9:23, 
24 
23 This is what the LORD says: “Let not the wise man boast of his wisdom or the 
strong man boast of his strength or the rich man boast of his riches, 24 but let him 
who boasts boast about this: that he understands and knows me, that I am the 
LORD, who exercises kindness, justice and righteousness on earth, for in these I 
delight,” declares the LORD. 
Eze 
12:1-3 
The word of the LORD came to me:  2 “Son of man, you are living among a 
rebellious people. They have eyes to see but do not see and ears to hear but do not 
hear, for they are a rebellious people.  3 Therefore, son of man, pack your 
belongings for exile and in the daytime, as they watch, set out and go from where 
you are to another place.  Perhaps they will understand, though they are a 
rebellious house. 
Da 
4:34, 
35 
34 At the end of that time106, I, Nebuchadnezzar, raised my eyes toward heaven, 
and my sanity was restored. Then I praised the Most High; I honored and glorified 
him who lives forever.  His dominion is an eternal dominion; his kingdom endures 
from generation to generation.  35 All the peoples of the earth are regarded as 
nothing.  He does as he pleases with the powers of heaven and the peoples of the 
earth.  No one can hold back his hand or say to him: “What have you done?” 
Da 
12:4, 8-
10 
But you, Daniel, close up and seal the words of the scroll until the time of the end.  
Many will go here and there to increase knowledge.” 
… 
8 I heard, but I did not understand.  So I asked, “My LORD, what will the outcome 
of all this be?”  9 He replied, “Go your way, Daniel, because the words are closed 
up and sealed until the time of the end.  10 Many will be purified, made spotless 
and refined, but the wicked will continue to be wicked.  None of the wicked will 
                                                 
105 Hebrew uncircumcised 
106 A period (possibly seven years: see verse 32) during which God gave Nebuchadnezzar the mind of an 
animal. 
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understand, but those who are wise will understand. 
Hos 
14:9107 
Who is wise?  He will realize these things.  Who is discerning? He will understand 
them.  The ways of the LORD are right; the righteous walk in them, but the 
rebellious stumble in them. 
Zec 
14:12 
This is the plague with which the LORD will strike all the nations that fought 
against Jerusalem:  Their flesh will rot while they are still standing on their feet, 
their eyes will rot in their sockets, and their tongues will rot in their mouths. 
Mt 
6:22, 
23 
22 “The eye is the lamp of the body.  If your eyes are good, your whole body will 
be full of light.  23 But if your eyes are bad, your whole body will be full of 
darkness.  If then the light within you is darkness, how great is that darkness! 
Mt 
9:27-31 
27 As Jesus went on from there, two blind men followed him, calling out, “Have 
mercy on us, Son of David!”  28 When he had gone indoors, the blind men came 
to him, and he asked them, “Do you believe that I am able to do this?”  “Yes, 
Lord,” they replied.  29 Then he touched their eyes and said, “According to your 
faith will it be done to you”; 30 and their sight was restored.  Jesus warned them 
sternly, “See that no one knows about this.”  31 But they went out and spread the 
news about him all over that region. 
Mt 
20:29-
34 
29 As Jesus and his disciples were leaving Jericho, a large crowd followed him.  
30 Two blind men were sitting by the roadside, and when they heard that Jesus 
was going by, they shouted, “Lord, Son of David, have mercy on us!”  31 The 
crowd rebuked them and told them to be quiet, but they shouted all the louder, 
“Lord, Son of David, have mercy on us!”  32 Jesus stopped and called them.  
“What do you want me to do for you?” he asked.  33 “Lord,” they answered, “we 
want our sight.”  34 Jesus had compassion on them and touched their eyes.  
Immediately they received their sight and followed him. 
Mk 
8:17, 18 
17 Aware of their [the 12 disciples’] discussion, Jesus asked them:  “Why are you 
talking about having no bread?  Do you still not see or understand?  Are your 
hearts hardened?  18 Do you have eyes but fail to see, and ears but fail to hear?  
And don’t you remember? 
Mk 
4:33, 
34108 
33 With many similar parables Jesus spoke the word to them, as much as they 
could understand. 34 He did not say anything to them without using a parable. But 
when he was alone with his own disciples, he explained everything. 
Mk 
12:28-
28 One of the teachers of the law came and heard them debating.  Noticing that 
Jesus had given them a good answer, he asked him, “Of all the commandments, 
which is the most important?”  29 “The most important one,” answered Jesus, “is 
this: ‘Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is one.109  30 Love the Lord your 
                                                 
107 This is the final verse of Hosea. 
108 Note that this comment follows the teaching that included the Parable of the Sower. 
109 Or the Lord our God is one Lord 
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34 God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind and with all 
your strength.’110  31 The second is this: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’111  
There is no commandment greater than these.”  32 “Well said, teacher,” the man 
replied. “You are right in saying that God is one and there is no other but him.  33 
To love him with all your heart, with all your understanding and with all your 
strength, and to love your neighbor as yourself is more important than all burnt 
offerings and sacrifices.”  34 When Jesus saw that he had answered wisely, he said 
to him, “You are not far from the kingdom of God.”  And from then on no one 
dared ask him any more questions. 
Lk 
7:35 
35 “But wisdom is proved right by all her children.” 
Lk 
8:16-
18112 
16 “No one lights a lamp and hides it in a jar or puts it under a bed.  Instead, he 
puts it on a stand, so that those who come in can see the light.  17 For there is 
nothing hidden that will not be disclosed, and nothing concealed that will not be 
known or brought out into the open.  18 Therefore consider carefully how you 
listen.  Whoever has will be given more; whoever does not have, even what he 
thinks he has will be taken from him.” 
Lk 
9:43-45 
43 And they were all amazed at the greatness of God.  While everyone was 
marveling at all that Jesus did, he said to his disciples, 44 “Listen carefully to what 
I am about to tell you: The Son of Man is going to be betrayed into the hands of 
men.”  45 But they did not understand what this meant.  It was hidden from them, 
so that they did not grasp it, and they were afraid to ask him about it. 
Lk 
19:41-
44 
41 As he approached Jerusalem and saw the city, he wept over it 42 and said, “If 
you, even you, had only known on this day what would bring you peace—but now 
it is hidden from your eyes.  43 The days will come upon you when your enemies 
will build an embankment against you and encircle you and hem you in on every 
side.  44 They will dash you to the ground, you and the children within your walls.  
They will not leave one stone on another, because you did not recognize the time 
of God’s coming to you.” 
Lk 
24:13-
16, 30-
32, 44, 
45 
13 Now that same day two of them [Jesus’ followers] were going to a village 
called Emmaus, about seven miles from Jerusalem.  14 They were talking with 
each other about everything that had happened [the crucifixion just a few days 
earlier].  15 As they talked and discussed these things with each other, Jesus 
himself came up and walked along with them; 16 but they were kept from 
recognizing him… 30 When he was at the table with them, he took bread, gave 
thanks, broke it and began to give it to them. 31 Then their eyes were opened and 
they recognized him, and he disappeared from their sight. 32 They asked each 
other, “Were not our hearts burning within us while he talked with us on the road 
                                                 
110 Deut. 6:4, 5 
111 Lev. 19:18 
112 Note that this immediately follows an account of the Parable of the Sower 
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and opened the Scriptures to us?” 
… 
44 He [Jesus] said to them [the disciples, back in Jerusalem], “This is what I told 
you while I was still with you: Everything must be fulfilled that is written about 
me in the Law of Moses, the Prophets and the Psalms.”  45 Then he opened their 
minds so they could understand the Scriptures. 
Jn 
9:26-41 
26 Then they [the Pharisees] asked him [a man born blind to whom Jesus gave 
sight], “What did he do to you?  How did he open your eyes?”  27 He answered, “I 
have told you already and you did not listen.  Why do you want to hear it again?  
Do you want to become his disciples, too?”  28 Then they hurled insults at him and 
said, “You are this fellow’s disciple!  We are disciples of Moses!  29 We know 
that God spoke to Moses, but as for this fellow, we don’t even know where he 
comes from.”  30 The man answered, “Now that is remarkable!  You don’t know 
where he comes from, yet he opened my eyes.  31 We know that God does not 
listen to sinners. He listens to the godly man who does his will.  32 Nobody has 
ever heard of opening the eyes of a man born blind.  33 If this man were not from 
God, he could do nothing.”  34 To this they replied, “You were steeped in sin at 
birth; how dare you lecture us!”  And they threw him out.  35 Jesus heard that they 
had thrown him out, and when he found him, he said, “Do you believe in the Son 
of Man?”  36 “Who is he, sir?” the man asked. “Tell me so that I may believe in 
him.”  37 Jesus said, “You have now seen him; in fact, he is the one speaking with 
you.”  38 Then the man said, “Lord, I believe,” and he worshiped him.  39 Jesus 
said, “For judgment I have come into this world, so that the blind will see and 
those who see will become blind.”  40 Some Pharisees who were with him heard 
him say this and asked, “What? Are we blind too?”  41 Jesus said, “If you were 
blind, you would not be guilty of sin; but now that you claim you can see, your 
guilt remains. 
Jn 
10:24-
39 
24 The Jews gathered around him, saying, “How long will you keep us in 
suspense? If you are the Christ,113 tell us plainly.”  25 Jesus answered, “I did tell 
you, but you do not believe.  The miracles I do in my Father’s name speak for me, 
26 but you do not believe because you are not my sheep.  27 My sheep listen to my 
voice; I know them, and they follow me.  28 I give them eternal life, and they shall 
never perish; no one can snatch them out of my hand.  29 My Father, who has 
given them to me, is greater than all;114 no one can snatch them out of my Father’s 
hand.  30 I and the Father are one.”  31 Again the Jews picked up stones to stone 
him, 32 but Jesus said to them, “I have shown you many great miracles from the 
Father.  For which of these do you stone me?”  33 “We are not stoning you for any 
of these,” replied the Jews, “but for blasphemy, because you, a mere man, claim to 
be God.”  34 Jesus answered them, “Is it not written in your Law, ‘I have said you 
are gods’?115  35 If he called them ‘gods,’ to whom the word of God came—and 
                                                 
113 Or Messiah 
114 Many early manuscripts What my Father has given me is greater than all 
115 Psalm 82:6 
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the Scripture cannot be broken—36 what about the one whom the Father set apart 
as his very own and sent into the world?  Why then do you accuse me of 
blasphemy because I said, ‘I am God’s Son’?  37 Do not believe me unless I do 
what my Father does.  38 But if I do it, even though you do not believe me, believe 
the miracles, that you may know and understand that the Father is in me, and I in 
the Father.”  39 Again they tried to seize him, but he escaped their grasp. 
Jn 
12:16 
16 At first his disciples did not understand all this.  Only after Jesus was glorified 
did they realize that these things had been written about him and that they had 
done these things to him. 
Jn 
12:35-
50 
35 Then Jesus told them, “You are going to have the light just a little while longer. 
Walk while you have the light, before darkness overtakes you.  The man who 
walks in the dark does not know where he is going.  36 Put your trust in the light 
while you have it, so that you may become sons of light.” When he had finished 
speaking, Jesus left and hid himself from them.  37 Even after Jesus had done all 
these miraculous signs in their presence, they still would not believe in him. 38 
This was to fulfill the word of Isaiah the prophet:  “Lord, who has believed our 
message and to whom has the arm of the Lord been revealed?”116  39 For this 
reason they could not believe, because, as Isaiah says elsewhere:  40 “He has 
blinded their eyes and deadened their hearts, so they can neither see with their 
eyes, nor understand with their hearts, nor turn—and I would heal them.”117  41 
Isaiah said this because he saw Jesus’ glory and spoke about him.  42 Yet at the 
same time many even among the leaders believed in him.  But because of the 
Pharisees they would not confess their faith for fear they would be put out of the 
synagogue; 43 for they loved praise from men more than praise from God.  44 
Then Jesus cried out, “When a man believes in me, he does not believe in me only, 
but in the one who sent me.  45 When he looks at me, he sees the one who sent me.  
46 I have come into the world as a light, so that no one who believes in me should 
stay in darkness.  47 “As for the person who hears my words but does not keep 
them, I do not judge him.  For I did not come to judge the world, but to save it.  48 
There is a judge for the one who rejects me and does not accept my words; that 
very word which I spoke will condemn him at the last day.  49 For I did not speak 
of my own accord, but the Father who sent me commanded me what to say and 
how to say it.  50 I know that his command leads to eternal life.  So whatever I say 
is just what the Father has told me to say.” 
Ac 
26:14-
18 
14 We all fell to the ground, and I heard a voice saying to me in Aramaic,118 ‘Saul, 
Saul, why do you persecute me? It is hard for you to kick against the goads.’  15 
“Then I asked, ‘Who are you, Lord?’   “ ‘I am Jesus, whom you are persecuting,’ 
the Lord replied.  16 ‘Now get up and stand on your feet.  I have appeared to you 
to appoint you as a servant and as a witness of what you have seen of me and what 
I will show you.  17 I will rescue you from your own people and from the Gentiles.  
I am sending you to them 18 to open their eyes and turn them from darkness to 
                                                 
116 Isaiah 53:1 
117 Isaiah 6:10 
118 Or Hebrew 
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light, and from the power of Satan to God, so that they may receive forgiveness of 
sins and a place among those who are sanctified by faith in me.’ 
Ro 
11:7-10 
7 What then? What Israel sought so earnestly it did not obtain, but the elect did. 
The others were hardened, 8 as it is written: “God gave them a spirit of stupor, 
eyes so that they could not see and ears so that they could not hear, to this very 
day.”119  9 And David says: “May their table become a snare and a trap, a 
stumbling block and a retribution for them.  10 May their eyes be darkened so they 
cannot see, and their backs be bent forever.”120 
1Co 
2:6-16 
(v.12) 
6 We do, however, speak a message of wisdom among the mature, but not the 
wisdom of this age or of the rulers of this age, who are coming to nothing.  7 No, 
we speak of God’s secret wisdom, a wisdom that has been hidden and that God 
destined for our glory before time began.  8 None of the rulers of this age 
understood it, for if they had, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory.  9 
However, as it is written: “No eye has seen, no ear has heard, no mind has 
conceived what God has prepared for those who love him”—10 but God has 
revealed it to us by his Spirit.  The Spirit searches all things, even the deep things 
of God.  11 For who among men knows the thoughts of a man except the man’s 
spirit within him? In the same way no one knows the thoughts of God except the 
Spirit of God.  12 We have not received the spirit of the world but the Spirit who is 
from God, that we may understand what God has freely given us.  13 This is what 
we speak, not in words taught us by human wisdom but in words taught by the 
Spirit, expressing spiritual truths in spiritual words.  14 The man without the Spirit 
does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of God, for they are 
foolishness to him, and he cannot understand them, because they are spiritually 
discerned.  15 The spiritual man makes judgments about all things, but he himself 
is not subject to any man’s judgment:  16 “For who has known the mind of the 
Lord that he may instruct him?”   But we have the mind of Christ. 
Eph 
1:3-10 
3 Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us in 
the heavenly realms with every spiritual blessing in Christ.  4 For he chose us in 
him before the creation of the world to be holy and blameless in his sight.  In love 
5 he  predestined us to be adopted as his sons through Jesus Christ, in accordance 
with his pleasure and will—6 to the praise of his glorious grace, which he has 
freely given us in the One he loves.  7 In him we have redemption through his 
blood, the forgiveness of sins, in accordance with the riches of God’s grace 8 that 
he lavished on us with all wisdom and understanding.  9 And he121 made known to 
us the mystery of his will according to his good pleasure, which he purposed in 
Christ, 10 to be put into effect when the times will have reached their fulfillment—
to bring all things in heaven and on earth together under one head, even Christ. 
Eph 18 They are darkened in their understanding and separated from the life of God 
because of the ignorance that is in them due to the hardening of their hearts.  19 
                                                 
119 Deut. 29:4; Isaiah 29:10 
120 Psalm 69:22, 23 
121 Or us. With all wisdom and understanding, he 
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4:18-24 Having lost all sensitivity, they have given themselves over to sensuality so as to 
indulge in every kind of impurity, with a continual lust for more.  20 You, 
however, did not come to know Christ that way.  21 Surely you heard of him and 
were taught in him in accordance with the truth that is in Jesus.  22 You were 
taught, with regard to your former way of life, to put off your old self, which is 
being corrupted by its deceitful desires; 23 to be made new in the attitude of your 
minds; 24 and to put on the new self, created to be like God in true righteousness 
and holiness. 
Eph 
5:13-17 
(v.13, 
14) 
13 But everything exposed by the light becomes visible, 14 for it is light that 
makes everything visible.  This is why it is said: “Wake up, O sleeper, rise from 
the dead, and Christ will shine on you.”  15 Be very careful, then, how you live—
not as unwise but as wise, 16 making the most of every opportunity, because the 
days are evil.  17 Therefore do not be foolish, but understand what the Lord’s will 
is. 
Col 
2:2-4 
2 My purpose is that they may be encouraged in heart and united in love, so that 
they may have the full riches of complete understanding, in order that they may 
know the mystery of God, namely, Christ, 3 in whom are hidden all the treasures 
of wisdom and knowledge.  4 I tell you this so that no one may deceive you by 
fine-sounding arguments. 
Heb 
11:1-3 
Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see.  2 
This is what the ancients were commended for.  3 By faith we understand that the 
universe was formed at God’s command, so that what is seen was not made out of 
what was visible. 
Jms 
3:13 
13 Who is wise and understanding among you?  Let him show it by his good life, 
by deeds done in the humility that comes from wisdom. 
1Jn 
5:20 
We know also that the Son of God has come and has given us understanding, so 
that we may know him who is true.  And we are in him who is true—even in his 
Son Jesus Christ.  He is the true God and eternal life. 
Jude 
10 
Yet these men speak abusively against whatever they do not understand; and what 
things they do understand by instinct, like unreasoning animals—these are the very 
things that destroy them. 
Rev 
3:18 
I [Jesus] counsel you to buy from me gold refined in the fire, so you can become 
rich; and white clothes to wear, so you can cover your shameful nakedness; and 
salve to put on your eyes, so you can see. 
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Revelation as a Vehicle for Knowing and Believing
Ge 
12:7 
The LORD appeared to Abram and said, “To your offspring122 I will give this land.”  
So he built an altar there to the Lord, who had appeared to him. 
Ge 
26:24, 
25 
24 That night the LORD appeared to him and said, “I am the God of your father 
Abraham.  Do not be afraid, for I am with you; I will bless you and will increase 
the number of your descendants for the sake of my servant Abraham.”  25 Isaac 
built an altar there and called on the name of the LORD.  There he pitched his tent, 
and there his servants dug a well. 
Ge 
35:1 
Then God said to Jacob, “Go up to Bethel and settle there, and build an altar there 
to God, who appeared to you when you were fleeing from your brother Esau.” 
Ge 
41:25 
Then Joseph said to Pharaoh, “The dreams of Pharaoh are one and the same. God 
has revealed to Pharaoh what he is about to do. 
Ex 
6:2, 3 
2 God also said to Moses, “I am the LORD.  3 I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac and 
to Jacob as God Almighty,123 but by my name the LORD I did not make myself 
known to them.124 
Lev 
9:23 
Moses and Aaron then went into the Tent of Meeting. When they came out, they 
blessed the people; and the glory of the LORD appeared to all the people. 
Nu 
12:5-8 
5 Then the LORD came down in a pillar of cloud; he stood at the entrance to the 
Tent and summoned Aaron and Miriam. When both of them stepped forward, 6 he 
said, “Listen to my words:  “When a prophet of the LORD is among you, I reveal 
myself to him in visions, I speak to him in dreams.  7 But this is not true of my 
servant Moses; he is faithful in all my house.  8 With him I speak face to face, 
clearly and not in riddles; he sees the form of the LORD.  Why then were you not 
afraid to speak against my servant Moses?” 
Dt 
29:29 
29 The secret things belong to the LORD our God, but the things revealed belong to 
us and to our children forever, that we may follow all the words of this law. 
1Sa 
3:7-11, 
19-21 
7 Now Samuel did not yet know the LORD: The word of the LORD had not yet been 
revealed to him.  8 The LORD called Samuel a third time, and Samuel got up and 
went to Eli and said, “Here I am; you called me.”  Then Eli realized that the LORD 
was calling the boy.  9 So Eli told Samuel, “Go and lie down, and if he calls you, 
say, ‘Speak, Lord, for your servant is listening.’ ”  So Samuel went and lay down 
in his place.  10 The LORD came and stood there, calling as at the other times, 
                                                 
122 Or seed 
123 Hebrew El-Shaddai 
124 Or Almighty, and by my name the Lord did I not let myself be known to them? 
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“Samuel! Samuel!”  Then Samuel said, “Speak, for your servant is listening.”  11 
And the Lord said to Samuel: “See, I am about to do something in Israel that will 
make the ears of everyone who hears of it tingle. 
… 
19 The LORD was with Samuel as he grew up, and he let none of his words fall to 
the ground.  20 And all Israel from Dan to Beersheba recognized that Samuel was 
attested as a prophet of the LORD. 21 The LORD continued to appear at Shiloh, and 
there he revealed himself to Samuel through his word. 
2Sa 
7:27-29 
27 “O LORD Almighty, God of Israel, you have revealed this125 to your servant, 
saying, ‘I will build a house for you.’  So your servant has found courage to offer 
you this prayer. 28 O Sovereign LORD, you are God!  Your words are trustworthy, 
and you have promised these good things to your servant.  29 Now be pleased to 
bless the house of your servant, that it may continue forever in your sight; for you, 
O Sovereign LORD, have spoken, and with your blessing the house of your servant 
will be blessed forever.” 
1Ki 
3:5, 
12b, 
11:9 
3:5 At Gibeon the LORD appeared to Solomon during the night in a dream, and 
God said, “Ask for whatever you want me to give you.” 
3:12b “I [the LORD] will give you a wise and discerning heart, so that there will 
never have been anyone like you, nor will there ever be. 
11:9 The LORD became angry with Solomon because his heart had turned away 
from the LORD, the God of Israel, who had appeared to him twice. 
Job 
12:22 
He [God] reveals the deep things of darkness and brings deep shadows into the 
light. 
Ps 98 
1-3 
1 Sing to the Lord a new song, for he has done marvelous things; his right hand 
and his holy arm have worked salvation for him.  2 The Lord has made his 
salvation known and revealed his righteousness to the nations.  3 He has 
remembered his love and his faithfulness to the house of Israel; all the ends of the 
earth have seen the salvation of our God. 
Ps 19 For the director of music. A psalm of David.  1 The heavens declare the glory of 
God; the skies proclaim the work of his hands.  2 Day after day they pour forth 
speech; night after night they display knowledge.  3 There is no speech or 
language where their voice is not heard.126  4 Their voice goes out into all the 
earth, their words to the ends of the world.  In the heavens he has pitched a tent for 
the sun, 5 which is like a bridegroom coming forth from his pavilion, like a 
champion rejoicing to run his course.  6 It rises at one end of the heavens and 
makes its circuit to the other; nothing is hidden from its heat.  7 The law of the 
                                                 
125 David’s house and kingdom will endure forever (2nd Samuel 7:16) 
126 Or They have no speech, there are no words; no sound is heard from them 
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LORD is perfect, reviving the soul.  The statutes of the LORD are trustworthy, 
making wise the simple.  8 The precepts of the LORD are right, giving joy to the 
heart.  The commands of the LORD are radiant, giving light to the eyes.  9 The fear 
of the LORD is pure, enduring forever.  The ordinances of the LORD are sure and 
altogether righteous.  10 They are more precious than gold, than much pure gold; 
they are sweeter than honey, than honey from the comb.  11 By them is your 
servant warned; in keeping them there is great reward.  12 Who can discern his 
errors?  Forgive my hidden faults.  13 Keep your servant also from willful sins; 
may they not rule over me.  Then will I be blameless, innocent of great 
transgression.  14 May the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be 
pleasing in your sight, O LORD, my Rock and my Redeemer. 
Isa 
40:3-5 
3 A voice of one calling: “In the desert prepare the way for the Lord;127 make 
straight in the wilderness a highway for our God.128  4 Every valley shall be raised 
up, every mountain and hill made low; the rough ground shall become level, the 
rugged places a plain.  5 And the glory of the LORD will be revealed, and all 
mankind together will see it.  For the mouth of the LORD has spoken.” 
Isa 
43:10-
13 
10 “You are my witnesses,” declares the LORD, “and my servant whom I have 
chosen, so that you may know and believe me and understand that I am he.  Before 
me no god was formed, nor will there be one after me.  11 I, even I, am the LORD, 
and apart from me there is no savior.  12 I have revealed and saved and 
proclaimed—I, and not some foreign god among you.  You are my witnesses,” 
declares the LORD, “that I am God.  13 Yes, and from ancient days I am he.  No 
one can deliver out of my hand.  When I act, who can reverse it?” 
Isa 
56:1 
This is what the LORD says: “Maintain justice and do what is right, for my 
salvation is close at hand and my righteousness will soon be revealed. 
Isa 
60:1-3 
1 “Arise, shine, for your light has come, and the glory of the Lord rises upon you.  
2 See, darkness covers the earth and thick darkness is over the peoples, but the 
LORD rises upon you and his glory appears over you.  3 Nations will come to your 
light, and kings to the brightness of your dawn 
Isa 
65:1-3 
1 “I [God] revealed myself to those who did not ask for me; I was found by those 
who did not seek me.  To a nation that did not call on my name, I said, ‘Here am I, 
here am I.’  2 All day long I have held out my hands to an obstinate people, who 
walk in ways not good, pursuing their own imaginations—3 a people who 
continually provoke me to my very face, offering sacrifices in gardens and burning 
incense on altars of brick; 
Da 19 During the night the mystery129 was revealed to Daniel in a vision.  Then 
Daniel praised the God of heaven 20 and said:  “Praise be to the name of God for 
                                                 
127 Or A voice of one calling in the desert: “Prepare the way for the LORD 
128 Hebrew; Septuagint make straight the paths of our God 
129 Not only of the meaning of King Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, but also of the dream’s contents, which he would 
not tell anyone. 
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2:19-
23, 26, 
27a, b, 
30a, 
and 47 
ever and ever; wisdom and power are his.  21 He changes times and seasons; he 
sets up kings and deposes them.  He gives wisdom to the wise and knowledge to 
the discerning.  22 He reveals deep and hidden things; he knows what lies in 
darkness, and light dwells with him.  23 I thank and praise you, O God of my 
fathers: You have given me wisdom and power, you have made known to me what 
we asked of you, you have made known to us the dream of the king.” 
… 
26 The king asked Daniel (also called Belteshazzar), “Are you able to tell me what 
I saw in my dream and interpret it?”  27 Daniel replied, “No wise man, enchanter, 
magician or diviner can explain to the king the mystery he has asked about, 28 but 
there is a God in heaven who reveals mysteries.  He has shown King 
Nebuchadnezzar what will happen in days to come. 
… 
30 As for me, this mystery has been revealed to me, not because I have greater 
wisdom than other living men, 
… 
47 The king said to Daniel, “Surely your God is the God of gods and the Lord of 
kings and a revealer of mysteries, for you were able to reveal this mystery.” 
Am 
3:7 
Surely the Sovereign LORD does nothing without revealing his plan to his servants 
the prophets. 
Am 
4:13 
He who forms the mountains, creates the wind, and reveals his thoughts to man, he 
who turns dawn to darkness, and treads the high places of the earth—the LORD 
God Almighty is his name. 
Mt 
11:25-
30 
25 At that time Jesus said, “I praise you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because 
you have hidden these things from the wise and learned, and revealed them to little 
children.  26 Yes, Father, for this was your good pleasure.  27 “All things have 
been committed to me by my Father.  No one knows the Son except the Father, 
and no one knows the Father except the Son and those to whom the Son chooses to 
reveal him.  28 “Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give 
you rest.  29 Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and 
humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls.  30 For my yoke is easy and 
my burden is light.” 
Mt 
16:13-
17 
13 When Jesus came to the region of Caesarea Philippi, he asked his disciples, 
“Who do people say the Son of Man is?”  14 They replied, “Some say John the 
Baptist; others say Elijah; and still others, Jeremiah or one of the prophets.”  15 
“But what about you?” he asked. “Who do you say I am?”  16 Simon Peter 
answered, “You are the Christ,130 the Son of the living God.”  17 Jesus replied, 
                                                 
130 Or Messiah; also in verse 20 
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“Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah, for this was not revealed to you by man, but 
by my Father in heaven. 
Lk 
2:25-35 
25 Now there was a man in Jerusalem called Simeon, who was righteous and 
devout.  He was waiting for the consolation of Israel, and the Holy Spirit was upon 
him.  26 It had been revealed to him by the Holy Spirit that he would not die 
before he had seen the Lord’s Christ.  27 Moved by the Spirit, he went into the 
temple courts.  When the parents brought in the child Jesus to do for him what the 
custom of the Law required, 28 Simeon took him in his arms and praised God, 
saying: 29 “Sovereign Lord, as you have promised, you now dismiss131 your 
servant in peace.  30 For my eyes have seen your salvation, 31 which you have 
prepared in the sight of all people, 32 a light for revelation to the Gentiles and for 
glory to your people Israel.”  33 The child’s father and mother marveled at what 
was said about him.  34 Then Simeon blessed them and said to Mary, his mother:  
“This child is destined to cause the falling and rising of many in Israel, and to be a 
sign that will be spoken against, 35 so that the thoughts of many hearts will be 
revealed.  And a sword will pierce your own soul too.” 
Lk 
12:54-
56 
54 He [Jesus] said to the crowd: “When you see a cloud rising in the west, 
immediately you say, ‘It’s going to rain,’ and it does.  55 And when the south wind 
blows, you say, ‘It’s going to be hot,’ and it is.  56 Hypocrites! You know how to 
interpret the appearance of the earth and the sky.  How is it that you don’t know 
how to interpret this present time? 
Lk 
24:33-
35 
33 They132 got up and returned at once to Jerusalem.  There they found the Eleven 
and those with them, assembled together 34 and saying, “It is true!  The Lord has 
risen and has appeared to Simon.”  35 Then the two told what had happened on the 
way, and how Jesus was recognized by them when he broke the bread. 
Jn 
2:11 
This, the first of his miraculous signs, Jesus performed at Cana in Galilee.  He thus 
revealed his glory, and his disciples put their faith in him. 
Jn 
17:6-8 
6 “I [Jesus] have revealed you [God] to those whom you gave me out of the world.  
They were yours; you gave them to me and they have obeyed your word.  7 Now 
they know that everything you have given me comes from you.  8 For I gave them 
the words you gave me and they accepted them.  They knew with certainty that I 
came from you, and they believed that you sent me. 
Jn 
21:14 
This was now the third time Jesus appeared to his disciples after he was raised 
from the dead. 
Ac 
1:3 
After his suffering, he showed himself to these men and gave many convincing 
proofs that he was alive.  He appeared to them over a period of forty days and 
spoke about the kingdom of God. 
                                                 
131 Or promised, now dismiss 
132 the two disciples whom Jesus met on the road to Emmaus after the crucifixion and resurrection 
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Ac 
9:1-19 
1 Meanwhile, Saul was still breathing out murderous threats against the Lord’s 
disciples.  He went to the high priest 2 and asked him for letters to the synagogues 
in Damascus, so that if he found any there who belonged to the Way, whether men 
or women, he might take them as prisoners to Jerusalem.  3 As he neared 
Damascus on his journey, suddenly a light from heaven flashed around him.  4 He 
fell to the ground and heard a voice say to him, “Saul, Saul, why do you persecute 
me?”  5 “Who are you, Lord?” Saul asked.  “I am Jesus, whom you are 
persecuting,” he replied.  6 “Now get up and go into the city, and you will be told 
what you must do.”  7 The men traveling with Saul stood there speechless; they 
heard the sound but did not see anyone.  8 Saul got up from the ground, but when 
he opened his eyes he could see nothing.  So they led him by the hand into 
Damascus.  9 For three days he was blind, and did not eat or drink anything.  10 In 
Damascus there was a disciple named Ananias.  The Lord called to him in a vision, 
“Ananias!”  “Yes, Lord,” he answered.  11 The Lord told him, “Go to the house of 
Judas on Straight Street and ask for a man from Tarsus named Saul, for he is 
praying.  12 In a vision he has seen a man named Ananias come and place his 
hands on him to restore his sight.”  13 “Lord,” Ananias answered, “I have heard 
many reports about this man and all the harm he has done to your saints in 
Jerusalem.  14 And he has come here with authority from the chief priests to arrest 
all who call on your name.”  15 But the Lord said to Ananias, “Go! This man is my 
chosen instrument to carry my name before the Gentiles and their kings and before 
the people of Israel.  16 I will show him how much he must suffer for my name.”  
17 Then Ananias went to the house and entered it.  Placing his hands on Saul, he 
said, “Brother Saul, the Lord—Jesus, who appeared to you on the road as you were 
coming here—has sent me so that you may see again and be filled with the Holy 
Spirit.”  18 Immediately, something like scales fell from Saul’s eyes, and he could 
see again.  He got up and was baptized, 19 and after taking some food, he regained 
his strength. 
Ro 1:17-21 (A22-25) 
Ro 
16:25-
27133 
25 Now to him who is able to establish you by my gospel and the proclamation of 
Jesus Christ, according to the revelation of the mystery hidden for long ages past, 
26 but now revealed and made known through the prophetic writings by the 
command of the eternal God, so that all nations might believe and obey him—27 
to the only wise God be glory forever through Jesus Christ!  Amen. 
1 Co 2:9-11 (A48-59) 
1Co 
15:3-8 
3 For what I received134 I passed on to you as of first importance:135 that Christ 
died for our sins according to the Scriptures, 4 that he was buried, that he was 
raised on the third day according to the Scriptures, 5 and that he appeared to Peter,  
and then to the Twelve.  6 After that, he appeared to more than five hundred of the 
brothers at the same time, most of whom are still living, though some have fallen 
                                                 
133 This is the conclusion of Romans 
134 By revelation 
135 Or you at the first 
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asleep.  7 Then he appeared to James, then to all the apostles, 8 and last of all he 
appeared to me also, as to one abnormally born 
Gal 
3:23, 
24 
23 Before this faith came, we were held prisoners by the law, locked up until faith 
should be revealed.  24 So the law was put in charge to lead us to Christ that we 
might be justified by faith. 
2Ti 
1:7-10 
7 For God did not give us a spirit of timidity, but a spirit of power, of love and of 
self-discipline.  8 So do not be ashamed to testify about our Lord, or ashamed of 
me his prisoner. But join with me in suffering for the gospel, by the power of God, 
9 who has saved us and called us to a holy life—not because of anything we have 
done but because of his own purpose and grace.  This grace was given us in Christ 
Jesus before the beginning of time, 10 but it has now been revealed through the 
appearing of our Savior, Christ Jesus, who has destroyed death and has brought 
life and immortality to light through the gospel. 
Tit 
2:11-14 
11 For the grace of God that brings salvation has appeared to all men.  12 It 
teaches us to say “No” to ungodliness and worldly passions, and to live self-
controlled, upright and godly lives in this present age, 13 while we wait for the 
blessed hope—the glorious appearing of our great God and Savior, Jesus Christ, 14 
who gave himself for us to redeem us from all wickedness and to purify for 
himself a people that are his very own, eager to do what is good. 
Heb 
26b-28 
But now he has appeared once for all at the end of the ages to do away with sin by 
the sacrifice of himself.  27 Just as man is destined to die once, and after that to 
face judgment, 28 so Christ was sacrificed once to take away the sins of many 
people; and he will appear a second time, not to bear sin, but to bring salvation to 
those who are waiting for him. 
1Pe 
1:20, 
21 
20 He was chosen before the creation of the world, but was revealed in these last 
times for your sake.  21 Through him you believe in God, who raised him from the 
dead and glorified him, and so your faith and hope are in God. 
1Jn 
1:1, 2 
That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen 
with our eyes, which we have looked at and our hands have touched—this we 
proclaim concerning the Word of life.  2 The life appeared; we have seen it and 
testify to it, and we proclaim to you the eternal life, which was with the Father and 
has appeared to us. 
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Atonement, Veils, and Masqueraders 
ordered for OT-NT juxtaposition 
Ex 
34:29-
35 
29 When Moses came down from Mount Sinai with the two tablets of the 
Testimony in his hands, he was not aware that his face was radiant because he had 
spoken with the LORD.  30 When Aaron and all the Israelites saw Moses, his face 
was radiant, and they were afraid to come near him.  31 But Moses called to them; 
so Aaron and all the leaders of the community came back to him, and he spoke to 
them.  32 Afterward all the Israelites came near him, and he gave them all the 
commands the LORD had given him on Mount Sinai.  
33 When Moses finished speaking to them, he put a veil over his face.  34 But 
whenever he entered the LORD’s presence to speak with him, he removed the veil 
until he came out. And when he came out and told the Israelites what he had been 
commanded, 35 they saw that his face was radiant. Then Moses would put the veil 
back over his face until he went in to speak with the LORD. 
2Co 
3:7-4:1-
6 
7 Now if the ministry that brought death, which was engraved in letters on stone, 
came with glory, so that the Israelites could not look steadily at the face of Moses 
because of its glory, fading though it was, 8 will not the ministry of the Spirit be 
even more glorious? 9 If the ministry that condemns men is glorious, how much 
more glorious is the ministry that brings righteousness! 10 For what was glorious 
has no glory now in comparison with the surpassing glory. 11 And if what was 
fading away came with glory, how much greater is the glory of that which lasts!  
12 Therefore, since we have such a hope, we are very bold. 13 We are not like 
Moses, who would put a veil over his face to keep the Israelites from gazing at it 
while the radiance was fading away. 14 But their minds were made dull, for to this 
day the same veil remains when the old covenant is read. It has not been removed, 
because only in Christ is it taken away. 15 Even to this day when Moses is read, a 
veil covers their hearts. 16 But whenever anyone turns to the Lord, the veil is taken 
away. 17 Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is 
freedom. 18 And we, who with unveiled faces all reflect the Lord’s glory, are 
being transformed into his likeness with ever-increasing glory, which comes from 
the Lord, who is the Spirit. 
4:1 Therefore, since through God’s mercy we have this ministry, we do not lose 
heart.  2 Rather, we have renounced secret and shameful ways; we do not use 
deception, nor do we distort the word of God.  On the contrary, by setting forth the 
truth plainly we commend ourselves to every man’s conscience in the sight of 
God.  3 And even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing.  4 
The god of this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers, so that they cannot see 
the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God.  5 For we do 
not preach ourselves, but Jesus Christ as Lord, and ourselves as your servants for 
Jesus’ sake.  6 For God, who said, “Let light shine out of darkness,” made his light 
shine in our hearts to give us the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the 
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face of Christ. 
2Co 
11:13-
15 
13 For such men are false apostles, deceitful workmen, masquerading as apostles 
of Christ.  14 And no wonder, for Satan himself masquerades as an angel of light.  
15 It is not surprising, then, if his servants masquerade as servants of 
righteousness. Their end will be what their actions deserve. 
2Th 
2:9-12 
9 The coming of the lawless one will be in accordance with the work of Satan 
displayed in all kinds of counterfeit miracles, signs and wonders, 10 and in every 
sort of evil that deceives those who are perishing.  They perish because they 
refused to love the truth and so be saved.  11 For this reason God sends them a 
powerful delusion so that they will believe the lie 12 and so that all will be 
condemned who have not believed the truth but have delighted in wickedness. 
La 3:65 Put a veil over their [enmies of the Kingdom of God] hearts, and may your curse 
be on them! 
Lev 
16:15a 
and 20-
22 
15 “He shall then slaughter the goat for the sin offering for the people and take its 
blood behind the curtain… 
20 “When Aaron has finished making atonement for the Most Holy Place, the Tent 
of Meeting and the altar, he shall bring forward the live goat. 21 He is to lay both 
hands on the head of the live goat and confess over it all the wickedness and 
rebellion of the Israelites—all their sins—and put them on the goat’s head. He 
shall send the goat away into the desert in the care of a man appointed for the task. 
22 The goat will carry on itself all their sins to a solitary place; and the man shall 
release it in the desert. 
Mt 
27:50, 
51 
50 And when Jesus had cried out again in a loud voice, he gave up his spirit.  
51 At that moment the curtain of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom. 
The earth shook and the rocks split. 
Jn 
16:2, 3 
2 They will put you out of the synagogue; in fact, a time is coming when anyone 
who kills you will think he is offering a service to God.  3 They will do such things 
because they have not known the Father or me. 
Heb 
6:19, 
20 
19 We have this hope as an anchor for the soul, firm and secure. It enters the inner 
sanctuary behind the curtain, 20 where Jesus, who went before us, has entered on 
our behalf. He has become a high priest forever, in the order of Melchizedek. 
Heb 
10:19, 
20 
19 Therefore, brothers, since we have confidence to enter the Most Holy Place by 
the blood of Jesus, 20 by a new and living way opened for us through the curtain, 
that is, his body, 
Gal 
2:4 
4 This matter arose because some false brothers had infiltrated our ranks to spy on 
the freedom we have in Christ Jesus and to make us slaves. 
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Enemies of God 
Dt 
32:17 
They sacrificed to demons, which are not God—gods they had not known, gods 
that recently appeared, gods your fathers did not fear. 
Ps 53 
1 
The fool says in his heart, “There is no God.”  They are corrupt, and their ways are 
vile; there is no one who does good. 
Ro 
1:18-32 
18 The wrath of God is being revealed from heaven against all the godlessness and 
wickedness of men who suppress the truth by their wickedness, 19 since what may 
be known about God is plain to them, because God has made it plain to them.  20 
For since the creation of the world God’s invisible qualities—his eternal power 
and divine nature—have been clearly seen, being understood from what has been 
made, so that men are without excuse.  
21 For although they knew God, they neither glorified him as God nor gave thanks 
to him, but their thinking became futile and their foolish hearts were darkened.  22 
Although they claimed to be wise, they became fools 23 and exchanged the glory 
of the immortal God for images made to look like mortal man and birds and 
animals and reptiles.  
24 Therefore God gave them over in the sinful desires of their hearts to sexual 
impurity for the degrading of their bodies with one another.  25 They exchanged 
the truth of God for a lie, and worshiped and served created things rather than the 
Creator—who is forever praised.  Amen.  
26 Because of this, God gave them over to shameful lusts.  Even their women 
exchanged natural relations for unnatural ones.  27 In the same way the men also 
abandoned natural relations with women and were inflamed with lust for one 
another.  Men committed indecent acts with other men, and received in themselves 
the due penalty for their perversion.  
28 Furthermore, since they did not think it worthwhile to retain the knowledge of 
God, he gave them over to a depraved mind, to do what ought not to be done.  29 
They have become filled with every kind of wickedness, evil, greed and depravity.  
They are full of envy, murder, strife, deceit and malice.  They are gossips, 30 
slanderers, God-haters, insolent, arrogant and boastful; they invent ways of doing 
evil; they disobey their parents; 31 they are senseless, faithless, heartless, ruthless.  
32 Although they know God’s righteous decree that those who do such things 
deserve death, they not only continue to do these very things but also approve of 
those who practice them. 
Php 
3:18, 
19 
18 For, as I have often told you before and now say again even with tears, many 
live as enemies of the cross of Christ.  19 Their destiny is destruction, their god is 
their stomach, and their glory is in their shame.  Their mind is on earthly things. 
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Egypt: Land of Bondage, Estrangement, and False Hope 
Ex 
3:7 
The LORD said, “I have indeed seen the misery of my people in Egypt.  I have 
heard them crying out because of their slave drivers, and I am concerned about 
their suffering. 
Ex 
23:9 
“Do not oppress an alien; you yourselves know how it feels to be aliens, because 
you were aliens in Egypt. 
Dt 
10:19 
And you are to love those who are aliens, for you yourselves were aliens in Egypt. 
Dt 
17:16 
The king136, moreover, must not acquire great numbers of horses for himself or 
make the people return to Egypt to get more of them, for the LORD has told you, 
“You are not to go back that way again.” 
Dt 
28:68 
The LORD will send you back in ships to Egypt on a journey I said you should 
never make again.  There you will offer yourselves for sale to your enemies as 
male and female slaves, but no one will buy you.137 
Isa 
19:14, 
15 
14 The Lord has poured into them a spirit of dizziness; they make Egypt stagger in 
all that she does, as a drunkard staggers around in his vomit.  15 There is nothing 
Egypt can do—head or tail, palm branch or reed. 
Jer 
42:13-
18 
13 “However, if you say, ‘We will not stay in this land,’ and so disobey the LORD 
your God, 14 and if you say, ‘No, we will go and live in Egypt, where we will not 
see war or hear the trumpet or be hungry for bread,’ 15 then hear the word of the 
LORD, O remnant of Judah. This is what the LORD Almighty, the God of Israel, 
says:  ‘If you are determined to go to Egypt and you do go to settle there, 16 then 
the sword you fear will overtake you there, and the famine you dread will follow 
you into Egypt, and there you will die.  17 Indeed, all who are determined to go to 
Egypt to settle there will die by the sword, famine and plague; not one of them will 
survive or escape the disaster I will bring on them.’  18 This is what the LORD 
Almighty, the God of Israel, says:  ‘As my anger and wrath have been poured out 
on those who lived in Jerusalem, so will my wrath be poured out on you when you 
go to Egypt.  You will be an object of cursing and horror, of condemnation and 
reproach; you will never see this place again.’ 
Eze 
29:1-16 
1 In the tenth year, in the tenth month on the twelfth day, the word of the LORD 
came to me:  2 “Son of man, set your face against Pharaoh king of Egypt and 
prophesy against him and against all Egypt.  3 Speak to him and say: ‘This is what 
the Sovereign LORD says:  “I am against you, Pharaoh king of Egypt, you great 
monster lying among your streams.  You say, ‘The Nile is mine; I made it for 
                                                 
136 Moses is giving the Israelites instructions for when they will demand a king (this is also prophetic). 
137 This is the final curse Moses promised and prophesied for Israel’s rebellion against the law of the LORD. 
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myself.’  4 But I will put hooks in your jaws and make the fish of your streams 
stick to your scales.  I will pull you out from among your streams, with all the fish 
sticking to your scales.  5 I will leave you in the desert, you and all the fish of your 
streams.  You will fall on the open field and not be gathered or picked up.  I will 
give you as food to the beasts of the earth and the birds of the air.  6 Then all who 
live in Egypt will know that I am the LORD.  You have been a staff of reed for the 
house of Israel.  7 When they grasped you with their hands, you splintered and you 
tore open their shoulders; when they leaned on you, you broke and their backs 
were wrenched.138  8 Therefore this is what the Sovereign LORD says: I will bring a 
sword against you and kill your men and their animals.  9 Egypt will become a 
desolate wasteland.  Then they will know that I am the LORD.  Because you said, 
‘The Nile is mine; I made it,’ 10 therefore I am against you and against your 
streams, and I will make the land of Egypt a ruin and a desolate waste from 
Migdol to Aswan, as far as the border of Cush.139  11 No foot of man or animal 
will pass through it; no one will live there for forty years.  12 I will make the land 
of Egypt desolate among devastated lands, and her cities will lie desolate forty 
years among ruined cities.  And I will disperse the Egyptians among the nations 
and scatter them through the countries.  13 Yet this is what the Sovereign LORD 
says:  At the end of forty years I will gather the Egyptians from the nations where 
they were scattered.  14 I will bring them back from captivity and return them to 
Upper Egypt,140 the land of their ancestry.  There they will be a lowly kingdom.  
15 It will be the lowliest of kingdoms and will never again exalt itself above the 
other nations.  I will make it so weak that it will never again rule over the nations.  
16 Egypt will no longer be a source of confidence for the people of Israel but will 
be a reminder of their sin in turning to her for help.  Then they will know that I am 
the Sovereign LORD.’ ” 
                                                 
138 Syriac (see also Septuagint and Vulgate); Hebrew and you caused their backs to stand 
139 That is, the upper Nile region 
140 Hebrew to Pathros 
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Babylon: Place of Exile and Metaphor for an Enemy Kingdom 
Isa141 
14:22, 
23 
22 “I will rise up against them,” declares the LORD Almighty.  “I will cut off from 
Babylon her name and survivors, her offspring and descendants,” declares the 
LORD.  23 “I will turn her into a place for owls and into swampland; I will sweep 
her with the broom of destruction,” declares the LORD Almighty. 
Jer 
51:59-
64 
59 This is the message Jeremiah gave to the staff officer Seraiah son of Neriah, the 
son of Mahseiah, when he went to Babylon with Zedekiah king of Judah in the 
fourth year of his reign.  60 Jeremiah had written on a scroll about all the disasters 
that would come upon Babylon—all that had been recorded concerning Babylon.  
61 He said to Seraiah, “When you get to Babylon, see that you read all these words 
aloud. 62 Then say, ‘O Lord, you have said you will destroy this place, so that 
neither man nor animal will live in it; it will be desolate forever.’  63 When you 
finish reading this scroll, tie a stone to it and throw it into the Euphrates.  64 Then 
say, ‘So will Babylon sink to rise no more because of the disaster I will bring upon 
her.  And her people will fall.’ ”  The words of Jeremiah end here.142 
Rev 
14:8 
8 A second angel followed and said, “Fallen! Fallen is Babylon the Great, which 
made all the nations drink the maddening wine of her adulteries.” 
Rev 
16:19 
19 The great city split into three parts, and the cities of the nations collapsed. God 
remembered Babylon the Great and gave her the cup filled with the wine of the 
fury of his wrath. 
Rev 
18143:2, 
3 
2 With a mighty voice he shouted: “Fallen! Fallen is Babylon the Great!  She has 
become a home for demons and a haunt for every evil spirit, a haunt for every 
unclean and detestable bird.  3 For all the nations have drunk the maddening wine 
of her adulteries.  The kings of the earth committed adultery with her, and the 
merchants of the earth grew rich from her excessive luxuries.” 
Rev 
18:23, 
24 
23 The light of a lamp will never shine in you again.  The voice of bridegroom and 
bride will never be heard in you again.  Your merchants were the world’s great 
men.  By your magic spell all the nations were led astray.  24 In her was found the 
blood of prophets and of the saints, and of all who have been killed on the earth.” 
                                                 
141 Isaiah recorded these words years, very possibly decades, before the first fall of Babylon in 689 B.C. 
142 These are the final words of the book of Jeremiah, who lived between the first and second fall of Babylon. 
143 Revelation 18 is all about the fall of Babylon, which stands as a metaphor since the city was destroyed and 
has not been rebuilt since 539 B.C. 
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Birds and Armageddon 
Rev 
16:16 
16 Then they gathered the kings together to the place that in Hebrew is called 
Armageddon. 
Rev 
19:17-
21 
17 And I saw an angel standing in the sun, who cried in a loud voice to all the 
birds flying in midair, “Come, gather together for the great supper of God, 18 so 
that you may eat the flesh of kings, generals, and mighty men, of horses and their 
riders, and the flesh of all people, free and slave, small and great.”  
19 Then I saw the beast and the kings of the earth and their armies gathered 
together to make war against the rider on the horse and his army.  20 But the beast 
was captured, and with him the false prophet who had performed the miraculous 
signs on his behalf.  With these signs he had deluded those who had received the 
mark of the beast and worshiped his image.  The two of them were thrown alive 
into the fiery lake of burning sulfur.  21 The rest of them were killed with the 
sword that came out of the mouth of the rider on the horse, and all the birds gorged 
themselves on their flesh. 
Number of titles indicates that Satan is potent and relevant to understanding reality.  The 
words translated satan have had to do with opposition.  In numbers 22, we find the angel of 
the Lord sent to stand “in the road to oppose him [Balaam]”; וֹל ןָטָשְׂל, translated to oppose 
him, literally means “as satan to him” and could be translated “as opposition to him”.  The 
angel in this passage cannot be taken to be Satan for at least two reasons: (1) the clause of the 
Lord never appears in conjunction with the evil one, and (2) the word is not grammatically 
applied as a title to the angel; Hebrew has distinct grammatical form for doing so. 
The birds as Satan, nicknamed Lucifer.   Lucifer is a meaningful nickname for Satan.  This is 
the derivation: Isaiah 14:12a says, “How you are fallen from heaven, O day star, son of the 
dawn …” which is written about the King of Babylon, specifically, prophetically, and now 
historically.  Revelation uses Babylon metaphorically to represent the kingdom opposed to 
God and his people144.  Jesus said, “I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven”.145 These 
associations among others, such as in the two prologue chapters of Job, integrate logically to 
suggest that the King of metaphorical Babylon is Satan so that Isaiah’s prophecy about the 
historic Babylon doubles as an eschatological (end times) prophesy.  The Hebrew word לליה, 
translated in the NIV O day star in Isaiah 14:12, literally means bright star, and the English 
word Lucifer derives from the Latin meaning light bringer.146 
                                                 
144 Revelation 14:8, 16:19, 17:5, 18:2, 18:10, 18:21 (A72) 
145 Luke 10:18 
146 "Lucifer." The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition. Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 2004. 28 Jul. 2008. <Dictionary.com http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/Lucifer>. 
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Proverbs of Solomon Relevant to the Path 
5:6 She gives no thought to the way of life; her paths are crooked, but she knows it 
not. 
10:29 The way of the LORD is a refuge for the righteous, but it is the ruin of those who do 
evil. 
12:28 In the way of righteousness there is life; along that path is immortality. 
14:8 The wisdom of the wise is to give thought to their ways, but the folly of fools is 
deception. 
14:12 / 
16:25 
There is a way that seems right to a man, but in the end it leads to death. 
14:14 The faithless will be fully repaid for their ways, and the good man rewarded for 
his. 
14:15 A simple man believes anything, but a prudent man gives thought to his steps. 
15:9 The LORD detests the way of the wicked, but he loves those who pursue 
righteousness. 
15:10 Stern discipline awaits him who leaves the path; he who hates correction will die. 
16:9 In his heart a man plans his course, but the LORD determines his steps. 
16:17 The highway of the upright avoids evil; he who guards his way guards his life. 
19:2 It is not good to have zeal without knowledge, nor to be hasty and miss the way. 
20:24 A man’s steps are directed by the LORD.  How then can anyone understand his own 
way? 
21:2 All a man’s ways seem right to him, but the LORD weighs the heart. 
21:16 A man who strays from the path of understanding comes to rest in the company of 
the dead. 
21:29 A wicked man puts up a bold front, but an upright man gives thought to his ways. 
22:5 In the paths of the wicked lie thorns and snares, but he who guards his soul stays 
far from them. 
27:12 The prudent see danger and take refuge, but the simple keep going and suffer for it.
28:6 Better a poor man whose walk is blameless than a rich man whose ways are 
perverse. 
28:18 He whose walk is blameless is kept safe, but he whose ways are perverse will 
suddenly fall. 
28:26 He who trusts in himself is a fool, but he who walks in wisdom is kept safe. 
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God Tests People 
Ge 
22:1a 
1 Some time later God tested Abraham. 
Ex 
16:4 
4 Then the LORD said to Moses, “I will rain down bread from heaven for you. The 
people are to go out each day and gather enough for that day. In this way I will test 
them and see whether they will follow my instructions. 
Ex 
20:20 
20 Moses said to the people, “Do not be afraid. God has come to test you, so that 
the fear of God will be with you to keep you from sinning.” 
Dt 
13:3b 
The LORD your God is testing you to find out whether you love him with all your 
heart and with all your soul. 
Jsh 
7:10-12 
10 The LORD said to Joshua, “Stand up!  What are you doing down on your face?  
11 Israel has sinned; they have violated my covenant, which I commanded them to 
keep.  They have taken some of the devoted things; they have stolen, they have 
lied, they have put them with their own possessions.  12 That is why the Israelites 
cannot stand against their enemies; they turn their backs and run because they have 
been made liable to destruction.  I will not be with you anymore unless you destroy 
whatever among you is devoted to destruction.” 
Mt 
4:1 
1 Then Jesus was led by the Spirit into the desert to be tempted by the devil. 
Ro 
3:29, 
30 
Is God the God of Jews only? Is he not the God of Gentiles too? Yes, of Gentiles 
too, 30 since there is only one God, who will justify the circumcised by faith and 
the uncircumcised through that same faith. 
1Co 
10:13 
13 No temptation has seized you except what is common to man. And God is 
faithful; he will not let you be tempted beyond what you can bear. But when you 
are tempted, he will also provide a way out so that you can stand up under it. 
Heb 
2:10 
10 In bringing many sons to glory, it was fitting that God, for whom and through 
whom everything exists, should make the author of their salvation perfect through 
suffering. 
Jms 
1:12 
12 Blessed is the man who perseveres under trial, because when he has stood the 
test, he will receive the crown of life that God has promised to those who love him. 
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Aspects of the Nature of God Likened to the Sun 
God is one
Dt 
6:4 
Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one. 
Jn 
10:30 
‘I [Jesus] and the Father are one.’ 
God is invariable
Mal 
3:6 
“I the LORD do not change. So you, O descendants of Jacob, are not destroyed.” 
Heb 
13:8 
Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever. 
God is impartial
Pr 
15:3 
The eyes of the LORD are everywhere, keeping watch on the wicked and the good. 
Ro 
2:11 
For God does not show favoritism. 
God is sovereign
Job 
12:7-10 
7 “But ask the animals, and they will teach you, or the birds of the air, and they 
will tell you; 8 or speak to the earth, and it will teach you, or let the fish of the sea 
inform you.  9 Which of all these does not know that the hand of the LORD has 
done this? 10 In his hand is the life of every creature and the breath of all 
mankind.” 
Rev 
19:13-
16 
13 He is dressed in a robe dipped in blood, and his name is the Word of God.  14 
The armies of heaven were following him, riding on white horses and dressed in 
fine linen, white and clean.  15 Out of his mouth comes a sharp sword with which 
to strike down the nations. “He will rule them with an iron scepter.”147  He treads 
the winepress of the fury of the wrath of God Almighty.  16 On his robe and on his 
thigh he has this name written:  
KING OF KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS. 
                                                 
147 Psalm 2:9 
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Death of the Seed—Triumph of Life 
Jn 
12:24-
28 
24 I tell you the truth, unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it 
remains only a single seed.  But if it dies, it produces many seeds.  25 The man 
who loves his life will lose it, while the man who hates his life in this world will 
keep it for eternal life.  26 Whoever serves me must follow me; and where I am, 
my servant also will be.  My Father will honor the one who serves me.  27 Now 
my heart is troubled, and what shall I say?  ‘Father, save me from this hour’?  No, 
it was for this very reason I came to this hour.  28 Father, glorify your name!  
1Co 
15:35-
44 
35 But someone may ask, “How are the dead raised?  With what kind of body will 
they come?”  36 How foolish! What you sow does not come to life unless it dies.  
37 When you sow, you do not plant the body that will be, but just a seed, perhaps 
of wheat or of something else.  38 But God gives it a body as he has determined, 
and to each kind of seed he gives its own body.  39 All flesh is not the same:  Men 
have one kind of flesh, animals have another, birds another and fish another.  40 
There are also heavenly bodies and there are earthly bodies; but the splendor of the 
heavenly bodies is one kind, and the splendor of the earthly bodies is another.  41 
The sun has one kind of splendor, the moon another and the stars another; and star 
differs from star in splendor.  42 So will it be with the resurrection of the dead. 
The body that is sown is perishable, it is raised imperishable; 43 it is sown in 
dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is sown in weakness, it is raised in power; 44 it is 
sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body. 
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Doxology
Ro 
11:32-
36 
32 For God has bound all men over to disobedience so that he may have mercy on 
them all. 
33 Oh, the depth of the riches of the wisdom and148 knowledge of God!  How 
unsearchable his judgments, and his paths beyond tracing out! 
34 “Who has known the mind of the Lord?  Or who has been his counselor?”  
35 “Who has ever given to God, that God should repay him?” 
36 For from him and through him and to him are all things.  To him be the glory 
forever!  Amen. 
Isa 
40:10-
18 
10 See, the Sovereign LORD comes with power, and his arm rules for him.  See, his 
reward is with him, and his recompense accompanies him.  11 He tends his flock 
like a shepherd:  He gathers the lambs in his arms and carries them close to his 
heart; he gently leads those that have young.  12 Who has measured the waters in 
the hollow of his hand, or with the breadth of his hand marked off the heavens?  
Who has held the dust of the earth in a basket, or weighed the mountains on the 
scales and the hills in a balance?  13 Who has understood the mind149 of the LORD, 
or instructed him as his counselor?  14 Whom did the LORD consult to enlighten 
him, and who taught him the right way?  Who was it that taught him knowledge or 
showed him the path of understanding?  15 Surely the nations are like a drop in a 
bucket; they are regarded as dust on the scales; he weighs the islands as though 
they were fine dust.  16 Lebanon is not sufficient for altar fires, nor its animals 
enough for burnt offerings.  17 Before him all the nations are as nothing; they are 
regarded by him as worthless and less than nothing.  18 To whom, then, will you 
compare God?  What image will you compare him to? 
Job 
41:11 
Who has a claim against me that I must pay?  Everything under heaven belongs to 
me. 
                                                 
148 Or riches and the wisdom and the 
149 Or Spirit; or spirit 
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What the Scripture Claims about the Word of God 
Dt 
8:3b 
‘man does not live on bread alone but on every word that comes from the mouth of 
the LORD.’ 
2Sa 
22:31b 
‘the word of the LORD is flawless.’ 
Pr 
30:6 
Do not add to his words, or he will rebuke you and prove you a liar. 
Isa 
55:10, 
11 
‘As the rain and the snow come down from heaven, and do not return to it without 
watering the earth and making it bud and flourish, so that it yields seed for the 
sower and bread for the eater, so is my word that goes out from my mouth: It will 
not return to me empty.’ 
Jer 
23:29 
‘Is not my word like fire’, declares the LORD, ‘and like a hammer that breaks rocks 
in pieces.’ 
Mt 
24:35 
‘Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will never pass away.’ 
Jn 
17:17 
‘Sanctify them by the truth; your word is truth.’ 
Eph 
6:17b 
Take…the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God. 
2Pe 
1:21 
For prophecy never had its origin in the will of man, but men spoke from God as 
they were carried along by the Holy Spirit. 
Heb 
4:12 
For the word of God is living and active.  Sharper than any double-edged sword, it 
penetrates even to dividing of soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it judges the 
thoughts and attitudes of the heart.   
Heb 
11:3 
By faith we understand that the universe was formed at God’s command, so that 
what is seen was not made out of what was visible. 
Jms 
1:23-24 
23 Anyone who listens to the word but does not do what it says is like a man who 
looks at his face in a mirror 24 and, after looking at himself, goes away and 
immediately forgets what he looks like. 
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Psalm 104:4 in Various Translations and Related Verses 
Hebrew150 ׃טֵהֹל שֵׁא ויָתְרָשְׁמ תוֹחוּר ויָכאְָלַמ הֶשֹׂע 
ESV151 he makes his messengers winds, his ministers a flaming fire. 
NKJV152 Who makes His angels spirits, His ministers a flame of fire. 
NIV153 He makes winds his messengers, flames of fire his servants.  
Ex 
3:2 (ESV) 
2 And the angel of the LORD appeared to him in a flame of fire out of the 
midst of a bush.  He [Moses] looked, and behold, the bush was burning, yet it 
was not consumed. 
Jdg 
6:21 (ESV) 
21 Then the angel of the LORD reached out the tip of the staff that was in his 
hand and touched the meat and the unleavened cakes.  And fire sprang up 
from the rock and consumed the meat and the unleavened cakes.  And the 
angel of the LORD vanished from his [Gideon’s] sight. 
Jdg 
13:20 (ESV) 
20 And when the flame went up toward heaven from the altar, the angel of 
the LORD went up in the flame of the altar.  Now Manoah and his wife were 
watching, and they fell on their faces to the ground. 
Heb154 
1:7 (ESV) 
7 Of the angels he [God] says, “He makes his angels winds, and his ministers 
a flame of fire.” 
This is a fascinating and excellent example of a translational difficulty and the value of 
having multiple translations for those who do not know the original languages.  The Hebrew 
word ויָכאְָלַמ is translated messengers in the ESV and NIV and is translated angels in the 
NKJV.  They are correct: all of them.  Angels are God’s messengers.  In a sense, the 
translation messenger suggests a larger category or role that many creatures fulfill.  Each 
context suggests more or less strongly whether a messenger is or might be an angel.  In this 
case, the immediate context supports the interpretation, and the appearance of the angel of 
the LORD in the burning bush (with several other allusions) stands as a literal embodiment of 
the claim.  (Similarly, the Hebrew word תוֹחוּר is translated both winds and spirits, and the 
Hebrew word ויָתְרָשְׁמ is translated both ministers and servants.) 
                                                 
150 The Hebrew Bible : Andersen-Forbes Analyzed Text 
151 English Standard Version 
152 New King James Version 
153 New International Version 
154 From an original Greek translation in a New Testament referral to Psalm 104:4 
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About Translations 
The previous appendix warrants a brief discussion of Bible translations.  Formal equivalence 
translations pursue a word-for-word accuracy.  Functional equivalence translations pursue 
phrase-for-phrase accuracy.  Optimal equivalence translations favors word-for-word 
accuracy unless the meaning is obscured by the form, in which cases a phrase-for-word 
approach is taken. 
The ESV is the most recent, hardcore formal equivalence translation based on the oldest 
extant scriptures.  The NKJV is the third revision of the King James Version (KJV), which is 
based on younger manuscripts than are now available (the dead sea scrolls had not been 
discovered in 1611).  Nevertheless, the NKJV is an excellent optimal equivalence translation 
with an extremely low variance from the oldest extant manuscripts—unparalleled by the 
unstable histories of all other ancient documents.  The NIV is a functional equivalence 
translation that does a good job introducing readers to the Bible.  I agree with Daniel B. 
Wallace, who regards the NIV as the best functional equivalence translation available, yet he 
noted (and I agree) that the NIV’s strength is also its flaw: 
“The editors wanted to make sure it was easy to read.  In achieving this goal, 
they often sacrificed accuracy.  In the New Testament, sentences are 
shortened, subordination of thought is lost, and conjunctions are often 
deleted.”155 
I have chosen to use the NIV in most cases because I think this material is difficult enough 
without the barrier of formal complexity, and I believe most of its readers will not be Bible 
scholars. 
                                                 
155 Bible Study Magazine: Vol. 1, Issue 1: pg. 24 (pg. 23-26) 
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Ten Hebrew Words
 The following Appendixes are titled with each of the ten Hebrew words I have 
chosen to emphasize in the composition on the right side. 
The first set of information (with numeric indexing) under each word comes from 
the New American Standard Hebrew-Aramaic and Greek Dictionaries : Updated 
Edition, and is copied from Logos Bible Software’s Scholars Library in 
Conjunction with Libronix Corporation. 
 
I have identified the forms that are most important by formatting their index 
number in bold.  Also, an asterisk (*) behind a translational word indicates that the 
key word represents two or more Hebrew or Aramaic words such as .  Refer to the 
English concordance listing of the key word for the additional Hebrew or Aramaic 
word numbers. 
 
The first set of information shows the various English words that are used in the 
English Standard Version (ESV) to translate the Hebrew root from its various 
forms and contexts.  The number in parentheses indicates how many times the 
Hebrew word is translated as the preceding English word in the ESV.  This data is 
intended to provide o broad sense of the meaning of the Hebrew word. 
 
These ten Hebrew words were often used as the basis for naming sons and 
daughters.  I have omitted these from the first list except where noteworthy (e.g. 
הֹמֹלְשׁ translated Solomon is a form of םלש most often translated peace). 
 
The second set of information under each word is one or more tables indicating the 
distribution and sum total of the word’s occurrences in the Hebrew testament.  If a 
word has two very closely related roots, I give a table for each.  This data is 
intended to provide a broad sense of context, and I follow these tables with some 
basic interpretations about why the words appear most frequently in particular 
books of the Bible, which I use as starting points for very brief explanation of the 
fundamental significance of the ten Hebrew words I have chosen. 
 
ךרב 
עשי 
םוּחר 
םוֹלש 
תמא 
קדצ 
טפשמ 
דוֹבכ 
המכח 
דסח 
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קדצ 
6662 קיִדַּצ tsaddiq (843a); from the same as 6664; just, righteous:— 
blameless(1), innocent(1), just(5), man that the righteous(1), one in the 
right(1), right(2), righteous(164), righteous man(19), righteous men(2), 
Righteous One(2), righteous one(2), righteous ones(3), righteously(1), who 
are in the right(1). 
6663 קֵדָצ tsadeq or 
קֹדָצ tsadoq (842c); denominative. verb from 6664; to be just or 
righteous:— acquit(1), acquitted(1), declare you right(1), do justice(1), give 
him justice(1), just(2), justified(5), justifies(1), justify(5), justifying(2), lead 
the to righteousness(1), made your appear righteous(2), properly restored(1), 
proved right(1), proved...righteous(1), right(4), righteous(9), vindicated(1), 
vindicates(1). 
6664 קֶדֶצ tsedeq (841c); from an unused word; rightness, righteousness:— 
accurate(1), fairly(1), just(10), just cause(1), justice(3), righteous(15), 
righteously(6), righteousness(76), righteousness’(1), rightly(1), 
vindication(1), what is right(3). 
6665  ָקְדִצה  tsidqah (1109d); (Aramaic) corresponding to 6666; right-doing:— 
righteousness(1). 
6666 הָקָדְצ tsedaqah (842a); from the same as 6664; righteousness:— 
honesty(1), justice(1), merits(1), right(2), righteous(1), righteous acts(3), 
righteous deeds(7), righteously(1), righteousness(136), rights(1), 
vindication(3). 
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קדצ (Continued) 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: קדצ (6664) 
10 Genesis 2 2 Chronicles 1 Daniel 
3 Exodus 1 Ezra 1 Hosea 
- Leviticus 2 Nehemiah - Joel 
- Numbers - Esther 2 Amos 
4 Deuteronomy 7 Job - Obadiah 
- Joshua 52 Psalm - Jonah 
- Judges 66 Proverbs - Micah 
- Ruth 8 Ecclesiastes - Nahum 
1 1 Samuel - Song of Solomon 3 Habakkuk 
2 2 Samuel 14 Isaiah 1 Zephaniah 
2 1 Kings 3 Jeremiah - Haggai 
1 2 Kings 2 Lamentations 1 Zechariah 
- 1 Chronicles 16 Ezekiel 1 Malachi 
206 Total Occurrences of קדצ (6664) 
 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: קידצ (6662) 
3 Genesis 1 2 Chronicles 3 Daniel 
1 Exodus 0 Ezra 2 Hosea 
5 Leviticus 0 Nehemiah 0 Joel 
0 Numbers 0 Esther 0 Amos 
8 Deuteronomy 24 Job 0 Obadiah 
2 Joshua 54 Psalm 0 Jonah 
0 Judges 10 Proverbs 0 Micah 
0 Ruth 3 Ecclesiastes 0 Nahum 
0 1 Samuel 0 Song of Solomon 0 Habakkuk 
1 2 Samuel 31 Isaiah 1 Zephaniah 
2 1 Kings 7 Jeremiah 0 Haggai 
0 2 Kings 0 Lamentations 0 Zechariah 
0 1 Chronicles 7 Ezekiel 0 Malachi 
165 Total Occurrences of קידצ (6662) 
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קדצ (Continued) 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: הקדצ (6666) 
4 Genesis 2 2 Chronicles 4 Daniel 
- Exodus - Ezra 1 Hosea 
- Leviticus 1 Nehemiah 1 Joel 
- Numbers - Esther 3 Amos 
6 Deuteronomy 4 Job - Obadiah 
- Joshua 34 Psalm - Jonah 
2 Judges 18 Proverbs 2 Micah 
- Ruth - Ecclesiastes - Nahum 
2 1 Samuel - Song of Solomon - Habakkuk 
4 2 Samuel 36 Isaiah - Zephaniah 
3 1 Kings 9 Jeremiah - Haggai 
- 2 Kings - Lamentations 1 Zechariah 
1 1 Chronicles 20 Ezekiel 2 Malachi 
160 Total Occurrences of קדצ (6666) 
Notice the high frequency of this word’s occurrence among the Psalms and Proverbs.  These 
two books deal largely with human conduct before the eyes of God.  Also notice that Genesis 
has a significant number of occurrences; I believe this is because, from the beginning, the 
triadic relationship among righteousness, obedience, and faith is fundamental to 
understanding life.  In Genesis, we meet Abraham who is righteous by faith (15:6) and whose 
faith produces obedience (22:12) before the sign of circumcision was added (Ro 4:10) and 
over 430 years before the law was added (Exodus 12:40, 41 and Gal 3:17). 
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טפשמ 
4941 טָפְּשִׁמ mishpat (1048b); from 8199; judgment:— arrangements(1), case(5), 
case*(1), cause(7), charge(1), claim(1), court(2), crimes(1), custom(11), 
customs(2), decide(1), decision(2), decisions(1), deserving(1), 
destruction(1), due(1), injustice*(2), judge(1), judged(1), judgment(62), 
judgments(40), just(4), justice(118), justly(3), kind(1), manner(3), matters of 
justice(1), mode of life(1), order(1), ordinance(29), ordinances(79), plan(1), 
plans(1), practice(1), procedure(4), properly(2), regulation(1), right(8), 
rightful place(1), rights(2), rule(1), sentence(2), sentenced(1), standard(1), 
trial(1), unjustly*(1), verdict(1), way prescribed(2), what is right(2), 
worthy(1). 
8199 טַפָשׁ shaphat (1047a); a primitive root; to judge, govern:— acting like a 
judge(1), already he is acting(1), argue our case(1), decide(1), defend(3), 
deliver(1), Dispense(1), enter into judgment(6), entered into judgment(1), 
entering into judgment(1), execute judgment(1), executing judgment(1), 
freed(2), handed down(1), has a controversy(1), Judge(5), judge(93), 
judged(22), judges(36), judges decide(1), judges governed(1), 
judges...judged(1), judging(5), plead(1), pleads(1), pronounce judgment(1), 
rule(2), rulers(1), rulers...ruled(1), vindicate(6).
8200 טַפְשׁ shephat (1117a); (Aramaic) corresponding to 8199; to judge:— 
magistrates(1). 
8201 טֶפֶשׁ shephet (1048a); from 8199; judgment:— judgment(1), 
judgments(15). 
 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: טפשמ  (4941) 
4 Genesis 13 2 Chronicles 1 Daniel 
11 Exodus 2 Ezra 6 Hosea 
14 Leviticus 5 Nehemiah - Joel 
19 Numbers - Esther 4 Amos 
37 Deuteronomy 23 Job - Obadiah 
3 Joshua 65 Psalm - Jonah 
3 Judges 20 Proverbs 5 Micah 
- Ruth 6 Ecclesiastes - Nahum 
7 1 Samuel - Song of Solomon 4 Habakkuk 
5 2 Samuel 42 Isaiah 4 Zephaniah 
18 1 Kings 32 Jeremiah - Haggai 
11 2 Kings 2 Lamentations 2 Zechariah 
9 1 Chronicles 43 Ezekiel 3 Malachi 
423 Total Occurrences of טפשמ (4941) 
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טפשמ (Continued) 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: טפש  (8199) 
4 Genesis 12 2 Chronicles 2 Daniel 
11 Exodus 2 Ezra 2 Hosea 
1 Leviticus 0 Nehemiah 2 Joel 
4 Numbers 0 Esther 1 Amos 
11 Deuteronomy 6 Job 1 Obadiah 
3 Joshua 32 Psalm 0 Jonah 
21 Judges 5 Proverbs 4 Micah 
2 Ruth 1 Ecclesiastes 0 Nahum 
15 1 Samuel 0 Song of Solomon 0 Habakkuk 
4 2 Samuel 15 Isaiah 1 Zephaniah 
7 1 Kings 4 Jeremiah 0 Haggai 
5 2 Kings 1 Lamentations 2 Zechariah 
8 1 Chronicles 40 Ezekiel 0 Malachi 
229 Total Occurrences of טפש  (8199) 
First, notice that this word occurs in 31 of 39 (even the one occurrence in Daniel is a 
significant one), and that the 8 books it does not appear in are among the shortest books of 
the Bible. 
Second, notice the high frequency in the books of Mosaic law as well as Job, Psalm, 
Proverbs, and the three major prophets.  All of these books are regularly and deeply 
concerned with godliness before God (the Judge) and toward one another (social justice).  
Such godliness is tightly connected to righteousness expressed through faithful obedience 
according to genuine love; as the law in Leviticus 19:18 says, “Do not seek revenge or bear a 
grudge against one of your people, but love your neighbor as yourself.  I am the Lord.”  Jesus 
was once tested by an expert in the law with this question: 
“ ‘Teacher, which is the greatest commandment in the Law?’  Jesus replied: ‘ 
“Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with 
all your mind.”156  This is the first and greatest commandment.  And the 
second is like it: “Love your neighbor as yourself.”157  All the Law and the 
Prophets hang on these two commandments.’ ”158 
“And,” Hebrews adds, “without faith it is impossible to please God, because anyone who 
comes to him must believe that he exists and that he rewards those who earnestly seek 
him.”159 
                                                 
156 Deut. 6:5 
157 Lev. 19:18 
158 Matthew 22:36-40 
159 Hebrews 11:6a 
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דוֹבכ 
3513 דַבָכּ kabad or  
דֵבָכּ kabed (457a); a primitive root; to be heavy, weighty, or burdensome:— 
abounding(1), achieve honor(1), became fierce(1), became heavy(1), 
boasting(1), burdensome(1), dim(1), distinguished(3), dull(2), enjoy your 
glory(1), glorified(4), glorify(7), glorious(2), glorious things(1), grave(1), 
grew strong(1), harden(1), hardened(6), heavier(2), heavy(6), held in 
honor(1), honor(17), honor you greatly(1), honorable(4), honored(19), 
honoring(2), honors(5), indeed honor(1), laid burdens(1), made my heavy(1), 
made our heavy(2), made your heavy(3), make(1), make it glorious(1), 
makes himself rich(1), multiply(2), nobles(1), respected(1), stopped(1), 
weigh(1), weigh heavily(1), went heavily(1). 
3514 דֶבֹכּ kobed (458c); from 3513; heaviness, mass:— dense(1), heavy(1), 
mass(1), press(1).
3515 דֵבָכּ kabed (458a); from 3513; heavy:— burdensome(1), difficult(2), 
great(4), grievous(1), heavier(1), heavy(11), huge(1), large(4), large 
number(1), much(1), numerous(1), rich(1), severe(7), slow(2), sorrowful(1), 
stubborn(1), thick(1), weighed down(1).
3516 דֵבָכּ kabed (458b); from 3513; liver:— heart(1), liver(13). 
3517 תֻדֵבְכּ kebeduth (459c); from 3513; heaviness:— difficulty(1). 
3519a בָכּדוֹ  kabod (458c); from 3513; glorious:— glorious(1), splendid(1). 
3519b דוֹבָכּ kabod or  
דֹבָכּ kabod (458c); from 3513; abundance, honor, glory:— bosom(1), 
glorious(8), glory(147), honor(33), honorable(1), honored(1), riches(1), 
soul(2), splendid(1), splendor(2), wealth(3).
3520 הָדּוּבְכּ kebuddah (459c); from 3513; abundance, riches:— valuables(1). 
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דוֹבכ (Continued) 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: דוֹבכ (3519) 
3 Genesis 11 2 Chronicles 1 Daniel 
11 Exodus - Ezra 3 Hosea 
2 Leviticus 1 Nehemiah - Joel 
7 Numbers 2 Esther - Amos 
1 Deuteronomy 2 Job - Obadiah 
1 Joshua 51 Psalm - Jonah 
- Judges 16 Proverbs 1 Micah 
- Ruth 2 Ecclesiastes 1 Nahum 
5 1 Samuel - Song of Solomon 3 Habakkuk 
- 2 Samuel 38 Isaiah - Zephaniah 
2 1 Kings 5 Jeremiah 3 Haggai 
- 2 Kings - Lamentations 2 Zechariah 
6 1 Chronicles 19 Ezekiel 2 Malachi 
201 Total Occurrences of דוֹבכ (3519) 
 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: דבכ (3513) 
14 Genesis 6 2 Chronicles 2 Daniel 
27 Exodus 0 Ezra 0 Hosea 
10 Leviticus 2 Nehemiah 0 Joel 
7 Numbers 0 Esther 0 Amos 
3 Deuteronomy 4 Job 0 Obadiah 
0 Joshua 12 Psalm 0 Jonah 
4 Judges 13 Proverbs 0 Micah 
0 Ruth 0 Ecclesiastes 5 Nahum 
12 1 Samuel 0 Song of Solomon 1 Habakkuk 
7 2 Samuel 26 Isaiah 0 Zephaniah 
6 1 Kings 1 Jeremiah 1 Haggai 
3 2 Kings 3 Lamentations 1 Zechariah 
5 1 Chronicles 7 Ezekiel 1 Malachi 
183 Total Occurrences of דבכ (3513) 
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דוֹבכ (Continued) 
Notice the high frequency in Psalms, Isaiah, and Proverbs.  The Psalms praise God—often 
for his glory.  Psalm 19:1 says, “The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the 
work of his hands.”  Nestled near the center of Psalm 113, which is entirely in praise of God, 
verse four says, “The LORD is exalted over all the nations, his glory above the heavens.” 
Isaiah deals with the sins of Israel and the coming of Messiah; there is a thread of contrast 
between the false glory of earthly things and the true glory of God.  Isaiah 42:8 says, “I am 
the LORD; that is my name!  I will not give my glory to another or my praise to idols.”  Yet 
the angels cry to one another, “Holy, holy, holy is the LORD Almighty; the whole earth is full 
of his glory.”  Though the earth is full of God’s glory, Isaiah 40:5 implies that people are 
blind to it saying, “the glory of the LORD shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together, 
for the mouth of the Lord has spoken.” 
Though glory belongs to God (just as justice, love, peace, and the others of the nine) 
Proverbs points the way to acquiring participation in it—through wisdom (3:35), humility 
(29:23), righteousness (21:21), selflessness (25:27), and more.  So we are shown that God 
makes his glory accessible to people though it remains his, and this, too, is the case with the 
other nine.  Unlike the other nine, we do not participate in God’s glory by “doing it” in the 
sense that we participate in God’s justice by being just in deed.  Having glory is not a matter 
of being glorious in the same way that God is glorious.  As Proverbs 25:2 says, “It is the 
glory of God to conceal things, but the glory of kings is to search things out.” 
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המכח 
2449 םַכָח chakam (314b); a primitive root; to be wise:— acting wisely(1), 
becomes(1), been...wise(1), deal wisely(1), exceedingly(1), make me 
wiser(1), makes us wiser(1), making wise(1), skillful(1), teach his 
wisdom(1), wise(16), wiser(2). 
2450  ָכָחם  chakam (314c); from 2449; wise:— expert(1), men who are 
skillful(1), sage(1), shrewd(2), skilled(2), skilled men(3), skilled men and 
with those(1), skilled*(1),  skillful(1), skillful man*(1), skillful men(1), 
skillful men*(1), skillful persons*(1), skillful*(3), unwise*(1), wailing 
women(1), who(1), who are wise(1), wise(64), wise man(21), wise man’s(2), 
wise men(22), wise son(1), wisehearted(1), wiser(2), wisest(1). 
2451 הָמְכָח chokmah (315b); from 2449; wisdom:— skill(5), skill*(1), 
wisdom(143), wisely(3), wits’(1).
2452 הָמְכָח chokmah (1093a); (Aramaic) corresponding to 2451; wisdom:— 
wisdom(8). 
2454 תוֹמְכָח chokmoth (315b); the same as 2451, quod vide, which see 
 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: המכח (2451) 
- Genesis 9 2 Chronicles 10 Daniel 
8 Exodus 1 Ezra - Hosea 
- Leviticus - Nehemiah - Joel 
- Numbers - Esther - Amos 
2 Deuteronomy 18 Job - Obadiah 
- Joshua 7 Psalm - Jonah 
- Judges 42 Proverbs - Micah 
- Ruth 28 Ecclesiastes - Nahum 
- 1 Samuel - Song of Solomon - Habakkuk 
4 2 Samuel 5 Isaiah - Zephaniah 
17 1 Kings 6 Jeremiah - Haggai 
- 2 Kings - Lamentations 1 Zechariah 
1 1 Chronicles 5 Ezekiel - Malachi 
164 Total Occurrences of המכח (2451) 
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המכח (Continued) 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: מכח (2449) 
3 Genesis 6 2 Chronicles 0 Daniel 
10 Exodus 0 Ezra 2 Hosea 
0 Leviticus 0 Nehemiah 0 Joel 
0 Numbers 2 Esther 0 Amos 
6 Deuteronomy 10 Job 1 Obadiah 
0 Joshua 6 Psalm 0 Jonah 
1 Judges 59 Proverbs 0 Micah 
0 Ruth 25 Ecclesiastes 0 Nahum 
0 1 Samuel 0 Song of Solomon 0 Habakkuk 
4 2 Samuel 9 Isaiah 0 Zephaniah 
4 1 Kings 11 Jeremiah 0 Haggai 
0 2 Kings 0 Lamentations 1 Zechariah 
1 1 Chronicles 3 Ezekiel 0 Malachi 
164 Total Occurrences of מכח (2449) 
First, notice the high frequency in Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes: these are among the books 
known as the wisdom literature.  You may refer to A7 to read Job’s discourse on wisdom.  
Second, the reason there are a significant number in Exodus and 1 Kings is that the word 
applies to artists’ fabrication of the Tabernacle and the Temple, respectively. 
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דסח 
2616a דַסָח chasad (338b); a primitive root; to be good, kind:— show yourself 
kind(2). 
2617a דֶסֶח chesed (338c); from 2616a; goodness, kindness:— deeds of 
devotion(2), devotion(1), devout(1), faithfulness(1), favor(2), good(1), 
kindly(7), kindness(32), kindnesses(1), loveliness(1), lovingkindness(176), 
lovingkindnesses(7), loyal deeds(1), loyalty(6), mercies(1), merciful(2), 
mercy(1), righteousness(1), unchanging love(2). 
 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: דסח 
11 Genesis 10 2 Chronicles 2 Daniel 
4 Exodus 3 Ezra 6 Hosea 
1 Leviticus 5 Nehemiah 1 Joel 
2 Numbers 2 Esther - Amos 
3 Deuteronomy 3 Job - Obadiah 
3 Joshua 128 Psalm 2 Jonah 
2 Judges 12 Proverbs 3 Micah 
3 Ruth - Ecclesiastes - Nahum 
4 1 Samuel - Song of Solomon - Habakkuk 
13 2 Samuel 8 Isaiah - Zephaniah 
6 1 Kings 6 Jeremiah - Haggai 
- 2 Kings 2 Lamentations 1 Zechariah 
6 1 Chronicles - Ezekiel - Malachi 
252 Total Occurrences of דסח 
First, notice that over half of the occurrences are in the Psalms; this, I believe, is due to the 
prevalence of their praise for God, for “His love endures forever” (the refrain of Psalm 136).  
It is his love that accounts for every blessing, mercy, and salvation and it is in his love that 
one finds peace. 
Second, notice that love is fairly evenly dispersed throughout the narrative portions of the 
Hebrew testament; this is a proof that love is acts in deed and is far more than emotion or 
concept.  It also proves that God’s love is relationship-oriented and unrelenting.  This is 
emphasized in Hosea, in which God calls the Prophet Hosea to marry and love a prostitute as 
an allegory for God’s relationship with Israel. 
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ךרב 
1288  ְךַרָבּ barak (138c); a primitive root; to kneel, bless:— abundantly bless(1), 
actually blessed(1), bless(111), bless is blessed(1), bless me indeed(1), bless 
them at all(1), blessed(167), blessed be those who bless(1), blessed is 
everyone who blesses(1), blesses(10), blessing(1), boast(1), congratulates(1), 
curse(3), cursed(3), curses(1), greatly bless(1), greet(2), greeted(1), had to 
bless(1), kneel(1), kneel down(1), knelt(1), persisted in blessing(1), 
pronounce blessing(1), salute(1), salutes(1), surely bless(1), thanked(1). 
1289  ְךַרְבּ berak (1085b); (Aramaic) corresponding to 1288; to kneel, bless:— 
blessed(4), kneeling(1). 
1293 הָכָרְבּ berakah (139c); from 1288; a blessing:— benefit(1), blessed(1), 
blessing(48), blessings(11), generous(1), gift(3), most blessed(1), peace(2), 
present(1). 
 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: ךרב (1288) 
76 Genesis 10 2 Chronicles 7 Daniel 
6 Exodus 2 Ezra - Hosea 
2 Leviticus 4 Nehemiah - Joel 
14 Numbers - Esther - Amos 
39 Deuteronomy 10 Job - Obadiah 
7 Joshua 75 Psalm - Jonah 
9 Judges 6 Proverbs - Micah 
5 Ruth - Ecclesiastes 1 Nahum 
11 1 Samuel - Song of Solomon - Habakkuk 
14 2 Samuel 11 Isaiah - Zephaniah 
15 1 Kings 4 Jeremiah 1 Haggai 
5 2 Kings - Lamentations 1 Zechariah 
15 1 Chronicles 4 Ezekiel - Malachi 
354 Total Occurrences of ךרב (1288) 
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ךרב (Continued) 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: הכרב (1293) 
16 Genesis 2 2 Chronicles 0 Daniel 
1 Exodus 0 Ezra 0 Hosea 
1 Leviticus 5 Nehemiah 1 Joel 
0 Numbers 0 Esther 0 Amos 
12 Deuteronomy 1 Job 0 Obadiah 
2 Joshua 9 Psalm 0 Jonah 
1 Judges 8 Proverbs 0 Micah 
0 Ruth 1 Ecclesiastes 1 Nahum 
2 1 Samuel 1 Song of Solomon 0 Habakkuk 
5 2 Samuel 8 Isaiah 0 Zephaniah 
1 1 Kings 0 Jeremiah 0 Haggai 
4 2 Kings 0 Lamentations 1 Zechariah 
1 1 Chronicles 3 Ezekiel 2 Malachi 
89 Total Occurrences of הכרב (1293) 
First, notice the high frequency in Genesis, Deuteronomy, and Psalms.  What cannot be 
gathered from this data is that predominantly (1) in Genesis, God is blessing undeserving 
people at his initiative, (2) in Deuteronomy, God is promising his people continued and 
increasing blessing for faithful obedience, and (3) in the Psalms, people are blessing God.  
These are three distinct kinds of blessing—especially as the purveyor and the object switch in 
the third case.  God’s unsolicited blessing of people in Genesis is an example of pure grace—
the kind of blessing that saves.  God’s conditional promise of blessing in Deuteronomy is an 
example of contingent provisional grace—the kind of grace that supplies earthly needs such 
as bodily health, fruitful reproduction, food, and security from enemies.  Clearly when people 
bless God, nothing is subsidized for God since God has no need.  But this third kind of 
blessing is the fruition of the first two: it is the right and natural reciprocative response of 
those who recognize and receive the blessings of God. 
Now, a fourth kind of blessing is interpersonal.  This kind of blessing-as-greeting is found in 
scriptures that account for many different centuries. This is important despite not being 
nearly as prevalent numerically as those just mentioned.  One key example of this is in 
Numbers 6:22-27: “The LORD said to Moses, ‘Tell Aaron and his sons, “This is how you are 
to bless the Israelites. Say to them: ‘The LORD bless you and keep you; the LORD make his 
face shine upon you and be gracious to you; the LORD turn his face toward you and give you 
peace.’ ”  So they will put my name on the Israelites, and I will bless them.’ ”  This is an 
example of how we are to emulate God; as God is so we are to be and become, and as God 
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does, so we are to do: “Be holy, because I am holy”160 and “Be perfect, therefore, as your 
heavenly Father is perfect.”161 
עשי 
3444 הָעוּשְׁי yeshuah (447b); from 3467; salvation:— deeds of deliverance(1), 
deliverance(6), help(4), prosperity(1), salvation(61), save(1), saving(1), 
security(1), victories(1), victory(1). 
3467 עַשָׁי yasha (446b); a primitive root; to deliver:— avenged(1), avenging(2), 
brought salvation(2), deliver(27), delivered(8), deliverer(3), deliverers(1), 
deliverers who delivered(1), delivers(2), endowed with salvation(1), gained 
the victory(1), help(9), helped(5), preserve(1), safe(1), save(85), saved(33), 
saves(5), savior(13), surely will not save(1), victorious(1). 
3468 עַשֶׁי yesha or  
עַשֵׁי yesha (447a); from 3467; deliverance, rescue, salvation, safety, 
welfare:— safety(3), salvation(31), saving(2). 
3470b Several names are based on this root including Isaiah (3470b), which means 
“Salvation of the LORD” 3091, 3469, 3470a, 3470b 
 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: עשי (3467) 
1 Genesis 2 2 Chronicles - Daniel 
2 Exodus - Ezra 5 Hosea 
- Leviticus 2 Nehemiah - Joel 
1 Numbers - Esther - Amos 
5 Deuteronomy 6 Job 1 Obadiah 
2 Joshua 77 Psalm - Jonah 
21 Judges 2 Proverbs 1 Micah 
- Ruth - Ecclesiastes - Nahum 
15 1 Samuel - Song of Solomon 4 Habakkuk 
15 2 Samuel 34 Isaiah 2 Zephaniah 
- 1 Kings 18 Jeremiah - Haggai 
8 2 Kings 1 Lamentations 6 Zechariah 
7 1 Chronicles 3 Ezekiel - Malachi 
241 Total Occurrences of עשי (3467) 
                                                 
160 Lev 11:44, 45 
161 Mt 5:48 
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עשי (Continued) 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: העשי (3467) 
1 Genesis 1 2 Chronicles 0 Daniel 
2 Exodus 0 Ezra 0 Hosea 
0 Leviticus 0 Nehemiah 0 Joel 
0 Numbers 0 Esther 0 Amos 
1 Deuteronomy 2 Job 0 Obadiah 
0 Joshua 45 Psalm 1 Jonah 
0 Judges 0 Proverbs 0 Micah 
0 Ruth 0 Ecclesiastes 0 Nahum 
2 1 Samuel 0 Song of Solomon 1 Habakkuk 
2 2 Samuel 19 Isaiah 0 Zephaniah 
0 1 Kings 0 Jeremiah 0 Haggai 
0 2 Kings 0 Lamentations 0 Zechariah 
1 1 Chronicles 0 Ezekiel 0 Malachi 
241 Total Occurrences of יהעש  (3467) 
First, notice the high frequency in Judges, the Samuels, the Psalms, and Isaiah.  Judges 
(according to its own synopsis) documents the cyclic salvation and rebellion of Israel 
between the death of Joshua and the calling of Samuel the last Judge of Israel before they 
demanded a king.  The cycle is this: the LORD saves his people through a deliverer (or judge), 
they serve the LORD until their leader dies, then they rebel, then the LORD gives them into the 
oppressive hand of their enemies until they cry out to the LORD, then the LORD raises up 
another deliverer…round and round for several generations.  The book of Judges ends with 
this verse: “In those days there was no king in Israel; everyone did what was right in his own 
eyes.”  The word occurs frequently in the Samuels because God is saving them from their 
enemies chiefly through David—through whom also the great promise of a final Savior was 
to come.  The Psalms cry out to God for salvation, wrestle to understand circumstances in 
light of God’s promise of salvation, and praise God for his salvation.  Isaiah promises 
salvation and prophesies about the suffering and glory of the Savior. 
Second, notice that the frequency in the minor prophets is greater than the other nine words.  
This is because the minor prophets focus on Israel’s salvation and even the salvation of the 
nations. 
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םוּחר 
7348a םוּחְר Rechum (933d); a form of 7349; “compassion,” the name of several 
Israelites:— Rehum(4). 
7349 םוּחַר rachum (933d); from the same as 7358; compassionate:— 
compassionate(11), merciful(2). 
7355 םַחָר racham (933c); denominative verb from 7356; to love, have 
compassion:— compassion(1), compassionate(1), find compassion(1), finds 
mercy(1), had(2), had compassion(2), has compassion(4), have 
compassion(20), have had compassion(1), have mercy(2), have pity(1), 
have...compassion(3), have...mercy(2), love(1), mercy(1), obtained 
compassion(1), Ruhamah(1), show compassion(2), surely have mercy(1). 
7356 םַחַר racham (933b); from the same as 7358; compassion:— 
compassion(30), compassions(1), deeply(1), deeply*(1) mercies(4), 
mercy(2). 
7357 םַחַר Racham (933d); from the same as 7358; “pity,” a man of Judah:— 
Raham(1). 
7358 םֶחֶר rechem (933a); from an unused word; womb:— birth(3), born*(1), 
maiden(1), maidens(1), mother(1), womb(22), wombs(1). 
7359 םֵחְר rechem (1113a); (Aramaic) corresponding to 7356; compassion:— 
compassion(1) 
7361 הָמֲחַר rachamah (933b); the same as 7358, quod vide, which see 
7362 יִנָמֲחַר rachamani (933d); from the same as 7358; compassionate:— 
compassionate(1). 
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םוּחר (Continued) 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: םוּחר (7349) 
0 Genesis 1 2 Chronicles 0 Daniel 
1 Exodus 5 Ezra 0 Hosea 
0 Leviticus 5 Nehemiah 1 Joel 
0 Numbers 0 Esther 0 Amos 
1 Deuteronomy 0 Job 0 Obadiah 
0 Joshua 6 Psalm 1 Jonah 
0 Judges 0 Proverbs 0 Micah 
0 Ruth 0 Ecclesiastes 0 Nahum 
0 1 Samuel 0 Song of Solomon 0 Habakkuk 
0 2 Samuel 0 Isaiah 0 Zephaniah 
0 1 Kings 0 Jeremiah 0 Haggai 
0 2 Kings 0 Lamentations 0 Zechariah 
0 1 Chronicles 0 Ezekiel 0 Malachi 
21 Total Occurrences of םוּחר (7349) 
 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: םחר (7358) 
6 Genesis 1 2 Chronicles 4 Daniel 
6 Exodus 0 Ezra 8 Hosea 
1 Leviticus 6 Nehemiah 0 Joel 
4 Numbers 0 Esther 1 Amos 
4 Deuteronomy 5 Job 0 Obadiah 
0 Joshua 19 Psalm 0 Jonah 
2 Judges 3 Proverbs 1 Micah 
0 Ruth 0 Ecclesiastes 0 Nahum 
2 1 Samuel 0 Song of Solomon 1 Habakkuk 
1 2 Samuel 17 Isaiah 0 Zephaniah 
3 1 Kings 15 Jeremiah 0 Haggai 
1 2 Kings 2 Lamentations 4 Zechariah 
2 1 Chronicles 2 Ezekiel 0 Malachi 
121 Total Occurrences of םחר (7358) 
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םוּחר (Continued) 
I chose the form םוּחר because that is, significantly, the form of its appearance in Exodus 34 
in which the LORD passes by Moses and proclaims, “The LORD, the LORD, the compassionate 
and gracious God, slow to anger, abounding in love and faithfulness, maintaining love to 
thousands, and forgiving wickedness, rebellion and sin.  Yet he does not leave the guilty 
unpunished; he punishes the children and their children for the sin of the fathers to the third 
and fourth generation (6b, 7).  This word has the fewest occurrences of the ten I chose, but 
(as I hope you can understand from the key verse just quoted) it is necessary for salvation,162 
integral to love, and at the heart of God. 
                                                 
162 Jms 2:3b 
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לשםוֹ  
7965 םוֹלָשׁ shalom (1022d); from 7999a; completeness, soundness, welfare, 
peace:— close(2), ease(1), favorable(1), friend*(1), friendly terms(1), 
friends*(2), greet(1), greet*(5), greeted*(1), health(1), how(1), Peace(2), 
peace(153), peaceably(1), peaceful(2), peacefully(3), perfect peace(1), 
prosperity(3), rose(1), safe(2), safely(7), safety(6), secure(1), state(1), 
trusted(1), welfare(14), well(17), well-being(5), who were at peace(1), 
wholly(1) 
7966 םוּלִּשׁ shillum or 
םֻלִּשׁ shillum (1024b); from 7999a; requital:— bribe(1), recompense(1), 
retribution(1). 
7999a םֵלָשׁ shalem (1022a); a primitve root; to be complete or sound:— 
completed(1), finished(3), fulfill(1), fully repay(1), make(2), make an end(2), 
make it good(2), make full restitution(1), make restitution(9), over(1), 
paid(1), pay(19), pay back(1), paying(1), pays(1), pays back(1), perform(2), 
performed(1), performing(1), performs(1), present(1), recompense(3), 
recompenses(1), render(2), rendering(2), repaid(3), repay(19), repays(3), 
restore(2), reward(3), rewarded(3), surely make restitution(2), surely pay(1), 
without harm(1).
7999b םַלָשׁ shalam (1023d); denominative verb from 8002; to be in a covenant of 
peace:— friend(1), made peace(6), make peace(1), makes(1), peace(4), 
peaceable(1). 
8000 םֵלְשׁ shelem (1115d); (Aramaic) corresponding to 7999a; to be complete:— 
completed(1), deliver in full(1), put an end(1).
8001 םָלְשׁ shelam (1116a); (Aramaic) corresponding to 7965; welfare, 
prosperity:— peace(4).
8002 םֶלֶשׁ shelem (1023b); from 7999a; a sacrifice for alliance or friendship, 
peace offering:— peace offering(2), peace offerings(85). 
8003 םֵלָשׁ shalem (1023d); from 7999a; complete, safe, at peace:— blameless(1), 
complete(1), completed(1), completely(1), entire(2), friendly(1), full(4), 
just(1), perfect(2), prepared(1), safely(1), uncut(2), whole(5), 
wholeheartedly*(1), wholly devoted(4).
8005 םֵלִּשׁ shillem (1024a); from 7999a; recompense:— retribution(1). 
8010 הֹמֹלְשׁ Shelomoh (1024d); from 7999a; David’s son163 and successor to 
his throne:— Solomon(266), Solomon’s(21).
                                                 
163 Solomon is the only name form of the root that I have included; there are 19 variations of this root word that 
were given as names of Israelites—one of which,  תיִמֹלְשׁ, was used as a name for both males and females.  Two 
other variations (8020 and 8022) were the names of Assyrian Kings. 
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8011 הָמֻלִּשׁ shillumah (1024b); from 7999a; requital, retribution:— 
recompense(1). 
8021 ןֹמְלַשׁ shalmon (1024b); from 7999a; a reward, bribe:— rewards(1). 
 
 
םוֹלש (Continued) 
First, notice the number of variations on this root word.  In one sense, the word is simple in 
that it always implies a lack of discrepancy or an absence of deficiency: םלש has to due with 
balance, wellness, fulfillment, peace, etc.   The word(s) become complex in the vastness of 
their applications including aesthetic qualities, economic and commercial situations, 
interpersonal relationships, international relationships, bodily health, spiritual conditions, and 
relationships with God. 
 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: םוֹלש (7965) 
15 Genesis 8 2 Chronicles 3 Daniel 
3 Exodus 7 Ezra - Hosea 
1 Leviticus 2 Nehemiah - Joel 
2 Numbers 3 Esther - Amos 
5 Deuteronomy 4 Job 1 Obadiah 
2 Joshua 27 Psalm - Jonah 
10 Judges 3 Proverbs 3 Micah 
- Ruth 1 Ecclesiastes 1 Nahum 
18 1 Samuel 1 Song of Solomon - Habakkuk 
16 2 Samuel 28 Isaiah - Zephaniah 
11 1 Kings 34 Jeremiah 1 Haggai 
25 2 Kings 1 Lamentations 6 Zechariah 
17 1 Chronicles 7 Ezekiel 2 Malachi 
268 Total Occurrences of םוֹלש (7965) 
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םוֹלש (Continued) 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: םלש (7999a) 
7 Genesis 13 2 Chronicles 1 Daniel 
18 Exodus 4 Ezra 2 Hosea 
34 Leviticus 1 Nehemiah 2 Joel 
20 Numbers - Esther 3 Amos 
10 Deuteronomy 11 Job - Obadiah 
7 Joshua 19 Psalm 1 Jonah 
3 Judges 12 Proverbs 1 Micah 
2 Ruth 3 Ecclesiastes 2 Nahum 
5 1 Samuel - Song of Solomon - Habakkuk 
8 2 Samuel 15 Isaiah - Zephaniah 
16 1 Kings 12 Jeremiah - Haggai 
6 2 Kings - Lamentations - Zechariah 
10 1 Chronicles 9 Ezekiel - Malachi 
257 Total Occurrences of םלש (7999a) 
The reason םלש (7999a) occurs so frequently in Leviticus and the other books of Mosaic Law 
is because these record laws concerning peace offerings to be presented to God and social 
justice in the form of restitutions for wrongdoing toward neighbors.  The reason םוֹלש (7965) 
occurs so frequently in the Samuels, Kings, and Chronicles is that they are narrative and 
include many cordial greetings, accounts of international relations (transitions of power, war, 
treaties, times of peace, etc.), accounts and inquiries of individuals’ health, and so on.  The 
reason these terms occur so frequently in Jeremiah (and Isaiah, but less often) is that these 
were prophesying that Jerusalem would fall and Israel would be taken captive to Babylon—
in contrast to the false prophets who were saying, “Peace!  Peace!”  They tell how the Lord 
would destroy their peace and later provide genuine peace. 
Second (refer to the following page for the relevant tables), notice that only two books of the 
Hebrew testament do not include at least one of these words.  Moreover, they are distributed 
more or less in proportion to the length of the books occurring once every two chapters on 
average (and chapters in the bible are really quite short164).  I conclude from this that the 
word is one of the most significant and all-relevant in scripture and for life. 
                                                 
164 The NIV translation of Exodus results in 28,698 English words not including chapter and verse numbers, 
translators’ headings, or translators’ footnotes.  Exodus has 40 chapters, so an average chapter has 718 words. 
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םוֹלש (Continued) 
Combined Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament 
525 Sum Total Occurrences of םוֹלש (7965) and םלש (7999a) 
 
Average Occurrences Per Chapter by book of the Hebrew Testament 
0.4 Genesis 0.6 2 Chronicles 0.3 Daniel 
0.5 Exodus 1.1 Ezra 0.1 Hosea 
1.3 Leviticus 0.2 Nehemiah 0.7 Joel 
0.6 Numbers 0.3 Esther 0.3 Amos 
0.4 Deuteronomy 0.4 Job 1.0 Obadiah 
0.4 Joshua 0.3 Psalm 0.3 Jonah 
0.6 Judges 0.5 Proverbs 0.6 Micah 
0.5 Ruth 0.3 Ecclesiastes 1.0 Nahum 
0.7 1 Samuel 0.1 Song of Solomon - Habakkuk 
1.0 2 Samuel 0.7 Isaiah - Zephaniah 
1.2 1 Kings 0.9 Jeremiah 0.5 Haggai 
1.2 2 Kings 0.3 Lamentations 0.4 Zechariah 
0.9 1 Chronicles 0.3 Ezekiel 0.5 Malachi 
0.56 Average Occurrences Per Chapter of םוֹלש (7965) and םלש (7999a) 
22 Genesis 21 2 Chronicles 4 Daniel 
21 Exodus 11 Ezra 2 Hosea 
35 Leviticus 3 Nehemiah 2 Joel 
22 Numbers 3 Esther 3 Amos 
15 Deuteronomy 15 Job 1 Obadiah 
9 Joshua 46 Psalm 1 Jonah 
13 Judges 15 Proverbs 4 Micah 
2 Ruth 4 Ecclesiastes 3 Nahum 
23 1 Samuel 1 Song of Solomon - Habakkuk 
24 2 Samuel 43 Isaiah - Zephaniah 
27 1 Kings 46 Jeremiah 1 Haggai 
31 2 Kings 1 Lamentations 6 Zechariah 
27 1 Chronicles 16 Ezekiel 2 Malachi 
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תמא 
539 ןַמאָ aman (52d); a primitve root; to confirm, support:— believe(26), 
believed(11), believes(2), bringing(1), carried(1), chronic(1), confirmed(5), 
doorposts(1), endure(1), enduring(3), established(3), faithful(21), firm(2), 
fulfilled(1), guardians(3), has assurance(1), have faith(1), have...assurance(1), 
last(1), lasting(1), nurse(3), put your trust(2), puts...trust(2), reared(1), 
reliable(1), stand still(1), sure(4), trust(4), trusted(1), trustworthy*(1), 
unreliable*(1), verified(1). 
540 ןַמֲא aman (1081a); (Aramaic) corresponding to 539; to trust:— faithful(1), 
trusted(1), trustworthy(1). 
542 ןָמּאָ omman (53b); from 539; a masterworkman, artist:— artist(1). 
543 ןֵמאָ amen (53b); from 539; verily, truly:— Amen(28), truth(2). 
544 ןֶמֹא omen (53b); from 539; faithfulness:— perfect faithfulness(1). 
545 הָנְמאָ omnah (53d); from 539; bringing up, nourishment:— care(1). 
546 הָנְמאָ omnah (53d); from 539; verily, truly, indeed:— actually(1), truly(1). 
548 הָנָמֲא amanah (53d); from 539; faith, support:— agreement(1), firm 
regulation(1). 
551 םָנְמאָ omnam (53d); from 539; verily, truly:— indeed(1), surely*(1), 
true(1), truly(5), truth(1). 
552 םָנְמֻא umnam (53d); from 539; verily, truly, indeed:— indeed(3), 
indeed*(1), really(1). 
571 תֶמֱא emeth (54a); from 539; firmness, faithfulness, truth:— faith(1), 
faithful(2), faithfully(6), faithfulness(10), lasting(1), nor*(1), right(1), 
true(18), truly(4), truth(80), truth that you may correctly(1), truthful(2). 
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תמא (Continued) 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: ןמא (539) 
3 Genesis 7 2 Chronicles 3 Daniel 
8 Exodus - Ezra 2 Hosea 
- Leviticus 5 Nehemiah - Joel 
6 Numbers 1 Esther - Amos 
19 Deuteronomy 10 Job - Obadiah 
- Joshua 22 Psalm 1 Jonah 
1 Judges 6 Proverbs 1 Micah 
1 Ruth - Ecclesiastes - Nahum 
6 1 Samuel 1 Song of Solomon 1 Habakkuk 
2 2 Samuel 18 Isaiah - Zephaniah 
5 1 Kings 7 Jeremiah - Haggai 
4 2 Kings 1 Lamentations - Zechariah 
3 1 Chronicles - Ezekiel - Malachi 
144 Total Occurrences of ןמא (539) 
 
Number of Occurrences by book of the Hebrew Testament: תמא (571) 
9 Genesis 5 2 Chronicles 6 Daniel 
10 Exodus - Ezra 1 Hosea 
2 Leviticus 3 Nehemiah - Joel 
- Numbers 1 Esther - Amos 
11 Deuteronomy 4 Job - Obadiah 
3 Joshua 39 Psalm - Jonah 
5 Judges 12 Proverbs 1 Micah 
2 Ruth 1 Ecclesiastes - Nahum 
11 1 Samuel - Song of Solomon - Habakkuk 
7 2 Samuel 12 Isaiah - Zephaniah 
8 1 Kings 13 Jeremiah - Haggai 
2 2 Kings 2 Lamentations 6 Zechariah 
- 1 Chronicles 2 Ezekiel 1 Malachi 
179 Total Occurrences of תמא (571) 
First, notice that truth and faithfulness occur most frequently in the Psalms, Deuteronomy, 
and Isaiah.  The Psalmists are concerned with the truth and faithfulness of God.  In 
Deuteronomy, God is concerned with his people’s faithfulness and obedience to the truth.  In 
Isaiah, God reminds Israel of his faithfulness despite their faithlessness and his truth despite 
their falsehood. 
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תמא (Continued) 
Number of Occurrences in ESV Translation of Hebrew Testament: ןמא 
(539) 
 Main Branches Other Branches 
27 Amen (transliteration) 2 puts…trust 
   1 Let him…trust 
31 believe 1 Put…trust 
7 believed 1 trust 
38 Total in Branch 2 trusted 
   3 established 
16 faithful 1 let…be established 
1 faith 8 sure 
1 having…faith [36] [26 others] 
18 Total in Branch 55 Total in Other Branches 
138 Total Occurrences of ןמא (539) 
 
Number of Occurrences in ESV Translation of Hebrew Testament: תמא 
(571) 
 Main Branches Other Branches 
44 faithfulness  1 what is165 ...true 
5 faithful  2 Truly 
3 good faith  1 trustworthy 
1 faith  8 faithfully  
53 Total in Branch 1 Pure 
   1 sure oath 
30 truth  1 Right 
21 true  2 Sure 
2 truthful  1 assured 
53 Total in Branch 3 security 
   21 Total in Other Branches 
127 Total Occurrences of תמא (571) 
                                                 
165 Italics show an English phrase that is idiomatic or cannot be connected to any single Hebrew word, but is 
grammatically implied by the Hebrew.  This is according to McDaniel, Chip; Collins, C. John: The ESV 
English-Hebrew Reverse Interlinear Old Testament. Logos Research Systems, Inc., 2006; 2006. 
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תמא (Continued) 
I have included this final table for the word תמא (571) because, unlike all of the other words, 
this root has two equally primary branches of English translation: one has to do with truth 
and the other has to do with faithfulness.  This is extremely significant for it shows that there 
is an essential relationship between the two, which neither the English language nor most 
post-enlightenment cultures recognize.  That faith and truth are brothers is the insight here.  
Faith is founded on truth, which is steeped in knowledge; faith is not a matter of blind belief, 
shallow optimism, or an I-wish kind of hope. 
 
ןמא 
The word ןמא (539) is often transliterated: Amen.  The word is still in common use, but not 
necessarily understood fully.  Understanding that this word has to do with truth, faithfulness, 
belief, trust, agreement, affirmation, submission, security, and firm establishment makes its 
genuine use much more meaningful. 
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for example, print 63 (P63) is on page 427. 
• Progressive layers of six selected prints (33, 47, 59, 76, 112, and 158) are 
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• Woodcut Matrix:  page 559 
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